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Synopsis
1'ho ugh flen Jonson's oejanus has received virtually no approbation 
as a work for the theater, it has yet been the subject of much critical 
attention. There is widespread recognition that the .lay is no 
ordinary failure, that it is a work full of learning, carefully 
structured ana taematically potent, an intelligent effort to reform 
Renaissance historical tragedy. iitili there is no agreement about what 
kind of achievement the play actually represents. The concern of this 
dissertation is *ith the intellectual origins of the play; it is a 
study in the traditions and methods which appear to hav<= t uided Jonson 
in his writing of Sejanus. It is my thesis that ±ta genesis is to be 
found in Jonson's interest in non-literary discipineu - history, methods
A
of historical writing, politics and constitutional issues - rather than 
in literary criticism and conventions. Jonson found his new style in 
political history, his themes in the conflict between morality ^nd the 
logistics of realpolitik.
The first chapter contains a brief account of the circumstances in 
whi.cn the p^ay was written, the sta^e failure, the highly varied o inions 
of the critics, a summary of the basic problem, and a resume of the 
play, itself, as a political treatise.
Chapter two is concerned primarily #ith Tacitus, Jonson*s major 
source for the play. It is not a study of the mere transposition of 
facts, however, but of Roman historic^ rapaical methods, Tacitus' themes, 
characterizations, even his o*,n temperament, fur the influence they had 
upon Jonson. The Annals contains a mixture of satiric, tragic and epic 
intents which reappear in the play. Jonson sees political crises as 
Tucitus does, the contest for power, the relationship between personal 
ambition, corruption and decline on a national scale. In the wor*t of
both writers there is a distinct combination of lament, invective and 
objective detachment inherent in their styles ana thematic concerns.
In the third chapter the rice of new hi^toriof . aphicaJL methods in 
sixteenth-century &nglc.nd is set out in order to establish the liite- 
nesses between this "scientific", empirical, highly analytic political 
history and the play. My contention is that oejanus was the result of a 
need to bring historical drain a up to date in terms of the methods and 
purposes of historical writing and to employ the advantages of the 
drama as a point 01 view in elucidating the matters of political history. 
Jonson was not only trying to write sound drama wtiieh would ple&se an 
audience and inform them in matters of state, but also a sound history 
in the new ttoae.
The fourth chapter takes up the problem of tragedy, its traditional 
relationship to the history play ind the difficulties involved in 
amalgamating the two concerns. The plays of the closet dramatists are 
introduced for comparison and the Italian critics on Aristotle are 
discussed as far as they are relevant. But here, I think, the play as 
an innovative work, mu t be allowed to suggest its o*n intents. *<ot 
complying with traditional c ncepts of tragedy, at least "romantic"
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tragedy, Sejanus is yet a serious work which, in the order of its 
materials, suggests its own definition of tragedy, otock De casibua 
patterns, the tragedy of the villain h< ro, of the overrearther and th<B 
struggle between Titan K.Q *ves appear but these can be raislea ;ing. More 
essential is a definition of tragedy which ue-em,. hasizee the hero and 
concentrates upon the decline of an entire state ana upon the victims 
of political treachery. Various factors informing Jonson's tragic vision 
are Senecan Stoicism, contradictions inherent in constitutional 
settlements, human ambition related to party politics, the conflict
 
between morality and raison d'etat, the cycles of states, their 
ineluctable rising ana falling. New forms of history give rise to
Jonson*s new fora of tragedy*
The play ia complex politically and historically, yet there is 
an integrity in the work both in its structuring am themes. -he
*
conclusion is a crtic a-i essay on ho* all these diverse materialsf\ ^ ^
anJ interests are superimposed and culminate in a ainfie unified work.
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Preface
It is not my intention in this dissertation to fault all of the 
previous criticism on Jonson's >>ejanus and supply the new definitive 
interpretation, but r >ther to consider the work: in a larger intellectual 
context than has vet been established for it. ^uilding that context 
will be my major undertaKia, . One of the best known facts about the 
play is that Jonson rt^e *rched his mattrials well and relied closely 
upon his sources. *his has suggested to me that oejanus is more than 
a history play which merely contains facts ta&en from Tacitus. made- 
over to fit conventional English aramatic modes and serve conventional 
thematic ends. To begin ..ith, Jonson 1 a research and meticulous care 
in designing the play make it not only a work of *rt, but a significant 
piece of interpretative historical writing. ^hc wor*. invites 
consideration in the terms of both disciplines, ^y no means essential 
for an initial understanding of the play, yet a reading of Tacitus 
demonstrates it^ qualities .^ history. Tacitus, as an historian and 
as an observer of the political events of first-century ^ome, had hi* 
own t..enjefc, his own uorld vision, products of his historiographical 
methods, his chosen subject matter, his personal experiences and 
temperament* It is my thesis that Jonson not only read Ti.citus for 
the facts but "understood" him, his particular themes and concerns, and 
toOK note of how they were created. This opens a new area for exploration 
in explaining not only the use of source materials in the pl>^, but the 
origins of Jonson 1 s characteristic themes und the genesis of his trafic 
vision. It is not so much a matter of Tacitus' direct influence as it 
is one of Jonson 1 s arriving at similar conclusions about how to portray 
and interpret the political dealings of Tiberius' reign.
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Tacitus, through hi* historical writing, created for posterity 
an impression of the Koman political life under the Cces&rs, a "oman 
milieu characterized by intrigue, treachery, tyranny, endlees factions, 
trials ana see-flaw strurjries for power. (The general descrir tions of 
 ^oroe in my chapter two are interpretative elaborations upon this 
Tacitean world*) his account includes the portrayal of a number of 
dominating personalities including the extraordinarily aauitious Sejanus 
and the cunning Tiberius, along, with a huge c.yct of rsinor characters - 
though they ^re often so succinctly described, even in a line or two, 
that they take on significant dimensions as characters illustrative of 
tht facets of political behavior. Tacitus relatea events, but not 
without supplying their causes, which he invariably tr cei both to the 
influence of t^e human will and to the constitutional system, the 
political power settlement of the civil war. A philosophy of history 
emerged in Tacitus' writings which explained tht decay of the great 
Hoaian state. -he uniqueness of ^ejanus as a political history play and 
as political tragedy, I contend, is, to a large extent, the result of 
Jonson's desire to reproduce that "oman milieu in play forri.. He chose 
from the *nnals the career of uejaous and retold it in such a way that 
a Tacitean philosophy of history and Tacitean themes are manifest 
through it. Ky first task has been to enlarge upon that Tacitean world, 
explain the political conditions, the personalities and th« constitutional 
crisis which form the materials of the play.
One then comes to Tacitus, hitiself, the raan who leit this astute 
vision of the political life which subsequent readers have alternately 
called a brilliant analysis of policy and demonic instruction in 
statescraft. He *as a man who had qualifications for writing a sound
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and responsible political history. nis sKepticism rescued him from 
gullibility; hie sense of integrity «.ept him to hi? tusK as an exposer 
of abuses. T&citean themes arose founded upon events thoroughly 
rese^rchej. x citus was uirecbly concerned with the Kinds in; classes 
of men who determined the directions of the jif« of state: senators, 
aristocratic family me^iberR, the novua homo opportunist, the 6toic 
opponents of the government and, ot" course, the emperors. ^jually he 
devoted himself to analyzing political causes, factions, the treason 
laws, the imperial power, the despondency of the Senate. Inulrectly 
Tacitus was concerned v,ith constitutional eajustrnents, the delegation 
of powers, a fixed and unttlter.a; le set of circumstances which gave rise 
to many of the governmental abuses J.n first-century ^ome.
Joneon not only introduces all these variables, human *nd 
institutional, into the play, out he arranges thorn in ways resembling 
Tacitus' in oraer to advance the same themes, expose the causes of 
political injustice as i'--citu» d-id, m^ri, tr.e treason laws, d^spl-iy the 
corrupt uses of political rhetoric, explore, in the same way, the will 
and interests of the ^mperor, the temptations of the office, show the 
weakened powers of the 3enat« and, more particularly, relate the damage 
which -ejanus aid Lo -v^/i.e and poxnt out the ironies of ai.: rise to and 
fall froDo po*er. i'he plaj, thus, beco/ces specific history, an 
interpretation of Tacitus' historical vioion ani a troatioe on the
political life to the extent that the particular aorce-s to stani for the
*
general through the drama.
In considering Tacitus aa a literary cr i^t^^an, in ju.iricing the 
care with *hich he wrote the Annals in or ier to achieve special theaotic 
effects, the relevance he has f->r the study of -Jonson, I arc convinced, 
does not er.d fcith the oattsrifals. The .>nt;;^I^, by d«wxfr» und through
individual observations and characterizations, reveals a vision behind 
the facts which has dimensions both satiric and tr^ic. By sheer 
repetition, Tacitus established the incessant ironies of rwoman politics 
and the causal lin&s between individual cts of ambition, aggression, 
pride and the downward course of the entire society. Tacitus pointed 
both to the irremedial vices of human nature and the tragic decline of 
the Aoman state; the worn is both satiric and e^ic. J-hus genre arose 
out of the treatment of historical materials. x heee patterns emerged 
as the axioms of Tacitus 1 historical studies. Jonson, in informing his 
materials with a similar order, makes his *ay toward a discovery of the 
genre patterns which ari.se out of the historical events themselves. 
It is, therefore, not only my intention to illustrate how closely the 
play-wor-d is a dramatized duplication of tht many and complex variables 
of ^om.^n political life, but also to show how Tacitus' themes anu his 
efforts as an artist in the creation of history are related to Jonson's 
own techniques in the preparation of a political and historical tragedy.
My second basic thesis is that the difference between oejanua 
as a political Aoman play and earlier pla.,6 of this Kind is equivalent 
to the differences between the medieval and Tudor moralists and 
chroniclers and the «,or£s of modern, secular, objective, political 
history, wor^s based upon research and directed toward the analysis 
of political events ana an explanation of political causes. I'hese 
works represent a development in historiography carried out, not only 
during Jonson's formative yer^rs, but by men who were personal frienda 
of his. A his is not a contradiction of the thesis concerning Tacitus, 
but an extension of it* "'ejanus was but one Aor*. based upon the
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rediscovery of Tacitua as a political historian in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. Tacitus' ^.ind of political assessment in the 
form of history had not been written, with very f<.w exceptions, for 
well over a thousand yearr*. -Out with the rise of noaern secular 
states following the reformation, the appear-nee of t'..e vvorKs of 
^achiavelli and Guicciardini, vsith the recognition of th* 1 craft and 
tactics of policy employed in the preservation ana usurpation of power, 
circumstances in the political \vorld were jugo-in rii ht for this kind of 
historiography. ^uch English intellectuals ae liacon, ^amden and Hay ward 
hi*d come to realise the presence of policy as a fact of the political 
life and that it should be studied. The question was to what end. A 
crisis for the age was whether it should be condemned outrirht or 
systematized and scrupulously taught to the legitin^te rulers of
state. J?his same intellectual crisis is suggested in the pla.y and
\ 
perhaps partially accounts for its unpopularity in Jonson's own time,
Jonson covered himself by reve ilin^ the satiric dimensions of his 
account, by proposing, indirectly, a balance of old-fashioned morality. 
Yet, Jonson, as an objective historian, allots the measures of 
expediency anJ realpolitik to stand.
The evidence frora the play th^t ;>e janus is such a work, evidence 
which I will establish at greater length in the first chapter, is 
derived basically from the total design of the IVOTK. Jonaon provides 
a complete treatise on policy, it.3 tactics, and the results. He 
anatomizes duplicity and deceptive rhetoric; he concentrates only 
upon those elements of character which contribute to the political 
life. l'h« wor^ is founded upon f<^ct and Jon.son does not falsify, 
omit or significantly reinterpret in order to produce a conver^t
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moral vision or didacticii-c on the evils of state. x here is an 
objectivity in the style despite the outbursts of such allegedly 
choric characters ad Arruntiua; Jonr^on preserve.-i thio to the end, 
leaving the ^omo of his play in th-" ban I.-, of the uni^t^tic iberius and 
thv new upstart, .'aero. :ii.:, then-ics, therefore, ,rt .-lot lhu:_,t of the 
historical plays of the 1590s, but of the nev. ^oiiiic-ii historians. 
/»n explanation of Jon.-on'r. icsues is to be found, not in the- earlier 
dr^cia, but in Bacon r.n-i Howard, issuer. -ahich he ex;,lore .1 because he 
followed the techniques of the ncv. historians, a^ men as dr-^.a 
allowed, in preparing his u ^terials.
jf'or thic reason .1 h ve iaade a study of the historical revolution 
with special emphasis upon isolating those techniques .-;ni principles 
wuich ap::iy to -'ejanus. Medieval historic^T:.'phv is set out briefly for 
purposes of contrast. oe^-unus is u^-i^ned, ostensibly, as i. :,:oral 
De casibus tragedy, but the plaj reveals so rn my other principles of 
design in light of the new criteria established for historical writing, 
that U.i£ favorite explanation of the pls.y is invalidated, /ill the 
thematic iir.j licationt' of the tr^edy of the hero are absent. Causal 
explanation reduces fortune to a metaphor. Medieval theories of 
rule, of the description of government based upon cos;ic theories and 
systems of analogies are alao Ebcent from the plc.y, even froze the 
imagery. In the :-loce of the M ^lizabctban Aorlu picture," vhich
awes not fit, 1 have supplied a i3econian value system. B/.con's
attituder towerd art arid tistory, induction, i clitics and tht. uses of 
policy, the jurpoces of history all corre. j onu to tht v,lut;s of the 
pl&y.
The terpttttion to exi lor*, the hiotorical revolution in some depth 
for tht li(/-ht it could alj.o cast upon Joneon'e dr»c.,Mtic techniques
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was too great to avoid. As with Tacitus, I became interested in 
discovering <>hat connections existed between Jonscn'^ principles of
dramatic history writing and the techniques of political historiography
A. 
Issues become, at this ju/cture, highly complex ana often speculative,
A
it i;.ore difficult to extr *ct tne surest _ine o: ^r^ 
-osentialiy my thesis is that oe Janus iu u history «hich, as a 
political treatise, is inductively argued ur;l that in the overall 
aromatic structure, Jonson suggests the axioms he has drawn from the 
study, uf course, this leads to the whole problem of the philosophy 
of history, truth *ua objectivity, the rena^i^-. 1\ of the observer, the 
presence of tue historian in his wor«v, deoatts wuicn ^r.; age-old, 
highly theoretical and easily lead away from the issues at hand* 
Yet such letters are central ones for the lay. Jonson, as a "new" 
historian, ha.i tD ir.ake a mental readjustment to the purposes of history 
and the place of the writer in that history, a readjustment reflected
for., implies intent; the inauctive method
entails waiting upon the «xerriplum u&fore conclusions are drawn. I an 
willing to argue that an aw .renese of the value of the inductive approach 
a.aites the historian mindful of the Kinds of theses Uvhich a^y be his 
own as well) which arise frora the J3.*teriuj.s themselves ana rh&t they 
are tne truest and most to^lin^ ones. -he point for Joncon io that his 
themes do differ significantly in «cope ana e/.iuhasis from those of the 
earlier moral hiotorian^. Jrairr.tic reconstruction, an art form from 
wnich the author has ostensibly v-ithdrawn his o.vu voice ei;tirely, is 
a perfect vehicle, "t the &&ILO time, ora;i.t.tj.c forir. has the power to 
lift the specific exe^j:.i.uin to u representative one; tn*. ^L-y suggests, 
through raaitiug a symbol of ityelf, the universal which is implied in
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the succinctly chosen particular. Jomion develops cue ^tren^thc in 
both attitudes and works out a balance between them. -he purposes of 
the new history thus find their equivalents in the techniques of 
Jonson'o dra.'aa. It is a h.*rd tho^j.s, but one, r a.?., convinced, viorth 
the making.
The same thin^;, in simpler ter'?;8, it that tht* ~ur;,oses of history, 
its themes r~nu techniques, chan. ed iote Ln tne sixteenth century. In 
BO far as the jeiinition of the history pi ^ .Tieant advancing the 
pur; oses and the^er, of history drastically, the jr^ir^tist h^d to 
find equivaientc for the narrative techniques, find A-»y»- to reveal 
those themes on the sta#e or eJ^e abandon the history play as a 
legitimate fora; of historic, r^c-by. fcy as.^uuption, ba^.ed upon -A'hat 
^e janus i<? as a play, is that Jonson's atter oted reforn. of tlio 
historical tragedy was oaa-i a^on hi.-3 Jc.^ire to .write an inttrrpretative 
an^ authoritative political history, founded upon the raost ^ ccorapliahed 
of the '"om^n niat.)rians and >ocordinK to the principles of the new 
historiography. -is whole study *«ao now t^ finJ draicat.c ejuivalente, 
preserve a fidelity t.j hio mate^JLals an: thv;a r inherent theses, and 
yet delight and instruct a popular .uiience. Jonson wa3, in a sense, 
caught between his -ivlihooa and hia e^-.lf-re '.tct as H olaG.-iciat and 
scholar-historian. i^ven though the pi-'v VV « B n °t r* r>ta^c. success, th« 
historical revolution ir, one explanation of w;..y Jonr.or. wrote it as he 
aid, of 'Ahy it is such a sustained and scholarly worK ana oi why it is 
so brilliant and rtwaruint, ao a etudy in political affairs, one of the 
very fe* truly ^om^u historical plays.
In order to bring Sejanua to a final dramatic form, Jonson uid 
not avoid making certain compromises. He mentions a few in his preface 
to the printed version of the play. -ven while Jonson Aorited according 
to the criteria of the political historiographers, he also had ideals 
about the re 5 trainee , well-made classical play» -he tt :; 3.-. £ aviation of 
disciplines entailed difficult choices. .'.oreovtr, the very act of 
dramatizing made its own a«,-;anJo. I'he play, poiitica^. &.::> uonson may 
have intenaed it una a studj of a whole ooeiety, still ha- to -onvey 
its entire intent through characters and uxalo^ue. It aj ^ ears that 
Jonson, in reaucing his historical vision to those tersua, dil everything 
possible to frustrate the eaaj re;^ onset? waich foiluw from attachments 
to one character, and to prevent glib asseos&entts which come easily to 
the viewer through "purple-passages'* and outworn platitudinous plots: 
that the wic&ed always fo.ll, that God has all worl i events in his 
control, that rebellion never pay a, ch<- 1 tyranny hurts the commonweal 
and invites civil war, or a^igntly xnore eiubtie inoi t;ats into c;reat 
men torn b,; indecision, wrac&ed by douuie loyalties and other such 
psychological contests. Characters are revealed ^niy &o political beings 
. Jonoon stays by his chosen matter. --11 characters are
representative roles, no flatter *bat their parts or hov\ ceatr^i, in 
the anatomization of the life of state. ±.t vcrthcieee, founded on 
theories of Jonson *s attachments to the estabii&ued dramatic 
conventions, critics have sought repeatedly to exr.la.in ^ejanus as a 
tragedy la these terms. (H few of thest ccounis *re oriefly outlined 
in chapter one.; £>ut Joneon wanteu to use .iie^^iatic for:, in such a way 
that a reservation of judgement upon tht isoucs r.iisfcj bj the play 
woul -» be necessitated. Men would, otherwise, f^^.1 to perceive the 
more complex relations ;-»nd i«.:ues of the ] olitic. J state. Jonson not 
only had t^ apprehend the idsueo of jo^icy, constitutions, fathom the
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political rhetoric, but to reveal them in the theater for the 
edification of his audience in the true matters of state.
The definition of tragedy is an area of study =*« vast as the 
study of histuriogr-iphy. Yet it could not be escaped, since what 
Jonson understood to be historical in * >« janua, he slao un lerstDod to 
be tragic. I wanted to Knot* what Jonson understood the tragic vision 
of ^t janus to be, how it arose out of his materials an i h-jw it was 
shaped by the conventions of tragedy inherited from earlier dramatists, 
the Italian critics, an- i'rom the ancients. My approach to the whole 
problem is through the closet dramatists, those few, for the most 
part unread, tragedians who wrote for a coterie audience on political 
themes often baaed upon iwoman history. xhey also attempted to follow 
theories of neo-classical drama, aejanus is not such a pl^y, but there 
are many resemblances, not only in r tcrials and issues, but in the 
ways both these writers and Jonson solved problems of style and 
organisation in tre.tin^ their chosen subjects. uf,'\in, influence is a 
moot question, and again, I thinK it not a crucial one. -he classical 
ideals of the academic drama were common information. **ut it is 
useful, for illustrative purposes, to consider o«janus as a iiind of 
closet play in pur ose and design, with alterations required for the 
theater, as long as such a thesis is balanced with at least two further 
assertions: that < >  janus is also a play in th* -"oman play tradition, 
its other close dramatic relative, and that it is an original 
achievement in form and content ana therefore a work independent of the 
existing dramatic and critical traditions.
My third basic theses is that oejanus is an innovative form of 
tragedy because of Jonson's speciux uses of hiatory, that historical 
themes ana patterns gave rise to th« tragic order of the play.  ' hia 
is not a notion easy to summarize. "ith the de-centralisation of the
xii
hero and the new concern with the whole spectrum of : ,oli:icaJ. causes 
in the play, interest shifts a*ay from ejanus* rise ana fall, landing 
sometimes upon "grip^ina r-;nc» her struggle, or upon ^.Lb^rius 1 political
roler, or the fates? of tne rerufcj ic- j n senators fal-eJy accused of 
treason. A he iiisturi^nr eye turmi from ifleue to iaeue, yet builda a 
complete picture. -i'he question is v.hether such oar en and ti;e resultant 
whole *0.6O forr. t? Jiterary order. I believe that ao these characters 
cecoi'e the centers of various representative politic*! actions, a 
tr/f;ic order e/er^es which has sev'-r^o. levele of ntt^chwent; sometimes 
it 1- ^.he tragedy of thrj politic AI victim, -or.etirree the tragedy of th  
state, it'-^lf.
At tris oint it becarce necessary to look into the theories of 
tr.age \j both in Jon«on f r? time and in our own, to discover the ranges 
within which 'lefinitione cnri be broadened, to find the rtj.at-Lon«aip 
between the historical event and the traj->c experience. It is ay 
conviction that, even a« a ata reu I'lay, -Je janue ia a visual 
reconstruction of an .'.i.storical event which, upon refac;tion, 
contains its own the-nstic ordtri', one tb^t is to o« reconatructed 
again in the mini of the beholder, *ndi that the tr.iric emotions are 
produced by an inteliectu Q recognition that the events presented 
are true, that the nunrm cau3es waich lead to suffering an i -injustice 
are univer.ia^., that the political impasses rv-iche: in firafc-century
are true and inherent in any constitutional #rran£;Mnent and that,
therefore, this account threatens ail civilised men in ail places. x h«
0 
conf.ict is essentially an ideJlo^ical one »n 1 che tr».«j.c exnerience is
ba3«'J Jpon r>n intellectu.u^ rec-jf.nition ot precisely what ind how 
unavoidable th>; tertaj of the conflict 'ire. Jon^son merely backs up
e in hie rQprecsentative exe^piura the x\^«& o* the argument
xi.il
raging around Jlaciiiavelli unu the Tudor conntitution an; placet man 
the manir.ul'.-tor ml the victim ia the ;enter jf the argument. Jordan's 
tragic vision if; in th« completeness jf hi.v< hi^t^rical relation, the 
truth of th'i polit.*j-J tactic.';, aa^. tof.'.i-ed, an i the authority ,vith 
which the fuctr, sre e,st«s.biiBhed. It i^ Joa;.on's b^-d for writing a 
e<?riou,ti play «hich r«tch<.£, the Atoiitic«l issueb of modern times, a 
plt.y .-hich hac the efff-ct of rftnaovin; men in o   tier to establish the 
policies of c.tr>tc in thf (abstract and then of replacing men as vital, 
right-seeking creatures b-,ic* into thie viciouo political world. 
lr «xbotr*.et terrr?, t'-e essence of Jonaonian tr:-redy is the 
implicit recognition in th-: plaj of th^ weakness in human mature and 
eoci -AJ ffjcteirK which victi»r?izo a en, and the age-old struggle between 
principles of rcorslity an J thti moralities of states which sometimes 
iru^t violc te huffl-n rights ior the ea^e of the cournon.^cal . ^y x«K.ing the 
state an entity in the pla^ es embouied by the political tactics of 
liberius, the rightful erreror vbo is yet the corrupt private ?ran, 
Jonson intr>iocee this porcp^ctive into the draita. j?or tris reason, 
J have conducted a relatively lon^ diucui-;ion on raiaon d* etat» Jonson' a 
tragic recognition emerges from the f^ct that he understand and has 
to ruban.it to this contest betviseQ Tor^li tits v.tiich has plagued modern 
aian. A huo political hietorv, B^mbolizeo in dramatic fcri^prc iuces 
from ite own claractcrirtic c^nfjicts, a new trs^ic ordar which 
4fonaon undtrstandfc and adv-aicfs in c'e janug r..^ the preTailinr, tragic 
eseence superseding all other »"ints of conventional tragedy euioloved as 
expedient »n ; compromise n,ea«ures in reiucin^ his -t.iteri.als entirely to 
tragic fortu It is ironic that without sucij v: jti^ial cunvontions 
(T.  £. bliot is one of the f<** who ha-: regretted their presence), it 
is difficult to guesf* vh^t .-tind of tragedy ^e janus would have been 
thought to be.
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The basic argument goes from sources to historiography to 
tbeories of tragedy. Jonson gave the primacy, 1 think, to the 
integrity of the historical event as history. Bound by new criteria 
as an historian he no longer felt free to adapt and apply hie materials. 
It was in a specific "found" account of a political transaction that 
Jonson had to find his dramatic order. -Tacitus showed how speech- 
making, characterization, sequencial ordering, a deleting of 
irrelevancies served the creation of the narration yet gave rise to a 
thematic order. In this political history Jonson rediscovered a 
powerful expression of man's dilemma as a political being which had 
satiric implications as well as tragic dimensions; both are related to 
the viciousness of human nature and how it sought expression through the 
governing channels of state, bringing that state do»n in consequence. 
6ejanus has the strength of secular political history, yet the vigor 
of an incisive anatomization of policy -ni the tragic grip which 
comes from a discovery that the play world is true ana that the 
principles and men in conflict which lead to waste remain true. 
Finally, Jejanus, as representative history, implies such a breadth 
of reference that the hopelessness of men in their inevitably destructive 
political courses, appears pervasive; man inhabits an "absurd" world,
olifci
the illogic^and waste of which Jonson refuses to mitigate. He supplies 
no dilutions, consolations or escapes, oejanus then becomes & very 
powerful statement, indeed.
Two central themes I will hope to establish through this 
dissertation: that Jonson is not a confused political theorist in 
this play, a writer who is overwhelmed by his materials and unable to 
design a moral vision. Kather, Jonson carries that moral vision back 
to the facts of the political life as he found them in history (and
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no doubt, recognized them in his o*n times), ano that he is aware 
of the much greater paradoxes of the political life: that tKere is no 
solution to the struggle between threats of treason and threats of 
tyranny, between morality and reasons of state, that men are 
victiu.iaed by their own sacre^i principles. In recording these 
insights through an historical example, the work produces its own 
sense of fear, satiric invective and its own nid for open-eyed 
understanding, unclouded by myths of co;:fort- In that way Jonaon 
becomes a truly responsible and perspicacious observer of the verities 
and inherent conflicts in political life. Jonson records them as an 
historian but "sees" theu. as a poet. -»-he suggestions of genre are
iJttY arc
after the i'«.A ct, yet built-in implications of the political life / the 
discovery of v.hich must be; in with a close scrutiniz^.tion of the facts. 
That, I think,iu new to the drama, and. a new point in the critical 
assessment of the dra.ua   Secondly, Jonson wa- a reformer of ^ngliah 
historical tragedy as ha war. of the comedy and his success in this, 
(stage failures aoiie - his comedies were often delighted in foif all 
the .vront, reasons too) was equally gre t. Essentially free of all that 
watf useless t3 hi:.; xn tho tr.-i litions, desjite hi a allied loyalties to 
classical tenets, he forged Lia o*n dramatic forms to fit the definition 
of the historical play aa it had tj be written in order to be history. 
* description of this Jonsonian forn of tragedy has never really 
satisfactorily been offered and it has been aay intention t-j move some 
way in that .erection, primarily by explaining the ways in which 
Jonson produced a tragic vision out of his philosophy of history and 
fulfilled the criteria of both -iiceiplincs in one v,or:v, a difficult and, 
perhaps, not-to-be-rtpeated synthesis.
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Chapter One 
Introduction
Stage History and Publication
Sejanua was not Jonson's first attempt at tragedy. #e have this 
on the testimony of Francis Meres who listed in his Palladia Tamia the
name of Ben Jonson among those who "are our best for Tragedie."
Meres refers to the lost works which Jonson probably wrote for
Henslowe's troupes before 1598 (the year in which Palladia Tamia
was entered in the Stationers 1 Register). The care with which
Jonson wrote and supervised the printing of his later plays suggests
that he suppressed the earlier works intentionally, either because they\
did not meet his standards or because he did not wish to rewrite the 
parts prepared by collaborators as he did before publishing Sejanue. 
Popularity Jonson craved, though he seems to have grown more concerned 
that his reputation as a tragedian be secured by meritorious works
\v
A
of scholarship based uo.>n the precepts of the ancients rather than 
upon popular approval. This attitude is implied in the short critical 
essay on the origins of his tragic style "To the Readers". Jonson's 
scorning of public judgement is suggested in the same place, though a 
more pointed statement occurs in "To the Reader in Ordinairie" 
prefacing Catiline His Conspiracy.
The play was first performed in 1603 as stated on the title page 
of the Folio edition of 1616. The exact time of the year is 
conjectural. Sir £. K. Chambers speculates that it was first seen
at court since the theaters were closed because of the plague which
4 
reached epidemic proportions in May of that year. But the crucial
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performance, whether the first or the second, was at the Globe theater 
in the autumn of 1603* ?he play could have had no better chance to 
please, yet it failed to do so and that failure has become one of the 
incontrovertible facts of its history. Jonson 1 e own dedication to 
Lord Aubigny testifies to this failure on the stage but it is not the 
only testimony. Proof of failure is clearly implied in the "Gratulatory 
Verse" prefixed to the Quarto. In "To the most understanding Poet" the 
writer commends the work which cost Jonson so much labor and turns 
with indignation upon the base tastes of the audience which failed to 
appreciate his efforts, confident that the publication would set 
Jonson's work free from their "beastly rage" and that the crowds 
would be "damned" for "their Ignorance." lie implies that Sejanua is a 
worthy work above others in excellence almost directly in proportion to 
its failure in the theater. Jonson's aims were too lofty for the hordes; 
popularity, itself, would have been an insult. Sejanus, despite its 
classicism and high seriousness, made a bid for popularity that failed. 
Popular appeal could have been difficult to achieve by a play too 
precisely structured upon the unities and the classical chorus; Jonson 
knew it, admitted it in his "To the Readers" and at the risk of writing 
no "true poem" sacrificed these "laws". i*ut such concessions hardly 
appeased the audience. They had their point, of course, if spectacle, 
psychological character study, comic relief, and great emotional sweeps 
of pity and fear are essential to the tragic experience. Potential 
directors of later years roust have had similar doubts concerning the 
play's theatricality, since a stage history of Sejanus is virtually 
completed by a reference to the production by William Poel (see 
Appendix A). In short, the play has found little favor in the theater 
and every editor has felt the need to explain the effect this has had
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upon the critical reputation of the work.
There is no indication that the work failed initially in the 
theater because it offended magistrates or spoke treason, satirized 
some public figure too openly or drew parallels between ^ome and England. 
Apparently for the first audience, objections came down to a matter of 
surface characteristics, the length of the speeches, the tediousness of 
the rhetoric, the perhaps confusing copiousness of the cast, the 
historical distance, the lack of obvious spectacle. Robert Noyes 
confesses that a few readers have recognized Jonson's genius in this 
tragedy, but always as readers, implying that Sejanus succeeds only as 
a kind of closet drama. Others have admitted the fine poetry to be 
found in Sejanus but this is to say almost by definition that it is a 
bad performing play. Leonard Digges' poem "Upon Master '.','illiam 
Shakespeare"-is often quoted as representing the sentiments of those 
theater-goers who were enchanted by Shakespeare's characters when "they
would not brooke a line,/Of tedious (though well laboured) Catilines (sic)"
n 
and who felt that "SeJanus too was irkesorae."' Edmond Gayton,
referring to the Alchemist in 165**, reached the conclusion that its 
difficulties in the theater arose because "men come not to study at a
Play-house, but love such expressions and passages, which with ease
o 
insinuate themselves into their capacities." The diversions Jonson
offered were too easily swamped by the intellectual responses he called 
for simultaneously. Two modern critics, A. W. Ward and J. A. Bryant Jr.,
both regard SeJanus as a theatrical miscalculation. Jonson placed too
o 
many demands upon his audience. The play's theatrical history bears
that out no matter how much of the onus may be placed back on the 
audiences themselves. A writer is simply limited in the amount of 
responsibilities he can safely place upon his audiences if popularity 
is his goal.
Jonson wrote Stjanus at that period in his career when the so-called 
war of the theaters dampened his enthusiasm for publicity. Audiences 
had not been Kind to The Poetaster and friends had not been kind to 
Jonson. This is the popular biographical reason for supposing that 
he withdrew to write his scholarly play, a thing to "be sung, high, and 
aloofe,/Safe from the wolues black iaw, and the dull asses hoofe." 
The passage indicates a kind of contempt for the audience with the 
suggestion that true tragedy was beyond their understanding and 
sensibilities. It appears that Jonson set out to write a play which 
would thrash the audience's stupidity with its formidible competence. 
Coupled to his own testimony is the familiar journal entry of 
Manningham, a iaw student, who wrote that as of February 12, 1603 
"'ben Jonson the poet nowe lives upon one Tounsend and scornes the 
world.'" (quoted from Works, II, 3)» But Sejanus is more than a 
pedantic attack upon ignorance by a sour playwright. Jonson had 
already brought a new form of comedy to the boards. This play reveals 
a similar kind of innovative genius on hi^ part as tragedian.
The printed version of the play in 1605 is a sequel to the stage 
failure. Jonson published Sejanus so that in printed form it could
reflect upon the judgement of those who had rejected it first in the
11 theater. He implied all this in the dedication to Lord Aubigny.
Yet the publication was not straightforward. The play was not registered 
until November 2, 160^ by Edward Blount. For reasons unknown it was 
passed on to Thomas Thorp who entered it a second time on the 
Stationers' Register on August 6, 1605» almost two years after its 
performance. Jonson required time for revisions, lie informs us that 
his "book, in all numbers, is not the same with that which was acted on 
the public stage, wherein a second pen had a good share; in place of 
which I have rather chosen to put weaiter (and no doubt less pleasing)
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of nine own, than to defraud so happy a genius of his right by my 
loathed usurpation." ("To the Readers", 39-W- 12 Identification of 
that other hand has been a favorite sport with past critics but little 
is gained by rehearsing the evidence for Shakespeare or Fleteher or 
Chapman. It is amusing to note that if Jon.'on scorned the world in 
1603 he did BO with a collaborator and that another writer in the age 
must have shared a few of his ideas about historical tragedy. The 
extent of Jonson's revisions can never be known and the play which died 
in the theater may not be at all like the one we have. The first Sejanus 
may have been a far greater compromise with popular drama and the 
alterations toward closet drama may have been provided for the printed 
version - appropriately enough since Jonson knew he was writing for a 
different medium.
Further impediments to publication may be attributed to the 
charges of treason brought against Jonson by Northampton. Jonson was 
taken before the Privy Council and questioned about certain passages in 
the play which pointed too directly at modern times and public figures. 
Apparently the charges were not serious or at any rate dangerous, 
because Jonson was not imprisoned. William Drummond recorded Jonson's 
jaunty comment upon the event in his Conversations: "Northampton was his 
tnortall enimie for brauling, on a St Georges day, one of his at tenders,
he was called before the Councell for his Sejanus, and accused both of
13 popperie and treason by him." Herford and Simpson have looked into
Northampton's character and his political affiliations, discovering 
that he was a Howard and therefore a Catholic, though favored at court 
and eager to deny Catholic sympathies. Thus, he was probably using 
Jonson for political reasons for, to attack Jonson who was a known 
Catholic, was a way of clearing himself of suspicion (Works, I, 37).
It is not unlikely that Jonson had beaten a servant of his and that 
Northampton simply bided his tine and too* out his revengein this way. 
Yet such a proceeding could have held-up the publication of the play 
until Jonson had been acquitted of the accusations.
By the tnd of 160*4- Jonson was again friends with Marston for he, 
Marat on, and Chapman collaborated upon a play entitled Eastward Hoe 
resulting in a prison sentence which lasted for several months. Letters 
directed to various people in high places pleading for intervention for 
their release extended over the period from May *t to September **, 1605» 
 Se janus was first registered at the beginning of this adventure and was 
not re-registered until a month before the release and printed before 
the Gunpowder Plot which once again involved Jonson in political 
affairs.
Jonson appears almost to have expected failure before he began 
Se janus. After The Poetaster he determined to return to tragedy. 
"Her fauours in my next I will pursue, /Where, if I proue the pleasure 
but of one, /So he iudicious be; He shall b* alone/A Theatre vnto me." 
If Jonson meant this, he was hardly in the best state of mind for 
creating a play aiming for the "preservation of ... popular delight." 
("Tbthe Readers," lines 12-13)» father he appears to have been fully
aware that the play within him which required writing and deserved an 
audience would also make demands beyond the general capacity. Such 
''failures" are often more important than successes. One wants to know 
what those criteria and principles were which caused a writer of 
Jonson 's calibre to labor, for a significant period of time, on a 
work he had virtually foredoomed. Critics may be divided according to 
those who weight the significance of the play's failure in tht theater 
and those who believe with Jonson that the opinion of the "public" is 
irrelevant. In order to come to terms with the play it is necessary to
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see it in a context of political and historical thought and in terms 
of the future of the history play in 1603» rather than in terms of the 
plajr's meagre theater history. Jonson's criteria of composition led him 
to the creation of a worK which is an achievement historiographically 
and politically, a play virtually about the limits of the drama. Too 
much concern for the theatrical failure has, I think, delayed that 
discovery.
II 
The Problem and the Critics
flejanus has frequently been cited by critics for individual 
achievements. Dryden admired Jonson for keeping the rules. Coleridge 
respected him for writing reliably of antiquity. L. C. Knights has 
found in the play a sense of the moral tradition which is created by a 
careful -rafting of satiric verse. £liot admired the work for its 
original insights into the hard polish of political and social 
institutions, the life of the surface, the world of postures and
cardboard faces. Here was a "contemporary Jonson ... who would
15 
arouse the enthusiasm of the intelligentsia." Ralph Nash makes a
case for the tradition of the Renaissance tragic poem citing ^ejanus 
as the "kind of tragedy that the Renaissance ought logically to 
produce." The play is non-classical and non-Shakespearean, concerned 
as it is with politics, rhetoric and the idea of the State. It may be 
argued, on theoretical grounds, that tragedy requires no hero, that 
characters are created to serve the illustration of a situation. 
Jonson 1 s characters may be described as conforming to the "classical- 
Renaissance predilection for simplifying generalizations about political
17 types and motives for political conduct." Yet the play is almost
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never celebrated aa an unqualified success. Critics have invariably 
discovered that something crucial went wrong, that the play does not 
achieve what it should as a tragedy, though there is no agreement by 
any means, on what that error is. Even as a reading play it fails to 
satisfy completely. In the light of Jorison's usual competancy, one 
wonaers why. The brief summary of the criticism to follow is offered 
not only to indicate the variety of the play's shortcomings as raised 
by the critics, but to set out the range of concerns to be dealt with 
in the following chapters.
The Victorians and certain critics early in this century have 
faulted Jonson for his scientific turn of mind, his lack of human 
sympathy, pity, lyric effusion, attributing it to a half-formed
temperament. "Jonson lacked the qualifications required of a writer
*iR 
of great tragedy ... " J. A. Symonds missed the "grace, subtlety,
emotion, suggestiveness" all sacrificed to "scholarly solidity'1 .
Swinburne missed the music, the "singing power" the "fragrance" in
19 Jonson 1 s verse. Tragedy for them was essentially a romantic and
emotional business. let even recent critics have attributed Jonson's 
failure to a lack of qualities. "Jonson had no genius for tragedy"; 
in dealing with history "Jonson had nothing to say." In fact, "there 
is no pressure behind the writing." But here I detect too great an 
eagerness on the part of the critic to celebrate what he thought to 
be an incontestable catastrophe. Later, more analytic critics, have 
implied that Jonson was a man struggling against himself in matters of 
historical interpretation, politics, and literary style, uerford and 
Simpson, with their usual lucidity, lay open the issue. Jonson was 
driven by neo-claseical critical doctrines, yet the historian in him 
sought for authority and fidelity, while the dramatist imposed certain
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compromises in order to gain some success in the theaters. The result 
was a keen conflict. "It was not tie/, for the combination of Elizabethan 
stage-instinct, historic erudition, and classicist doctrine was bound 
to produce it; but this combination had always been rare, and certainly
never occurred in a mind where all three elements were so potent and
21 so well matched as in Jonoon'e." It would appear that the. various
labors of Jonson the neo-classical critic, politician, satirist, 
popular dramatist and historian could not be drawn up equally into a 
single work. Jonson simply operated by too many literary and scholarly 
criteria at once, liis self-consciousness as a creator too often 
interfered with the effects which a more intuitive approach might have 
supplied. Certainly it is an explanation, but more in terms of setting 
up a problem than in solving it* Herford and Simpson merely point out 
the variety of source?and interests which inform the play; they indicate 
the scope of study required to explain the whole foundation of the 
work. It is in coming to terms with the play as a synthesis of 
disciplines that most critics have failed *>e janus. Uerford and 
Sirapson were on the right track.
By all appearances history as a discipline makes exactions upon 
the writer which are barely, if at all, reconcilable to the ideals of 
the artist as neo-classicist andneither lend themselves particularly
i
well to the creation of popular drama. In so far as the critic is to 
aaKe one thing of the ?lay, he must choose a pre dominate mode and 
defend the play as a "would-be" pure drama either of a conventional 
variety, such as Pe eaaibus tragedy or as an in ovative WOTK which 
Jonson failed to perfect. Ornstein remarks that Jonson failed because 
he adhered so closely to the materials of history. Tacitus' tough 
Machiavellean narrative lacked the concise and conventional patterns 
of moral certainty. /
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Tacitus was too compelling, crippling the artist with his cynicism. 
Jonson was unable to convert history fully into art. History itself 
contains tragic events but they "may lack moral significance or 
resolution." For Ornstein, the artist must supply a moral vision 
or fail to fulfil one of the first requirements of art in consequence 
In following history Jonson forfeited his moral fable. It was not 
within the range of possibilities Ornstein could allow that Jonson 
intended to provide the sense of the tragic which emerges from 
political paradox and ideological frustration. T. S. Eliot too* 
the opposite view. From history, alone, Jonson derived the strength 
of his work. It was neither his scholarship nor his use of classical 
sources which marred the play. It was due to the fact that Jonson 
was not content towrite a strictly classical imitation, but attempted 
to make it more familiar by superimposing upon his materials the 
stock De casibus motives of earlier popular ^nglish tragedy* The fall 
of princes, as a moral order, has nothing to do with the political 
order derived from Tacitus. It was badly grafted on, a miscalculation 
which, once penetrated, allowed Eliot to praise what almost came to
pass. "Jonson did not write a good tragedy, but we can see no reason
23
why he should not have written one." For the "general audience",
there was too little spectacle; the play was too erudite. But for 
the neo-classical critic, Jonson advanced too far in the direction of 
popular drama, offering violence on stage in the death of Silius, a 
crowded cast, touches of satiric invedtive, and humor (Dryden called
the play an floleo" t a mixture of tragedy and comedy) eliminated the
2k 
chorus and took liberties with the unities. As a result "he fell
between two stools, losing the bold, if dangerous, scope which the 
popular playwrights claimed, without gainin t the advantages of the 
tightly restricted and concentrated neo-classicism of the closet
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25 dramatists.'1 Jonson failed in combining classical standards with
the native drama*
^till other critics have approached Se janus essentially as a 
context for the treatment of characters, categorizing the play in 
terms of its concept of the hero* Clarence Boyer faults the play 
because Tiberius is too «eak and because there is little difference
between ^ejanus and the Elizabethan villain as a type-character* He
?6 lacks meanness and grandeur: "he is all fox and no lion."" Boyer
does not correlate the creation of character with the political roles 
they portrayed. The character approach inevitably leads bac*t to 
discussions of traditional morals, psychological complexity, the De 
casibus fall, the moral exemplum, Aristotle and tragic poetics, the 
definition of the hero as the definition of tragedy.
For »«  **. ^olton &e janus is not only a play about the fall of 
princes and men baffled by the "fickle face of -fortune" but a study of
larger symbolic cycles which include "analogies of the vegetable year
27 
and the solar day." 3e janus imparts a meditation on constancy and
humility such as they ^ er-e urged bj Lipsius and John Stradling. Bolton 
landed upon this thesis in his search for the principles of good in 
the play since without them the work would have lacked all dramatic 
conflict. It is a reading totally bound up with literary ideals and 
conventions. Robert Ji». Knoll is equally com&ited to the discovery of 
moral forms. For him Se janus is a classical work, yet an "apotheosis 
of native classicism" that is "as deeply English as it is manifestly 
Latin", a "medieval tragedy only festooned with Senecan drapery." 
is a moral essay on the medieval sin of arrogance, thus
removing the play from secular political traditions. The moral is
that "the rewards of the world are uncertain and the ways of God
inscrutable." Knoll, caught in his thesis, is drawn to conclude that
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Tiberius is therefore God's anointed and the ermanican£ rebellious.
"In resisting the emperor, the Germanicans do not trust God." Silius
Pg is rash in his suicide before Tiberius the carrier of God's justice.
It is a strange mixture of the orthodox Tudor political homily with 
tendencies toward Christian Stoicism.
In most ol these critical assessments there is an awareness that 
the origins of the play are compound, that Jonson intended to fuse a 
variety of disciplines and traditions, native and classical, literary 
and non-literary and faileu - possibly because he attempted to 
accomplish too much. The imperfections in the play are traceable to 
Jonson's inability to choose one ascendant discipline and doctrine to 
which all others would be subordinated, ^ome critics have faulted him 
there and stopped. Others have persisted in the search for the unifying 
principle, or prevailing intent, offering with varying degrees of 
cogency in the proofs, Jonson's reliance upon modified Artistotelian 
"rules", the revival of the ^oman play, his more exact (though always 
literary) use of history, th* tragedy of the villain-hero, the 
satirical-tragic contest between two evil knaves, the tragedy of 
mutability and waste, an exhortation in humility and Christian 
Stoicism. £>ach has a degree of relevancy; none thoroughly convinces 
that it is the dominating principle.
It has been assumed by almost all of the writers on Sejanus that 
Jonson, in designing the play, had only literary criteria in mind, 
that the political and historical concerns, no matter how sophisticated, 
were adopted and employed in a strictly art-making process. Una 
£llis-fermor is virtually alone in positing that there is "a deeply 
inherent non-dramatic principle in him, and this offers at least ont 
way of approach to the multifarious aesthetic problems of his
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The way to begin is with the influencial non-dramatic disciplines, 
Roman history and Renaissance historiographical methods, followed by a 
general inquiry into the role and future of the "oman play as a political 
voice in the seventeenth-century. One must then correlate the dramatic 
for-ts inherent in this non-dramatic material with the structure of the 
play, and measure the degree to which this material obligates the artist 
according to its own integrity of order, purposes, themes. If then, in 
following political history the writer rediscovers patterns and themes 
similar to the conventional literary ones, he revalidates them. But 
such patterns have the distinction of being recovered from the "realities^" 
purposes and narrative techniques of the political historian. The 
results can be deceptive; emphases are often changed, '^hat is where 
the critic, basing hits assessments on literary criteria alone, is at a 
great disadvantage, ^e assumes that the premises of the play are the 
same as his own. But the literary tradition, in the case of Sejanua, is 
probably the least useful point of departure for discovering the 
principles upon which Jonson relied for imparting a structural and 
thematic coherence to the play.
This is not a thesis in a vacuum, however, since in the last few 
years several studies (but three in particular) have appeared in which 
Marlowe, the Jacobean Shakespeare and the few turn-of-the-century *oaan 
plays have been reconsidered as political treatises first, even by way 
of comxng to terms with their literary origins. These works are part 
of a larger revolt against the concept of Tudor England as a period 
defined and guided by a body of fixed ideas including the absolute and 
incontestable nature of the monarchy, the given order of the social 
hierarchy and the aivinely providential control of history, ouch views 
have been challenged oecause they were challenged in their own times. 
The tendency in these studies is to see the period as one of
s
fluxuating ideologies, emerging political and social ideas, an age 
constituted in religious and political paradoxes, all of which are reflected
in certain literary v.orKs of the age, suggesting that these WOTKS, even 
the most "orthadoxj* were not always foregone confirmations of the so- 
called Tudor world order. Rather these worn.a participated in a multi- 
dimensional and sometimes confused dialogue especially in matters 
concerning mixed government, tyranny, civil rights, the constitution 
an 1 the people's contract, rebellion, mob power, the role of the 
aristocracy, the upstart politician, violations of the law and treason. 
This concern with the drama's place in the intellectual revolution in 
the seventeenth century is relatively recent but definitely "in the 
air". It is a line of inquiry not only useful but essential in 
understanding the origins and purposes of &ejanue.
In The Tragedy of State J. «. Lever discusses those plays which 
are predominantly concerned uith the problems and destinies of states. 
Individual characters, *ith their flaws or perfections, deserve only a 
secondary notice. It is in the state, itself, that the faults and 
strengths exist which shape human courses. Fortune, causally accounted 
for, takes the form of political forces, mob rule, misalliances in 
government, contradictory constitutional theories. These plays 
introduce a revival of -^oman stoicis.. as a means for enduring the 
rise and fall of political regimes. The political victim emerges, 
a new type of character, when the uses of power and policy are th« 
central issues. Lever sees in the Roman plays of Jonson and Chapman 
a pessimism resulting from a fear of overweening absolutism. ^uch
worKa differ markedly from the "English history play which dramatized
31 
material taiten from the sixteenth-century chronicles."
Huffman in "Coriolanue" in Context argues that critics have 
underestimated the ability of the Jacobean mind to comprehend political 
subtleties and that ohakesjeare*s audience understood something more
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significant by tht use of the ^oman setting than £n&land mechanically 
paralleled* The pervasive political foundations of Coriolanus and 
other non-Shakespearean Roman plays have gone unappreciated because 
they have not been considered in their historical contexts and in 
terms of contemporary ^nglieh and continental political thought. 
Huffman, too, recognizes that the orthodox Tudor views on matters of
Order and Degree are too narrow and antiquated for the purposes of
32 discussing political thought. There was a recognition early in the
seventeenth century that tyranny and "divine right" absolutism were 
growing threats; the Roman plays, more than any other, addressed 
themselves to the problem. Jacobean intellectuals, though cautiously, 
were showing a greater interest in republicanism and mixed government 
in all its forms - an interest reflected in ^oriolanus. The mood is 
present in Sejanus as well.
A few of »>ejanus* recent critics have initiated a discussion of 
the play as a political work, often incidentally and never with the 
intent of explaining the origins of Jonson's tragic style in terms of 
his historical and political intentions. <?here is a surprising lack of 
reference to Tacitus and little comment upon historiographioal methods 
with the exception that Jonson followed the Italian critics in making 
his tragedy also historically true. Nothing like a comprehensive view 
has appeared. But earlier readers of the play have, by no means, been 
unaware of the problem.
J. A. Bryant Jr. has elaborated on Jonson's assertion in "To the 
Readers" that "truth of argument" is essential to tragedy. Puritan 
complaints against the poet as 'liar" may have caused Jonson to make 
more rigorous use of his source materials in order to add authority 
to his play. Sejanus was an effort to reunite the literal truth of 
history with the essential truths of poetry. Bryant accepts the 
terrible fall of an insolent knave as a true historical pattern.
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Yet, in the final analysis, Bryant does not put much confidence in the 
audience's historical sophistication. He sees the play not as an 
accessible political argument but an exercise in historical memory 
which overtaxes its audience.
Daniel tioughner has written the only critique of the play which 
is expressly concerned with political interpretation, though it is 
concerned essentially with policy and the statesman's techniques 
rather than with constitutional issues. For him, Sejanus is a discourse 
on Machiavellianism. J-iberius is a study in the policy required by a 
prince to protect himself from wily predators. The primary action of 
the play is a contest between two Titan politicians. Huffman believes 
that the Homan plays were inspired, often, by republican sympathies} 
Boughner contends to the contrary that "from the Annals to Sejanus we go 
from the horrors of tyranny to the horror of tyrannicide." This is 
the telling alteration which Jonson made to his source. The play is a 
hard-line defense of monarchy, a tougher version of Tudor orthodoxy* 
The "Tacitean monster emerges as the successful Machiavellian prince 
whose conduct of the duel and whose defensive skill in dissimulation 
arouse a sardonic admiration.'1 Arruntius is merely a confused babbler. 
The thesis originates with Boughner*s conviction that Jonson admired 
Machiavellian tactics and introduced them frequently into the play. 
But in choosing only the "horror of tyrannicide" to the exclusion of 
the "horrors of tyranny" half the dialogue is stricken out. The regrets,
paradoxes, political debate, problems of loyalty to be found both in
3*+ 
Tacitus and Jonson are overlooked.
Michael J. £. Echeruo takes a middle course on the political 
question, viewing Catiline as a balance between "blatant Machiavellian 
cynicism" and "moral pretentiousness." The distinctions ma e are still
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moral matters primarily rather than constitutional ones. 'The tragedy 
of politics, in Jonson 1 a view of it, derives from hie disenchantment 
with the whole process of 'Policy* or 'Arts' which required that the 
state should survive, paradoxically, only by the travesty of the values 
by which, indeed, it ultimately hoped to survive." This is a useful 
statement of the political paradox. Moreover, ^cheruo recognises that
Catiline is concerned, not with the individual or with the state, but
35 
with the "conscience of politics." His discussion is useful for a
consideration of SeJanus because it hints at the relationship between 
dramatic action and the play as a political treatise*
Jacob De Viliiers joins with Ornstein in lamenting Jonson's 
reticence to deal forthrightly with political iaiues and to take sides 
on political questions. The dramatized rehersal of the horrors of first 
century Home lacks that moral vision. The downward spiral of the 
society Jonson depicted, is so "pathetic that it horrifies." The 
"extreme deterioration carries no conviction." Moreover, the fall of 
the hero is "conventional and without conviction as well." A lack of
cogency in both areas indicates, on Jonson*s part a "loss of integrity,
36
or else :nere inability." £>e Vilaiers does not see the moral nature
of the historiographies! achievement itself, the accuracy of Jonson*s 
koman world, nor does he detect the -oral obligation of the artist to 
reflect paradoxes and .ideological conflicts such as he finds them, 
fixed in the causes of historical events and manifested in the results. 
Here is where such a work as Rosalie vjolie*s Paradoxia Epidemica offers 
a valuable corrective. Admittedly she was referring to ontological, 
rhetorical and episteinolo^ical paradoxes when she stated that a "rich 
tradition of highly developed paradoxes (was) available for use by
Renaissance authors" ana that the tradition predated the poems which
37 housed it and was there for exploitation. But the principle holds
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true for political matters as well. Paradox is not merely a literary 
invention of style. Paradox emerges rhetorically (or dramatically) 
in works based upon the paradoxes which are part of the intellectual, 
social and political milieu.
K. M. J*urton attacks Jonson 1 s performance in £e janus for reasons 
opposite to De Villiers. *or her, Jonson was too morally and thematically 
orientated. He tried too hard to make his social and political criticism 
plain and pointed, whereby he lost the subtlety which comes with 
indirection and reticence, ^urton argues that as a political 
tragedian Jonson intended to e voice a sense of public shame as the final 
tragic emotion, the result of the citizens* failure to halt the political 
decline of ^ome.  ' hie is to convey what the mob in the play should 
have felt to the mob in the theater. Whether shame can replace Aristotelian 
responses is debatable. let this response has the advantage of growing 
out of a demonstrable political paradox; the dramatic action shows the 
destructive courses run by tyrants against "the corrupt society which
-rO
engendered them." Burton believes that shame, as the tragic emotion, 
is sufficient. Such tragedies cannot be judged by superimposed 
dramatic patterns or values either Senecan or Aristotelian. Both 
Chapman and Jonson, though too overtly didactic in their approaches, 
nevertheless devised a political tragedy in which state structures and 
issues gave rise to tragic forms. The suggestion that an assessment of 
Se janus should be freed from the formal regulations of ^eneca and 
Aristotle is a positive move in the right direction.
she actual politioal "argument" of  aejanus haa pot been fully
mh-tnh M.nr fy»rnn f>ff nr) fljyftd YoA\ie« Olid
at liberty to challenge orthodox beliefc*
Such a play world Jonson developed in response to the political 
crisis described in Tacitus. It is not canned political wisdom which
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one finds in th« play but developing political thought. "Politics is
germane to a remarkable percentage of Tudor plays, but in terms of
i»39 ideas and platforms rather than personalities. The difficulty
f& 
encounted by the dramatist in finding a structure suited for the portrayal
of political situations rather than for the portrayal of heroes is 
matched by the critic's inability to perceive that intention. Despite 
vestiges of the hero-centric drama and its characteristic organization, 
Sejanus reveals those political intentions more clearly - established 
as they are within a thematic structure of their own. Jonson goes far 
in solving the compositional problems involved in setting out political 
history in a dramatic form, ^rucial matters require clarification; the 
interpretative bent of the play, the relationship between ^ejanus and 
its sources, the function of verifiable history and the definition of 
the work as tragedy.
Ill 
The Order of the Play
Roman political history was replete with parties^ factions 
alliances ever changing according to events and advantages* The 
dramatist desiring to treat such history has no small challenge in getting 
his exposition in order, ideally as a panoply of those necessary facts 
and relations even while the dramatic action goes forward. The 
characters in ^ejanus.with few exceptions, are public figures, revealed 
in their political roles, identified according to their loyalties: "Is 
he Uruaian,or Germaniean?/0r ours, or neutral?" (1. 80-81). That was 
the measure of every man. As the play opens ^ilius and Sabinus, two 
of the deceased Oermanicus' loyal followers, discuss the corruptions 
of the court with special reference to parasites and spies, two of
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wh<?M dog them throughout the scene. A kind of police-state atmosphere 
is early in the making, ^hese spies are Sejanus' "clients" seeking 
rewards from an ascending politician; they are men who know how to 
"Flatter, and swear, forswear, deprave, inform/Smile, and betray;" 
(I. 28-29)  Beginning with the petty knaves the exposition mounts 
toward the introduction of "minion" Sejanua and the Emperor Tiberius 
whose mysterious will rules in the form of politic secrecy and 
indirection. Both are men involved in the life of state personally, 
yet actors in a grand constitutional crisis. On the other side is the 
Senate whose moral and political strength has been sapped by apathy and 
servility. Arruntius, a noble old Senator^ ia the first to confess that 
they half enslaved themselves by their own vices. "here they failed 
themselves the Imperium tooic over, usurping the powers of men who were 
once the "Free, equal lords of the triumphed world]' (I. 60). lor 
their self-awareness, moral integrity and fortitude Arruntius, Silius 
and Sabinus are rare exceptions even in their own senatorial class, and 
thus gain a special confidence from the viewer. J-'heir recollections 
of Gfermanicus, Cato and Brutus express their ideals. The lives of the 
noble republicans set the moral standards for the play. Germanicus* 
death was a catalyst to later political events. Tiberius, envious of 
Germanicus' popularity, had him oisoned. But Germanicus 1 strong-willed 
wife, mother to the next legal heirs to the throne, survived to seek 
repengt for his death. Here were the grounds for a dynastic feud 
superimposed upon and rechanneliLng the constitutional struggle. 
Swiftly Jonson establishes the parties, the reasons for conflict, the 
attitudes of the participants and the techniques to be employed. 
Meanwhile, Sejanus took advantage of these general circumstances to 
gain the Emperor's favor, ostensibly as his aid and counsellor. 
Behind this action was his own plot to become £mperor. tie worked
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according to his own scheme to eliminate all the legal heirs to the 
throne. Tiberius tolerated it, perhaps blindly, perhaps politically 
in order to make his own position safe from Agrippina. °ejanus 
initiated an insidious program which resulted in the virtual destruction 
of the ^oman intelligentsia.
Sejanus first appears surrounded by parasites seeking offices for 
bribes. He treats them disdainfully, meanwhile arranging a love tryst 
with the crown-prince*s *ife through her physician (I. 269-366). It is 
the first step in his plan to have ^rusus murdered. Tiberius effects a 
similar entrance flocked by petitioners and flatterers, all the while
feigning annoyance with their obsequiousness (I. 375-99)* His plants
 
are always there to restore the powers and dignity he gives away in 
show. It was his technique for handling the entire Senate. Possessing 
all real and coercive powers, only popular approval remained to be 
gained. From the outset Tiberius is a figure to be charted through a 
haze of rhetoric and dissimulation. His motives are secluded, his 
intentions covert. His character is revealed through his words, though 
Silius and Arruntius are frequent interpreters as in this scene 
(1. *fOO-24; ^25-29), marking the distance between his statements and 
his true intentions.
In the second act Sejanus achieves his goal with Livia in a parody 
of a courtship which is half romantic, "I protest/ yself through- 
rarefied, and turned all flame/In your affection,''(II. 31-33), and half 
sheer policy, playing, as he does, upon her ambition to "jhare the 
sov'reignty of all the world." (II. 37)   Jonson's sardonic irony is 
perceptible throughout the exchange. The results are that within a few 
minutes Livia is prepared for murder as well as love. i)rusus is 
poisoned by his cup-bearer and Sejanus is free to initiate his attack 
upon Agrippina and the Claudian line of heirs. In a meeting between 
the iTmperor and his agent, Tiberius plays coy while «->ejanus, 
encouraged by his statement of fear, proposes a swift attack upon
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the Qermanicans beforethey have time to mobilize. The third and 
fourth acts see that plot carried nearly to ite conclusion, ^iliue, 
who had fought nobly for Kome, was accused of treason on the trumped- 
up charge that he had boasted in private that Rome's security had been 
hie accomplishment alone (III. 269-82). Silius knew that he was 
foredoomed, that the laws were unjustly ueed against him and that death 
was his only course. He did not make that exit without striking 
directly at the source of the fraud - Tiberius' own tacit permission 
(III. 209; 335-39). C0rdus was called after him to defend himself as 
an historian from the charge that in his writings he attacked the 
present age (III. 38*f-85). It was a touchstone hearing both for 
Tacitus and for Jonson. The future of intellectual freedom was in 
the balance. *ith the decision to burn Cordus* books, following his 
brilliant, though sophistic, defense, there was an unmistakeble 
indication of what was to come.
The remaining Germanicans gather briefly at the opening of a«~t 
four to take stock of their losses as a party and as a family, 
^grippina is fully cognizant of the threat; "Let me not fear, that 
cannot hope." (IV. ?)  The entire scene is an essay on honorable 
retreat. Though the distance between characters and audience is great, 
yet there is a growing doom and frustration here which is compelling. 
Agrippina is reduced to self-prostitution or certain defeat. The 
numbers lost are named over* Silius, Sosia, Claudia Pulcbra, 
Kurnius (IV. 20-22). She anticipates the next step, the elimination 
of her sons and prepares them for violence with the exhortation to be 
noble as she has been since, "What we do know will come, we should not 
fear." (IV. ?6).
Meanwhile, the audience has been included in the Emperor's 
compound plot to remove Sejanus at an opportune moment through the
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employment of Macro. History substantiates the irony; Macro is no 
force for the good. He ie simply one more in the parade of opportunists 
who "will not ask why Caesar bids do this,/But joy that he bids ... " 
(III. ?1*f-15). It is a kind of literary counter-plot, but it is also 
based on a principle of policy. Political power-struggles do not 
follow courses of good and evil, but their own principles of power and 
defeat. Tiberius knew Macro to be "subtle, close, wise, and well read/In 
man and his large nature." (III. 69^-95)  Macro knew how to apply 
himself in order to rise by doing the Jftnperor's dirty work and bearing 
the necessary opprobrium should anything go wrong. It was a principle 
Sejanus at one time understood (III. 586-95)i but too easily forgot in 
his overconfidence. Sejanus 1 protection of Tiberius against falling 
debris perhaps earned him a stay of execution, but Macro, once set in 
motion, could hardly risk his full return to favor. It was an incitement 
to his own counter-attack (IV. ?6-92). Jonson spells out dramatically 
the multifarious angles of political policy and ambition.
In the fourth act Sabinus is lured to his death by L .tiaris, one 
of Sejanus' agents and two accomplices who hide "between the roof and 
ceiling" to act as witnesses once Sabinus utters a treasonous word. 
Latiaris chatters in a friendly confidential way about the decadent 
conditions of ^ome, urges rebellion and a struggle for liberty 
(IV. 142-161). Sabinus is patently no rebel and clearly st-tes as 
much, "They must be patient, so must we." (IV. 12?)  But on the 
subject of Tiberius 1 personal debauchery Sabinus offers criticism. 
It is treason. The spies descend and he is whisked away to death on 
the gemonies (IV. 283-8?)» Ironically Latiaris 1 own questions, employed 
in baiting the republican senator, best express the conditions of ^ 
at that moment,
When ignorenoe is scarcely innocence,
And knowledge made a capital offense?
When not so much but the bare empty shade
Of liberty is reft us? And we made
The prey to greedy Tultures and vile spies,
That first transfix us with their Bordering eyes?
(IV. 136-^1)
Though the tide turns against Se Janus in the last act, yet the 
condition of Rome does not improve* SeJanus, swelled by his own confidence 
and in spite of Tiberius* pumsling letters from Caprae, vaunts in 
his successes. Ill omembegin to appear} smoke from his statue, a 
serpent lurking inside (V. 24-36)  Se Janus is prevailed upon by his 
followers to saorifioe to the gods* Macro meanwhile prepares the guard 
for action at the senate house. The image on the altar only stirs 
and turns away, "Fortune averts her facet" (V. 186). SeJanus in a rage 
overturns all. Jonson pursues the irony to the very end* Sejanus, 
at last in doubt begins to court those whom he had scorned, "Fortune* 
I see thy worst." (V. 236). Thoughts of death ooour to him but only 
in a larger context of self satisfaction* Unable to believe that 
fortune would carry him so far without assuring him victory, yet 
SeJanus, should he fail even then, can count his triumphs as "great 
enough". "All Rome hath been my slave." (V. 2J>6). Se Janus defeated 
can hardly make up for the havoc he had created. News of a proposed 
preferment momentarily restores SeJanus* confidence. Again he turns 
upon his followers who are quick to note that he is motivated entirely 
by self interest. "Aye, he is wise, will make him friends/Of such who 
never love but for their ends." (V. 429*30) The SeJanus mystique 
for political reasons has rapidly thinned.
Se Janus is finally destroyed by Tiberius' even more cunning use 
of rhetoric and sheer politic enigma with the aid of Macro's practical 
shrewdness. Se Janus turns a gullible fool when Macro explains the 
senate's irregular convening as the occasion to make him a tribune*
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A scene of flattery and faming ensues as Sejanus makes his way to the 
Senate-house, Tiberius' shifty letter is read out; Justice is put 
aside. The senators, discomfited by the Smperor's vacillation, are 
eager to oatoh the latest trends in order to stay in favor* SeJanus' 
fate rides on rhetorioal figures until Tiberius' bent is clear. Then 
Sejanus1 own followers vie with one another to be the first to call 
for punishment t "Take him hence/Hence I To the dungeon with him! He 
deserves it. 11 (V. 666*89). The rest is a flurry of mob vioiousness 
end cruelty. The play builds on a thematic if not a dramatic crescendo, 
Sejanus is passed down through the ranks of society, not quite a 
scapegoat, not quite a victim to be pitied, till he is shredded, 
carried all over the city and buried, "Each little dust covers a little 
part." (V. 831). But the weight of the argument turns upon an 
indictment of the mobs and fixes, tableau-like, the chaos Sejanus 
brought to Rome and the chaos Rome brought upon herself, in the end 
unpurged and further threatened by Macro and the reorganisation of a 
new band of ambitious opportunists (V. 730-33)*
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Chapter Two
Sejanus as an Interpretation of Tacitus 
and the Issues of Imperial
Old ethics confrontedby new conditions gave rise to a political 
and moral crisis in first century uome. The history of the period was 
half tragic by definition. Tacitus' views on the Senate and the 
emperors were composite ones* Underlying his history was a welter of 
o/inion, of experience, of public statements and private beliefs which 
call for commentary. 'i'here is no point in attempting to summarize the 
contents of the Annals, but it is necessary to attempt a description of 
its themes for the light they cast upon Jonson'a play* Tacitus was, 
without question, more than a chronologer* The Annals testify to the 
incisive, analytic mind of the author. He was a moralist and a 
dramatist as well as an historian and the various criteria which 
directed his writing convert a factual account into a complex 
statement on man the political being. Tacitus wrote with seeming 
objectivity, yet with powerful convictions* The accomplishment of 
such a fe?t Jonson undoubtedly admired. It is my contention that Jo n 3 on 
was not so dull a reader as to gather from Tacitus the facts of 
Sejanus 1 fall without pausing to understand his thematic intentions. 
Moreover, where Tacitus is complex, obscure, contradictory, obvious, 
Jonson worked, in a scholarly way, to restate and interpret what 
he found. As a result Sejanus is not only a play based upon the 
Annals but an interpretation of it*
Tacitus was also a it.) list of some accomplishment. Limited by the 
annalistic structure, he yet managed to arrange and present his materials 
with a remarkable degree of dramatic power, suggesting moral, satir»c,\
V
and tragic attitudes. Many of the problems of style confronting Jonson \
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in turning history to drama, were met by Tacitus before him. Jonson's 
sense of the tragedy appropriate to political history could, likewise, 
have been derived from the Annals. Tacitus' influence is, then, two- 
fold. Thia chapter will be concerned with "oman politics, the 
contradictions in the constitution and all that followed by way of 
tyranny and corruption as Tacitus developed them in his writings. 
4ut it will also be concerned with Tacitus' concept of historiography,
*
his style and methods to the extent that they illuminate Jonson's 
attitude toward history and his treatment of it in drama.
in the first century was a political paradox. The 
office of emperor was a fact, but the traditions of the republic 
lingered. The government, optimistically referred to as the 
"dyarchy", was the product of a slow development based, not on 
constitutional provisions and the co-operative planning of the heads 
of state, but rather upon a kind of unnatural balance which resulted 
from dynastic feuds and the subjugation of the Roman Senate. At the 
base of it all was the constitutional question; which were the powers 
delegated to the ruler, which to the Senate, and which to the people? 
The irony is that the ^oman historians hardly ever dealt with the 
situation in these terms. Tacitus discussed the constitutional 
variables set forth by Jrolybius and Cicero on one occasion only, and 
then only to explain why that line of inquiry was futile. His 
reluctance to discuss politics formally has oeen accounted for in a 
number of ways. *t may have been fear or even a lack of interest. 
"We have here one of those arcana imperii« of which Tacitus speaks, 
which it seemed dangerous to divulge."
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Th« government, as it existed, tolerated little criticism* descriptions 
seemed too ^ike prescriptions. Because the government was not what it 
claimed to be, to describe it in its own professed ter;. s could only 
suggest reform. Yet Tacitus is the most political of all the ^oman 
historians. His arrangement of materials indicates a thorough 
understanding of political systems, their strengths and weaknesses. 
Tacitus, in merely relating events as he does, raises major 
constitutional issues.
It was Augustus 1 intention to convince the aristocracy that their 
old powers were still in force, that monarchy and oligarchy were 
reconcilable concepts of government. It was a form of deception which 
could not prevail, though ^iberius laboured throughout the first years 
of his reign to delegate his powers in show, so long as he might exercise 
them in fact.
Donald R. Dudley summarizes succintly that "The one object of 
Tiberius was completely to disguise his feelings, the one fear of the 
Senate, to show any sign of understanding him." Government had come 
to a game of double dissembling where the men on both sides sometimes 
recognized discrepancies but were more often inclined, for security':; 
sake, to accept t face value the words of the other. Tacitus* anatomy 
of tforaan affairs is very much an exposure of the hyprocrisy upon which 
government relations were based.
The legacy of rule Tiberius received from nu^ustus was virtually 
an impossible one. dissimulation and rhetoric were employed in the 
extreme to perpetuate the myths of constitutional monarchy. In the 
end he was compelled to silence the opposition b;, force. JSvery new 
ruler flattered the Senate in order to establish himself in power and 
the Senate was often gullible enough to hope for the best. But 
virtually every reign after Augustus' ended in terror. The fact was 
that the Senate had no real power. Their meetings were empty forms.
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Th«y were resentful, nostalgic, yet half reconcile ' to the new 
government which, after all, had the merit of possessing real power. 
"In reality indeed it was the prince who was master, the sole master; 
who in a more or less direct, mort or less circuitous manner, according
as he was more or le.ss uaacioue, more or less timid, invariably did
4 
whateverhe wished." That was the prim ry fact of first century Homan
politics. Political science became an inquiry into the moods and 
personalities of princes, history a study in biography, the standard 
of measurement, the old J-oman virtues.
The ruler was the representative of the office; he made it what 
it was. In The Histories (Bk. VIII, xxxviii), Tacitus spoke of events 
falling out as they did because of the "worthlessness of the enperors". 
History must turn its attention to the methods and practices of the 
rulers* "Similarly, now that Home has virtually been transformed into 
an autocracy, the investigation and record of these details concerning 
the autocrat may prove useful." (Annals. IV, 32; Orant, p. 173). 
In this way Tacitus was mindful of systems* The political point of 
view was always there. "He had a perfect acquaintance with his 
country's political history; he has studied the spheres of the various 
magestries: he relates their origin and vicissitudes, and everywhere he 
mingles with general ideas accurate data, which show that he has 
handled public affairs and is not ignorant of their working." With 
the maze of individual reflections on men and manners there is a 
cumulative view of the state. Political issues re linked with human 
causes. This technique is an essential aspect of the Tacitean style.
The ^omans sometimes made references to a via media which offered 
order without enslavement and freedom without chaos, ,ut its uses were 
mostly rhetorical. Ideally, the Senate had its own delegated powers 
while Caesar operated with absolute power in his own sphere. "Home
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had the advantage both ways: ^epublic and Monarchy, each in its 
beneficial aspect. 11 The people were represented in the Senate; 
the Senate in turn conferred powers upon the ^mperor. According to
theory, Homan emperors in the first c-ntury A.D. ruled by the consent
n bet<**wt* 
of the people.' (There is, of course, a great difference authority
contracted from the people and rule by the people. Democracy was out 
of the question.) But there was no power structure which could maintain 
these ideal relationships. The emperors had emerged from the contest 
with the upper hand; there w s little to prevent benevolent despots 
from becoming tyrants. The office of emperor, as an office, was secure. 
Only the roost desperate reformers could attempt to undermine this outcome 
of the civil wars. But the man in office was ever subject to criticism,
o
primarily because his cowers were so undefined.
Tacitus set for himself the task of finding out precisely where the 
new political order went wrong. The decline of the Senate was a central 
consideration. Because it,was weafc, because the memory of the Republic 
was dwindling, because too, Augustus* reign had been a long, peaceful 
and unprovoking one, and because many members of the Senate were paid 
off in booty and preferment to keep silent, that body lost all of its 
political influence, settling for a Kind jf lumpish security which 
eventually resulted in a state of servility. The Senate became the 
proverbial rubber-stamp whose main function was flattery. Tiberius 
delighted in refusing the favours they were prompted to bestow only to 
have them forced upon him as his "duty" by his flatterers. How this 
condition came about is a recurrent question, whether by the Kmperor's 
corrupt activities or by the Senate's own fear and cowardice, whether 
by the loss of the old uoman virtues or the quirks of ambition which 
allowed Sejanus to rise in such a fashion that causal explanations are 
strained to their limits. Tacitus explores them all.
Tacitus begins his Annals with a summary of the reign of -ugustus. 
He does not support the conventional belief in the Pax "omana and 
glowing prosperity. Augustus was a shrewd and powerful politician.
He bought off the army and the mobs with gifts and cheap food. Peace
Q 
he kept as a promise because he was afraid to attempt further expansion.
He swore to observe the traditional senatorial freedoms ana to rule 
under the law. He was unopposed because men were either too weak or 
too willing to accept bribes and distinctions. From the very beginning 
there was a large class of men willing to accept power from the Prince 
because he claimed to be offering it. ^ach acceptance strengthened the 
"right" of the monarchy. freedoms disappeared in consequence* Tiberius' 
reign first marked the evident change, but the patterns of corruption 
were already well founded (Annals, I, 9-10; Grant, pp. 38-^0).
Government came to be less a matter of open dialogue and more one 
of diplomacy and manipulation. Augustus &new how to keen the Senate 
contented. Tiberius did not, primarily because the prestige of the 
Senate had sunk too patently for some of the more diligent members to 
ignore. The new security under the emperors began to lose its appeal. 
As resentment grew, Tiberius turned his bureaucrats against the 
dissatisfied. The more Tiberius offered to restore powers to the 
Senate, the more their pride caused them to resist accepting as a gift 
what had been taken from them by force.
While Tiberius tyrannized over the Senate, he was required to hire 
a set of retainers to protect himself against all plots, both real and 
alleged. There was no shortage of recruits for the job. A class of 
"new men" was eager to break into the pou»er circle and willing to 
perform anything that was necessary. Gradually they toOK over the 
offices of the nobilites; favor was gained by pressing treason charges 
against the enemies of the crown. "The new men had not known liberty; 
they advanced through conformity with the imperial system; native
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energy might not hold out against the blandishments of success or the 
routine habits of a bureaucratic system." The themt of the novus 
homo is everywhere in Tacitus, but it is a complex one. He was, himself, 
from the same class. ±he difference was a matter of integrity, of 
entering the sheepfold by the appointed door.
 The year which saw the turning point in ^iberius' career was 
2* A.D. Tacijfcus max.es special note of the fact, interested as he was 
it* the signal events of the decline of ^oman liberty. In this year, 
Tiberius changed his tactics from diplomacy to a purging of the 
opposition* oejanus was the chief agent. i'here was nothing ambiguous 
about the outcome. He was olanted upon the old senatorial faction like 
a slow-working fungus. A period of trials and suicides followed. A 
general pattern was established which took on epic proportions. The 
old rtoaan aristocracy was in the throes of death, ^mperors feared 
rebellion while good men were reduced to a debilitating fear of their 
princes. Tacitus builds toward a the-.e which has its origin.; in 
Sejanus* rise to power and the fears which drove Tiberius to employ 
him.
There were grounds for Tiberius' apprehensions. He had caused 
the a: himself. Piso, directed by Tiberius' malignant envy, had 
successfully poisoned the paragon of virtue of that age. *hile he 
was alive, Germanicus had been a restraining influence over the 
iunperor. Once gone, however, Tiberius was not free from his 
influence. "Agrippina*s actions suggest the deliberate intentions
of attracting to herself a body of supporters who would exact
11 Vengeance* for Germanicus." It was an easy step to convince
Tiberius that it was an active and seething faction. Sejanus was 
commissioned to root it out slowly but effectively and to use his 
skills in covering all traces of foul play. It was a model situation 
for a dramatist, for in this one sequence of events the gajor themes
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of the age were involved, the malignancy of princes, the controversy 
over the succession, faction and rebellion, the decline of Senatorial 
powers, the behsviour of the Stoice, the cruel use of the lex aajestatis, 
the corruptibility of the class of ambitious upstarts, dynastic wars 
and the victimization of the innocent while the greedy rose to power. 
To describe these matters is not only to provide a background study to 
Jonson's play but to explain in their original context the issues which 
Jonson advanced in his political history in much the same way that 
Tacitus treated them in the Annals.
II
In order to account for the allegiances in Tacitus to contradictory 
forms of government it is perhaps useful to digress into an account of 
his life. Tacitus experienced similar conditions to those he described 
in the Annals. In fact, he saw the near completion of that decline which 
began with Tiberius* He was 14 or 15 when the struggle for power took
place in $9 A.D. He was born under t<ero ana must have known of the
12 
suffering certain members of his family endured. He rose to office
and distinction under Vespasian and he knew moments of respite from 
tyranny under Merva. But the most productive years of his life as an 
active statesman were under Jomitian whose reign closed in terror while 
tht Senate, of which Tacitus was a member, sat by offering ostensible 
approval to the death sentences passed upon their friends. Boissier 
conjectures that Tacitus, upon his return to ^ome in 93 A.D., was in
great danger, and that he made every effort to be forgotten politically
14 in order to survive the regime* In the Agricola, Tacitus stated that
he had experienced the "extremes of slavery", and that ^omitian'a 
constant scrutiny of men's behaviour made men fearful and then cruel
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because they dared never disp ay weakness or incriminating sympathy with 
the oppressed. Domitian may well have been the model for Tacitus' 
anatomy of the tyrant in Tiberius, ^oraitian patterned himself on the 
former £aperor,. read Tilerius' journal as a guide to rulership, 
imitated his tactics of dissimulation, his use of clients and the 
treason laws. He craved flattery. norse, was the fact that "the 
Emperor was very dubious whether any one was received by their
falsehoods, and he felt the need of terrorizing people to prevent them
16 from speaking." ^he moral collapse experienced in the final years of
Tiberius' and Nero's reigns reached a kind of climax, ^omitian 
required no specific causes for prosecution, philosophers were 
banished on principle, books were burned in quantities, espionage was 
rampant, in fact nearly every facet of the urcane life was obliterated 
and the Senate was forced to be a partner in these crimes, ^omitian's 
rule was popular and peaceful, the mobs placated by this elimination 
of the troublesome intelligentsia. Republican ideals went underground. 
Tacitus' regard for the old standards and his hatred of ^orcitian's 
regime could have been responsible for his own inconsistencies on the 
principles of government. He could see clearly that republicanism 
had no political force, yet he was deeply committed to it as a moral
tradition. Tacitus recognized in his own case the impasse .reached
3,between political and -noral criteria. His standards of judgment did not
fit the present facts; it was possible to condemn, but the necessity for
a rulership base 1 on realpolitik remained. There ie reason to believe
17 that Tacitus also supported these hated emperors.
It is difficult to know much of the man Tacitus with certainty. 
Th« impression, in general, is that he was a moderate conservative, 
a "new man" whose rhetorical training qualified him for service inthe 
government. His .nor^l integrity and sense of fair-play caused hia to 
identify with the senatorial class which looked bac* to the days of the
Republic for ita models and inspirations. &e has a heavv stream of 
pessimism which is part of an intellectual franc of reference, ±here 
ia no evidence that he was personally a gloomy man. He appears to 
believe that Hove was past her prime and that a course of degeneracy 
had begun which coula be neither averted nor slowed down. The emperors 
had given a superficial strength to the state, but the nature of 
government was destructive of the moral fiber. Nevertheless, service 
to the state was yet the highest calling ana T.citua recognized the 
need for good men to serve quietly under bad emperors out of dedication 
to the commonweal. Like Pliny, Tacitus conducted himself *ith a Kind 
of scholarly reserve (see Appendix B). i'or all his passionate hatred 
of tyranny, one senses that he was a very level-headed politician and 
meticulous historian.
Tacitus was trained in legal methods; he was an orator, he 
believed in republican liberties yet was forced by tyrannous 
circumstances to temporize, &e »as a fo« to imperalism, yet publicly 
supported and even believed in the necessity for such a form of
government. He believed in senatorial powers though he was forced to
^ 
admit the existence of senatorial corruption. He wasx class elitist,
hated all forms of violence, was a devotee of literature, a aseptic in 
philosophy, dubious of all transcendental causes, held out no special 
hopes or cures for the empire, "hen men wit'; such predispositions turn 
to the writing of history there will follow a unique combination of 
practical pessimism, nostalgic ideals, personal invective, individuality* 
a desire for survival under adverse circumstances, a certain amount of 
rhetorical cunning, an objective yet pointed view of history. Tacitus*
/
history deals with the men who shape affairs; he scrutinizes their public
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demeanors, exposes their rhetorical tricks, their legal duplicity by 
simply describing what was. Tacitus is not heavy-handedly bitter 
about the social and political changes. His style is not caustic* 
There are "strokes of sarcasm, fine ironies, charming subtleties of 
expression, stories so much the more piquant for their reluctance to
seem so, in which the malice is only revealed by a passing word and lets
18itself be divined though unseen." tfhere men are evil, even straight- 
forward descriptions will look like satire.
It is to be expected that such historians will deal with the 
issues of government which have held sway over their lives and aroused 
their deepest fears. Partisanship in such casejis inevitable. They 
will make use of the forces of language and art in presenting those 
views. There wil-i be the emotions of both the moralist and the 
politican in evidence. There is then the question of Tacitus' 
reliability as an historian. Tacitus has been accused of bias, not 
in his treatment of facts but in the narrowness of their selection.
Tacitus is baffling on this point. He states: "I shall write without
«« 
indignation or partisanship! in my case the customy incentives to these
.it
are lacking." (Annals, I, 1$ Grant, p. 32). Tacitus has "proclaimed
the desire to study history scientifically, to follow the inquiry into
19 
causes and their effects, as a study valuable for its own sake."
But at the same time Tacitus states that it is his intention to offer 
moral judgement. "It seems to me a historian's foremost dutj to ensure 
that merit is recorded, and to confront evil deeds and words with the 
fear of posterity's denunciations." (Annals, III, 65; Grant, p. 150). 
The times under study contained tragic implications because evil had 
contaminated tne ruling classes and caused great perversions of justice. 
The presiding importance of this fact fade a more congenial treatment 
inapt. Tacitus does not impose frea* or invalid conceptions upon 
history. i>tudy of the period and a comparison of the Annals with
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other accounts testify to the reliability of Tacitus as an historian. 
In defense of Tacitus Syme contends that "history was like that. The 
eYents colour, infect, and dominate the historian."
Nevertheless, Tacitus' Judgement ia always at work and we come to 
know what his standards are. History without such a moral intelligence 
present is of little use otherwise. The experiences of Tacitus' life 
have been set forward as grounds for his prejudices. They may be set 
forward equally as incentives for honesty, not only in reporting facts, 
but in reporting the huma^ implications of these everts. Bessie Walker 
s»i j of Tacitus what might also be said of Jonson, that his work is a
"reinterpret^tion of the past, coloured and animates by a great artist's
21 experience of the present." The emphasis is on artist and the interplay
between past and present. Tacitus is always mindful of the usefulness 
of history. Without a sound knowledge of the past, men blunder. It is 
from such studies "that most men learn to distinguish right and wrong, 
advantage and disadvantage. Few can tell them apart instinctively." 
(Annals, IV. 33; Grant, p. 1?J>). It is not a contradiction for ^ym«
to argue that "exile or setback c~.n be the making of an historian.
22 Even the enhancement of a grievance will help." History may be a
form of consolation, or of retaliation. Troubles make a man Keen if 
they do not destroy him. The> add to his qualifications - perspective; 
even if a tcind of pessimism is also present. It was this &ind of 
experience which at least forced Tacitus to spurn gross flattery, to 
reject propaganda, brought hiu to express faults, and to differentiate 
men according to ethical standards which stand open to scrutiny.
Tacitus repeatedly intercepted all attempts to lapse into false 
security. "*o you think that Nero was the last tyrant? That same 
belief was held by those who survived Ti. erius and Gaius; yet meantime 
Nero arose more implacable and more cruel." The Senate was weaker than
it was even after Nero's reign when that fcmperor'a retainers and clients 
were apprehended and punished. There was little hope for justice even
after a rulerfell. "The fairest day after a bad emperor is the first." ^ 
A stream of pessimism is not the proof of a mind grovelling only after
treachery and corruption, rooting out the putrid aspects of political 
life; rather it is the spirit, arrived at through experience, which 
prevents the artist from being a dupe to corrupt practices and 
hyprocrisy. Tacitus* pessimism arises often in the discussions of 
his critics. It is one of the customary grounds for disqualifying him 
as an objective historian. Yet Boissier claims that "Tacitus owed to 
it one of his greatest qualities, that iteen insight which prevented 
his allowing himself to be impressed by appearances, and showed things 
as they were."
Tacitus was nostalgic for better times, loathed servility, 
intrigue, dissimulation, yet did not ignore them because they were 
unattractive to him. Bather he reduced them to order through the 
power of history. There is no romance, no escape, no wish-fulfillment 
in the world he presented. There is a certain commendable courage in 
refusing to lie about or whitewash the ominous or to succumb to patriotic 
fervor. It is the task of the historian to bring an artist*s sense of 
theme to the raw materials of history in order to elucidate its moral, 
political and social significance. Tacitus was, perhaps, motivated by 
an inability to keep silent on subjects which cried out for a hearing, 
but he also established the criteria of a responsible historiography. 
 *" ae Annals are a remarkable composite of these two intellectual 
activities.
Ill
For Tacitus there is no sense in which historical writing is a 
substitute for politics. *'or the ^omans, history was an extension of
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politics. It was the exercising of a precious liberty. Political 
morality may be set forth in the examples of those men who gave 
commendable service to the state, men such as Marcus Lepidus who was a 
tactful defender of the Senate. It had been impossible to write in 
such a manner for over a hundred years preceding the death of ^omitian. 
Tacitus endured until that time. According to H. H. Martin, "the 
Augustan Principate brought a swift end to historical talent. Truth
was an immediate casualty 5 at first through indifferencef soon because
25 
of flattery or hatred. 1 ' Tacitus intended to illustrate the manner of
proper history by avoiding both servility and hatred. Such history 
was rare. Tacitus' work was the first in a century. Even under Nerva, 
Hadrian, Trajan it was not possible to touch upon events close to the 
present. Thus, by dealing with the reigns of Tiberius and Nero, by 
examining the transactions of government closely under the cloak of 
history, he could reveal the dan, ers which accrued to autocracy by its
\
very nature. Jonson understood this relationship between the 
historian and a corrupt political state. He had Sejanus describe 
Cordus' activities in just such terms; the man forced to write of 
present policy and tricks of state under the disguise of writing of the 
past. Corlus wrote of republican heroes and the old liberty (II. 
303-12).
He was a prototypical humanist. His concern with the past was 
largely a matter of instructing prince? in the pitfalls of rule. The 
historian's self defense was in .vakinr overt denials of any such 
intents. Tyranny necessitated the uses of history (and subsequently 
of drama) as a counter-rhetoric, 8 last disguised voice in times of 
dwindling freedoms. To the extent that Sejanus is intended to serve 
a similar function for its own times, ^ordus 1 defense of history 
increases in importance. History is one of the only reliable means
for defending freedoma under advtrse political regic^es. Jonson is 
undoubtedly mindful of the relationship between the artist, the rhetoric 
of art and the political society at large. Cordus 1 defense is to that 
extent a defense of Jonson'a own play. Cordus never denied that history 
had contemporary implications. He merely argued that a ruler pronounces 
his own guilt in silencing thy writur (III. 4j56-4l). History does not 
create rebellions; it merely records them (III. ^9-55)« The historian 
feigns innocence while the record does its work. Nevertheless* Cordus, 
like Lepidua, played upon i'iberius* desire to be the picture of th« 
perfect monarch. lie used his cr*ft to demonstrate the relations between 
past rulers and their critics (III. 4l*f-*fO). lie never v/orkeJ. directly, 
but always through the medium of his art. He avoided the passions of 
Silius. He then effectively turned all of Tiberius' arguments back 
upon him, worked upon the letter of ^'ibcrius* statements and so used 
law, psychology ana rhetoric of a respectable kind (for his cause was 
liberty) to ;vard off his prosecutors (III. 408-10). He was a scholar 
who, like Tacitus and Jonoon, extended his criticism through art and 
tempered his ways to fit the times. The dramatist -historian became the 
new social critic, ^ilius was a hero existing in a non-heroic age; ht 
was allowed to choose his own means of death but that was all. Cordus 
defied fate both through his writing of history and his defense of it, 
adjusting meanwhile to an age of absolutism. Cordus was a kind of 
spokesman for the new historiographical methods u,ore nearly suffient 
for a pe.-iod of power politics.
uistory with uch aims was no retreat from politics; it was on* 
of the only means 01" preserving fr^do^ of speech and opinion (See 
Appendix C). i,ven in the Republic during ^icero's ti:i:t t oratory was 
under a certain amount of pressure, -'"here one form of oratory waa 
suppressed, another had to t«A.« itn place. Iiistory vsao one of the
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possible replacements. Cicero conceded this point: "And as History, 
which tears witness to the passing of the ages, sheds light upon 
reality, gives life to recollection and guidance to human existence
and brings tidings of ancient days, whose voice, but the orator's,
26 
can entrust her to immortality?" Cicero showed a high regard for
history. inhere was a close connection between the development of 
constitutional government and the uses of history. It wao a discipline 
amenable to the Roman mind - far more so than philosophy. '-i-'he HO man a 
were a practical people. Tacitus was a political thinker, yet "none 
better proved than he that the Roman constitution was no product of 
political metaphysics, springing at a single flight from the conceptions 
of a sage, like that of several Greek cities, but that it was the work 
of time and of men; that it slowly and spontaneously assumed its form 
by the strife of antagonistic forces, which, unable to destroy one 
another, cams to mutualc terms; and that history consequently is 
indispensable to understand when and how the diverse elements of which
the constitution was composed entered into the whole and the plan they
27 filled therein.'1 history tells what the constitution is by accounting
for its origins, likewise, bj tracing the process of its making in 
human terms, history accounts for the contradictions. Tyranny is not 
only the product of systems but of men who define and abuse the 
systems* Out of the accidents of unhappy compromises in ^-orae came the 
circumstances under which men of certain noble ideals suffered in the 
cause of redressing imbalances of powers in that government which yet 
sought to remain stable and uncriticised. iUre is a new responsibility 
for the historian. He is not only the guardian of records and past 
reputations, he is physician to constitutional liberties. ihe statement 
is introduced here to explain J- citus' concept of the purposes of
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history. But it will be my intention in a later chapter, to review
tU \ 
3ejanus in light of constitutional principle;,, the point being that in
so far as Jonson employs the urama ae a means of explaining, in causal
V 
terms, the origins and effects of constitutional forces he shares with
Tacitus a similar philosophy of historiography.
IV
\
Sallust was, perhaps, the most influential historian upon Tacitus.
\
His themes were the corruption of the nobility and the dangers of the 
novus homo  lie preferred virtus based on achievement rather than birth. 
R. H. Martin claims, however, that his themes were not fully developed, 
that the politics of a revolutionary age sdwetimes baffled his genius.
his characters were too easily labelled according to preset patterns;
28 he was unable to bring full dramatic concentration to his material*
Causal structuring is not so evident in oallust as it is in Tacitus. 
Sallust did not perfect the synthesis between literary measures and 
political themes.
Livy was even less astute at pointing toward the present through 
the past. He was virtually unwilling to look at the present; history 
became, partially, an escape* Political intrigue and policy were not 
a part of his analytic scope- He believed in heroes and the majestic. 
The ideal ^oman character created all too rigid and oversimplified a
view of virtues and vices.29 i-ivy was not able to move from morality
\, 
and hetoism to the assessment of political intrigue and contemporary
government. The historian who is both a moralist and a student of 
realpolitik must continally deal with this dichotomy of values. Livy 
was too consistently nostalgic. Tacitus has a unique strength because 
he is not.
Tacitus' historical style bears the same relationship to its 
predecessors as Sejanug does to earlier historical plays. Here, this 
statement Bust stand as a kind of thesis with the proofs to follow. 
The drama concerned with the warrior hero, strong moral biases, a 
contest divided clearly between forces of rood and evil is redolent of 
Livy's kind of historical purposes. But in 2>e janua« Jonson is 
analytical even of the most bizarre political practices, ^ejanus is 
related to the development of the political drama in the same way that 
Tacitus was to the Roman historiographical tradition. In fact, it
/
was Tacitus* methods, rediscovered 1 in the sixteenth century, which gave 
rise to this revolutionary reconceptualization of historical writing 
employed by Jonson. At the center of the Tacxtean approach was a moral
' X
conflict over degrees of loyalty undexv corrupt circumstances. It was 
a dilemma rooted in a constitutional problem which i'acitus, describing 
it historically, established as a crisis relevant to all constitutional 
and semi-constitutional forms of government. It was.the insolubility 
of the problem which influenced the mood, style and contents of his 
writings. Historical writing matured to keep up with the condition*  
\
in an advanced state, characterized by skepticism, tempered by an aware- 
ness of /the need to support the commonweal.
/ *  \
/. Senatorial history was a long account of factional struggles, 
^hese /struggles doomed the republic as the English barons doomed 
their own cause in the fifteenth century. ihus,\ where one man
lezed control, history turned to scrutinize that man whose duty was 
to preserve peace between thV warring partito. If he was successful 
there was usually a price, -lattery or hatreu was almost inevitable. 
Historians generally developed one attitude or the other. A position 
between was almost impossible to achieve,. It meant logical
t
contradictions, since loyulty to that which was basically imperfect
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was logically awkward. Tet in Roman politics, it was the only 
reasonable position. &uch an historian must indict both the angry 
and the servile, perpetuate neither treasons nor tyranny. The delicate 
balance upon which the constitution was based had to be reflected in 
the balance which responsible history maintained.
History should no longer be designated to sing the glories and 
triumphs of treat men. It is too perilously close to flattery. 
Tacitus knew that adulation was the vice of the Flavian historians. 
Despotism was the greater danger, its exposure, the historian's 
responsibility. It was not a light and diverting business. Tacitus 
warned his readers of so much. Without such history the people would 
remain enslaved by the political skills practised against them beyond 
their comprehension. Wot even the Acta Senatus could be trusted. Even 
here eulogies and reports of false conspiracies were trumped up to
please emperors. There was also eloquence - suspect because it was
^ 
used to misshape information, eloquence, if it could not advance the
truth, had to be replaced by the truth. Decadence in style was part 
of the fault; Tacitus labored toward a new style characterized by 
accuracy and point. Political intimidations led to curruption of 
st^le. Tacitus' history became a reaction against both.
Style governs the validity of the message. If there is bitterness
it must arise from the implications of the events literally related.
 <,» 
There are times when high serious and even horror may be created through
objectivity in situations where the facts are autotel_jic. History, 
falsified or true with a vengeance, loses the cogency and authority 
gained by the moderate style. "Tacitus set himself, over many years,
•2-1
to perfecting the style most suitable for historical narrative." 
He returned to the earlier historians for truth of language, 
verisimilitude, rhetoric of the forum as opposed to rhetoric of the
manuals. His greatest preference wa:i for Sallust. For honesty and 
manliness of language the republican historians were useful sources, 
'or the same reasons uintilian looked to that period for a rejuvenation 
of style. The constitution was no basis for argument. It was too 
vague, unspecified and controversial. Arguments from the old Roman 
virtues and the tradition were reasonably subjective. &thic." become, 
in such times, almost a personal matter. If the style reveals too 
much scorn, hidden grudges are suspected. Too much praise indicates 
covert partialities* ~ven application to the gods or appeals to 
metaphysics are rhetorical devices, -'hen political circumstances are 
under close scrutiny, the possibilities of style are narrowed considerably. 
The foundation of Tacitus' style was half determined by the nature of 
the subject he had chosen to treat. It required accuracy and an appeal 
to reason both directly and by the logic of the events themselves;
gravitas wacs the prevailing quality. Other tempers compromise the
^t 
authority of the politic^ historian. There is a principle of composition
involved which, because Jonson treated the same materials, affected the 
disposition of the parts within the play and Jonson*s own style as a 
tragedian. The issues involved were of a highly important, serious 
nature. In order to offer them cogently, Jon on had to see*, a form and 
style which would avoid an^er and torpor, flattery and libel, which would 
be direct, accurate, t^rave. In explaining the causes for the Tacitean 
style, a rationale is served which accrues perfectly to Jonson.
It has been disproven that Tacitus relied upon one single source 
for his Annals (Nissen's law). The proof is in the references which 
have been traced to a variety of older materials. Boiscier thinks that
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Tacitus was no copier of one wortv because the Romans were readers and 
compilers by nature, thorough, systematic collectors of information. 
Nor was history a matter of adding form and elo luence to a collection 
of facts. It was a matter of weighing and of discovering the suppressed. 
"I realize that many writers omit numerous trials and condemnations, 
bored by repetitions or afraid that catalogues they themselves have 
found over-long and dismal may equally depress their readers. But 
numerous unrecorded incidents, which have come to my attention, ought to 
be known. 1 ' (Annals, VI. 7; Gfcant, p. 203). ?his is one of the 
salient features of the Tacitean style, demanded by the nature of 
events themselves. let such repetitive lists are never a matter of
/
mere statement only. A host of trials concerned with political crimes 
raises questions, characterizes a political periou, demonstrates the 
legitimacy of legal practices out of which a whole milieu of problems 
and considerations may arise. Sheer repetitiveness, factually 
incontestable, Stilt has a sure rhetorical power. This is one example 
of the style adjusted to the content, determined by and determining the 
flow of events.
Cicero is concerned because the systems of rhetoric contain no 
rules of stjle for history. He comes to the subject in De Qratore. 
Cicero believes that the orator has a marked responsibility to the 
writing of history. Before all comes history's first law. Is it not 
"that an author must not dare to tell anything but the truth? And its 
second that he must make bold to tell the whole truth? That there
must be no suggestion of partiality anywhere ±n his writings? Nor of
3*f 
malict? This groundwork of course is familiar to every one;'1 After
this, however, come considerations of structure and diction. Oratory 
and history need not be contradictions in terms so long as it is 
recognized that history demands a special kind of oratory. There
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must be chronological arrangement and the causal explanations of each 
major event must be shown* Moreover, there should be some intimation 
of those plans and actions which the writer approves. To account for 
what was said and done, descriptions of the manners and circumstances 
of these actions should be added. ?or all consequences, contributory 
causes, whether from accident, discretion or fool-hardiness, should be 
supplied.  * Sketches of the lives of outstanding and dignified 
characters are in order. The language of history, according to Cicero, 
should be easy, flowing, neither rough nor stinging. In these few 
sentences he provides a guide which arranges for both truth and the 
presence of reasonable interpretation. The skills of the orator are 
adaptable according to the aims of history. -i'he historian must not 
merely cite his facts, he must establish them and provide them with the 
ring of authority. The rhetoric of the rostrum and of history differ 
in these ways but they pertain to the same discipline. ^tyle must 
be accommodated to the relating of fact with powers of interpretation 
which do not obscure events. ^tyle must not force facts into new 
formulations, contort their implicit implications, twist them into 
the logic of some prescribed syntactical pattern or some dominating 
metaphor*
Walker assesses the influences of rhetoric in Tacitus* history 
in some detail. The skills of the orator are clearly in evidence: the 
sequentially organized passages, the calculated delays and the climactic 
arrangements of episodes. The dramatist and rhetorican are both at
work in the creation of the tria-L scenes. ^here is a constant quality
37 of persuasiveness in his history. Tacitus knows how to display pathos
and horror; oratorial devices are present to express his intent. But
\
there is no reason to doubt his sincerity. His finest effects are the 
expression of human suffering, desolation after calamity, atmospheres of
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secrecy and fear, indignant protestations of fraud, ouch were his 
times, such must be his themes. Tacitus is replete with metaphors but 
they are local, centered on verbs which often carry implications of 
strength, explosion, strain, asa(3glt, violence. The broader metaphors 
of political order, ships of state, beehives, analogies with the human 
body are absent* History is the work of an orator, but it has laws 
of its own. To come to terms with history as a special kind of oratory
 
is a way of considering what Tacitus understood the historians' calling
to be. Oratory aids in the establishment of fact. It is also the 
means of establishing the tragic connotations of events. *rom history 
comes genre through the mediator of the historian's rhetoric.
VI
Tacitus is concerned with power and its uses. Power is the 
factor which moves states and factions. It is the statesman's challenge 
to gain, hold and control it* -^iberius was one of the first great 
masters of policy, a foundation figure in the study of political power* 
Leaders of secular states in the Renaissance were instructed largely 
by his example. They attempted to replace fortune and accident with 
a science of politics. The medievals believed it was inevitable that 
unnatural rulers would fall. The Italian skeptics were not so certain, 
or that it was even desirable, rolicy is the art which enables princes 
to maintain control over all lesser factions in the realm. But power 
also leads to corruption while the evil and illegal may also imitate 
its devices.
There is a choice and selection of materials which stamps the 
world of Tacitus' histories with a quality distinctly Tacitean. His 
primary subject is the political life of the capital, but there are
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many sub-themes which assert themselves by dint of the repetitions of 
incidents and character descriptions required to complete the record: 
the long list of trials, of informers, petty clients, the incessant 
political bargaining and covert dealing* The impression is of a 
whispering city where ambition motivates everyone, where words never 
mean what they seem, where the management of potter is the first law of 
political life, where the cunning play for high stakes and the weak 
perish. It is a distinct atmosphere yet it is history and created with 
the integrity of history. It is not only the subject matter but this 
sense of the political life of ^ome which, I would contend, Jonson 
desired to recreate in the play. The only proof is the care with 
which Jonson constructed his ^oman Kulturbild and the similarity of 
effect it has upon the reader. Jonson had to find the pattern of drama 
required to provide the impression of a world of political intrigue, 
spying, deceptive rhetoric, covert ploys for power, and he desired to 
recreate such a world historically so that it could not be mistaken for 
a theatrical extravaganza. Here is an et^ential aspect of the influence 
the Homan had upon Jonson.
More congenial spirits have resisted the idea that men can be so 
patently calculating; it is related to the problem of credibility which 
Sejanus raises. Tacitus predicted the criticis.. It was his duty to 
find the hidden political motivations which accounted for historical 
fact. Ultimately he was pressed to see hypocrisy as the only 
explanation for almost every political deed. Tacitus' assessment of 
the men in government offices may seem boring, but it has its uses. 
This is the real world of politics. Heine* that readers had their 
favourite topics, "geographical description, the changing fortune of 
a battle, the glorious death of a commander." (Annals. IV, 33j Grant,
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P« ^73)t but they are not germane to modern political history. "My 
themes on the other hand concern crul orders, unremitting accusations, 
treacherous friendships, innocent men ruined - a conspicuously 
monotonous glut of downfalls and their monotonous causes." (Annals IV, 
33i Grant, p. 175)  'iis themes are indeed more distasteful, less 
diverting, but the more necessary for explaining the nature of the 
political life. History is otherwise, an escape into adventure, 
exciting changes of fortune, travelogue, dramatic scenes laden with 
emotional intensity. Polybiue is instructive on this point. "For 
since there are two objects, improvement and pleasure, which those who 
wish to study any subject either by the use of their ears or of their 
eyes, should keep before then, and since this is especially true of the 
study of history, a too generous treatment of sensational events 
contributes to neither. x'or not only do abnormal reversals of fortune 
arouse no emulation, but no one has any permanent pleasure in seeing
or reading of things which are contary to nature and contrary to the
38 general sentiment of mankind.'1 It may well be true that people aire
amused by abnormal reversals of fortune for a few pleasureful moments 
because they are contrary to n ture and prove possible that which was 
thought to be impossible, but they cannot be a continuing source of 
pleasure or instruction. I1 his could be virtually a credo for both 
Tacitus and Jonson, the former willing to dwell on the monotonous but 
all important politics of the Senate, the latter to eschew stage 
gimmicks and theatrical extravaganzas in order to make a play which 
would be politically useful to men.
Tacitus emphasizes the sense of sameness in the events he 
narrated and the perpetual treachery and evil which he saw in all 
aspects of politics. It could not be told otherwise. Tacitus' history 
could barely escape the appearance of bitter satire. His assessment of
motives «as warranted by the facts, yet the implications of that record 
are so open and clear that no reader can reasonably ignore them.
Tacitus was a moralist as well as an artist. Undoubtedly his 
judgement was set in motion by a set of values he considered the 
eternal verities of right human conduct. lie employed the techniques 
of the artist in clarifying his apprehensions. Tacitus knew how to 
employ irony, not the witty asides or verbal quips of the satirist, but 
the irony in political circumstances and groupings of characters which 
thrust themes into view. lie knew how to stagger scenes, hold back 
information and release it at critical moments. He could develop 
sudden conflicts, build climactic sequences intensifying the sense of 
evil or the ominous. Aalker claims that Tacitus was a "master of all 
the devices which had been used in GreeK tragedy, so far as these can 
be used in the medium of prose - the dramatic monologue, swift 
development of a conflict, the heightening of tension towards the end
of an 'act', sudden surprise and reversals of fortune, hints of
39 foreboding by supernatural and other means." Tacitus used dramatic
irony through juxtaposing events and characters. He created full
portraits of his characters before they entered^analyzing motive
forces and temperament. He worked as an artist to achieve the kind
of order which emphasized through repetition, shocked by delay, illuminated
by irony, and fixed the particular as pertaining to the general modes
of human behaviour.
VII
My intention in setting out the career and writings of the Roman 
historian is to establish the salient features of the Tacitean phenomenon 
which relate to Jonson's Sejanus. The question of direct influence ie 
not an essential one. Jonson could have learned a preat deal from
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Tacitus on how to solve the problems of writing political history. 
It is equally valid to argue that in having chosen to create a 
political history based on Tacitus' materials, Jonson was forced to 
find answers to the problems of theme and style involved in setting 
that material out in a dramatic form and that many of Jonson 1 s 
solutions are like Tacitus' own. I do not think, as A. H. Bullen 
does, that Tacitus' genius and power deprive Jonson of all 
originality and independence. It is as much in the nature of the 
subject itself that the story must be told so, as it is a matter of 
copying Tacitus' ruthless account of political barbarism. For Bullen
it is really a matter of credibility. The "hideousness" of Tacitus'
40 
subject is too overpowering for an ~lisabethan dramatist to develop.
But if there is truth in Tacitus then his views rediscovered by Jonson 
are equally capable of revealing truth.
That the Tacitean world picture may not be superimposed upon the 
Elizabethan one is another problem. Jonson's indictment of treachery 
may be an overstatement for his age if a Kind of direct "application" 
is ur^ed. This is not necessarily Jonson's intention. Principles 
and patterns are more important, the constant principles of power and 
its abuses which pertain to all political societies. Jonson's play, 
summarized, indicates how consistently he deals with political matters 
primarily in their public aspects. If the play is faulted for boredom, 
the fact that Jonson, too, was required to build his impression of the 
political world out of repeated instances of spying, deceptive speech- 
making, treason trials, the ploys of political ambition, a society 
without respite from treachery and duplicity as described in the first 
chapter, must be taken into consideration,  ' 'his is only one instance
revealing that the principles of organization and selection employed
i 
b> Tacitus are like those Jonson found necessary to duplicate the
political life of ^ome in his play.
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Jonson's concept of history will be greatly enlarged upon in a 
subsequent chapter, but the Tacitean historiography and the Roman 
sense of the purpose of history already set out can be useful in 
explaining Jonson's attitudes toward the materials of the play. History 
mu.st be carefully controlled especially when it is concerned with 
such matters as monarchy, rebellion and treason if it is to avoid 
flattery or assault. Therefore truth, above all, must be the major 
preoccupation of the historian, both to fact and argument. Cicero 
made that the first law of history. uiutory had proper methods which 
separated it from chronicling on one side and harangue on the other. 
Yet the historian is an interpreter, his version of events ever in 
judgement of, and judged by the facts. The historian*s conceptualization 
of his materials is the basis for his understanding of the order and 
principles which inform them. History is invariably an act of 
judgement, a judgement which is essential if man is to Know anything 
of cause and context. Inherent in this statement and general approach 
is that the play, even its literary aspects, is to be assessed in the 
terms of history.
Sejanus is a play full of oratory based upon those literary 
skills which represent Jonson's understanding of the rhetoric 
appropriate to history. There is a gravity in Tacitus which Jonson 
imitates in Sejanus, a specification which he referred to in "To the 
Readers" as "gravity and height of elocution" (lines 16-17). ^he style 
appropriate to the serious political historian belongs also to the 
tragedian. There is the risk of trying the patience of an audience 
with incessant high seriousness but the . ovement of events in the 
play is dictated by the accretion of sober historical events set forth 
through accuracy of irritation, and rhetorical verisimilitude. Such
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history, as history, must break from the old categories of laudatory 
biography, moral portrait, the detailed annalistic account and records 
of mili^tjry exploit. In such a way, from Tacitean history, Jonson 
makes his way toward a reformation of the English historical tragedy. 
There is a particular kind of political gravity in such a speech 
as Tiberius* clarification of the proceedings against Jilius in the 
Senate. Varro, the consul, brought charges against Silius, who in 
turn tried the court on a matter of law to see if a fair trial was 
intended. Since Varro was both prosecutor and one of the judges the 
proceedings were illegal. Tib erius served as the final adjudicator on 
legal matters, a dubious principle in itself. His reply, mundane in 
appearance, is yet a model of the semi-oblique verbiage of not quite 
straightforward legal practices.
It hath been usual
And is a right that custom hath allowed 
The magistrate, to call forth private men, 
And to appoint their day; which privilege 
We may not in the consul see infringed, 
By whose deep watches and industrious care 
It is so labored, as the commonwealth 
Receive no loss by any oblique course. (III. 201-8)
Tiberius never speaks in his own person. The commonwealth or the law 
or even the "privilege" of the consul are various extended frames of 
reference. Through self-depersonalization Tiberius gains an authority 
to pronounce which Silius can scarcely counteract. His reply, "Caesar, 
thy fraud is worse than violence," (III. 209) lacks that authority, 
that gravity of additional reference. Tiberius does no more than state 
a principle of law established by custom which wa? binding under the 
present circumstances, followed by * three line afterthought - namely 
that Varro was a loyal guardian of the commonweal, a man not given to 
corrupt practices. Tiberius displays no more authority than he should 
as ultimate referee, yet we know it is fraud, that his defense of Varro
\
is proof that Silius is foredoomed. The syntactical connection
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"which priviledge" makes a sudden sure link between principle and 
practice that entertains no qualifications or alternatives. As 
character after character appears, each one identifying with some 
greater cause upon which his politic rhetoric is based, the play seeks 
its own natural level of gravity. It is not a tragic style constructed 
out of a language of literary grandeur. Jonson imitates throughout, 
the language of political negotiation, the language of Roman politicians 
in daily affairs as recorded by Tacitus.
Gravity is also communicated by the seriousness of the issues 
involved* In Tacitean manner, Jonson finds opportunities to rehearse 
the names of °ejanus* victims with an effect which parallels Tacitus* 
"monotonous glut of downfalls", his long lists of political treacheries 
and their causes. Tiberius and Sejanua discuss them, one at a time, in 
formulating their plan of attack. (II. 265-305)* Agrippina counts the 
victims over as evidence that the G rmanican cause is totally lost 
(IV. 18-2*+). Alt Jonson's finest invention is SeJanus' own vaunting, 
incredulous that the fates could abandon him before his project was 
complete.
I, that did help
To fell the lofty cedar of the world, 
Qermanicus; that at one stroke cut down 
Drusus, that upright elm; withered his vine; 
Laid Silius and Sabinus, two strong oaks, 
Flat on the earth; besides those other shrubs, 
Cordus, and ^osia, Claudia I ulchra, 
Furnius, and Qallus, which I have grubbed up; 
And since, have set my axe so strong and deep 
Into the root of spreading Agrippine; 
Lopped off and scattered her proud branches - Nero, 
Drusus, and Caiue too, although replanted - (V. 2^1-52).
The extended metaphor may have come a little too readily to Jonson; 
it is uncharacteristic for the play. But it carries ^ejanus through 
the long list of victims, establishing by analogy the relative
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importance of each. Jonson manages, even here, to re-emphasize the 
irony since in the descriptions of the trees he imparts a sense of 
their moral qualities: "lofty 11 Qermanicus, "upright" Drusus, "strong" 
Silius and Sabinue. (In designing the verse Jonson causes the names 
to stand out at the beginnings and ends of lines.) Tacitus' 
relentless compiling of atrocities Jonson introduces into the play* 
In act four (323-^) he race«; through the final actions taken against 
the Germanleans. The speed has its effect. Laco appears, hastening 
Nero to prison. He announces that Drusus is already a prisoner in 
the palace and Agrippina confined to Pandataria. "Confined? Imprisoned? 
Banished?/Most tripartite! The cause, sir?/(Laco.) Treason." 
(IV. 3*+1-^2). Jonson continues to build his tragic style in the 
manner in which Tacitus achieved dramatic and thematic effects in the 
Annals. Gravity is inherent in the unmixed, undiluted presentation of 
political affairs.
Through design, there is an establishing of issues which raises 
history from fact to a form of "statement 11 and thus a form of thought. 
The rise and fall of Sejanus is not only a complete action, but it is 
a sufficient action through which the variables of the professional 
politican may be exposed to critical view. Plotting and pacing, the 
choice of episodes for dramatization, depends not only upon the 
necessity of concluding an event, but upon completing a political essay 
as well. Jonson seldom duplicates; the argument as well as the action 
is ever advancing. The play moves from ambition and greed (Sejanus 1 
flatterers), to moral decadence (the Senate), to lust (Livia), and 
policy (Tiberius), yet subtly, always juxtaposing private nature with 
political conditions and idealogical flaws, dramatizing the rhetoric 
by which men are deceived, ranipulated or informed. On man the 
political being, the argument is almost comprehensive. The trials of
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Siliua and Cordus appear in the third act* They seem to be events 
related only obliquely to the main story of Tiberius and Sejanus. 
Yet they are accorded the prominence of a climactic moment in the 
play. In these scenes tyranny, principled republicanism and moral 
indignation come into direct confrontation *ith one another. The 
manipulation of the law, the bloody use of rhetoric, the servility of 
the Senate, the place of history in the preservation of political 
freedoms - these are the themes; none could be more central. The 
third act is the heart of the "argument" in oejanus.
In Sejanus characters are both portrayed and revealed, *'iberius 
is a man yet a study in policy; Sejanus is an individual and a study 
in ambition and cunning. (The whole problem of characterization which 
both writers had to settle as historians will be treated later.} 
Sejanus is a kind of animated portrait. He is no great man but 
rather a manager, directed by ambition, contained by policy. He is 
neither cliched nor chilling, neither impassioned nor impulsive until
*
the very end. He simply works, businesslike, as a politican works, 
according to his own dark ends. He commands among the servile and 
waits modestly in the court of the great, self-confident but secretive. 
He knows how to take advantage of opportunity. It is the play's 
implicit suggestion that Sejanus is an ordinary man with extra- 
ordinary ambitions, perverse because in his ordi narinees he lacks all 
human empathy. He is neither a caricature nor a psychological study, 
neither a villain nor a psychopath, but rather a political portrait 
in a play about political relationships.
Sejanus manages love in the same calculated way as he manages 
politics, ^or him the techniques, with variations, all come to the 
same thing. Love, itself, is a ploy; "Venus hath the smallest share
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in it." (I. 37*0* The arrangement scene between °ejanus and Livia's 
physician Midemus, provides Jonson with an opportunity to luxuri-te 
in the language of medicine and cosmetics, "opiates, juleps, apozems,/ 
Magistral syrups," (I. 359-60). Familiar satiric themes momentarily 
appear cosmetics and quackery but it is Jonson's intention to 
show the connections between personal vanity and the more far-reaching 
corruptions of state. A new conquest for iivia is simultaneously a 
means whereby the ambitious may advance themselves. The point is 
hardly lessened by the fact that it is Juivia who ultimately is the cause 
of ^eJanus' downfall, indirectly, in that his request to marry her gives 
the fatal turn to Tiberius' suspicions of hi;n. The simultaneous 
preparation of Jivia's cosmetics and a poison for her husband in Act 
II is a perfect Jonsonian situation. The juxtaposing of the two 
creates an unmistakable irony. Cosmetics bear the san.e relationship 
to feminine beaut./ as false rhetoric does to the world of politics. 
Sejanus, in his relations with Livia, his flatterers and followers, 
with Tiberius, reveals the extent of his ambitions. What he is as a 
man suggests the themes central to the play.
Among the "subjects'' which emerge in ^ejanus are the study of 
power, the influence of the new man, the idea of constitution, political 
jargon, the treason laws, the nature of monarchy, fame, stoicism, 
political ambition, the fall of Jtame. £ach one can be Retraced to 
The Annals. Sejanus is a study in absolute power and thus the danger 
of tyranny, as well as a study a.n the fortunes of the political critic 
and the fate of the suppressed political opposition. This dual purpose, 
this divided concern is essential to an understanding of the structure 
of the play, moreover, it is a play to be read, not as de Luna has 
suggested, against the background of the li.ssex rebellion or any other
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contemporary event, but in light of the Tudor constitution.
VIII
Soaetting more must be said about the Tc citean nostalgia which 
appears in the play in the form of a ritual memory of past heroes, 
^uch nostalgia is a concept easily mistaken, a fact which makes it seem 
the more to Jonson's credit as an historian that he got it right in 
terms of its relative importance to the other political and moral 
impulses of his characters. Under Domitian, Tacitus became the foe of 
the imperial system which had weakened the Senate; as the influence of 
that organization dwindled, the nostalgic memories of past periods 
of senatorial history began to fix themselves in the minds of the old
senatorial class, to be in turn adopted by the newer class of young
42 politicians who resented the tyrannous powers of the monarch.
The idealization of the past became almost poetic, an "idee fixe 
which presented the era of the republic as an age of sound and 
disinterested government by a dignified, honest and able senate. That 
the picture was largely a figment of the imagination made it no less
potent, and there was undeniable reality in the princess who could
43 throttle all but the most rash of the senators for fifteen years."
This issue pervades the Annals and keeps alive the theme of political 
decay. The Senate was the victim of an imperial usurpation of power, 
^'iberius strengthened his power while that body of government 
counsellors was humiliated and silenced. The grievances of the 
oppressed were uttered in the form of a memory of better times. It 
was an activity which was both a form of historical writing and a 
form of moral lament. Decline from an age of heroes became settled 
in the Homan mind, an idea related to stoic resistance and withdrawal.
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Jonson judges the relative importance of this nostalgia and 
incorporates it proportionately into the play. Arruntius proclaims 
that men have changed, have become more base. Moral decadence goes 
before political corruption. Sabinus and ^ilius join in to recite 
the names of the truly great *<oman heroes: Germanicus, Cato, Brutus, 
Julius Caesar. The overtones of this conversation (I. 86-159)» »r« 
multiple but they do not include sentimentality. If promotion of the 
national stability and commonweal is the greatest good, then a 
reverential memory of those forebears whose virtues and intelligence 
made Rome a great power, is a form of religion, of patriotism, moral 
indoctrination, personal inspiration as well as a form of moral censure. 
The record of Brutus' life may inspire men, '"Tis we are base,/Poor, 
and degenerate from th 1 exalted strain/Of our great fathers." (I. 87-89)1 
and stand as a condemnation of tyranny (I. 93-96).
Cordus engages in this moral nostalgia as an historian. Satrius 
accuses him of biting the present age by writing of past leaders as 
Rome's last heroes (III. 379-92). Cordus pleads the right of the 
historian: "Posterity pays every man his honor" (III. ^56). Brutus 
and Cassius remembered, poses a threat only to men who fear a fate 
similar to Julius Caesar*s. The predominant portrait in 
the play is Germanicus 1 . He was the paragon of old ^oman virtues. 
In his life account the rise of Tiberian tyranny is summarized. Jonson 
divided Tacitus' opinions of him among the several characters in the 
play vying to praise him as he deserved (I. 136-59)* Germanicus* 
popularity among the Romans was a testimony to the quality of his life. 
He showed the traits desirable in a ruler. He was not only a skil ful 
general but a just administrator in peace, loved by his subjects. lie 
had dignity without arrogance, kindness and modesty. Germanicus was a
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family man (Annals II. ?1; Grant, p. 113). For hie near perfection he 
might veil expect to arouse Tiberius* jealousy. Alive he was a slander 
to Tiberius who also sought fame; once dead, Germanicus* loyal followers 
continued to plague the Emperor by their devotion to his memory. 
Germanicus was an embodiment of a style of political integrity.
Ht was a man most like to virtue, 'in all
And every action, nearer to the gods
Than men in nature, of a body 1 as fair
As was his mind, and no less reverend
In f;ce than fame. He could so use his state,
Temp*ring his greatness with his gravity,
As it avoided all self-love in him,
And spite in others. (I. 12^-31)-
There is in the tone of the speech an enthusiasm fused with facts. A 
rhetorical poise "temp*ring his greatness with his gravity," is the 
result of a rehearsed nurturing. The portrait is received wisdom 
characterized, the vehicle in a figure denoting an attitude of right 
life style. From Tacitean nostalgia and ^oman hero-worship Jonson 
creates a sense of the moral tradition and supplies his play with a 
framework of values both Roman and universal. The Germanican portrait 
in the first act Jonson uses to establish a fixed moral vantage point 
which inspires stoic endurance and judges the ensuing treacheries. 
The idea of republicanism had come to mean little more than a 
moral frame of reference, Syme says outright that "Republicanism was
moral, not political." To pledge one's allegiance to the republican
kk ideals did not indicate automatic hostility toward the Caesars. It
was, rather, a kind of "cult" designed to preserve old mores and 
traditions; the i.Jea of the republic was without constitutional value, 
let it was easy for nostalgic republicans to be labelled and eliminated 
as rebels. They became victims to the ambiguities of use to which the 
old traditions could be placed. Sejanus labored to make their 
observations appear like the doctrines of an active civil war (II. 369-72).
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It was more than the potential political values of republicanism 
which aroused Tiberius' ire, the real Roman religion was in the 
idealization of its heroes, livery man who rpse to highest political 
distinction also sought a position among the ^ods. Religion itself, 
ironically, became a cause for ambition. The attainment of ttu« 
power and respect meant immortality, iiejanus had statues erected in 
his honor all over the city. It was the Senate which was the essential 
canonizing body. They, »t one time, had sole power to propose and 
approve the <i warding of honors. Thus, for the guardians of ^ome's 
religious heritage, it became a matter of principle that religious 
dignity be accorded only to those who had qualities of magnanimity, 
courage, honesty, prudence, justice. The senators attempted to impede 
the desecration of religious standards by the addition of unworthy 
names to the roll of xoman heroes. The Senate betrayed itself and its 
heritage when it flattered corrupt politicians. Thus, Tiberius both 
hated yet courted the Senate-
Jonson translates one of Tiberius' speeches from the Annals 
(IV. 37-38; Grant pp. 175-176) into the play (I. ^29-502), in which 
he refused to allow more temples to be built in his honor than Augustus. 
Rather he desired, as he claimed, only to be remembered in men's hearts 
for the good deeds he had done. His reward for virtue would be a 
peaceful life and a good reputation after dtath. Tacitus comments 
that soue thought him "modest" others "uneasy" and that still others 
attributed it to his "degeneracy". There is a heavy suggestion of 
ulterior motives in this display of self-effacement. j-iberius was 
really a beggar for fame. Everything else rulers want they "receive 
instantly". "One thing only needs to be untiringly worked for - a 
fair name for the future." (Annals, IV. 38; Grant, p. 176). The
substance of this reflection upon Tiberius by Tacitus Jonson adds to 
Tiberius' own speech thereby Baking the statement a masterpiece of 
duplicity. It is a veritable solicitation for religious reverence, 
"hen a man has all power, there is little else to seek. This separates 
kings from lower men,
The rest of greatness princes nay command,
And therefore neglect. Only a long,
A lasting, high, and happy memory
They should, without being satisfied, pursue.
Contempt of fame begets contempt of virtue. (I. ^98-503)
It is Tiberius' nature, as a rhetorician, to reach the dregs of 
hypocrisy when he reaches the height of sentence. A good reputation 
remained beyond his grasp. His jealousy and his quest for immortality 
made him angry and resentful. Tiberius was not altogether a Machiavel 
without personal cause. Thes^ were his reasons for crushing those 
whose lives were a slander to his reputation, especially those who 
lived in memory of Qermanicus. The policies Hachiavelli would have 
admired in the service of state wer« simultaneously turned against 
those who frustrated his spiritual quest. He chose a raft of clients
in choosing one who would teach the words of praise due an emperor to 
others by example and who would eradicate, as individual delators 
bearing all the ricks and odium, Tiberius 1 own personal enemies. 
Jonson penetrated and dramatized this relationship between private 
will and political events. The irony, intimated in Tacitus, is further 
heightened in the play as dupes and stooges shout out their flatteries:
Rare I 
Satrius. Most divine 1
Sejanus. The oracles arc ceased, 
That only Caeear, with their tongue, might speak.
Arruntius. Let me be gone; most felt and open this!
(I. 503-505)
Those who refused to flatter were in danger of prosecution (V. 
Arruntius was one of the few who dared to refuse Tiberius the
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obeisance he expected.
in contrast to Tiberius there emerges a kind of Tacitean hero, 
that sort of man who for his integrity and con.cience Jonson could 
also admire, a key to certain of his characterizations in the play. 
''Tacitus clearly prefers the line followed by Ciaius Cassius, a man 
to be reckoned with as a good jurist and as the descendent of the 
Tyrannicide. In him lives the severitas of the old Republic - for he 
was a strict disciplinarian in the field, harsh to slaves and freedmen, 
overbearing to the allies, ^gainst this he was unwilling to join in
flattery to the Emperor, loyal to his family traditions, and prepared
45 if need be to die for his beliefs." Here is one type of Tacitean
hero. There wereothers who managed to live out their lives with 
quietness in the service of the government. Such was Agricola, 
Tacitus* father-in-law. This man was commendable for his moderation, 
lie was a man of sensible proportions seeking a mean between political 
protest and apathy. He served without ostentation, careful to avoid 
wrath or jealousy, willing to live as necessity compelled, thankful 
for good princes, willing to endure the bad. A passage from the 
Annals will serve to illustrate that the age of heroism was over, but 
that worthy courses were still marginally possible.
"I find that this Marcus Lepidus played a wise and noble part 
in events. He often palliated the brutalities caused by other 
peole's sycophancy. And he had a sense of proportion - for he 
enjoyed unbroken influence and favour with Tiberius. This 
compels one to doubt whether, lltte other things, the friendships 
and enmities of rulers depend on destiny and the IUCK. of man's 
birth. Instead, may not our personalities play some part, 
enabling us to steer a way, safe from intrigues and hazards, 
between perilous insubordination and degrading servility?" 
(Annals IV. 20; Grant, 16?)-
Jonson follows this pattern as fer as he is able. The old Republican 
virtues fuse with his own sense of moral probity and the satirist's 
comparisons are in evidence throughout. Tacitus, in such a figure as
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Lepidua, goes back on his own tragic theme suggesting a mid-ground 
between enslavement and destruction. It is necee.sary for him as an 
historian to present examples of men who had negotiated with emperors 
and had given worthy service to the state. There is in this some 
indication that Tacitus thought such a character as ^ilius too rash, 
that he had thrown his life away precijitioualy on a bootless cause of 
state. At this point Jonson departs from Tacitus, somewhat, in order 
to place his own emphasis upon the tragic aspects of the material* 
j-'he play presents a plot which is locked at every turn, a plot of 
political entrapment, juepidus 1 middle way is given a hearing, but 
that course does not discredit the course followed by Arruntius whose 
spleen is greater than his willpower to maintain silence, nio is a. 
noble "fault". Moreover, Jonson suppresses all record of Lepidus* 
friendship to the ftcperor. As Barish says "If there is one thing 
Jonson will not allow in oejanua, it is friendship between a good man 
like Lepidus and a orutal, degenerate tyrant like Tiberius." Jonson 
raises his tragic plot out of the impossibility of reconciling personal 
integrity with Tiberian tyranny, integrity as embodied in an Arruntius 
whose anger, like Agrxppina*s, becomes his fate. There are active and 
passive forms of resistance distinguished by 1'acitus, forming part of the 
argument of the Annals which also pass into the play as part of a debate 
over right courses in the political life. It is a Tacitean theme, I 
think, uniquely developed by Jonson in English drama, an issue crucial 
to the play f s tragic ofdtr as it is to the political issues,(to be 
discussed in their respective contexts^: quietism vs. stoicism and the 
tragedy of the political victim. r or their importance torche debate 
Arruntius, ^ilius, Sabinus and Lepidus must be more individually 
considered than as members of a mere chorus. Their mode of commentary
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upon the action is an essential part of that action; they are as 
important as Sejanua or Tiberius.
The essential point is that Jonson, in following the procedures 
of the political historian, also discovers a new related dramatic atjrle. 
The rhetoric of Tacitus' Romans becomes the foundation of Jonson' s 
gravity. Tacitus' grouping and compounding of similar events is 
paralleled by Jonson in his relentless portrayal of crimes, trials, 
duplicity in order to gain the same effects. Tacitean themes emerge 
simultaneously , all of a political -moral nature: the uses and abuses of 
power and the means for survival under oppression. Jonson employs the 
objectivity of drama (as history) from which the narrator is removed 
even while organizing the materials in interpretative sequences in a 
way similar to Tacitus' own factaal yet thematic approach. Jonson, 
recognizing the issues contained in events themselves, organizes in 
order to clarify. He sees how waste arises from the clashes between 
political values  imperial and republican  in a particular context. 
He records the compound responses of men who are both loyal yet critics. 
Ht follows Tacitus in presenting the variety of citizen-heroes who have 
studied both how to serve yet preserve integrity  the debate between 
active and passive stoicism. Jonson traces to their sources those 
aspects of the conflict which arise in the private will, in political 
necessity and in the constitutional structure itself. The "hero'1 and 
the victims are equally portrayed, the former as predator, the latter 
as commentators and participants reflecting various life ntyles. Jonson 
f.nds in the Tacitean portraits of past leaders a basis for his own 
moral order in the play* In such ways as these Tacitus' themes ana 
techniques reappear in ^e
Squally significant is the fact that rfoman constitutional 
contradictions are employed in the creation of Jonson' s tragic plot.
It is in this area that Joneon*s play, as a political statement, 
broadens the scope of the drama. The tragic and the satiric arise 
simultaneously, the implications of issues suggesting fuore pervasive 
principles extending into larger political actions redolent of the epic
The suojoct of Tacitean history is tyranny rather than treason. 
In first-century Home, virtually every act of the emperors was 
criticised, including the acts of the .sore benign rulers* "There is 
no doubt then, that, towards the end, in the aristooractic world of 
-^ome, the habit was inveterate of reviling the government of the prince, 
whoever he might be and whatever he might do." Already established 
is the fact that republicanism was a nostalgic myth. It took on 
heroic qualities only from a cloudy distance; it was "a pioua usage 
among the Hoiaane, a duty almost, to glorify the good old times, and
that the Emperor^ themselves did not fail to do so, though assuredly
k7 they had not the slightest intention of returning to them. 1 * The
office of emperor was a mistake; no ruler could resist its temptations, 
so expansive were the powers ana influences which composed it. Tacitus 
knew this* "If Tiberius, in spite of all his experience, has been 
transformed and deranged by absolute power, will Gaius do better?" 
(Annals, VI. xlviii; Grant, p. 225)   It was not chance which made 
emperors corrupt; it was the very nature of the office. Men were 
past all possibility of control through training and moral instruction. 
History reveals what the office of emperor had done to the men who 
held it. Dudley claims, in support of this awareness, "perhaps, also, 
Tacitus had come to realize that the central problem of the first 
century A*^* was not so much the moral characters of individual
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emperors as the nature of the principate itself." But the idea of
the office of princep* had fixed itself in the minds of the Romans as 
part of the constitutional structure. It was a necessary office and a 
nece&sary evil. There wert no safe nor constitutional grounds by 
which it could be att cited or curbed. Should a bad emperor be toppled, 
a new one would inevitably come to power in his place and perhaps a 
worse. After Tiberius came Gaius. The anticipation of a young prince 
trained by Macro was enough to make the old Arruntius, who had seen the 
worst of Tiberius, despair of life. He bled himself to death at the 
very prospect of Gaius 1 ascent to power (Annals, VI. 4?-^8; Grant, 
p. 225)* The Senate could not possibly rule an empire in its old 
cumbersome way* It had already failed, apallingly, to carry out this 
task. There was no point in speaking of constitutional reform as there 
was no point in hoping for a man who would not be corrupted by the office. 
The power struggle had arrived at its natural and in; vitable conclusions. 
Political theorizing could have little practical use. Tacitus does not 
indicate that it is even a realistic proposal to struggle for the 
preservation of the! dyarchy. One si ie will assume the greater power and 
enslave the other* rhis is the more basic law. ^or this reason, 
Tacitus is inclined to present history in such a way that it implies a 
moral censure of tyranny together with a sense of tragic resignation. 
In such circumstances the satiric is joined with the jfcragic sense of 
life. Dealing with similar circumstances, Jonson comes to a similar 
complex mood*
There is little indication that Jonson believeJ in the possibilities 
of constitutional reform. There are constitutional concepts in the play 
which deserve further consideration, but as a work of art the deadlock 
of forces gives rise to the study of men under extreme yet probable and 
exi ting political circumstances. Power and corruption are posited as
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the ineluctable facts. This makes the situation tragic for good men, 
but the moral indignation which arises from t ose same men makes the
/
work a diatribe. The variables of ar are drawn upon to make theae 
human responses to the use and abuses of power clear and felt.
The essence of the cogent tragic plot io inevitability. The 
viewer rr.ust be convinced that the catastrophe must happen as it does, 
that given the personalities and circunstances the resolution is pre- 
determined. Political ambition is one of the given factors. It needs 
no explanation. The senatorial part/ was a f; ct, a body seeking 
political integrity in a state where the prince was driven to suppress 
them out of fear and envy. The family of Agrippina had its rights as 
an aristocratic faaily. These were the established parties; the rest 
followed. &ach political principle Jonson found in the source- There 
is little that needed to be altered though Jonson, having perceived the 
deadlock, enhanced and clarified the factions and heightened the irony 
and frustration. These political principles became his plot. At the 
end of the play there is no restoration of order, no reconstruction. 
Tiberius and his status quo prevail. 4s history it could not be 
otherwise. From an intellectual appreciation of this political logic 
twin responses arise, a sense of outrage and a sense of waste. These 
&re the historical origins of satiric-titagedy, a phenomenon to be 
discussed as literay genre in the fourth chapter.
Tacitus is concerned not only with the individual parties and factions 
which participated in or took advantage of this political and 
constitutional chaos, but with the types of men who tenanted tUese 
parties and why their characteristic inter ets led not only to
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specific cases of injustice, opportunism, duplicity, but to the
breakdown of the whole political fabric. This point is H!SO raised
|V» 
because Jonson follows the typing^the play, mindful of the typicality
of roles an J their effect upon national histories. The first was the 
^mperor as a faction, seeking personal ends in his uses of the law, 
the second the class of new men, the third the old aristocracy. These 
postures Jonson, through hie art, establishes £t the center of a 
representative political state: the tyrannous rtler, tin victim, the 
client-delator and in the final act, the ;nobe.
"Domitian's disliiie of the over-educated, of which Tacitus speaks
ifo 
so bitterly," was an issue which applied equally to Tiberius' reign.
Cordus, the historian, defended himself brilliantly, but it did not
prevent the attempted destruction of hie works. The attack, upon the
intelligentsia, ^oce's conscience, wae a measure of the degree of
corruption to which Home had cunk.. The Annals is a record of those
piCD who jeopardised their o*n safety in order to preserve the old
Roman heritage. Narre after name appears and b^ the sheer bulk of cases,
Tacitus manages to crtr>te the impression of an extensive, ruthless
and pointless purge. The oppression of the republicans forms a central
thematic action in the play. Given the logistics of the Roman government
under Tiberius, they were a helpless class. The original pattern was
Trcitus 1 , one which Jonson adapts to drama, ^oth men understood
the phenomenon as tragic, but Jonson was concerned with conceptualizing
it also as tragedy. This attack up:>n the vestigial republicans was not
only a "local" issue; it was part of the deterioration of the "ornan
civilization.
Tacitus does not generalize on the novus homo theme. It may not 
be said that this class of men alone was responsible for the destruction 
of the Senate by their opportunism. Seneca, Thrases Paetus and 
O.rbulo, all "new men", *-jre dignified scholars and literary ren who 
became victiam of flero. Tacitus, likewise, was one of the first 
generation politicians of his period. A complete antithesis between 
upstarts ana the old aristocracy will not hold. Yet the novua homo 
class was a significant phenomenon in Roman political life. As they 
entered the Senate, these men were either enticed into the service of 
the prince by the lure of wealth and power or compelled to support the 
senatorial cause against the threats of absolutism* It was difficult 
to remain neutral. An illustration of the choice can be worked out 
almost in morality play ter r:6. Greed and ambition, together with a 
lack of tradition, a -lesperntion to rise ana a willingness to be 
unscrupulous, led taanj' youn^- "ien into the parties of spies and 
delators WHO performed services in  xohan? <? for booty ond positions* 
-hey were an extremely dangerous class, for -?ach victory usually 
signifitso the reduction of the membership of the senatorial pirty. 
The absolute rule of the err.perors was simultaneously strengthened. 
The other alternative was to follow the st^-iftht and narrow way which
support to those who labored against tyranny. A high r.gard
for the past was a prerequisite, a regard wuich could be derived only
51 through moral uprightness and the study of history. .some joined
th-ts established cause and won Tacitua 1 praise. *.ven in the Annals
there is evidence thr,t a few yet possessed truo virtue, thrift, and
52 the old fashioned morality.
That so many "new men", generally, were allowe j into the oenate
\
presented a great singer to the ji^pire because they placed too little <
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importance in the conservative traditions. It was Just such a class 
of men which the prince could employ to his advantage in squelching the 
aristocratic opposition, which resulted in the vicious political cycle 
already described. Therefore, this class and its corruptibility became 
something of a theme in both Tacitus and Jonson. The latter, especi lly, 
turns upon the opportunist mentality, exposing in detail the immorality 
which is causally related to the decline of civil liberties. tie relates 
the careers of upstart politicians-  Sejanus, Macro and a host of 
lesser politicos. Private greed is linked with the debilitation of 
a state.
A pattern of decline becomes part of the total structure of the 
Annals. The struggle taK.es place between classes in the saute way that 
it does between men. Jonson »s play, in following the Annals, gives a 
clear impression of Class struggle in the making. 1'he noble families 
were unsble to compete with the "new men" clients who served themselves 
in the name of the principate. Fear, suicide, a love fur leisure 
caused many of them to drop out of sight. Dudley remarks that
"suicide was the occupational hazard of the Roman aristocracy at that
i
time . ..." Tacitus is aware of this crisis and concerned that they
did not subside into an almost voluntary extinction. The crucial 
factor, as in the case of the new man coming to power, was the ability 
to make firm moral choices. Thus, Tacitus had to turn upon the 
senatorial class for its corruption, decadence and self-indulgence. 
There had been a standing inclination to develop the "pose and cult 
of leisure, inducing torpor  and torpor seemed often safety in ^ome 
of the Caesars."^
Senatorial dereliction of duty meant that criticism had to go in 
both directions. Both tyranny and senatorial decadence are described.
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Th« Apnala is by no means a struggle between good and evil forces. 
Ironically, even Tiberius was peeved by this unwillingness on the part 
of the Senate to fight for survival as a political force. *»o abject 
was the Senate that Liberius wem known "leaving the court, to cry, 
 Oh race of men./Prepared for servitude I* fchich showed that he,/Who 
least the public liberty could like,/As loathly brooked their flat 
servility." (I 52-55)« 57 The weakness of the senatorial class forced 
'.Tiberius to make more appointments from the cl-ss of new men, to pay 
them hug* bribes and struggle to keep their loyalties in order to run 
the government. It was a slow but fatal *axin£ and waning of powers. 
The cycle of government was in progress, the result both of moral 
decadence on one side and felonous ambitions on the other. In SeJanus 
Jonson does not fail to see both sides to the question; the satire there 
also goes both ways* Arruntius berates the Senate for moral laxity 
(I. 86-104). They sit by silently and allow Silius to be driven to 
suicide and listen helplessly as the order to burn Cordus* books is 
given. Arruntius describes his own group as the "dull, noble 
lookers-on,/ (whoj Are only called to keep the marble warm." (III. 16-17)  
xh«re were no safe courses left for them to follow; "Our ignorance may, 
perchance, help us be saved/From whips and furies." (III. 20-21). 
Jonson, in following Tacitus in this dual-fronted attaCK avoids easy 
moral polarities and preserves the larger sense of general decay. 
By illustrating blocks of history Tacitus reveals the larger 
political changes. He takes no class sides but censures alike the new 
men, the aristocratic class and finally the emperorship itself whose 
incumbents were the third party in this record of political decay. It 
is true that the old aristocracy produced the moral ideals, but they 
had failed as a class to preserve them in their actions. Acquiescence
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became habit, a fusion of lethargy, compacency, cooperation and 
opportunism. The aristocracy was at the mercy of the Emperor at the 
end of the civil war. They had to accept the victor and his form of 
rule. Then, for many, the oest policy seemed to seek, posts .n the new 
regime. That was the beginning of the end.
XI
Tacitus was concerned with establishing that point in Roman 
history when the Principate took a turn for the worse. The tell-tale 
signs were the iecline and collapse of the JSoman aristocracy. It would 
be an error to treat them separately. Tacitus' primary political thesis 
is to illustrate how the emperors destroyed the old order, yet how the 
old order was half responsible for its own demise. If there is an epic 
strain in the Annals it is of the incipient political dismantling of a 
nation. He traces tendencies back to Augustus and deposits some of 
the blame there. But -fiberiua* reign was the agonizing "moment"; it 
lasted for twenty three years. At the end of that perioi the old
*
aristocracy had nearly disappeared. "Of those descendants of liberty, 
poster! libertatis, as he calls the:.;, the cruelty of the Caesars had
eg
spared but few." let Tacitus is even more specific. Book IV opens
\
with the statement that Tiberius was then beginning his "ninth year bf 
national stability and domestic prosperity." To make his point the 
author emphasizes the full flush of health. "But then suddenly Fortune,
turned disruptive* The emperor himself became tyrannical*- or gave \
\
tyrannical men power. The cause and beginning of the change lay with 
Lucius Aelius oejanus, commander of the Guard." (Annals IV, i; Grant, 15V,), 
In choosing to dramatize the rise ani fall of this man, Jonson chooses 
not only one of many dra.natic possibilities from among Tacitus'
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materials, but the one pivotal career which Ticitus understood to be 
the initiator of those forces which led to Home's final political decay
as he saw it a hundred years later. £ejanud* carter illustrates the
59 epic theme which L ives the Annals their cohesive the^tic quality.
There is every indication that Jonaon was equally concerned with 
these Horaan themes: -iberius ruled with oejanus at his ear encouraging 
his fears. '-^'iberius then became cruel. ^en grew to hate his tyranny 
and their animosity increased his anticipation of plots. The 
ambitious were able to r-Lsc, meanwhile, by carrying out the purge. 
Kevertheles-j, "in Tiberius' reign, although the ist>ue is a foregone 
conclusion, there is some conflict between good and evil; there are 
dramatic antagonists to Tiberius." It is tht crucial time not only 
for the few good uen but for a whole government and the cause of liberty. 
Latiaris states the condition of tht times:
s the genius of the Roman race 
Should not be so extinct, but that bright flame 
Of liberty might be revived again  
"hich no good man but with hie life should iose   
And we not sxt like spent, and patient fools, 
Still puffing in the dark at one poor coal, 
Held on by hope, till the last spark is out. (IV, l42-T'i8)
It is the epic of a dying staie, the cease of .Liberty , the failing of 
the ;;:uraau genius but at this sta^e a sense of hope remains. Jonson 
finds the theme in Tacitus and recreates it in the play. The mood of 
the work is remarkable because it provides the illusion of a struggle
i
with fair odds where :.'.ore astute and aioo later observers could see
just how irretrievable the situation was. In the epic scope is an
illustration of the cycles of power which contain their ends in the
v
initial phases. The rest is open-eyeu assessment of the process. It 
is <* point worth laboring because so many readers have concentrated on 
the treatment of the work in terms of the htro rather than in terms of 
the policital situation. In attempting to convey Tacitus' thenes,
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Jonson's play moves toward political epic.
£here is, as part of the historical record, the emotional 
involvement of the writer. But that concern, that sense of powerful 
feeling, becomes evident not in express statements of lamentation. 
It emerges gradually as the sense of scope, of epic loss, unfolus. 
From page to page both writers r reserve a detachment, a sense of 
irony, responsible because they are never absorbed in .r.isery or 
nostalgia. The style is business-like. Tacitus can offer in reflection 
"Or perhaps not oniy the seasons but everything else, social history 
included, moves in cycles. i^ot, however, that earlier times were better 
than ours in every way  our own epoch too has produced moral and 
intellectual achievements for our descendants to cop,). And such 
honorable rivalry with the past is a fine thing." (Annals III. 55; 
Grant, p. 146.) The writer remains outside his theme speaking of the 
cycles of history causally. Yet there is a sense in Tacitus, as in 
Jonson, that progress meant decline, that once set in motion the 
results were inevitable, that any change meant so much more lost of 
those times which once were golden. There was the sense in which the 
state itself was guilty, where all men were servile and all Catos were 
gone, the awful awareness that history was running down. The essential 
warning was that tyranny was slowly obliterating the old morality. It 
is not an account of war and destruction but the end of freedom and 
the old class structure during times of peace, ^ejanus played the 
villain's part in hastening the death of a dying class. They h- d 
already lost their legitimate role in the actual governing process. 
They sought only to preserve the show of older dignities an^ honours. 
*hen they could no longer be used as a political tool, the emperors 
found even this activity to be annoying and potentially dangerous. A 
whole class was victimise, by the changing milieu.
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arises from the efforts of both Jonson and Tacitus a sense 
of reservation and paradox necessitated by their roles as political 
historians, by the nature of the state structure itself and as the 
result of personal dispositions. These qualities enter into the basic 
structures of their works, giving rise to critical discussions of both 
authors. Jonson 1 s apparent unwillingness to ta<ce sides politically! 
his ostensible tendency to waver between parties and principles has 
been cited by Ornstein as a major fault. Tet Jonson*e position in 
relation to his work may be clarified by an account of Tacitus' 
loyalties.
Tacitus approached his subject in a variety of contradictory 
ways. That was tl.e fascinating quality of his work* lie was never 
only the angry satirist, the republican moralist or the tragedian of 
the empire, lie was also a political realist. lie could never condone 
corruption, yet he understood the logistics of power. Tacitus 
recognized that expanding the empire meant despotism in the capital 
and that liberty un er a republic meant abandoning the empire. That 
was Home's dilemma. There was something sinister about Home's imperial 
power, but something also necessary. Tacitus was forced to concede 
that powerful monarchs were required to consolidate the country, 
repress rebellion and maintain efficient guard against foreign invasion. 
The times would not allow a less efficient, more libertarian rule. 
But where there is resignation, there is little joy. "oman rule always 
had two such sides and the recognition of this is a new mood for history 
(ana for Elizabethan drama). The mature political thinker could not 
allow himself to be overwhelmed by moral indignation. The idealist 
and the realist were forced to make pe^ce with one another to some
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reasonable extent. It was largely a matter of broadening definitions. 
One could point to the values of Homan life, the culture, the security 
under the emperors. r rom the same circumstances it was possible for 
such a sceptic as Corneades to see that the nmch celebrated justice of 
Home was really only a matter of the will of the strongest. If Jonson 
seems politically confused it is because he, too, sav. tue rationale for 
supporting both sides of the issue. ;uch characters as Arruntius 
support both republican and imperial values. Tacitus' critics have 
claimed that "as a thinker, he wats an imposter - no philosophy, no 
system in his head, but confusion and a jumble of half-baked ideas." 
But his inconsistencies are a credit to his mind. Wo single dogmas 
circumscribe his worK. He respects the record of ambiguities. 
Ronald £yme states that "Tacitus' views on men and government are 
ambiguous, necessarily so, for they reflect the historical situation." 
It is grounds for defining the same ambiguities which one finds in 
*Je janua, the strong loyalty to a government which yet must be 
censured for its excesses. It is in the very nature of political man 
that it is so. "The love of Jberty and the love of domination spring 
from a single root, with good or evil ensuing." Tacitus was hostile 
to the corruptions of the monarchy and invoked the old ideals as the 
basis of his assault. L.e was not hostile to monarchy itself. "For 
peace and stability, the rule of one man cannot be avoided." 1'he 
danger was that with stability, the society atrophied and liberties 
slipped away. °ecurity can be too dearly bought. These were the 
circumstances under the new politics, and the historian's mind was 
forced to vacillate between the logistics of morality and of realpolitik; 
they posed to every thoughtful man living under that regime, a personal 
crisis. Compromise meant servility whicr, was a concept foreign to a
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true ^oman. One finds a record of those who chose the philosophy of 
death as opposed to dishonor. xhe times maue either life or integrity 
impossible.
At one more remove from the themes of the play already described, 
there is the Jonson who also appreciates the political ambiguities of 
Tacitus. The difficulty for Jonson is that ideological vacillation (if, 
indeed, it is) endangers the unity of his work. Though the monarch 
could be a tyrant because of his personal vices or because of the 
temptations of the power structure, yet the office is never attacked. 
Jonson's .oral senators live out this paradox in every political statement 
Sabinus resists all manner of rebellion which Latiaris suggests by way 
of temptation, though hi hatred for Tiberius 1 vices is extreme. "No 
ill should force the subject undertake/Against the sovereign, more than 
hell should make/The gods do wrong. A good man should and must/Sit 
rather down with loss than rise unjust." (IV. 163-1&6). Besiie Jonson 
the satirist and moralist, ther is the obedient subject, though it was 
a more enlightened and cynical response than a i«ere bowing to Tudor anti- 
rebellion propaganda, ^iven the times and the tasks of government, the 
potential efficiency of monarchy cannot be superseded, ^uch paradoxes 
arise in the nature of the political life itself.
In Tacitus there is implied a continual struggle between moral 
ideals and political expediency required for the efficient manipulation 
of power. Tacitus' reputation as an historian has been hotly discussed 
for over 500 years and primarily upon this point, .ikewise, the 
criticism of Jonson 1 s play revolves essentially around the question of 
whether 3ejanua is the statement of a politician or of a voralist, 
assuming as most critics have, that it cannot be coth. i'he reality 
which appears to have forced itself upon both writers, not without 
regrets, was that survival under such political times as Home knew
in the first century entailed a separation between public conformist 
statements and private beliefs.
Elizabethan J^n; land may be too narrow a context in which to 
consider Jonson's reading of history, but the period fror 1559 to 
1648 was, for the whole of Europe, a period of religious wars (during 
which Tacitus generally received much attention). It was a periou of 
power politics, of the rise of religious states and of absolute 
monarchs. Medieval ideals were giving way, throughout ^urope, to 
rule by expediency forreasons of state. "The influence of Tacitus 
was reinforced by that of hie admirer Machiavelli, who had himself 
t ait en a long hard look at the conflicts that arise between morality 
and reasons of state, and given precedence to the latter." There 
were respectable men who advocated the necessity of an outward show 
of loyalty and hidden inner beliefs. Tacitus, himself, practised a 
kind of "quietism" during the last years of ^omitian's reign. Lipsius 
"argued that religion is the prince's business, because it affects the 
state deeply, but there is no point in persecuting heretics who stay 
quietly at home. External conformity is enough for the prince to 
expect* *or the individual, external conformity is a small price to 
pay for avoiding civil war. In private, Lipsius probably supported
republics; in public he defended monarchy. He conformed to Catholicism,
6? Protestantism and Calvinism where hia residence required it." The
iaea of the renaissance humanist whose ideals could be generated into 
actions was coming to an end. let, outward conformity and inward 
dissension was not a happy solution. For the Roman Stoics who could 
not endure tl.e compromise, it meant a long, brave, but then pointless 
process of self-elimination* Jonson's play is a dramatization of this 
issue which arises from the new conditions: the conflict between 
morality and reasons of state.
*ew readerr. in the Renaissance recognized this central paradox
in Tacitus* work. They »ere inclined to use him as a stock moralist
68 
oras a Machiavellian. Adaptability and willingness to euscribe to
the new government no matter how great the ions ;.as Tacitus' view. 
Designation gave rise to resentment, even moroseness, but there were 
no alternatives. Jonson is, perhaps, one of the few renaissance 
commentators on Tacitus whose wor*t reveals tuis essential paradox.
XIII
The Annals contain a history of political rhetoric in the 
first century. It was not the speech making of a free society. 
i'or.iS of duplicity were invented by practit- oners of oratory who used 
words to manipulate men against their wills and to achieve ulterior 
motives. Jonson makes this one of the themes of his play; lan* u<*ge 
becomes action. He, like Tacitus, reconstructs those various kinds 
of arguments by which men deal in politics. There are the speeches of 
flatterers (III. 666-68), Tiberius 1 false tribute, to the Senate 
(I. *f 39-53), the forensics of spies (IV. 127-130), the lying of false 
witnesses (III. 179-89)« and a sampling of self-justifications in terms 
both calm and legal as well as impassioned and idealistic (III. ^07-60, 
23-29). There is the rationalized logic of the temporizers (IV. 293-9fc), 
Macro's declaration of absolute opportunism (III. 714-^9j, 
remarkable letter which Condemns by innuendo and vacillation (V. 
Drama becomes the reasonable medium for illuminating those moments 
of history in which rhetoric controls the fortunes of men.
Naturally there was a distrust of such oratory. An ability to
Cp«r«iv« the true intent in men's words was commensurate with an ability
A
to survive in "modern* political circumstances. Jonson supplies a
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battery of asides deigned to prevent the audience from missing ths 
significance of devious rhetorical devices. ^ Tiberius i? a master 
orator as he is in Tacitus 1 Annals. Jonson demonstrates at length 
both in translated ana feigned speeches -iberiua 1 wajs of nani^ulatinf 
the Senate by showering them with the jargon of constitutional power 
and republicanijT:. be placated them repeatedly by offering, verbally, 
powers which the senate was never able to reclaim in practice. It was 
unavoidable that Tiberius should tsute into his service men * ,o were also 
crafty oratora. "The orator of talent, turning prosecutor to ma&e a
career or win the favour of c-jurt and ministers, aeait in confiscation
70 and exile, in juiicial murder or constrained suicides." The abuse of
 loquence for the saKe of greeJ was a tactic of policy gone awry. It 
is Jonsjn's intention to worK. liice the historian in exposing the 
bloodying tongue of such as Afer, for it is fart of the historian's 
purpose to asses.'jpolitical oratory, to expose its r.uperlc.tives and 
abstractions, the frau 1, sentiments and posturings of politicians. 
The exposure of rhetorical practices is expedited by tho care 
with which Jonson translates the T .citean speeches and the a^ill »ith 
which the historical speeches are .satcaed and illustrated by the feigned 
ones which Jonson devises for the play. It is the dramatist's tasic to 
supply historical characters with speeches according to their historical 
roles and dee is. Jonson wor&s backward from effect to cause; Knowledge 
of motives, of human ambitions and of the variables of rhetoric are 
required. It is not merely a tasrf. of imitation but of study. As a 
satirist Jonsjn is keen to reveal the differences between words as 
they seem and the true intents of the speakers. i'he most complex 
practices are employed by -ejanus and ^'icenuu upon one another. This 
rhetoric i« the equivalent of tho jargon of Jonson'e confidence game 
sharketera and aar^etplsct knsvee, thou^.h wejanua :eals with crimes of 
the greatest magnitude. The pl^y i^ veritably a cat»Jo^ of deceptive
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rhetoric and duplicity. (This theme will also oe enlarged upon in 
a later chapter).
XIV
prosecution of alleged traitors "was an opportunity for the
unscrupulous orator, promising rich rewards for what T. citus called 'a
71 dangerous and bloody foroi of eloquence**" Sejanus turned this into
a business, attracting men to the traJe with promises of wealth.
Delators and informers became one of the more sinister aspects of Homan
life. There are legal explanations. Home did not have a public prosecutor.
This function had to be carried out by individual citizens. It had a
double attraction for the ambitious. There were spoils and the favor
of the Emperor, because those accused were frequently men pointed out
oy the ruler as enemies. "Under Tiberius Caesar there was such a common
and almost universal frenzy for cringing charges of treason, that it
took a heavier toll of the lives of "oman citizens than any Civil War;
it seized upon the talk of drunkards, the frank words of jesters;
nothing was safe  anything nerved as an excuse to shed biood, and there
was no need to wait to find out the fate of the accused since there was
72 but one outcome." This was Tiberius 1 specific means of maintaining
his safety on the throne. The emperors feared assassination and made 
it a policy to see* out the cantankerous and to strike first (II. 2^8-59)  
Those loyal men who censured manners and policies were stricken down 
with the few guilty plotters in great numbers. This practice began in 
earnest under Sejanue* directing. He alone ha3 the ^mperor'a ear,
\
"aggravated and intensified his suspicions. rie Knew how Tiberius' 
mind worked. Inside it, for the eventual future, he sowed hatreds, 
i'hey would lie low, out one day ; ear fruit abundantly." (Annals I. 69; 
Grant, p. 72). Tiberius lived in fear of Agrippina and the Germanican 
line. That, above all, was oejanus* work. rhe ^mperor, himself, could 
not take action, a course too obvious and too demeaning. It was
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better to hire a group of willing agents to do the dirty work. If 
anything went wront , he could eliminate them at will* "ut the treason 
laws were extended far beyond the family feud.
"An especial object of fear an* loathing to the entire senatorial
das? was the operation of the law of treason (raaiestas) and the opening
73 it gave to the detested class of informers or aelatores. " '?
law wa ; ^ecidely deficient in ita description of the treason 
law. Originally it wa:- never employed against any save known plotters 
and arcied rebels during times of war. ^harges of mere defamation could 
often not be made to stick. Under frightened tyrants, those guarantees 
were disregarded; "when the pu lie safety came to be intimately connected 
with the safety of one individual, the danger was that serious penalties
devised to meet serious crimes would be made to apply to trivial ones
7^ 
assimilated to the same legal designation." The vagueness in the
law Roman rulers found to their advantages. It w^ts the perfect 
instrument for tyrants; for ttero, it became a virtual raethoi of rule. 
Delators wer not long compelled to bring clear ana fair charges 
against the defendants. Jonson plays upon this injustice tj the 
fullest. Silius was condemned for having given too uiuch service to 
the Umpire, /rore than the £mperor could repay (111. 88-91 )- It was 
construed as a form of slander (though legally absura). Justice 
reached a nadir of corruption (III. 209)- Tacitus presented case after 
case of /trumped up charges, hasty trials ana oppressive punishments, 
all with the pessimism of a man who observed with hindsight. Likewise, 
Jonson, elevated to the central position of the play, the two trials 
whic i Je janus had engineered on made-up charges. It was an important 
thef/«t in its own right though part of the larger political processes , 
the elimination of the Clauiians, the debasement of the Senate and
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3tjanus' own rise to power. Without the corrupt treason laws these 
other courses would barely have been possible.
This legal phenomenon is easily related to Tacitus* interest 
in the initial phases of Home's decline. According to the Tacitean 
record it was Tiberius who, after a long interval, revived the treason 
law. It was the si^hal act which Tacitus understood to be the turning 
point for Home and it was oeJanus who urged him to it. Earlier the 
law applied only to betrayal, incitement or sedition. "Action had 
been tai&en against deeds, words went unpunished." (Annals I.72; 
Grant,73-.) Under Augustus the first case for written li^el was 
tried. Eventually mere words were ground* for prosecution which 
resulted in the sinister befriending of a proposed victim in order 
to incite him to self-incrimination (Jonson illustrates this practice 
through the baiting of Sabinus, IV. 93-23^/. -Sejanus won the privilege 
of practising against u,en by convincing Tiberius that all words 
eventually became deeds and that time roust not be lost in securing 
his safety. Tiberius' fear made him a fool, but tnc world has also 
marked it as part of his shrewd political wisdom. Tiberius took no 
chances*
It was Tacitus' way of rendering history, namely to "suggest that 
perversions of justice were due not to faults in the legal system or to
bad precedent, but to Tiberius' own inventiveness in the cause of
75evil* 1 Tacitus claimed that all who were friends of Agrippina were
innocent victims. A man need not be guilty even of lioel or slander to 
be prosecuted. The real accuser was Tiberius in his assault updn the 
Claudian household. Jilius was the first, potentially guilty of
extortion, though "Tacitus says the treason-charge was the cause of
76 
condemnation and 'amicitia Germanici perniciooa 1 , "
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This uhfortunate as >ect of ^jrcan political life sup F -i.ies much 
of the atmosphere of the play. One by one members of the senatorial 
group are attached by informers and forced into silence or suicide. 
Tiberius' part is made clear, despite his show of impartiality, by 
the consent he gives to ^ejanus to wipe out the frionds jf Agrippina 
(II. 129-.230). At oiliua' trial Tiberius blimcs at an inhumane use of 
the law allowing Vurro to be both his accuser and one of the judges 
(III. 199-208). Such practices grow untix ^rruntius complains in the 
fourth act:
May I think,
And not be racked? "hat danger is't to dream, 
Talk in one's sleep, or cough? <ho Knows the law? 
May 1 I shaKe my head without a comment? ....
No place, no day, no hour we see is free -
ftot our religious and most sacred tines -
i-'rom sone one kind of cruelty.*1 (IV. ^0^-7-312-1 O-
Treason had become the catch-all charge, "The complement of all 
accusings! That/will hit, »hen all eloe fails." (IV. >3-Mf). In the 
play as in history an abuse of the lair* was a aeans by which treachery 
was practised, an occasion for deceptive rhetoric, a cause for the 
fall of the senatorial class, a fact which contributed to the long 
epic decline. Jonson gives proper dramatic emphasis to the encounter 
in the second act during which °ejanus "persuader" Tiberius to use the 
laws against Agrippina. & Janus' plans for the destruction of the 
Germanicana are based almost entirely upon a usage of the treason laws 
The initiation of this "legal" practice which led to Home's decline 
according to Tacitus, Jonson maxe^ the rro.<jt prominent political
agreement reached between 1'ioerius and oejanus in the play. Inthie/
structural enphasia Jonson adds a dimension to his interpretation of 
history.
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XV
It was not only resentment of criticism which prj voiced Tiberius' 
use of the treason laws (though Tacitus explains that hostile poems 
first touched off his ..rath), but also an insecurity due to undefined 
principles regarding succession tj the throne. ±'his issue with all 
its parties and contenders is a way of introducing the specific 
historical factions which appear in Se Janus and of explaining their 
motives and allegiances* A select number of great households supplied 
the rulers of Home; the Julii, the Claudii, the Aemilii, the fabii and
-4J
Valerii. All were involved in Caesar's ascendancy to power,
\ \
tactics /.ere improvised on the basis of the struggle for power*
\
Coalitions were made and bro&en* ^nvy and rivalry were always just 
under the surface because no clear legal means for appointing the 
successors to the throne had ever been established. Blood propinquity, 
primogeniture and senatorial approval were all common concepts. But 
there were many variables, one of which was sheer power. This 
constitutional shortcoming placed all but the most popular emperors 
on the defensive. The emperor could trust few of his relatives as 
close advisers. He was driven t j hire "new men" without family grudges 
or ulterior motives and to pay lavishly for their loyalty. Meanwhile, 
because the senatorial classes almost invariably felt hostile toward 
the man in office, the./ often linked up with the competing households 
hoping that in exchange for thair support, they would r gain some of 
their old dignity (II. 215-222). Thus, it was possible for soaie to
support i>rusus, ^iberius* own son and yet remain loyal to the \
\ 
Germanican household because Drusus, himself, was affectionate toward \
s
Drueus (Jr.) Gaius (Caligula) and Nero. 1 his could possibly accounts
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for ^iberius 1 coolness at the time of i^rusus' death since he had been 
a firm opposer of Sejanus (I. 5^8-56)» and a sympathizer with Agrippina 
Drusua was the recognized prince. Once eliminated, Sejanus could s.vell 
the rumours that Agrippina was busying herself in preparation for 
placing one of her sons on the throne, perhaps before Tiberius' natural 
death (II. 2^0-^k). £he had her reasons, after all, since evidence 
was strong that Tiberius had Germanicus poisoned. Agrippina had, in 
fact, landed in Italy craving revenge (II. 222-29).
It may be argued that those senators who befriended her out of 
loyalty to her husband's memory and in order to groom the favor of the 
young princes had intended to have the effect of an opposition party* 
They claimed to be supporters of virtue and a good deal of their sense 
of honor was invested in the cause, ^ut in this family contest, they 
were not the central targets. The deaths of Agrippina 1 s most vocal 
supporters was only a preamble to the extermination of the family, a 
kind of incidental harassment, men thrown away in a dynastic struggle 
which engulfed and passed over them* A'hey were the waste products of 
a far greater power struggle over the succession between the Julian 
and Claudian lines.
The whole contest was aggravated and complicate^ by Sejanus who 
not only incited Tiberius to action, but worked toward his own ascent 
to the throne through the elimination of all the legal heirs. &arly in 
the play his plot against Drusus, the aole contender from the Julian 
line becomes evident. It would seem that the Claudian heirs would 
naturally rise to prominence to taKe the murdered ^rusus 1 place. It 
ia chillingly ironic that Tiberius, himself, aided in their advancement 
as a prelude to their calculated destruction (III. 52-63). The 
emperor's cold complicity is the crucial f ctor in Tacitus' account fend 
Jonson was rigorous enough to follow it through. Tiberius' grip was
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firm. *hen *ejanus, himself, sought to advance his station by 
marrying into the Julian family, the Emperor recognized that he, too, 
was attempting sacred ground (III. b23-29)- Then, with a bizarre 
kind of loyalty to the family's purity, he arranged for i>e Janus' 
replacement, Tiberius did not want any successors to threaten his 
rule (III. 6*f8-60).
Tiberius, distrustful of Ciaius, even in his last moments 
"hesitated about the succession." He had a grandson, but Tiberius 
Gemellus was still a boy. Gaius was popular because of his father and 
for that reason Tiberius hated him. Claudius was available but his 
"weak-mindedness was an objection. Tiberius feared that to nominate a 
successor outside the imperial house might bring contempt and humiliation 
upon Augustus 1 memory and the name of the Caesars. He cared more for 
posthumous appreciation than for immediate popularity. £oon, irresolute 
and physically exhausted, Tiberius left the decision to fate. It was 
beyond him." (Annals VI, k6\ Grant, p. 22k.) The Senate was too *eaK 
to rule; thus, they were compelled to join in the dynastic struggle in 
order to promote various contenders for the throne. Family politics, 
constitutionally undefined and potentially infla matory, gave rise to 
the use of severe repressive measures. In such a way the senatorial 
class was fatally drawn into the fray.
The problem of the succession was one of Tacitus* major themes, 
a political factor which explains the atmosphere of intrigue, competition 
and faction which looms over Tiberius' reign. Aiberius was afraid to 
appoint the heir to the throne for feur that it would lead to his own 
early death. Yet, the apprehension which his indecision raised could 
not have been more devastating. Elizabeth, likewise, delayed the 
appointment of her successor. It was politically useful for her to
her own counsel on the subject, but it caused no small ferment.
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Jesuits flooded England with plans for an elected monarchy and 
justifications of regicide on the grounds of religion. Parliament 
was eager to settle the problem, yet it was one topic they were 
forbidden to discuss. The question haunted her reign. If Jonson 
intended -» janus as one last shot at the problem of the contested 
succession, he was too late, for by the time the play came to the 
boards, James was securely on the throne and the country was some 
several months free of the problem* James was far more promising 
than a Caligula ana the issue was no more a timely one. *>uch a fact 
may have greatly influenced the reception of the play. On the 
succession problem, >->ejanus had missed its chance. Nevertheless it 
is a major constitutional issue in the play.
XVI
As a wor*t of art and of history, SeJanus presents acute problems 
for the critic, particularly because Jonson seeks to worx. consistently 
according to the standards and criteria of two disciplines: drama and 
history. It is no less a problem in Tacitus criticism, a fact which, 
in itself, promises to cast some light on ttie kind of synthesis Jonson 
achieved. For the historian, art must be subordinate to the ends of 
history. Its techniques m&y be employed to prevent historical writing 
from becoming a pastiche or a mere chronicle of facts. There is a 
crucial point at which foreordained concepts of art force events into 
their own moulds or at which history becomes the material for building 
illusion. Defenders of Tacitus would claim that history must be the 
work of an artist before it can ue genuine history. Defenders of
Jonson could also claim that tragedy is not genuine until it is fully
tU 
controlled in the disciplined manner of historian. ¥ erity adds
gravity and authority to tragedy. Moral intensity and the weighing 
and balancing of episodes as in a play, rives aj.rection and point to 
history. ^he economy of drama, if borrowed, forces the historian to 
choose soundly anu correctly, ^he conciseness of art aids in the 
subordination of facts, the enlarging of others. Drama adds interest 
to fact, informs men and events with life. art teaches men how to 
paint scenes. ^ut facts must, themselves, suggest the techniques by 
which they are illuminated. For the same reasons I would argue that 
Jonson's sense of the play was determined b} his understanding of 
what the material demanded by way of dramatic interpretation. Critical 
theories come after that fact. In the end the play is a kind of 
paradox. Jonson believed that history should be the work of an orator 
so long as he used the rhetoric a propriate to history and that drama 
was the right medium for illustrating political truths without 
falsifying the essentials, ^he powers of the orator and of the artist 
are clearly related. Sejanus was an effort to demonstrate Jonson 1 a 
ideas on history and tragedy and, in effect, b,y laboring in so 
calculated a way to perfect both in a single work, he implied that 
these disciplines could be combined without conflict. ^acitus sets 
the example by seeking to fulfil the functions of the moral historian 
through a concentrated use of artistic devices.
In writing thematic history, art supplies useful guidelines: t> e 
order and purpose supplied by a sense of plot, hints of genre as a 
means of creating an interpretive mood, the conciseness of a work 
designed to comply with the rules of proportion and singleness of 
purpose, the rise and fall of a single man, a streamlining of 
characters to their essences through conventionalization, the use of 
irony, satiric asides and commentary, the heightening effect of language, 
feigned speeches ana dramatic encounters, thei.es introduced indirectly
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through formal debate. Tacitus made use of all of these methods.
Truth to history continually prevented literary conventions from 
compromising factual validity. ^acitus often admitted contradictory 
facts, discussed the uncertainty of his sources, demonstrable relying 
on several. Yet, Tacitus could still point to decided trenis. Rome 
was going in directions, the implications of which seemed clear to 
him. from the facts, multiple and sometimes contradictory, he was 
yet able to establish epic and tragic themes: the disappearance of 
Roman virtue in public life, the abuse of the laws, the aspects of 
 ^iberius* tyranny, the decline of the old aristocracy. Jons^n wrote 
with a similar care to demonstrate that his material was not made over 
to fit rhetorical patterns. Yet for the ssuce of artistic unit? he 
edited and chose carefully from his sources, further polarizing th« 
moral issues, further high-lighting the trends and techniques of 
Tiberius* tyranny, providing more explicit examples of rhetorical 
duplicity and political treachery, but with a meticulousneos of 
imitation which would not violate the spirit of the original, for in 
so doing ha would have thrown away the source upon which the play's 
authority was based. Jonson advanced a new degree of scrupulousness 
with which the artist employed the techniques of his craft in treating
history. Where Tiberius is found to be like a stock tyrant, there
77Tacitus applied rhetorical coloring to establish this quality.
Jonson made use of the variables of art in the same way in creating 
character. The same holds true for the ther.es discussed above. Syme
observes that, "Roman history gave scope for poetry and for high
78 
politics, notably the catastrophe of the Republic. No man could
live through that era without responding to the trends of decline and 
corruption which were behind it. iiistory is so much more than a 
narration of fact, for in that, it hardly achieves anything of value.
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achievement is in the combination of poetic sensitivity ana 
political history. "Jid not the tragedy of the Caesars embogly a
sequence of dramatic theses, *ith ambition, power, and crime recallin,.
79 the House of Atreu;,?" * A writer, observing these things, may turn to
dramatic poetry to express the discontents of his own times in a record 
of the past, ^oth Jonson and Tacitus believed that political ace junts 
contained their own records of tragedy and suffering. &oth were too 
devoted to matters of political causation and relationships to abandon 
themselves to the tragic muse c jnventionally set out. Tragic situations 
were not served by political crises but followed from them. Nothing 
was left to the mysterious; it was a quest for the tragic in a 
"modern" mood, a true paradox for the artist, for he became a 
literary creator, himself captive to the materials he chose to treat. 
Tacitus, at any r^te, the laws of history remain uppermost. He is
no historical novelist, though epic structuring influences his outlaying 
of the record. For Jonson, Tacitus 1 historical methodology and his 
artistic techniques, must hav inspire., his own dramatic experimentation 
toward achieving y more responsible synthesis of history and art.
AVIJ
The historian considered, ae part of his craft, the writing of 
speeches in Keeping with the acts and personalities of his subject 
characters. 1'his is bj no means license to reinterpret the speaker 
but to set out the habits of his mind more graphically. The 
tradition began with ThucyJides who often could not recall exact
words but found it necessary to record exchanges in order to give an
81 
apt sense of history. The "general purport" wao the primary goal.
Verbatim reports could actually confuse through copiousness and 
diffusion. These "made" speeches were polished rhetorically in
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order to illumine events, probe minds, establish causes, r veal 
temperaments. They were not extraneous displays of declamation but 
parcels of evidence which contributed to an understanding of history. 
*  decidedly dramatic quality ^ervades the Annals based on a lon^- 
established tradition. Narrative was unable to reveal so precisely 
the inner characters, habits of thought and motives of men. Jonson 
merely enlarges the practice revealing history entirely through 
dialogue. Narrative is absorbed and converted into expository speeches 
History, in the process, is turned fully into drama. Jonaon used the 
precedent to/further reveal the rhetoric of politicians at work. In 
Jonson careful attention is paid to capture the essence of the 
historical man primarily as a political type. -here is skill in his 
imitations, reliable, uncontorted by the conventions of spectacular 
drama. Tacitus' speeches were his models, many of which he translated 
directly into the play.
Between 650 and 700 of the play's 3,25'^ lines are drawn directly 
from Tacitus7 and Cordus 1 defense of history (III. *K>7-60), which 
appears to agree with Jonson *s own views to the extent that it is 
suapect, is drawn almost word for word from the Annals (IV. 
Grant, p.
XVIII
Tacitus understood that it was largely the wills of men which 
determined historical events. In talker's words "character is the 
motive force behind events throughout the history; the scattered 
references to 'Fate' do not disprove this. The attribution of any 
event to 'Fate* is usually made with skepticism, or resorted to 
when Tacitus confesses himself unable to understand waat has 
happened. Often 'Fate' is mentijned singly to underline the impression
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by events whose real cause, as the history itself has made clear,
Q M yt A
in human character." Because the human will is the drive) force 
of hiatory, then the m-ind, as it is revealed through words and actions, 
is the subject of the historian's inquiry into causes.
Aspects of character are chosen which reveal the essence of the 
public man, the predominant qualities which effect his political 
dealings. These in turn become "typed", (though the^ often contain 
many personal ana varied details;, because it is a way of patterning 
political relationships and emphasizing themes through repetition. 
If characters in history are made too unique and individual, the,/ gain 
in fascination, but lose in credibility, relevance, universality. It 
 ay be argued that the technique of the moralist-satirist is to throw 
the figure "out of kilter" in order to expose a dominant foible. #ut 
the type-character in **oman history is arrived at by another process   
the elimination of all irrelevant traits which have no causal bearing 
upon the problems of state.
One may conciuue that Tacitus 1 >J-'iberius is a malignant force, that 
it is his nature to hate the goou. **ut there ure always intimations of 
causes for his actions not required for the stock literary type. 1 he 
historian's type-character grows from the creation of a particular man 
whose behaviour conforms to frames of reference established by the 
observation of similar men. Yet, as an historical depiction, Tiberius 
surpasses all previous tyrannical figures.  ' here is a sense in which 
he duea hate the good, not because it is his evil nature to do so by 
definition, but because the txaies, his fear, his cunning ana penchant 
for secrecy drive him t^ it. Tacitus' psycholog., is subtle. There is 
a capacity in Tiberius for cruelt^ and for heartless destruction of 
others. -i-'here is a iriving quest for farte though he itnows the degree
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of his imperfection. On the other hami, Tiberius is no psychopath nor 
is he excused for his deeas. He is a master in cunning and dissimulation 
They result both from his inner nature and from his complex political 
situation. He torments good men, yet senses the fault; meanwhile, he 
feela how the morality by which they live condemns him and his revengeful 
deeds. Tiberius, envious and frustrated, has the power to turn his 
rage outward upon society where lesser men c ,uld not. It is Tacitus' 
thesis that the Emperor, because he »as absolute, sought only a good 
reputation which failing, caused hirc, to the detriment of all **ome, to 
destroy those who, living, embodied the old morality by which he was 
judged, ^uch a characterization is more oubtle than the stock tyrant.
The opportunist par excellence was oejanus himself, a man with 
great potential, unwilling to wait for advancement by conventional 
means. He had no regard for tradition, but used personal skills, 
innuendo, gossip, rhetoric, sex, flattery in order to rise where one 
man had the power to lift him. 'rhe new creed was based on the policy- 
tactics required for seeking and keeping power. &gotisui, arrogance, 
chameleon changeability ana an irreligious lack of scruples uere his 
traits. Informers were a special aub-categorj whose procedures have 
already been described. Neither patriotism nor humanitarianism 
prevented these men from ruining the innocent for their own advancement. 
The good of the commonwealth was their cover fur t reed. *ne$ encouraged 
strife, pumped up false reports, hunted for discontentment and nurtured 
it into punishable offences, Sejanus and Tiberius are among Tacitus' 
more complex type-characterizations, specific yet representative 
portraits. So delineated, together with the maze of flatterers, 
delators, rhetoricians, stoics, moralists, they mou^e up the members of 
the Tacitean political society.
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Jonson devised a new concept of characterization for purposes of 
the politically orientated historical play based upon or reserrbling 
Tacitus'. Neit er stock types nor studies in psychological complexity, 
his characters are yet intricate and complex portrait? of men engaged 
in the political life. Jonson created them according to their historical 
positional enlarged upon their recorded speeches, and simplified 
according to the themes they represented (so long as facts and 
essential traits were not falsified).
Jonson 1 s Tiberius remains relatively undisclosed. Sejanus, 
himself, appears a *&ind of power-machine whose politic style is revealed 
in place of the man. The intricacies of those policies explored, require 
a control group, foil characters, whose honesty and virtue are 
contrasted with chicanery. Tacitus was not inclined to depict 
characters better than their behaviour warranted; as an historian he 
did not have to. Germanicus was the only fully virtuous character in 
the whole of Tacitus. He had both goodness and greatness. Nor was
Tacitus alone in his opinion of the man. Suetonius and Cassius Dio
83 both present similar pictures. Stuite rightly, then, Jonson portrays
bin early in the play as a model of moral integrity. The forced 
economy of dramatic procedures caused Jonson to "emphasize" characters 
more according to their political associations. <tgrippina, since she 
was on the "right" side, for example, was also given "right" 
character. Jonson thus appears inclined to matte good characters 
slightly better than they were: Agrippina, Silius, Terentius (see 
Appendix D). It was necessary to bring the clarity of theme in a 
short space, which Tacitus developed over hundreds of pages. Yet 
historical context and a refined appreciation of political causation 
make the play more than a tuosle between villains, foils and martyrs, 
morally set out. There is the fullness of history which is reflected
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in the complexities and ambiguities of character.
Tacitus maK.es Sejanus bear a huge responsibility for the 
sufferings of ^ome. Tacitus' hatred of him is barely disguised. The 
source of the feelings arose from Sejanus* treatment of the house of 
Qermanicus. A iberius is never excused for his treachery, but neither 
is oejanus excused for his part in encouraging; the Emperors practices
/
against the Senate and the Claudii. -Sejanus had brought ruin to many 
houses of the aristocracy. He was, for Tacitus, a study in evil. But 
Tacitus did not abandon himself to caricature. He compounded a deliberate 
picture, act by act, of a man whose career was wicked in the final 
analysis almost beyond human ken. Tacitus gained a kind of dramatic 
effect out of the absoluteness of Sejanus' depravity, but accounted 
for it in rigorous social and political terms. J-'he new man opportunist 
was not a bogey-man but an actual phenomenon. Such a figure perhaps 
attracted Jonson's attention because he was a genuine example of an 
average man whose career was yet utterly depraved. Jonson leaves the 
vice tradition behind; his Sejanus preserves the qualities of an 
historical personage. It was in Jonson's interest neither to exaggerate, 
sentimentalize, pity nor hyperbolize this character. He portrayed a 
potential villain-hero in a way which was suitable for serious political 
drana.
It ie possible to think of ^ejanus a& a misguided and angry 
young man whose career represents the tragedy of wasted potential. 
Tacitus, himself, tells his readers at the beginning of Book IV of 
the Annals that Sejanus didn't have a chance, that Tiberius was ever 
in control of the situation and Knew how to time it, Knew how to throw 
away his clients when they became useless to him. That the ^mperor 
spoke his mind freely to Sejanus "was hardly due to Sejanus' cunning; 
in that he was outclassed by liberius." (Annals IV. 1; Grant, p. 151).
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Stjanus could be pitied, because his naivete foredoomed him,because 
his followers were loyal to him only because he enjoyed the fcrnperorV 
favor, because they deserted him in a crisis (save Terentius), because 
he would inevitably be cast aside by the Jsaaperor when he became a 
threat (Sejanus himself had taught i'iberius how to act when he 
senaed danger), because Tiberius had chosen him for the task 
knowing that his elimination woulu not provoke class alarm. But 
the theme of befuddlement which comes to a Bussy overwhelmed by the 
treacheries of the active political life was neither Tacitus* nor 
Jonson's purpose in writing about Sejanus. Tacitus does not confuse 
a political st dy with personal sympathies. ^ejanus was ''audacious", 
"untiring", "secretive", and "ready to incriminate others". He 
possessed a "blend of arrogance and servility, he concealed behind a 
carefully modest exterior an unbounded lust for power." (Annals IV.1$ 
Grant, p. 157)* Ji« could be lavish but also busy at labour in his 
practices. These are the important details, not the private man but the 
public manipulator. ±he self-consciousness with which <*>e janus engaged 
upon his course of action and the helpless clear-sightedness of those 
who anticipated his moves are the points Jonson meant to study. 
The full details of ->ejanus' fall are not given. Tacitus 
withholds them till well into ^ook VI. i'he first hint comes in 
Book VI. 3 that Sejanus had hastened his fall by initiating a plot to 
slay Caligula for which deed Sextius had actually been chosen. It 
was not necessarily the request to marry into the roycu family as the
play suggest5@ll. 2.3-29)» but a security leaK. much later on which v\
\ 
resulted in -tiberius* change in policy. Satrius Secundus had been
suggested as an informer against oejanus (Annals VI. 4?; Grant, p. 
The actual truth will never be known. But the image of the betrayed 
Sejanus, based on thin evidence, was not part of Tacitus 1 view of his
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career* Pore important, the grounds for Tiberius' change of heart 
are Kept in mystery. Tiberius* actions were more often enigmatic than 
open and ncitus sought to preserve this impression. Jonson follows.
Tiberius fy35 a complex character because so much depenae^upon 
his will, yet so little w35 revealed about hi,,-, there is a sense in 
which Tacitus u>35 baffled by his own creation. Tiberius was evasive, 
sometimes appearing heroic and at other times a monster. For a man
Qc
so skilled thtre <"4£ fear, "but fear was modified by some respect."
v>yme states that Tacitus, himself, must have been indebted to Tiberius.
"The Tacitean Tiberius is a familiar and fatiguing subject.'1 lie is a
supreme orator and a crafty statesman, "sombre, reticent, and
86 
sagacious." As an orator "Tiberius weighed well his words, they
were full of meaning or deliberately ambiguous. That is to say, a 
style of discourse congenial as none other to Cornelius Tacitus. 11 
These multiple aspects resulted in the Tacitean portrait which Jonson 
copied. Tiberius' speeches eupplteJthc crucial evidence about the man 
and Jonson translated them directly as often as the drama would allow. 
The letter from Caprae, read aloud in the Senate, wae the moment of 
climax in the play. It had dignity, was concentrated, carefully 
calculated for its effect. It was the perfect example of how a word 
of criticism could destroy a career, or of praise, establish a man for 
as long as the favor lasted. Tiberius knew how to gain his effect by
 
innuendo. -'-ith each new secret revealed, though discounted as gossip, 
he raised suspicions* let he wae free of all responsibility for the 
deeds which followed the doubts he had planted. Jonson recognized the 
dramatic qualities of his style, how his words had power to mend or 
destroy careers and made that letter the predominant feature of the 
final act. Tacitus had originally elevated thia event to great 
dramatic prominence in the Annals. That it could serve as it does in
S«janus would not appear theatrically viable. Yet the letter 
illustrates the very epitome of the themes on political rhetoric and 
the power which makes for tyranny. xhis was the Tiberius Jonson 
wished to capture.
Jonson found it necessary to eliminate many of the facts of 
Tiberius 1 career, primarily because they had no be_.rint on his 
relationship with "ejanus or the Senate. His dealings with the 
provinces, his frugal life in ^ome, his true desires to abandon power, 
his acts of mercy, especially early in his career, are barely suggested* 
^uch behaviour is still subject to interpretation by the sceptical as 
politic hypocrisy. His hatred of flattery, his offering of old powers 
to the Senate are duly recorded in the play, gestures which later
QQ
historians have been wiliin^ to concede as genuine. But for Jonson, 
as for T icitue, these are the plainest tricks of the tyrant. Jonson 
makes dissimulation the whole key to his character. Tacitus claims 
that "of all his self-ascribed virtues Tiberius cherished none more 
dearly than dissimulation* <^o he greatly disliked disclosing what he 
had suppressed." (Annals, IV, 71; Grant 192).
Tiberius remains an enigmatic and elusive character. ais roles 
are many and evasive; the hedonist condemned for his debauchery, 
the *mperor fearful of family factions, the new prince who was 
suspicious of the Senate because they opposed his fora of rule, the 
potentially tragic figure, isolated and alone, forced to bear the 
weight of rulership, the private man craving flattery, security and 
immortality, the cunning politician and rhetorician ruling according to 
the needs of the state, the man whose conscience had been burned out 
by the exigencies of government, the man sensitive to personal criticisms 
and willing to exert his pouer to crush private enemies, all appear 
in the play. A* «. Ward, as early as l899t discusses Jonson's
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Tiberius as a triumph in psychological characterization. So powerful 
is this figure that Ward suggests that the play night better have been 
named "The Triumph of Tiberius". *ard believes that Tacitus was the 
inspiration for Jonson*s stroke of masterly characterization. Tiberius
represents the "incarnate hypocrisy of tyranny masquerading in popular
89 legal forms." Moreover, Ward indicates no sense of contradiction in
the fact that Tiberius is both a psychological figure and a theatrical 
type, lie suggests that such a complex historical character is new to 
the ^nglish stage and has strengths where Julius Caesar is weak. Thus, 
while Tiberius nay have been a roan whose capacity to do evil is great 
from the outset, nevertheless he enters upon many phases in the course 
of events which lead to his final stance of fear and brutal attack. In 
such a way i'iberius serves both as a psychological study and as an 
archetypal tyrant usually found in the writings of philosophers and 
tragic poets.
Jonson's Tiberius is a psychological portrait to the extent that 
human will, even where unfathomed, leads to political events. let 
he is, in the manner of Tacitus' Tiberius, even more concertedly 
drawn as the grand tyrant.
Augustus well foresaw what we should suffer
Under Tiberius, when he did pronounce
The Roman race "iost wretched, that should live
Between so slow jaws, and so lone, a bruising. (III. ^8^-8?)
Tiberius' relationship to the action is never monodimensional. He 
has many interests and many sides which, pointed out singly, make 
political sense but which, in concert, matte him dense and mind- 
defeating. Tiberius is slow, deliberate and mysterious to those who 
do not think as he does, A he policy by which he rules is very much 
an extension of his own personal temperament. ^ejanus instructs him
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in power politics but Tiberiuc adds to these lessons a certain timing 
of his own which makes him victorious. Tacitus outlines such traits, 
oejanus "knew, Tiberius reached decisions slowly, but once the outburst 
occurred there was a rapid transition from grim words to terrible 
action". (Annals IV, 72; Grant 192). 1'herein enters the mystery of 
his character, his very remarkable ability to employ policy as 
occasions required and according to tt.e desires of his own mind, 
i'his is the origin of "causes" in the play. Nodiscovery of plots or 
rebellions give rise to Tiberius' withdrawal of support to oejanus; 
only the final inscrutable working of his mind is allowed as the cause 
for Sejanus 1 fall. rhe impression Jonson creates is that all courses 
are absolutely in the control of one secretive mind, i'hat is tyranny 
whether or not the logistics of that mind can be worked out. Jonson 
manages to preserve this vision of the *niperor, to combine the anatomy 
of policy with the enigma of the man. Before him, i^citus had prepared 
the relationships between the man and political events. Without that 
balance, few of the other events would malte sense. As an almost non- 
character, Tiberius is, paradoxically, a brilliant historical 
reconstruction.
Tiberius* appearance in Tacitus ani subsequently in Jonson may 
also be accounted for in terms of the #oman view of psychology, the 
portrait of the static figure, as opposed to the developing personality. 
It is a theory which holds true for other characters as well. One may 
ask whether Tacitus has not abused Tiberius, violated his nature by 
supplying one set of opinions about a man whose behaviour had changed 
from one period in his life to the next. Tacitus indicates neither the 
growth nor accumulation of experiences of a "real ' man. His Tiberius
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has no inner emotional life. Tacitus does not show an increase in 
depravity but simply uncovers by degrees the man who was never less 
evil than he appeared in the last years of his reign. To the modern 
psychologically oriented, the account of a man in such a way seems 
 alicious and prejudicial. But the Homans had a more static concept of 
the individual. Man had a central personality core which was fixed.
Only various facades and posturings could conceal what that man truly
91 
was. The growth of Tiberius' tyranny was merely an exposure of his
innate capacity for ill-will. Only the circumstances had changed 
which allowed him to vent his spleen, unchecked by those who once were
i
able to contain him* *or such a reason '^acitus is able to deal with 
Tiberius as a tyrant from the outset and to read his early promises 
as false and hypocritical. 'A'he Annals give an account of his 
dissimulations, the apace between his heart and his words, seeking 
always to expose the man behind the masK.
Because of the Homan view of psychology, it is unavoidable that a 
study of policy should also concern itself with character. Historical 
writers are concerned with the men who are actors for political ends. 
To deal with dissimulation is to deal with the traits which have 
otherwise appeared to indicate personality change, ^hile the Roman 
view may appear naive and primitive, it is both capable of subtle 
variations and useful for explaining political processes. It is not 
my intention to prove that one concept of characterization is 
categorically superior to the other, but that the Tacitean portrait- 
character fcas properties which cannot be matched by the "emerging 
character" concept for purposes of illuminating political causality. 
It is the nature of politics, itself, as a business of striking effective 
poses in order to win power, which haa given rise to the static 
character concept. From the point of view of the ruler, it is necessary
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to be constant as a aan so that the calculated roles required for 
successful statecraft can be constructed. Bacou was, perhaps, one 
of the first explicators of the politician as a performer. iiis essays 
font a catalogue of Tacitean themes and types; Of Simulation and 
Dissimulation, of Great Place, of ^mpire, of Delaies, of Cunning, of 
Suspicion, of Ambition, of Negotiating, of Faction. Practical thinkers 
concerned for the future of government can_jiot afford to be baffled by 
the nature of political techniques employed both by legitimate rulers 
and false imitators. It becomes every man's tas*. to learn the nature 
of dissimulation, position, motivation, ends. Bacon described the 
diverse degrees of openness and secrecy. In his sixth essay he cited
Tacitus for his authority, naming Tioerius as the dissimulator and
92 Augustus the practitioner of policy and arts. Psychology and
character are devised for the purposes of political history in Tacitus, 
closely related to rhetoric and public oratory, policy ana political 
ends. **or men in high places personal corruption manifests itself 
in political actions as welx as in private indulgence- Such a view 
of character is employed by Jonson in 3ejanua.
The characterizations in 3ejanus have for these reasons often 
been misunderstood; but again I think the rationale behind Jonson's 
choices lies in the nature of ttu. history he represented. Tacitus* 
creation of the "type-character" as part of his techniques for dealing 
with state issues is the clue. Sejanus' critics in the nineteenth 
century did not think Jonson possessed the genius for designing complex 
human characters, men as unique psychical entities. They could not 
conceive of reasons why he did not wiih to, especially in tragedy. 
Mow it is possible to see that the complaints are irrelevant. Koaan 
political conditions produced n< w behavioral patterns, the strategies 
of policy in statecraft. That is an issue which the play raises for
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purposes of comparison with contemporary times, a theme virtually 
endemic to the ^oman play. ^here is cause to thinit that Jonson 
believed reasons of state began, anew, to dictate political behaviour 
as they had in first century *ome. In so far as men lived by policy, 
the psychological character was a misleading approach to the problem* 
The type-character in S«janua is really a new form of imitation based 
upon the observable patterns of political life. -1'here is verisimilitude 
of an exact kind, rendered to establish the essence of the political 
actor. Political truths arise only when the complex relationships 
between the posturings of politicians are understood. Renaissance 
dramatic techniques had not produced the kinds of characters Jonson 
required. Jonson, like Bacon, came to the discovery of the political 
type-character through Tacitus.
XIX
Stoicism was a natural outgrowth of a system where public life 
was so precarious. It was not the study of how to live but how to die 
well. Men, condemned to public life out of duty or even desire, had 
to fortify themselves against mishaps as a prerequisite to engagement* 
Honor they established aa the only cause worth living and dying for, 
Baseness was the greatest evil. It was not easy to decide whether this 
philosophical "by-product" of the Imperial system was the life force 
of liberty, or a doctrine leading to futile idealism and waste. Tacitus
X
could not decide. The Stoics in general believed that man's life was 
determined, but that inwardly he had a free choice between good and evil
V
courses. Full of the grossest logical contra lictions, yet conditions 
gave rise to the rationalizations which provided the n.ost acceptable
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form of consolation. »>h«re misfortune strucK, there the Stoic abandoned 
himself to the greater design. nevertheless, they believed that fate 
could not touch e truly virtuous man. it was little more than a brute 
assertion of the intellect over external vicissitudes, including 
prospects of death, ^ilius ditd, a perfect Stoic in the play, resigned 
to prove himself sufficient to tyranny by depriving the rowers of 
prosecution of their expectea victory.
The Senate's servile flattery, and these 
Mustered to kill I'am fortified against, 
And can look aown upon; they are beneath me. 
It is not life whereof 1 stand enamored, 
shall my end osoAe me accuse my fate.
Look upon ^ilius, and HO learn to die.
(III. 32903, 338).
Yet it must be observed that while Tacitus admired such courage, 
he could not suscribe to it wholeheartedly. Men dead can do nothing 
further for their cause. It was his nature to deal with temporal 
proofs. The ^toics gave none. Their willingness to withdraw had 
none of the effect which pacifism has sometimes been capable of. They 
were unable to force evil raen to search their hearts. Jonson dutifully 
records Tiberius' ironic remark that he had been deprived by oilius 1 
hasty death from shoeing his mercy. ^hus, ^ilius 1 act was coolly 
dismissed (III. 3^-^7)« *he ^toics were living out of their times, 
for heroics as a foria of persuasion depend on the existence of a 
moral conscience. ^ut reasons of state logic had a greater hold 
upon the ruler and his clients. V^luu standards had changed. 
Individuel importance was replaced by tim contractions of the 
commonweal.
Ye", Tacitus 1 views on the Jtoics remain mixed for, in fact, 
they were amon^ the fcv, who oppostd the tyranny of the emperors.
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Theoretically, they were not opposed to the constitutional arrangement, 
but to the moral licence of the rulers who plagued ^ome. i'his is the 
force of ^rruntius* com : laint (IV. 373-l+09). Yet Walker has 
demonstrated how easily their position resulted first in the hero 
worship of those men of the republic whose deeds cannot be separated
from political causes, and how their support for the -Senate against the
93 monarch often resulted in anarchistic theories. In this way they
differed from those republicans who merely looked back to the old 
times for moral reasons. That may, in fact, have also raised Tacitus 1 
suspicions, for such a group could not participate constructively in 
the government as it was. The political and moral grounds for protest 
can hardly be systematized. xuite rightly Jonson's characters 
alternate between pos tions since it was not a finalized issue in 
Tacitus. To a large extent the Annals is almost a tract in Stoic 
"politics". Political forms were indifferent matters for the otoics 
as they were for the historian. It was the "man" in the office who 
determined the benignity or malignity of the government. Since few 
rulers lived up to the standards of the Stoics, thej insisted upon 
their rights to oppose, for years they were tolerated as long as they 
avoided political activism. As fears grew, especially under Tiberius, 
Nero, Claudian, and £omitian, they became victims of the principate.
Juvenal indicates that their sins were "the paying of honors to the
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memory of Btutus and Cas ius." £ut their passionate devotion to
republicanism was sometimes a mere excuse. Bitter and defiant, their 
careers could end only in trials and death sentences. ?he,y were 
students of death, using politics as an excuse for a manly exit, urging 
friends to immortalize them in their writings. Aalker has pointed out 
their own peacock-like, self-righteous vanity. "The atteapt to avoid
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the rice of servility leads to the vice of self-glorification, to
95 further oppression, and to yet another avenue for the opportunists."
In contrast to tha Stoics, Tacitus offered a policy of "quietism*1 .
Hendell claims that the kind of political style Tacitus most admired
f>
was of "those who do not brave the light ning or gain fame by a*/
Melodramatic end with no advantage to their country but arrive at a
higher plane of true glory by self-controlled discipline combined with
< 96 
energy and patient effort. In Agricola, there was to be found "no
insurgency, no fatuous parade of independence, to invite tattle and
97 tragedy." Domitian had a bad temper; he was secretive and unrelenting.
There was no point in aggravating him unnecessarily; "great men can 
live even under bad rulers'*. If there is "animation" and "energy"
with "submission" and "moderation" such a man nay win equal fane with
98 those who have climbed to their deaths. Here Tacitus strikes at the
motives of the Stoics and compares them with the ambitious who climb 
pinnacles of fame "with no profit to the state". Thrasea Paetus on 
one occasion walked out of the Senate in protest "thereby endangering 
himself without bringing general freedom any nearer." (Annals AIV. 10; 
Grant p. 318)« Again, in the Histories. Kusonius Kufus 1 portrait is 
given, a student of Stoicism who began to lecture to the equestrian 
companies on arms and the dangers of war. He provoked ridicule and
boredom. °ome were amused, others wished to eliminate him. His
99 moralizing could only be described as "untimely." All this was of
no avail for Tacitus, despite the admirable political and moral 
attitudes they promulgated.
For a reading of Sejanua this mixture of attitudes in Tacitus 
presents a difficult problem. Jonson introduces the moderate Lepidus 
and «akes of him a man worthy of admiration. Sabinus, too, is worthy 
but of his death there is no dramatic evidence. Silius* Stoic death
stands as the characteristic example on that side. In the character 
there seems little tu fault, yet he was rash where Cordus maintained a 
calculated calm. The two characters, not tried consecutively in 
actuality, are here juxtaposed, (undoubtedly for reasons of dramatic 
economy) in such a way that comparison is invited. Silius is tried 
first; that is significant, for it prevents his death from serving as 
the climax to tht scene. Jonson might easily have reversed the trials. 
Clearly that was not part of his design.
It is not a problem which allows for a full and conclusive answer. 
Sejanus has more passages of invective than any equivalent portion in 
the Annals, Arruntius' speeches are Jonson 1 s invention and they display 
Jonson's characteristic moral vigor, ^he play pursues the dark alley 
of tyranny and treachery without blinking. Yet the tragic mood is 
created by the very fact that there is an inevitability in the nature 
of things. Silius' stoic death demonstrates that point. It was not 
Jonson 1 s intention to undermine the portent ous gloom with the 
optimism of a Lepidus. ?hat man too, though he avoids the delators, 
is sympathetic with the cause and overwhelmed by the sweeping reversals 
of fortune, despite his keen analysis of Tiberius and his dissimulations. 
The tragic mood, the sheer political realism, the recognition of the 
limitations in political variables, prevents the satiric spleen from 
inciting to arms* It is a play of intellectual discovery. It raises 
no idealisms, proposes no calls to freedom, rebellion, patriotism, 
tyrannicide; it is not propaganda. The play as a "statement" reveals 
frustration, loyalty, disillusionment; it is about knowing what 
political structures and political alternatives are as part of the 
intellectual equipment of the man of integrity. In adopting that 
stance Jonson parallels Tacitus remarkably closely, -toicisn is a
futile gesture, collaboration with tyrants unacceptible, republicanism 
unrealistic. ?h«re is neither acceptance, nor protest, nor silence. 
-Valker senses it even in Tacitus* own attitude toward "quietism". 
As time passed, it seemed more difficult for the historian to reconcile 
himself to the ptace he had kept under ^omitian. Tacitus had perhaps 
failed the cause of virtue, relegating himself to a class of "successful 
time-servers." Neither course was wholly satisfactory. The 
dilemma was part of the tragic crisis inherent in the political 
life itself.
Jonson's representation of Tacitean thought was not only a 
contribution to Tacitus* reputation, but was undoubtedly influenced 
by the fact that Tacitus was already a known writer inl603« He was 
not only the subject of study but of much controversy as well, and the
victim of much prejudice. As an interpretation of the Annals, Sejanua,
tK«, 
itself, was subject to judgement in light of the various positions on
Tacitus already held. Tacitus has always provoked strong and often
contradictory reactions. 'One finds him wise, or a pathological liar:
his style is impressive, or empty. He has been in turn considered an
enemy of the Christian faith, a fount of political wisdom, a guide
through the labyrinths of human character, an absolutist, a revolutionary,
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a biased historian, a pure stylist - and stations between." As an
avowed Tacitean play, at least in its printed form ("To the Readers", 
11. 33-38), Tacitus' reputation is one further explanation of why the 
play may have been prejudged in its own times, simultaneously a
discussion of bis reputation in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries will show how Tacitus* writings have given rise to the 
same problems which appear in subsequent criticism on the play, 
 specially with regard to the debates between political necessity and 
social morality and between republicanism and monarchy.
Renaissance politicians had a special interest in Tacitus. 
They, too, were confronted by problems of power and T citus was one of 
the few ancients who dealt with them directly. Boissier stated that a 
comparison of Tacitus' history with his contemporaries "will clearly 
indicate even that the commencement of political history, that is to 
say of modern history, is already to be felt at times in Tacitus." He 
was a political realist who, in consequence, wa^ ransacked by every 
aspiring statesman for examples in policy, "the art of disguising 
feelings, of devising dextrous deceptions, of ingeniously beguiling 
one's enemies, on occasion one's friends. In the petty Italian courts 
Tiberius had come to be the model affected by those little village 
tyrants, and their one object in reading the Annals was to learn to 
behave like him." Princes read Tacitus in private and denounced 
him in public, eager to preserve power and disguise their sources. 
Yet for manyy Tacitism was equivalent to Machiavellianism. It is 
difficult to know how much that stigma, which had been placed upjn 
Tacitus by 1600, could have affected the reception of Jonson's play. 
The defense for Sejanus is that policy must be accurately represented 
in order to be understood. It is the satiric perspective in the play 
which allows the dialogue between policy and morality to be carried 
out. In the dramatic conflict these two uaeic attitudes toward 
political behaviour arise. This has been pointed out in Tacitus as 
well. Policy was the law of successful states, morality of humanity,
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the contest between them vigorous. But some refused to see the moral 
aide in Tacitus* works.
T citus first came to print in 1^70. It took another hundred 
years for his name to make its way northward. Lipsius* famous edition 
appeared in 1575' In 1580-81 he was the subject of a series of 
lectures in Home by Muretus, who proclaimed his "virtues as a political 
thinker and stylist, in defiance of an establishment which considered 
him subversive and obscure." There were a host of other 
commentators who emerged as the political conditions surrounding them 
made Tacitus a relevant line of pursuit. The £arl of Essex, an 
admirer of Tacitus, had a group of followers which included Hayward, 
Bacon and Savile. Sir John Hayward was first among the English to 
employ him as a model for the writing of history, ^ueen *lisabeth 
was nervous about Hay ward's work and queried Bacon "whether there 
were no treason contained in it?" Bacon gave a witty reply that his
only "felony" was theft, referring to the origins of his style. Hut
104 the Queen's suspicion is indicative. Richard Greneway translated
Tacitus' Annals into English and published them in 1598 together with 
translations of parts of the Histories by Savile. Tacitus could no 
longer be ignored; the Elizabethans had to reckon with him, especially 
with his political implications. Machiavelli was on the Index. 
Tacitus could be used to promulgate his doctrines of absolutism and 
dissimulation under the convenient cover of history. let Tacitus was 
no friend to tyrants. This is the problem in a nutshell.
The popularity of Tacitus in the period from 1580-1680 has been
105 described as a fashion, a craze. Over a hundred commentaries were
written on him during those years. In Europe there were forty-five 
sixteenth-century editions of the Annals and Histories and in the
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 eTenteenth century a hundred and three more. He had clearly arrived 
as a force in Renaissance politics. The commentaries were often 
meditations on aphorisms drawn from the works explaining principles 
of political behaviour applied to contemporary contexts. What was 
sought was a system of politics, a body of informed and authoritative 
political thought; whole systems were pieced together out of his works. 
From another point of view, that of established monarchs, Tacitus 
was held to be dangerous. His hatred of despotism was too easily read 
as hatred of monarchy. Lipsius suggested in 1572, the year in which 
the Dutch revolt began, that ''the cruel, two-faced Tiberius was the 
very image (express* imago) of the Duke of Alba, then governing the 
Netherlands for King Philip." Rulers resented the comparisons 
which offered themselves with such monarchs as Tiberius. Nuret 
said that the republican concept was dying out in Europe and that t^e 
political state of the west was comparable to "ome under the emperors. 
Montaigne claimed, likewise, that reading Tacitus was like reading a
description of his own times, a criticism of a sick and troubled era.
1O9 
For Boccalini, the Duke of Guise was like Sejanus. In 1626, Sir
John Eliot, at the impeachment trial of the Duke of Buckingham 
likened him to Sejanusi bold, secretive, a slanderer, an accuser, 
proud, a flatterer. Tacitus was established as a frame of reference, 
but he was not neutral ground. Charles I recoiled at the idea of being 
likened, by implication, to Tiberius and sent Eliot to the tower. 
Contemporaries also believed, according to Burke, that Jonson'e 
Stjanus was a reference to Essex. The oblique references to 
Elizabeth could have been overlooked. Sejanus had become a veritable
*
touchstone for villany and political conniving, but his relationship 
with Tiberius made allusions complex.
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The two main strains in Tacitean thought were recognized early. 
Quicciardini explained that Tacitus taught subjects to live morally 
and prudently* but that he also taught tyrants how to assert their 
power* Later Guiseppe Toffanin identified these strains as 'red* and 
1 black* TciCitism. "Tacitismo rosso" wa^ disguised republicanism,
"Tacitiamo nero" was disguised Machiavellianism, *'his is the central
10Q 
ambiguity of hia work. 7 Related to the "red" is ethical Tacitism.
men as Lipsius advocated stoicism as a means of survival under 
harsh conditions. Montaigne commended Tacitus as a moralist and
Bacon regarded him as superior both to Plato and Aristotle because his
110 
observations were more lifelike. There was an increased interest in
the psychology of politics, but it was part of the study of advanced 
intellectual circles. Bacon was one of the few able to understand the 
true depths of Tacitus' analysis. La Rochefoucauld in He flexions 
morales (1665) » asserted that Tacitus *as a study in stripping away 
the masks of dissemblers, exposing man's hidden motives. Nicoles 
Amelot de la Houssaie compiled a book called La Morale de Tacite 
(1686), translated into English as The Modern ^ourtier in which he
emphasized the need to bend to the times, provoke no trouble, accomodate
111 princes and humor their as much as decency would allow. These men
introduced a third problem, that of survival under new political 
conditions. It was also not an issue popular with princes.
The idea of the republic was for a time vigorously defended, 
despite tha fact that it was overwhelmed by the rise of absolute 
princes and their more efficient power-states. Leonardo -&runi, 
a Florentine of the fifteenth century, made use of Tacitus 1 histories 
to attack the despotism of hilan. He argued that ^mpire killed oratory 
and destroyed great public servants, that absolutism destroyed the
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112 Roman culture. But republicanism continued to wane until it was a
suspect and distrusted doctrine. It was, a s a philosophy, driven 
underground; red Tacitists v.ere compelled to become "pink", that is, 
advocates of limited monarchy, critics of tyranny and despotism. Ther« 
are many further examples. Boccalini wrote a commentary on Tacitus in 
162? as a disguised diatribe against  Spain, reasons of state politics,
absolutism, a defense of the Venetian ^epublic. He regarded T .citus
115 for his republicanism as the "'prince of political historians'." ^
Isaac ^orialaus v1595-16^9)t a i>utchman, was an avowed republican. 
(The Dutch Republic, Switzerland and Venice were the only remaining 
republics.) He lectured at Cambridge on 'lacitus, was silenced by the 
vice-chancellor for anti-monarchical ideas, aided in the execution of 
Charles I and was himself assassinated in The Hague by royalists 
shortly after. Milton, too, was involved in a paper war over Tacitus 
with Salmasius, who was a critic of the parliamentarian system and
used Tacitus to support absolute monarchy. Milton called Tacitus,
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meanwhile, the '"greatest possible enemy to tyrants 1 ." One way or
the other, Tacitus was used as stock-in-trade for the rediscovery of 
political realpolitik under the conditions of the religious wars in 
jburope and the rise of modern states. His reputation was complex; 
simplified it amounted to Tacitus the hater of tyrants and Tacitus the 
exponent of Tiberian tactics. There can be little doubt of his 
importance to the political thought of the times. More difficult to 
settle is where Jonson fits into the debate.
First is the phenomenon of Tacitism itself. Jonson in Epigram 
XCII testifies to the craze which developed among street-corner 
politicians. Jonson would have been in full sympathy with Rosenhane, 
the Swedish scholar, who "wrote a dialogue of the four estates in 
which he makes his parson complain that nowadays even burgomasters
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115 
 must be telling us what T-citue says'." Jonson adds a new cry
to the London streets: "Ripe statesmen, ripe 11 . Young fashionable men, 
gather to discuss the affairs of state, speak of "councils, projects, 
practices ... what each prince doth for intelligence owe,//lnd unto 
whom:" They employ the terminology of statecraft but keep up the 
impression that these are mysteries, making cryptic secrets out of 
common information* "They carry in their pockets T,.citua,//tnd the 
Qaxetti, or Gallo-Belgicugj/And talke reaerv'd, lock'd up, and full 
of feare," affecting all the ways of cunning Machiavels on the scale 
of petty gossip. The tactics ana terminology of Tiberian statecraft 
had become part of the Jacobean social milieu. Policy had caught the 
imagination of the "man in tne street". But this is a satire of those 
who use Tacitus for the wrong purposes, not a deflating of the 
historian himself.
The record of Tacitisrc outlined above is evidence of the great 
variety of uses to which he was placed. *>uch writers as Bacon had to
make sense of the welter of attitudes about Tacitus and in the coitext
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of his own complex political times. Bacon called Tacitus the most
i
moral of all the ancient historians, primarily because he wrote of men 
as they were. Bacon was a man of some moral reserve, yet he understood 
the nature of policy and commended it as one of the best qualities of 
a stateman. "For if a Man, have that Penetration of Judgement, as 
he can discerne, what Things are to be laid open, and what to be 
secretted, and what to be shewed at Halfe lights, and to whom, and 
when, (which indeed are Arts of State, and Arts of Life, as Tacitus 
well calleth them) to him, A Habit of Dissimulation. is a Hinderance,
and a Poorenesse. But if a man cannot obtaine to that Judgement, then
118it is lei't to him, generally, to be Close, and a Dissembler."
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Policy has an openness and frankness about it such as Augustus used, 
while Tiberius 1 secrecy was less fortunate though no less necessary. 
The dissimulator is unsuccessful because hints fall out that he is 
not what he claims to be, but the simulator is a man who "industriously, 
and expressly, feigns, and pretends to be, that he ia not." Secrecy is 
both a politic and moral habit, commendable in all men of public affairs* 
But the assay ia ultimately poised in perfect ambiguity* Simulation 
Bacon declares a Vice, "That I hold more culpable, and less politicke, 
except it be in great and rare Matters*" for such a mind shows only 
fear and a "naturall Falsenesse". After carefully differentiating 
secrecy from simulation and dissimulation from the other two, he 
concludes: "The great Advantages of Simulation and Dissimulation are 
three," and treats them as synonymous till the end of the essay, 
offering in counter-proposition three disadvantages as well, concluding 
that "the best Composition, and Temperature is, to have Qpennesse in
Fame and Opinion; Secrecy in Habit; Dissimulation in seasonable use;
119 
and a Power to faigne, if there be no Remedy." Bacon vacillates to
such a degree that a large spectrum remains for a legitimate use of 
policy. The new times forcta syntheses difficult to reconcile either 
to the "reds" or the "blacks"* Bacon, himself, engaged in stylistic 
patternings to record the essential ambiguities of the new political 
style, proposed a political carte blancte while preserving the 
phraseology of a censoring morality*
Perhaps the only just conclusion is that T citus expresses a 
variety of political opinions which arise out of the various contexts 
of history he deals with. His writings illustrate the tactics of 
tyranny as well as a need for their curtailment, models of flattery 
and servility as well as a few select examples of discretion. He
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repreaenta both tha idaals of a loat republicanism and the advantages 
of absolutism in a work which contains at once tones of moral invective 
and stoic endurance, vat remains essentially factual and objective. It 
ia this variety in a single vision of history, the multiplicity of 
mooda, the intellectual struggle which takes place in the act of 
Judging the pant which challenges the artist. It was Tacitus' thought, 
but also his attitude to*ard history and style, which compelled 
attention. It wae not the Tacitus of popular polemics Jonson is 
eoncernad with but the historian whose integrity as an observer 
characterized him as a moderate intellectual. The Tacitean 
performance which included reservations of judgement, paradox, even 
indecision, which weighed political causes and penetrated political 
ambition yet was ever aware of duty, loyalty and truth of argument, 
was the kind of historical writing Jonson advances in the play. 
Systematized political behaviour was a new discipline and 
Tacitus was among the first to labour toward a style capable of making 
political analysis possible. Tacitus' stjle was a mediary step toward
the discovery of scientific historiography. Tacitus' work lands
\ 
itself to easy generalizing in aphorisms and maxima, but tha careful
v 
reader recognizes cross themes and mixed moods in tha plot-structuring,
the selection and weighting of events. Tacitus carried the revolution 
in historical methodology only part of the way. 3y the end of tha 
aeventaenth century he had fallen out of favor, mentioned in the worka
of only a few scholars until the time of the revolution in France,
120 notably in the prefaces to the translation by Thomas Gordon.
Tacitus eventually only appeared scientific in his methods of writing. 
New technique* emerged during tha seventeenth century with which his 
"empiricism" could not compete. Herman Conring (1606-8D, James Harrington
<(
(1611-77), and oir .»illiana Petty are those who aided in exposing tha
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half-science of Tacitus, ^ut the moral politics of the Tudors had 
to give way and Tacitus was employed during the transitional phase. 
He had been part of a larger political and social movement, read 
because he was one of the most clear-headed of the ancients on matters 
of statecraft. Politics became a new activity for professionals only; 
the splendid Renaissance amateur lost his place in public affairs. 
Success depended on experience, and cynicism was the key for making 
experience useful in terms of political dividends. History was read 
no longer for admonition but poured over for the principles of political 
success. Black Tacitism was a part of the thought of the age. Jonson 
resisted it with characteristic moral vigor and contributed to the 
development of political drama in which recognition of hard facts 
meant exposure of men's vices, nevertheless, his play could instruct 
in the ways of policy. It was the nature of his material to submit 
itself to this double reading, ^ut the play contains, in its structuring 
and techniques, the essence of the struggle. The "scientific" is fused 
with satiric commentary; the didacticism is tempered by the historian's 
regard for truth, oejanus, reflecting Tacitus in Renaissance times, 
contains something of the same complex relationship between moral art 
and the new science which was so much a part of the intellectual 
dialogue of the age.
XXI
In following Tacitus a certain anti-absolutist dimension was 
bound to emerge. This was a relatively new brand of dratna in which 
the political order was not recast in a Tudor mold. Authorities
were sensitive to such lines as,
So soon all best turns,
With doubtful princes, turn deep injuries 
In estimation, when they greater rise 
Than can be answered. (III. 302-305)  
"Doubt full" here means corrupt. It is a word Jonson was compelled 
to add in the Folio because without it, ^iliue' statement could be
taken to mean that all rulers were ungrateful, including Elizabeth 
or James I. The play takes monarchy for granted; the republicans 
were all loyal* **ut the work also demonstrates that monarchy is also, 
bj definition, faulty. Jonson was something of a pessimist because 
history had borne out, too repeatedly for men to ignore, the fact that 
good kings were rare and that corruption plagued the office. Tacitus 
claimed with regard to the ascent of Tiberius to the throne: "The more 
I think about history, ancient or modern, the more ironical all human 
affairs seem. In public opinion, expectation, and esteem no one 
appeared a lesn likely candidate for the throne than the man for 
whom destiny was secretaly reserving it." (Annals III. 18; Grant 
pp. 127-8.) Jonson, like Tacitus, made it his task to study, not the 
curiosities of tyranny but the real patterns, to study its actual 
political causes. He was sensitive to the ironies involved in 
monarchical rule. Princes with absolute power were virtually free to 
rule by whim, &ven their clients were as vulnerable to his sudden 
blows as the victims were »hom the clients struck down on the prince's 
behalf, ^riticism from an implicit republican point of view was 
inherent in the form of historical writing Jonson chose to imitate. 
This thesis will arise in the next chapter, but it is a Tacitean 
phenomenon as well.
Tiberius was a superb politician by instinct. Fear, caution and 
a good sense of timing made him a model which post-Machiavellians could
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read as though a portrait by the Florentine. If there was a De caaibus 
pattern in history for Jonson to imitate in the play, it was because 
Tiberius himself played the dramatist. He did not toy cruelly with
his victims; he found it expedient to let them wax before he made them
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wane. Tiberius engineered the glorious heights, putting Sejanus
off his guard with the promises of tribunal powers as a preamble to 
the final plummet. It is a practice which ^ejanus himself taught to 
the £mperor. It is not safe to censure or strike weakly. *'hat only 
makes men angry and leaves them free to plot.
The course must be to let *em still swell up, 
Riot and surfeit on blind Fortune's cup; 
Give 'em more place, more dignities, more style;
     
and they, in night
Of their ambition, not perceive the train, 
Till in the engine they are caught and slain.
(II. 260-62, 267-69) -hen ^'iberius follows this exact course 
against Sejanus, the irony is marked. Tiberius' politic will makes 
the wheel of fortune turn. Sillus at his trial rebuked his accuser: 
"Thou durst not tell me so/Hadst thou not Caesar's warrant. I can 
see/Ahose power condemns me." (III. 230-32). But proof is not in 
single lines. It is in ^iberiua* entire relationship to the events of 
state. It was he who could work the populace into a fit of frenzy by 
a few ambiguous letters.
Laco. True, and today, one of SeJanus' friends 
Honored b./ special writ, and on the morrow 
Another punished -
And thus he leaves the Senate 
Divided and suspended, all uncertain. (IV. 416-18; *t21-22).
Tiberius' greatest power was in his calculated silence and his 
capacity to lure men into his service, use their ambitions, achieve 
his ends and avoid opprobrium.
Tyrants' arts
Are to give flatters grace, accusers power, 
That those may seem to kill whom they devour. (I. 70-72)
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Tiberius was, for the play, the god of the machine who was yet, 
himself, part of the action, for which reason he must come under the 
judgement by which the rest of the world is to be Judged. ilis career 
was more than spotted, for in preserving power he wasted good men and 
raieed others to do the task for whose later dexize he likewise reaped 
the praise. The play is concerned, with the fall of the good and of the 
bad, both brought about by the same "machine". ?hat is the discovery 
which a study of political causality provoked for Jonson. It leads to 
the thematic dilemmas in the play. Fate and policy are fused in a 
 ingle action; chance, determination, will and Despotism become part 
of a single system and series of causes, each phenomenon explained in 
terms of the other. One is left only with the system. The Romans 
were antiphilosophical; they were realists capable of looking upon the 
facts of statecraft without incredulous alarm. xhe cost, according to 
Tacitus, was a deadening of that moral vigor which gave rise to the 
quest for freedom (authentic rather than honorary freedom), and to 
ideals about human nature. Tet because of political realities, the 
historian himself was forced to deal in terms of the actual or fail 
in his responsibility to truth of argument. The logic of political 
expediency could only be neglected stort of risking naivete. The 
question always returns to Tacitus as a moralist. "The lessons that 
Tacitus is supposed to inculcate are by no means unequivocal." He 
presents the notions of statecraft which must be accepted both by 
quietists as well as tyrants. "Hie writings (it can be argued) are
morally subversive, not safely to be recommended for the instruction
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of the young." This follows, in spite of the moral commentary and
thematic planning, from the very nature of the events to be narrated. 
Jonson finds himself in the same dilemma in SeJanus but refuses to 
withdraw the evidence even for hie o*n safety. It is a play of moral
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invective, but also of regrets. ?he fact and necessity of monarchy 
co-exists with the longing tor the old morality. The play is 
peculiarly modern in the way in which it reveals the circumstances 
which condemn men to silence, to pessimism or to self-willed ignorance.
"The Annals convey the traveller through a bleak land, without 
light or hope*" That is Syme's impression ofthe Tacitean landscape. 
The extent of the gloom converts the history into a symbol of its own 
characteristic events and circumstances; Jonson creates a similar
impression in the play* Fear and fraud predominate. "What abides for
12^ 
ever is discord and tyranny." JLiberty has eroded away, '^'htre is an
epic of decline. There is a corrupt quest for power, the temptations 
of which few are able to resist* Those who do are subject to 
harassment* One pattern of tragedy is that in which good men are 
unable to avoid unjust political oppression, a pattern worked out of 
true political situations which hold men without possibility of escape. 
Men are tested for their loyalty and integrity of character under 
these extreme conditions* Such plot has personal, historical and 
national implications, for where the very form of government is 
responsible for the violation of humanity, one must contend with themes 
both of personal corruption and ambition as well as of national 
deterioration and decline. Through Tacitus* history, Jonson came to 
the tragedy of guilty states as well as to the dilemma of the 
individual political victim.
Jonson believed that the dramatic medium could contribute to the 
truth of history. Tne dramatist could reveal moods of outrage and 
resignation through the characters. Certainly he employed the 
techniques of the multiple point of view, which drama is by definition, 
to cover the many facets of political motivaticn. Since political
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events depend largely up n the politic uses of rhetoric, drama is the 
perfect vehicle for illustrating the variables of oratory. In the 
heaping up of adverse events something of Tacitus' view of ^oman 
history is captured in the play: the procession of small crises, the 
words and looks which mount up to the turning points in history. let 
Jonson was able to amalgamate with Tacitus' themes, his own understanding 
of causes. Pride and cupidity are the anti-social sins. In Sejanus 
he deals with them in the circumstances in which they nearly bring a 
whole society to ruin. Tragedy is a satiric situation with more far 
reaching implications  where human folly becomes human vice and crimes 
result instead of bad manners. Greed leads to despotism and this, in 
turn, leads to pessimism or despair. ^here the law itself becomes 
corrupt, there is little hope for the body politic. The Jonson of the 
satiric comedies is still visible within the Tacitean frame of values. 
The final problem for the play Sejanus, as it is for Tacitus, is 
one of credibility. George Brandes is one of the first critics to 
uphold Jonson's attitudes toward history. lie recognizes in Jonson a 
vigorous pessimism which enables him to deal with the "beastlike 
ferocity of first century Homan politics without extenuation and 
without declamation," signs of a new understanding that political
realities are seldom resolved in confession, repentance and
125 
reconciliation. By disposition, experience, conviction, Jonson
viewed the events of history in a manner very like Tacitus' own. 
There is a crescendo-like structure in the Annals which results from 
the calm relentless pursuit of trial after trial, the exposure of 
deceit, betrayal and hypocrisy. The picture is harsh but accurate. 
History is the proof, yet as proof always begs the question. It is
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finally a matter of challenging the reader's own inexperience* 
Though the truth is sometimes doubted, yet it is the truth. The only 
approach is to say for Jonson what Montaigne said for Tacitus: "They 
who doubt his sincerity plainly betray themselves as ill-disposed to
him on some other account. Hie opinions are sound, and he leans to
126 the right side of Koman affairs." "The ^ome of the Annala is
rotten with fear ana corruption. In each successive book the 
despotism becomes more harsh, the ruled more servile, the profiteering 
freedmen and informers more despicable, the few good men more helple. s. 
The abominable atmosphere of this world has been unparalleled in 
European history until the present age. i'here were in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries many readers who refused to accept it, not 
because they Knew of any facts to disprove it, but oecause it 
'degraded humanity*. Mankind, they declared, could not have sunk 
so low. That particular objection to Tacitus' Rome is not likely to
1^7
be advanced in our time. 11 Because Jonson relied upon Tacitus' 
world-vision, his play approaches an equivalent degree of severity. 
The play, borrowing the same strengths, imposes the same challenges to 
the reader. Yet such a critic as T. 3, Miot thourht that oejanus should 
not go unappreciated in our times; "of all the dramatists of his time
Jonson is probably the one whom the present age would find the most
1 pft 
sympathetic, if it Knew him."
Important for Jonson are Tacitus' many dramatic techniques, the 
tra,ic and epic themes, his characterizations ana use of dramatic 
speeches, the artistic arranging of materials, the calculated delays, 
the heightened and metaphorical langauge which were all a part of his 
style* xh&t Tacitus could preserve such fidelity to the facts yet see 
their broader implications, which were to be ciarifiod through his 
rhetorical and dramatic aitills, is part of his great genius. His
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achievement is one source for the origins of Jonson 1 s tragic style. 
Moreover, Jonson found in Tacitua that kind of voice which both 
informed and coincided with his own view of human affairs. Tacitua was 
the subject of some controversy and much abuse in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. Jonson, no doubt, had opinions on the matter. 
Sejanus serves as an interpretation of the man and his work. Jonson
infused his materials with the same perspective, sense of irony,
«*?
republicism, idealism and political realism which he found in the /*
original. It was his task to employ the variables of the drama in 
such a way that the fullness of the original would be reproduced. 
That is perhaps the most accurate and responsible of all types of 
interpretation. But the Annals are essentially a work of history 
enhanced by the techniques of the artist while -ejanus is a play 
thoroughly informed b> the disciplines of the historian.
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Chapter Three
The Devolution in Historiography and SeJanus 
as Political History
The so-called "historical revolution", the change in the methods 
and purposes of historical writing which took place in England between
1580 and l6*tO, has been the subject of a number of recent studies by
<j 
students of historiography. Jonson's Sejanus made its appearance whilj
that movement was in progress, **oth internal evidence and probability, 
based upon our knowledge of whom Jonson read and who his acquaintances 
were, suggest that Jonson*s interest in history was significantly 
influenced by what 1 refer to as the "new" historiography. To contrast 
it with earlier sixteenth-century practices is the oest way to establish 
what the characteristics of the new approach are, though one is also 
beset by the dangers of scholarly redundancy and overgeneralizations. 
There is no shortage of works both b> historians and literary critics 
on the Tudor "world order." That one can speak of such a unified 
fteltansicht pertaining to the sixteenth century generally, whether or 
not it is true in fact, is to indicate something important about that 
period which hardly accrues to the following century. One of the 
results of that revolution was the fragmentation of a theocentrically 
holistic society, '^'neology, science, history and art become separate 
and less frequently complementary disciplines. It is difficult to 
know whether new moods, new conditions in society, themselves, forced 
the methodological revolution or whether scholars change i the -orld 
view by undermining the ola. That could result in fruit-teas debate. 
Yet it is an important matter insofar as it is necessary to deal both
with the movement in historical writing as a source of Jonson's 
dramatic method and with the political, social and economic conditions 
which fora the background to Jonson's play. (These are the same 
conditions which give rise to the new secular, political history.) 
To speak of an historical revolution is to speak of a revolution in 
the whole frame of intellectual reference anrl of the revolution in 
political thought which toOK place simultaneously. The new methods 
altered the way men understood the structure jf society and politics. 
Upheaval and disorientation were, perhaps, the chief results of that 
period of transition. It was a matter of the gradual dissolution of 
the medieval cosmology. *uch is the r.nge of my etudy in this chapter 
and its treatment muat necessarily be selective. Ky purpose is to 
isolate those aspects of the "revolution'' both in methods and in 
society which bear upon uejanus as an historical statement and to find 
out the extent to which ~*ejanu3 deals with the characteristic therr.es 
of the new history.
The superstructure of sixteenth century historical writing was
x 
derived generally from a nyate. of providential rewards and punishments
*hich were believed to oe the informing principles of all history. 
The war of the roses was interpreted as a way in which God confounded 
the ainful and rewarded the good. The Tudors *ere able to capitalize 
upon this medieval concept of history. Theyencouraged the writing of 
those encyclopedic chronicles which rehearsed the Barons* Aare in 
terms of divine control. Henry VII*s victory wa^ proof that God was 
on the side of the reigning monarch at last; he was the true elected
ruler. Providential history was maie to serve as Tudor propaganda.
*hus, historical ritings all through the sixteenth century contained 
a strange mixture of patriotism, propaganda in disguise, moral 
biography and a record of divine justice. The Italian humanist
Polydore Vergil was employed by Henry VII to *rite a pro-Tudor dynasty
4 history, establishing the legitimacy of the family Co.aim. A new
interest in England's mythological heritage going back to Brutus and 
Cadwallader grew up base i, essentially, on the writings of the twelth- 
century historian, Qeoffrey of Konmouth. Ironically *olydore*s 
precocious scepticism prevented him from giving the desired account.
**ngland was not ready for a more critical historiography. Nationalism 
was more important than historical verity. England had enemies abroad 
and could risk no internal dissension. iiir^tory taught, by example, 
the dangers of rebellion. Treason was a far greater fear than tyranny 
in tne sixteenth-century English mind.
It was the historian's chief duty to present moral exempla, the 
lives of good and evil magistrates, depicted together with their 
respective rewards and punishments. historical writing perpetuated 
ancient tales and superstitions mixed in with the facts; it preserved 
national lore, but was hardly critical or scholarly, nor did it speculate 
on matters of political causation. A science jf statesmanship could not 
be distinguished from the matter of the conduct books. *>ir Thomas 
JClyot in 1530-31 wrote The Bofce flamed the Gouernour giving instruction
n
to young statesmen. He believed that the qualities which made a good 
ruler were the saoie as those which made a good man. Sixteenth century 
historical writing remained essentially medieval, moral, providentially 
directed, metaphorically structured. It lacked the analytic and 
political qualities of the scholarly and scientific seventeenth-century 
historical writing.
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The three salient features of sixteenth-century historiography, 
for purposes of my tudy, ar« the Pe casibua structured biograph: , the 
causal role of fortune, and the system of analogies which is closely 
related to the fere^t chain of being up n which theories of kingship 
and the social structure were founded. x he tale of a rise to power 
and subsequent fall is the primary plotting pattern not only for 
scores of sixteenth-century moral tragedies but also for such popular 
collections of exempla as the Mirror for Magistrates. The type may be
traced bac* to Boccaccio'3 i>e caaibus Virorum illustrium, and Lydgate's
o 
The Jf'all of Prince^ ( 1**39)   Tragedy, history and moral teaching
participated in a single design. It is a legacy so strong that 
Jonson could barely escape it in the ordering of his own plot because 
of its value as a means of arranging materials leading both to tragic 
and moral conclusions. This "fable" relied for its sense of structure 
upon a causal connection between man's pride, arrogance, ambition and 
the mysterious forces which control man 1 .; fate. It was a pattern 
related to the analogy of the wheel of fortune whose influence was 
sometimes identified with the Christian God, sometimes with the pagan 
gods and so EC times with mere accident or "crass casualty". This force 
in human affairs represented both the unknown agents which blindly struck 
men down with pointless malevolence, and the powers of justice which 
assured the downfall of the wicked. Ihe concept of fortune arises 
repeatedly v sometimes as a causal factor in history, sometimes as a 
metaphor for ignorance, sometimes as a principle of divine retribution. 
Fortune also has a part in Jonson 1 a Sejanus related to the i)e caaibus 
plotting, but its function is ambiguous since it has little point 
where human events are explained in terms of secondary causes. 
new historiographers rejected both De casibua patterning and the
principle of I ortune as a causal agent in history
For the medieval mind a system of order comprehended all eieznents 
of creation and ,xthin that stratified system each object had its own 
particular place. Ihe order o: the natural world as an extension of 
the mind of God wai, recognized as an all-pervasive analogy upon which 
society itself had to be founded. AS the material world progressed 
upwards from stone to angel, so society went from peasant to King.
Q
°uch analogies were absolutely credited and binding. It was a habit 
of logic thereby r.en .'.ere urged to *eep their places in society. 
Upward mobility was a principle practised but never condoned. 'Vlainly 
the didacticism of all the sixteenth-century historians was not a
conscious choice but was inherent in their very idea of how the universe
-10 
worked. History that did not teach w^s utterly inconceivable .../ '
By similar metaphors drawn fro is nature it wati proven that monarchy
was the divinely sanctioned form of rule. £he bees have one queen, the
body has one head which the hands and feet serve without rebellion.
The ultimate metaphor was Cod, Himself, as ruler of the universe whose
agents all legitimate isJLn^s were. But such a system of correspondences
depends upon metaphor ana metaphor dependa upon wit which, in turn,
sees likenesses between unlike things which are ultimately only "acciden-
t al" no matter how established by usage and tradition. Under
v-
examination they breads, down.  »  H. Greenleaf illustrates tue fallacy 
of the method from Hooker who in one place cited the head as the 
ruling member of the body as Christ over the church Chorea, VIII. iv. 
5), while in another place he rejected the analogy with regard to 
monarchy because he feared absolutism (VIII. ii. 10). sovereignty, 
he claimed, belong a to the entire body. It seems a trivial point, out 
monarchy was hard pressed for rational defenses ana relied almost 
absolutely upon the medieval cosmology for its intellectual justification.
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*ith the challenge of skepticiarc to the medieval order, kingship was 
also endangered. G. a. Sabine states that the "divine right of 
kings ... never received, and indeed was incapable of receiving, a
philosophical formulation?... fjn the side of intellectual construction
12 it was hopelessly weak. (It) defied analysis or rational defence.'*
Because the «.orld of thought anci the social structure were so integrated 
the one hardly stood secure without the other, nn ordered society 
supported the syoten. A;society changed, the philosophy of history no 
longer applied to what was, even while the changes in scholarship 
undermined the security of the social structure.
II
The reasons for the breakdown of the medieval cosmology amount 
to a definition of the whole concept of renaissance. It hae to do 
with changing political and economic circumstances, the reformation, 
the rise of modern secular states and with the introduction of new 
ideas, all of which forced historians to reconsider the records and to 
reasseee what had actually happened in history from zcore critical 
points of view. Scepticism was the spirit of doubt and inquiry which 
caused men to auspend preconvictions in order to re-examine the facts 
without bias* A few paragraphs from Henry ^'hoRas Buckle will uerve as 
an effective shortcut to the point* He selects Cocaines as a typically 
shortsighted and credulous pre-scventcenth-century historian. It nay 
"... be observed, that though he v.aj personally acquainted with statesmen 
and diplomatists, and had, therefore, the fullest opportunities of 
seeing how enterprises of the fairest promise are constantly ruined 
merely by the incapacity of those who undertake them, he, on all 
important occasions, ascribes such failure, rot to the real cause, but
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13 to the immediate interference of the ^eity. ' For Cominea/ lost battles
vere sent as punishment to a wicked prince or nation* But a "great and 
decisive change" was on the way. "Hence we find, that little was 
really accomplished until the end of the sixteenth century, when ... the 
theological fervour began to subside in England and France, and the way 
was prepared for that purely secular philosophy, of which Bacon and 
Descartes were the exponents, but by no means the creators." 
Nevertheless: " ... during the greater part of the sixteenth century, 
the credulity was still universal, since it affected not merely the
lowest and most ignorant classes, but even those who were best educated.
14 Of this innumerable proofs might be given; ... " The origins of the
skeptical thought which affected seventeenth-century historiography in 
England may be traced to several sources. In the immediate background 
was the experience of the reformation. Polemics abounded during that 
period, history was employed in the defenses of both sides. Protestant 
apology entailed a reperusal of the records of the early church in 
order to sort out the real from the auprious. The results aere, for 
the mcstpart, extremely biased. As F. Smith Fussner states: "It was 
the necessity of winning converts, not pure love of truth, that 
launched (these) historical offensives." Moreover, as the new 
confessions depended upon the protection of secular rulers, the rise of 
modern states went hand in hand with the reformation. Church-state 
politics entered a new phase and efforts to reconcile the two spheres 
of interest an i authority further expanded the historical labors of the 
age. But past records were still employed essentially as morul tracts 
and as corroborations of self-legitimization.
The humanists wer* concerned vtith the active life. history was
16 
employed to educate the statesman. They believed in the perfectibility
of society. In spite of scientific, political and economic changes.
they continued to believe in certain ideaj-a: reason, law, order,
17 limit. Their deaire was to preserve the fixed order of society and
to offer "a justification of the ways of God or nature or society as
they are - and hence to identify the way things should be with the way
18 they are." But a new naturalism was bound to appe ir which would
19 
challenge such ideals because they did not influence reality*
The truth of the humanists was limited becauae it depended so much 
upon what was morally right. That kind of truth had to ignore too 
many aspects of political reality. M. M. Hee.e, ape axing of the 
humanists, states, "the only truth the historian needed to profess, in 
this view (and it was certainly the only form of truth that Shakespeare
needed or recognised in his history plays) was a conviction of the
20 justness and rightness of the course he was defending." Nevertheless,
the huaerists, with their emphasis upon man and the role of the 
statesman together with their diligent research into the classics and 
partially progressive concepts of style, made a contribution to the 
development of historiography.
A more responsible attitude to the facts of political history as 
the foundation for historical writing came from the south. Beatrice 
Reynolds notes the emergence of the new historiography in the Italian 
historians, Leonardo Bruni of Areaao and Flavio Biondo. ^'hese men 
wrote independently of the humanist biases toward utopi&niern founded 
upon the moral education of princes, and freed themselves from the 
strangling influences of Ciceronian rhetoric. In Laudatlo Florentinae 
urbis, Bruni wrote a true political history, concentrating upon the 
rise and fall of a city-state as a state and upon the relationship 
between the rulers and the people. Hie theme wao popular liberty
reflected in the Florentine situation, a theme which he urged by
21 
repetition. These writers were the forebears of Quicciardini.
Their major achievement was in the emphasis upon veracity as opposed 
to at/le.
Machiavelli introduced a new political.realistic and utilitarian
22 prince to taxe the place of the humanist ideal of the "hristian prince.
Machiavelli recognized the need for a political system baaed on the actual 
principles of the management of power and government in the place of 
moral coaxing. Insofar as Francis Bacon was concerned with the 
practical measures of effective government, he too "repudiated the 
moral and historical philosophy of humanism almost as completely as 
he rejected medieval ariototelianism." Thia summarizes the revolution 
in political thought which had for its target the body of orthadox 
beliefs belonging to ^hristian humanism. The result was a threat to 
the traditional modes of thought regarding monarchy.
The basis in history for the okepticia/a of these Italian 
historians was the politicial condition of Italy. Historiography 
lost its naivete when the state, itself, was caught in a power struggle 
which required an understanding of the uses of power in order to survive. 
Princes living by the old rules of humanism had failed to prevent the 
domination of Italy by the Spanish, the Uapaburgs and finally the 
French* Under foreign domination cynicism grew inevitably. Historians 
too*, up the tasit of exploring secondary causes, those which men were 
able to influence ana control. More efficient and coercive measures 
were required to preserve the state. history became the substance rather 
than the aid of political thought. Kan's desire to protect himself from 
others and to exert his o*n power became a basic principle. "For
Hachiavelli there was no lex aeterna ana therefore no lex naturalis.
2k lie never even thought it worth *hile to refer to that conception."
A society based on utility was set against the idea of society founded
<o 
upon, divine order. Quicciardini was one of the first of the scientific
historians, lie ..rote a history of bis own city with an eye to describing 
events in oraer to derive from them theories of political causation which
woula be constantly true and useful* He trie a to Keep his account of
25 events free frou. hit, ov.n theories. hachiavelli crystallised one of
the polarities taking; shape in the .to. is abet nan Kind. It "tended to be 
^xvidtu between a pioufa underpinning and a realistic shell; and
K&chiavelli' s translators (ana critics/ attached him on the incompatible
26 grounds that his morality was abysmal ana his advice false.'1
iiiatory was translated into ^ngiish in 1595*
^ History of Italy had appeared sixteen years earlier. 
Though the Elizabethans were suspicious of the political implications 
of these atn, thej read them and were influenced by their principles 
of history.
Ill
The Tudor constitution, a body of beliefs and practics far too 
complex to discuss at length here, i&uet nevertheless be mentioned.
England *as a monarchy whose &ing wa<= "absolute" in so far as his 
power wu£ derive^, from -ju alone. Xet the 'iudors also spo^e of the
monarch 1 - po^ert a^ a grant made to hio* by the people through a
27 contract. Moreover, the liing required coercive powers in order to
execute the IAA and *as, therefore, as the source of that authority, 
not bo 1;:id ay that la,.. Goi alone *aa the jadgeof u-Lngo. let the 
prospects of t^ratiny not ouiy became greater as powers of the monarch 
increased but tyranny un^er ''oiodern 1 ' conditions was more dangerous 
because the -tale h^d jiiore --o lo.-,e. -^hc i^sue was seldom debated late 
in Jblisabcth'^ reign because it was aot permitted, proof in itself that
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tht crown had too much power over thought and t e press. The extent of 
the authority of the people through the contract and in parliament *as 
unspecified. The constitution had become a central question.
Only the radical Puritans and recusants ever dealt openly with
?8 the issue of deposing kings.'* their grounda were invariably relipious
and polemical but they had their effect upon the aevelopnent of 
political theory. So great was the fear, on the orthodox side, that 
the whole system of non-rebellion and the authority of the judicial 
system would collapse that the issue of checking the King*s power
could v be discussed. Tet after 1588, even from that quarter, 
reservations arose concerning the unlimited power of the king. The 
Tudor mystique was dwindling. More sceptical assessments of political 
motivations were arising. Parliament, itself, was involved in a 
struggle for greater power and/ up to the time of the civil war, built 
up the case against the king. The new historiography served the 
intere ta of the parliamentarians far better than it did the royalists.
So much of the intellectual rationale for monarchy disappeared with the
31 demise of the medieval cosmology. The tendency was towards nixed
governments which had, nevertheless, to be introduced by men v.ho, f *r
32 the most part, remained committed monarchists. In such a way
republican sentiments were held simultaneously by men who were loyal 
to the throne. It was a matter of chec^r- ^n i balances, of redefinition 
rather than aboJition. The study of national historic- increased 
during the period. Later, when scholars became even more involved in 
political debate, these national histories served as major evidence 
against the monarchy and all its pretentions in the seventeenth century.
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Jtxperience in practical affairs became the basis for judgement. 
£fficient coercive rule became the principle of measurement. 
Historiography thus found itself at the center of a complex dialogue 
over the rightful powers of the prince, his relationship to the body
politic and the duties of ta« citizen. It was a constitutional question
33for which the Tuiors had no answer. The adjustments between actual
powers altered according to times and circumstances. Tudor monarchc 
* .re reasonably successful in making their private ambitions correspond 
to the public ones. But an awareness of the threat of tyranny waa 
increasingly more present in the minds of the intelligentsia as the 
century drew to a close and the whole issue remained in various states 
of compromise and naradox in the writings of all of the pro-government 
apologists. I will come to Sejanus as a work wnich, because of its 
historiographical techniques, is also a political statement suspended 
between the two trends, the one favoring the necessary defense of 
monarchs, the other intimating the rationale for greater constitutional 
checks over the crown.
The constitutional debate accompanied ^ngland'o rise to power as 
a modern political stite in the context of post-re formation Europe. 
Older codes of political conduct provided inadequate directives for 
competing as a nation amonjnations, each struggling for national 
power. The new conditions necessitated the adoption of raison d'etat 
logic. "The myth of a divinely created order had even less justification 
under Elizabeth than in the Kiddle Ages, for it waa nov. limited to the 
national state, and ^here waa not even any attempt to envisage any
larger union, the relations among different states being determined
"34 
solely by material po*er. The idea of the state emerged as a first
principle. Negotiation and defense had t, be based upon a science of
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politic* and diplomacy. Here was one further incentive for ransacking 
ancient historians. ?hej understood the concept of the state in their
zt,
own times and dealt consciously with power politics. It was
^
discovered that raieon d'etat principles were not only independent
of conventional moral codes but often directly contradictory, irinces 
must some tinea violate noral principles for the well being of the 
state. Such allowances and the range of their permissibility is 
difficult to measure in any age. Where moralists and promulgators of 
rtalpolitik tactics matte absolutes of their respective principles 
there is yet one more deadlock between ideologies. "liaison d'etat 
became the dubious hallmark of the new age. It symbolised the 
rational acceptance of a divorce between individual ethics and the
ethics of states, which Knew no law but necessity; and it marked the
36 beginning of modern historicism. " It is an age old problem. In the
renaissance, arguments between scholars and statesmen raged around the 
figure of Hachiavelli. Historians began to realize that to deal with 
political events the writer had to deal wxth the issues of state morality. 
According to Hiram iiaydn, J.nson would naturally incline toward 
satire and ridicule of the "formlessness of a world in gestation"
since he was thoroughly imbued with humanist moral values and remained
37 consistently loyal to the old order. ' This is both true yet easily
misleading with regari to Jonson's appreciation of an emerging political 
order. Jonaon, from his reading of Tacitus and through observation of 
the dealings of his own age, must have recognised something of the 
necessity for raison d'etat, a problem to be held in suspension during 
the assessment of an historical account in which policy is responsible 
for tormenting the commonweal and for ridding that commonweal of its 
enemies. Sejanus indicates how power has a morality of its own, 
though it is not necessarily permission for Machiavellian tactics of
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a lawleae nature. *he play is a study of how fine drawn the distinction 
is.
Where historians turn directly to politics in an age of moral 
Judgement, the danger is always ambiguity- Both Hajward and Jonaon 
wrote of bad aen without soundly pronouncing just condemnations. vVith 
regard to Tiberius, "Jonson preserves the abhorrence of Tacitus and 
yet suggests an admiration for the mortal enemy who worfcs through
xQ
statecraft^... "^ The moral judgement and intellectual recognition 
cannot be reconciled to a single position. The new history is built 
upon a separation of morality from an analysis of both psychology and 
politics. If the worl I is a place devoid of grace, forgiveness, 
redemption, sympathy, if it is totally governed by ambition and 
duplicity, then survival depends upon having a greater shrewdness 
than one's foes. The individual nay take refuge in humility but the 
prince cannot. Ahat is the first condition of political self- 
perpetuation. '1'his is the realpolititi side of the debate. ?or the 
good of the commonweal all tactics for standing guard are valid.
IV
It is with these issues in mind that one can understand what 
Tacitus came to mean to the *li&abethan intelligentsia as an authority 
on policy md state. JLivy passed out of vogue because he was the 
historian of the republic. Tacitus was the historian of the empire-
"For men who had to live in monarchies, Tacitus was the more relevant;
39 it was from him that one learned the techniques of survival.""
Tacitus was in the center of the contest batwaen morality of states
sad Christian ethics; "after he had been republished by Justus
Lipsius in 157^, Tafcitus became the great teacner of raiaon a  tat ...
thtn for a whole century there blossomed a literature of Tacitists who 
exploited him politically*" The continent produced many lecturers 
and commentators on him, but *ngland produced her own as well, aen in 
the vanguard of political leadership. There was a group of Tacitiats 
surrounding the £arl of base* for aa long, ae he remained moderate in
K«i
hie political icanoeuvres. 'lost of these men wore intellectuals as 
well as personal adviser**. The group at Oxford included Jean Hot man, 
Henry Cuffe and Thomas Savile. Canden kept in touch by correspondence. 
They spread the enthusiasm for T citua to those they knew and taught, 
sir Henry Savile fxrat translated Tacitus, perhaps through the influence
of his brother. Cuffe, himself, was later executed for his loyalty to
kp 
Essex. Savile and Hayward were both imprisoned after the rebellion.
Because of the group and their common interest, the reputation of 
Tacitus rose and fell with trie rebellion. Tacitus became a "Known" 
writer in England and had a close connection *ith political affairs. 
The rebellion made Tacitus dangerous by definition. "Tacitus had 
become practical politics, and the historians had left their posts as
ifX
observers and had stepped into the arena." Bacon was undoubtedly 
an admirer long before hie writing of iienry VII. -His and Spedding, 
the editors of Bacon'c works, havetraced letters back to 159^ which 
contain Tacitcan concepts and allusions. The same must be argued for 
Hayward whose The First Part of. the Life and Heigne of King Henry IIII 
is full of Tacitean references and maxims. Camden had read and 
digested Tacitus and admired him for his detachment ana impartiality.
It wat a quality of Camden'e own writing. He s&w in ^acitus weight,
LL 
dignity and didactic value as well, because of his objectivity.
That Jonson followed this group and its interests can hardly be 
doubted. He left testimonials of his friendship with almost all of 
the Bembers mentioned. At the time of James 1 arrival in London in 
1603, Jonson was residing in the country at ^ir Robert Cotton*s with
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Camden, his old school master. Canden and Selden were present at a 
banquet celebrating Jonson's release from prison after the Eastward Hoe 
affair (Conversations. p. 26). °ir Francis Sacon was v.ith Jonson at 
the time of his parting for Scotland (Conversations, p. 30). The 
Earl of Essex -ae one of the central figures in the group of writers 
associated with Tacitus and wrote the Epistle or Preface to the Savile 
translation of Tacitus in 1598 (Conversations, p. 32). Jonson admired 
John Selden for his command of languages (Conversations, p. 50). 
He praised Savile'e translation of Tacitus in his Epi&ramie XCV. 
Savile was the man best suited to write the history of England in 
Jonson's estimation because he "liv'st from hope, froro feare, from 
faction free;'1 In Jfipigramme 21V William Cain den received Jonson's 
pxj-uajaes for his work as an historian, while &acon was, for Jonson, 
the master scholar, the one who most clearly understood the relationship 
between sound learning and the well-being of the commonwealth. 
(Timbers, LXI1I). ' It is their work, methods, theories, uses of 
Tacitus which had the cost direct influence upon Jonson after Tacitus 
himself.
Amyot in his Preface to Plutarch*o lives (North's translation, 
1579) claims that:
... the reading of histories is the schole of 
wisdoms, to fscion mene understanding, by 
considering advisedly the state of the world 
that is past, and by marking diligently by what 
lawes, maners and discipline, **mpires, kingdoms 
and dominions have in old time bene stabliahed, 
and afterward mainteyned and increased: or . « 
contrariwise chaunged, diminished, and overthrowen.
It was always understood that history had utilitarian ends and that 
it instructed in political matters. James Phillips Jr. sums up the 
principle! "By theorists of all schools, history was regarded as the
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final authoritative textboo*. of political science. In history's
account of the rise and fall of nations, nen could discover the
J*9 
principles which controlled the destinies of states. 1 * * But the
applications of hi^torj had to conform to conditions* As concepts of 
political causation became more sophisticated the inadequacies of 
existing oplicationa of history became apparent. This was the 
complaint rcade against the sixteenth-century chronologere. Robert 
Bolt on in Hypercritica, or a rule of judgement for writing or reading 
our Historians (c. 1618) states: "'Christian authors, while for their 
ease they shuffled up the reasons of events, in briefly referring all 
causes iiu&ediately to the Will of God, have generally neglected to 
inform their readers in the ordinary means of carriage in human affairs 
and thereby maimed their narrations. 11* The new tendency was for
historians to concentrate upon a study of the world in which causation
51 
was "primarily material and efficient." 1' The reasons of events must
be determined fr,m the events themselves and arrived at through 
experience which is politically orientated and grounded upon a 
knowledge of human nature, events have their own ordinary means which 
suggest the form which the "proper" historical narrative should take. 
Historians began consciously to see*, that form.
Hay ward 1 a history of the Heigne of King lienry II II, first 
published in 1597, is a representative example of that new history
which concentrated upon political causation; it is an atte rt at an
52 objective account free of conventional moral designs. This is not to
say, however, that t^uch history lacKa power and relevance, ^ven as a 
factual account of a specific historical period it corroborates *hat is 
*nown and felt about the present. A political event objectively 
researched and critically narrated is the moat direct way to study the
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nature of policy, ^acon states the principle perfectly, 
observation of proportion between one person or one theory and another, 
matf.es nothing without example, nor nothing new: and although exempla 
illustrant non probant» examples may maKe things plain that are proved,
ion
ii> kept, that which is probable in one case is probable in a thousand, 
and that which is reason once is reason ever. i'his is the case for 
the universality of particular history, history which illustrates the 
principles of cause in illustrating particular ones provides its own 
assessment of the £eneral, for causal necessity is the ingredient which 
leads to the universal when it is the ordering principle of particulars. 
A distinction emerges between history a^ the basis for the rules of
r  ban mp it n   
but prove not themselves; yet when circumstances a* ree, and proporti
political analysis ana history as moral exemplum. The two forms 
continued simultaneously and author^ often confused the two, including 
Bacon, the most political of the historians, in his The Historic of 
the Heigne of King ae-n.ry The Seventh (1622). Yet integrity in the facts 
was a beginning and that a^one was tue guarantee of the validity of the 
axioms.
ouch historical writing was easxly misapplied in its times, however,
for the 3&&e reasons that ^ citus coul i be read as a "monarchist" and a
56 
"republican". Political leaders itept a watchful eye upon the new
historians, concerned that no adverse parallels with contemporary 
society should appear under the disguise of historical objectivity. 
Under such surveillance political history had to be written with great 
care. Circumstances became even .r.ore difficult altar 1601 because all 
of thb . cueen'e trusted counsellors, Bur^Liey, Leicester, ^alsingham, 
had died. *>he became disillusioned about the inferior politicians »ho 
had replaced these statesmen and remarked to an admirer, '"Now the wit
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of the fox is everywhere on foot, so as hardly a faithful or virtuous
57 
man nay be found."1 ' Her own words conceal a Kind of paranoia. xhe
performance of *> hake spe are's Richard II on the eve of the -see* 
Rebellion is a well &no*n exa: pie. ^he objection wae to the 
unavoidable identification of Elizabeth, herself, with the ueposed 
king. &veii the moot factual history could be turned into propaganda 
in trie right hands. Hay ward was imprisoned for his work and examined 
both by Coke and i ophaiu. Hi a friendship with Kssex could not have been
in his favour. Bacon, nevertheless, caste to his defense, no doubt
58 because he genuinely supported Hay ward's history and its methods.
liayward's trial was a test case for the new historiography as Cordus'
59 trial was in °ejsuaus.
Hayward had attempted to write a balanced and impartial history. 
But even in effecting that, the historian is in danger since the facts 
of history make their demands. By misjudging the times, the writer may 
be made a yicti, of hia choice of materials. The speeches offered by 
Henry IV as a rationale for hiausurpation of the tnroue had to be 
cogent. After all, Henry was successful, a f ct which could not be 
altered. But in late ^lizabethan times the suoject was too explosive. 
On the other hand, Hay ward was sometimes careless, i-e was guilty of 
heightening speeches and scenes and of transferring events from one 
period of history of another (again like Jonson who, for purposes of 
designing a play, used events and characters out of their original 
sequences). Hayward was tempted, too often, to write according to the 
structural criteria of poetry. He tried to defend himself by arguing 
that it " ... be lawfull for any historiographer to insert any 
historic of former tyme into that historic he aright albeit no other 
historian of that matter have meued the same...." But the defense
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6i 
 as patently weak* -ot till oelden's defense of his Historic of
Jithea (1618) was a prosecution forced to deal with a work strictly in 
the historian's o*n terms because oelden was completely the scientist- 
scholar whose facts could not be faulted.
ftilliarc Cam den also wrote political history baoed upon the 
classical models, .From Tacitus and iolybius he "learned something of
decorum, a solution to the problem of what was appropriate for a
&P historian to incluue and what should be omitted.' 1 ~ Jrolitical assessment
in history depended upon the choice and arrangement of at terials. 
Canden was also an antiquarian and a li^uiot of so#ie accomplishment. 
He was granted permission to base his Annales; or The liistorie of the 
Most Renowned and Victorious Princess ^liaabeth, Late .,ueen of -ongland 
on actual government records. The *innalea oecatae a historical handbook. 
Aa a record of events completed in the pa.-st, the reader could see 
events related to their causes anJ thus gain practice in predicting 
future results to be expected from yet unfinished courses. 
Canden avoided controversy by relying upon records and by presenting 
all aides of an issue where it was open to interpretation. He 
demonstrated the techni ,ue in his handling of the execution of Mary 
^ueen of °cots, presenting it both as an outrageous deed and as an 
historical inevitability. In this manner C^rr.aen illuminated the 
conflict between morality and reasons of state from Elizabeth's own 
earlier reign. Camden's safety wac; in the fact that he was not 
concerned with personal faults or blame. He recognized that both 
Mary and Elizabeth were caught in a sweep of events determined by 
larger religious, dynastic and con titutional forces. 1'he waste in 
such affairs could be lamented as tragic but it was not the political 
historian's purpose to dwell upon it.
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Camden'a "Baconian methods" led him to speculate on sucn concepts 
ae the balance of power between nations. lie recognized how religion 
was employea for political ends. He could distinguish between real 
and ostensible diplomatic goals. Camden did have certain thematic 
predispositions. He shared the gene ral Tudor fear of rebellion and 
he was inclined, by personal habit, to support authority* It is the 
wholly secular quality of his writing, however, which is .vorth note. 
Religious biases are unfelt. moreover, Camden did not shirk from 
treating political dilemmas. He did not fabricate solutions for the 
sake of ordering history. He dealt with the ''historical necessities 
which limited hutnan freedom of action ana choice in nearly every 
historical situation, lie saw that real historical ailer mas were 
seldom if ever resolved by good intentions." -is concern for freedom 
placed him on the right side of human endeavor and his willingness to 
admit human imperfection put him on the side opposing credulity and 
naivete. '"here causes were not open to hira, Camden, unlike Hay ward, 
refused to speculate. He, of all the new historians, was more 
suspicious of the imagination and of conjecture, ^amden's wont is 
characterized by its dignity. Ue made a special point to avoid treating 
secrets of state and said so in his preface to the Annales. Camcien 
was doubly safe because his wor* gained no wxde popularity. It was 
well labored, c^ol and scientific. It lacked pictorial qualities in 
the prose and pas&ion in the narration. It .'-as too learned for the 
masses though it cannot be faulted for that since Camden did not 
prepare his worn for presentation in the theater.
^amuel Daniel's Xfae ^ivile wars appeared in a four book version 
in 1595 with a fifth the following year and a sixth in 1601.
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wrote in th« "Epistle Dedicatorie",
"I haue carefully followed that truth which is 
deliutred in the aistorie; without adding to, or 
subtracting from, the general receiu'd opinion of things as we 
finde them in our common "nnallea: holding it an IDpietie, to 
violate that publike Testimonie we haue, without more euident 
proofe; or to introduce fictions of our o.ne imagination, in 
things of this nature."°7
The statement could serve as a preface to any historical narrative, 
but in actual practice, "aniel meant something more specific by truth 
in history and "evident proofe'1 * tie wrote in verse (because he wished 
to appeal to a popular audience) but he employed the Game criteria for 
his research as Camden and Hayward. In "To the Heijer" prefacing his 
The Collection of the History of JSn^land (1612), he listed his major 
sources for the worJi. ^aniel took the same pains with documents and 
selected only those issues which were concerned with the political
life (in his words) "onely those affaires of action, that must
68 concerne gouernment." "Integrity" is the chief quality of the
politic historian which means relating affairs in their own proper
69 proportion and "Fame". Daniel was unwilling to engage in defamation
or praise. ^his was beyond the true historian's range, ^e was 
pointedly concerned with problems of sovereignty, power and policy.
He recognized that struggle "b, wit rather then (sic] the sword" was
70 
an equally valid area of study. In his prose history of the Tudor
period in The Collection of the History of fln^land, Daniel assesses 
the Tudor age as one of corruption due to the increase both in state 
power and national wealth, an a ; e of counter-parties, political 
bargaining, spies and intelligencing, of international financial 
negotiations and of upheaval in the church in which "Religion brought 
forth to bee an Actor in the greatest Designes of Ambition and 
Faction". 71
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Daniel's attitudes toward tht uses and reception of the new 
politic^history are worth comparing with Jonson's. He was, first of 
all, pessimistic about society itself. In his history, sequences 
dealing with ambition, faction, affectation in political affairs are 
so frequent that these issues suggest themselves ar, themes* In 
The Civile ftara Daniel more often dealt with the viul^tions of monarchs 
than with the threat of treason. It was an important shift in 
emphasis. He wrote extensively of periods of peacetime intrigue,
recognising that the Tudor period was not like earlier heroic ages of
72 
"virilitie ... but more subtle". Daniel was aware of the dangers of
writing such analytic history noting that the times in which it has
73 been permitted are rare. ^ There was a final c.iuse of pessimism for
Daniel. He, too, sought popular approval for his work and thus began 
in verse. But he found both an unreceptive audience and verse an 
unmanagable medium. He, too, enc untered the difficulties of 
combining the poetic process with proper history.
Irving "ibner, in a slightly incautious statement, urged that "to 
assume that there was in England before the middle of the seventeenth
century any great concern for historical accuracy as an end in itself
75 is unwarranted. 1 But with the exception of a few genuinely
"scientific" efforts historical writing had ulterior motives, no 
matter how submerged. Certain premises about society, patriotism, 
religious polemics, public and private morality, were habitually 
present. Yet in the period immediately preceding Jonson's play, 
attitudes favoring an objective secular history were in the process of
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femulation. Historical truth for ^aniel meant presenting the truths 
and facts of the best records in an unaltered fores except insofar as 
it Has necessary to reduce them to a clear narrative form. It meant 
naming art serve the materials and it meant drawing the conclusions
which were naturally suggested by those materials; "he was not a
76partisan but a recorder."' Truth of fact was Camden'a only reason
for writing; such truth determined the "scope and aim" of his worn.
Only through careful research could "Ignorance ... doubtfull Uncertainty
77 
and flat Falsity" be removed. An examination of earlier records with
a critical intelligence was a first requirement. Bacon thought that 
intelligence could only be gained through first hand political experience.
Camden made up for such a lack of experience "in his scholarship and
78 in his determination to avoid unwary credulity." Ihe same apologia
could be extended to Jonson. "Selden complained that except for 
Camden'a annals of Elizabeth and Bacon's life of Henry VII not a
single 'publique piece 1 of English history was built upon enough
79 research." * Suspicion of earlier historical writings, followed by a
new disciplined analytic scholarship, was the first step.
The new historiography faced immediate and long range difficulties 
which are also important to a consideration of oejanus* future as a 
play and ae history. *irst of all it found itself concerned with 
political Issues virtually to the exclusion of all others. Camden 
plainly stated that the "Affairs of War and Policy are the things 
proper to History." History became the study of an elite power group 
which controlled the political interests of the state. Historians 
were discovering that "politics occupy a major role in the life of
every society. They are the public existence of that society and the
ttl dynamic of its organizational experience." °uch a subject could not
be usefully explained in terms of fate or divine providence. rior was 
it a matter of private biography. &ecause statesmen in the *udor 
period employed power tactics, discussed constitutional concepts, 
dealt with factions and social movements, it was necessary for 
historians to explicate historical events in these terms.
At such a point in the development of the state, intellectuals 
began to see the dangers, not in urging the analysis of society in the 
terms of realpolitik for fear of teaching tricks of state to renegades, 
but in allowing a society to deceive itself about its own practices 
through antiquated theory. It was dangerous for a society to cling to 
outmoded beliefs. Aa a political historian, this was at the heart of 
Bacon*s crusade against the "Idols" of belief, deceived opinions were 
the major bloc* to the advancement of learning; fixed ideas about 
government prevented men from arriving at a true analysis of policy 
and political negotiation.
Bacon argued that, "the logic now in use serves rather to fix 
and give stability to the errors &hich have their foundations in 
commonly received notions than to help the search after truth. So
Up
it does more harm than good." The only course for the new historian 
to follow in breaking down the fallacies of over-generalization was to 
produce a world in conflict, a world in flux, in short, a world in 
accurate and specific detail, ^he interest in antiquarian research 
was one way to complexity; the interest in the multiple factors of 
political causation, another, The greater the complexity of analysis, 
the more difficult it is to reduce history to formulae and to make 
easy predictions fjr the future based upon the past. Political
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history, according to 0. H. ~lton, if it is responsibly written, 
vill attract "the sceptics, the particularizes, the conservatives, 
and its appeal to them lies in its masses of precise detail which
Q-Z
continuously destroy overready generalization.' 1
History, through nothing more than accuracy, particularity and 
an aversion to credulousness, challenged the comfortable Tudor world 
order. G. H. £lton in a aiuch more comprehensive discussion of the 
relationship between historical writing and society, claimed that 
there will always be a conflict because -en live according to 
comfortable legends, ^ecurity is generally ceore important than truth. 
Art, itself, can augment and support the creation of tbosemyths which 
make men feel at home in their world. But the historian must be faulted 
who contorts the truth in order to accommodate the weak. ..oree yet are
those sophists and pseudo-historians who deny the truths of analytic
84 
and sceptical history. No statement could be tore to the point for
my purposes. It is a belief which is central to Bacon's thought. He 
is brilliant on the point. rhe new learning is difficult. "It does 
not lie in the way. It cannot be caught up in passage. It does not 
flatter the understanding by conformity with preconceived notions. 
Nor will it come down to the apprehension of the vulgar except by its
gc
utility and effects. 1 ' It is not quite a matter of intellectual 
bullies pouncing upon the received ideas of the sixteenth century 
because they h^d exposed them (to their own satisfaction) as mere 
compensation for insecurity. Nevertheless, the appearance of 
sceptical history confronted, inevitably, the whole milieu which 
kVilbur Sunders sumrr.&riaes as the IM orthodox protestant conception 1 
of Providence in Shakespeare's age" which was TO universally espoused.
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Such a body of belief oandero describee as the "intellectual dishonesty 
that is born of a fear of complexity. It lives in emotional bondage to 
those simplifying conceptions which promise to make the world a lees
awesome place to live in, ana man's responsibility a little less
86 terrifying. There is, of course, no reason for smugness on the
part of modern writers, >A he timelessneas of these political historians 
stands valid because of the f ct that men of all times create myths of 
comfort. Here was a more pervasive barrier to be overcome by any work 
in the new historiographical tradition and reason for frequent 
misunderstanding or condemnation.
Finally the revolution in content and methods entailed a 
revolution in style as well. According to Herschel I^^er "most English 
historians were, if not afraiu of st^le, at any rate suspicious of its
fin
charms as hostile to instruction." Bodin was ahead of his tines in 
remarking the brea*t between historj and rhetoric. It was clear that 
history, properly written, was not a form of persuasion designed to 
control actions in some rr oral or partisan cause. Historical writing 
had to associate itself with theories of politics rather than with 
oratory.  ' his also meant a sharp falling-off in history's ability to 
give pleasure. "I have made up my mind, that it is practically an 
impossibility for the man who writes to give pleasure, to i..,part t; e 
truth of the matters also - a thing whic i Tnucydides, ilutarch, and
Jiodorus criticized in Herodotus. 1 wonier why ^icero called him the
88 father of history, when all antiquity accuses him of falsehood."
Bodin recognized boredom a^ one of the unavoidable side-effects of 
proper history. It could not be helped. >v>en who uent on searching 
for style and rhetoric wer "stupid". A hey should be seeding only 
accuracy and verity. Sejanus, insofar as it was history, no matter
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how bent upon "relating great historical events in the livliest and most 
interesting manner," was contained by the range and ^tyle necessary to 
politic history. Such an account is merely an explanation rather than 
an excuse. let there have been readers uuch as Coleridge who have 
recognized the play as being of a "particular ."JLn^i" as described abjve 
and that "whole volumes of such plays" would be desirable* "We might 
as rationally expect tho excitement of the Vicar of Wakefield from
Goldsmith's history of England as that of Lear, Othello, &c., from
&Q the Sejanus or Catiline." 7 Herein lie the innate difficulties of the
new historiography in terms of achieving popular interest and approval: 
it was drably political, it was grounded in a maze of scholarship and 
detail, it was iconoclastic, it was simply difficult to comprehend and 
it was stylistically boring. (These pjints correspond perfectly with 
objections raised repeatedly against Sejanus.) Popularity and politic 
history are virtually contradictions in terms.
The new historiography had to be defended from one last persistent 
line of attacK. ?o analyze policy through history waff to instruct the 
enemies of the state on the best means for confounding legitimate 
government* It was argued that political history would teach licence 
and devious-inin-edness, creating a nation full of knaves and opportunists. 
Statements defending candid history and urgim confidence in the 
intelligence and good will of the reader may be traced back, to the 
De utilitate legendae hiatoriae (Basle, 1531)  °imilar arguments 
appear in Grynaeus' preface to Lodge's Jor.erhuG d603)» and *ilkin's 
Justin (1606). ^cholars had to con icier the calculated risks to be 
taken for the sa.-ce of explaining political intrigue, b^con took the
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poaitive aid* in The Advancement of Learning;
" ... as for those particular seducements or indispositions 
of the mind for policy and government, which learning is 
pretended to insinuate; if it be granted that any such 
thing be, it must be remembered withal, that learning 
ministereth in every of them greater strength of medicine 
or remedy, than it offereth caurse of indisposition or 
infirmity. M90
True wisdom must be based on the nature of things. Men in power must 
act be ignorant. Only with sound facts gained through comparative 
study will a man know how to rule or adviae well, ^uch study 
sharpens the wits for an active life- Policy must be taught out of 
self defense, for as the fable goeth of the Basilisk, that if he 
see jou first you die for it, but if you see him first he dieth; so 
is it with deceits and evil arts; which if they be first espied they 
leese their life, but if they prevent they endanger. *?o that we are 
much beholden to Machiavel an I others, that write what men do and 
not what they ought to do. *or it is not possible to join serpentine 
wisdom with columbine innocency, except men know exactly all the 
conditions of the serpent; his baseness and going upon his belly, hia 
volubility and lubricity, his envy and sting, and the rest; that is,
all forms and natures of evil. For without this, virtue lieth open
 V 91 ^ 
and unfenoed. Tet every work of politic^history including Jonson's
Sejanua was subject to such accusations and on the other side, Jonson's 
own Epigram XCII points out the undesirable effects the reading of 
Tacitus and contemporary political acandel sheets had upon the 
street corner politician.
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VI
A further explanation for the ru.«v historiography and the 
systematic efforts of such writers as Stow, Can.den and Bacon is the 
influence of the new methods in the natural sciences* Canden
discredited the accounts of the legendary -rut -,nd worked as a
p physical scientist would wor<. from topograhical and written data.
Stow worked in much the same way in his history of London. Bacon was, 
more than any of his contemporaries, concerned with mailing history 
into a science. It was his aim to study the variables of power and 
its manifestations in order to arrive at a knowledge of its principles. 
He believed in comparative analysis of governments ana was willing to 
deal with them statistically. In the Moyun Organurn Bacon states 
plainly that the methods used in dealing v.ith the natural sciences
should be applied to the study of history. *'or matters of politics,
93 laws of assessment should be constructed. The difficulty, of course,
Oifis in the nature of the subject itself. Such ingredients as national
character, strategy, spiritual ideals, nationalism, religion, the
  
spirit of the law do not lend themselves to statistical analysis. ?he
material itself is so full of m tter that it is the most difficult to 
reduce to axioms (A)c> Augmentia V, 32). Yet Bacon believed that a 
rigorously controlled doctrine of interpretation would offer the 
necessary precepts for adopting models of scientific enquiry, ills 
goal was to achieve knowledge of the laws of political and social 
behaviour. This approach had its effect. ?he aearch for the "locus" 
of political behaviour, no matter how difficult, was based upon a 
consideration only of secondary causes.
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Bacon Knew that antiquarianism did not lead to the creation of 
"perfect history" and "that good historians did msi<ie some use of
theorems, or ideas of explanation which ordered tho facts in a meaningful 
way.' Bacon insisted that the f cts had to lead to synthesis, to 
axioms, but he also insisted, in Keeping with his scientific te.iper, 
that the facts had to come fir^t. How history becane philosophy,
Bacon explained to the extent that h>3 explained chc inductive method
97 of inquiry. For Bacon this was the beginning of the science of
human nature and politics, the "humanities" portion of the Great
og 
Instauration. Bacon devoted Aphorisas XI-XIV to the dangers of
improper induction, ^specially in social history Bacon knew that one 
set of data need not always produce the same axioms. rhe exact method 
of coving from particular to general ii? not perfectly described. 
There are many ways o f interfering with narrative accounts (including 
biased preparations of the Account even in tho zo3t .subtle ways). It 
is the old proolem; facto without a controlling hypothesis make no 
true history, yet history must be grounded, first, upon an unbiased 
statement of f-<cts. The rejection of "hypothesis 11 is a weakness in 
^aeon's proposed systec. It was a means of escaping the old 
theological views of history. °ut the inductive-like method did 
lead to new results which I have identified as the new secular political 
history.
Nevertheless, Bacon believed that well and accurately narrated 
history spoke for itself and dictated its own axioms. The Key statement 
comts from The Advancement of Learning, BK. II.
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For knowledge drawn freshly and in our view out of 
particulars, knoweth the beat way to particulars again. 
And it hath much greater life for practice when the 
diaoourse attendeth upon the example, than when the 
exemple attendeth upon the diecourae. For this ia no 
point of order, as it seemeth at first, but of substance, 
i'or when the example is the ground, being set down in an 
history at large, it is set down with all circumstances, 
which may sometimes control the discourses thereupon made 
and aometiir.es supply it, ae a very pattern for action; 
whereas the examples alleged for the discourse*s sake 
are cited succinctly and without particularity, and 
carry a servile aspect toward the discourse which they 
are brought in to make good*99
This is Bacon's methodological prescription for avoiding biased 
history. The exemplum had to be elevated to primary importance. 
Where copious detail serves to clarify all the conditions of the 
event the appropriate discourse is simultaneously prepared. There is 
still a margin for variation, but fundamentally when precepts wait upon 
experience they are closer to the nature of things. Yet Bacon 
encountered both political and theoretical difficulties; he refrained 
from offering any analyses of policy, itself, because he, like Camden, 
would not dabble in secrets of state (Works« V, ?8). Moreover, Bacon 
recognized one insuperable limitation: the area was too diver « and 
unpredictable. Nevertheless, Bacon's new process of induction and 
the idea of empiricism made its mark, works in this mode were more
self-consciously studied pieces of research* A sense of the utility
101 
of history without didacticism.emerged.
For Bacon history was a form of memory* a form of relating the
past. It waa the only way of allowing history to escape from the
102 idleness of the imagination and the litigousness of reason. History
must have its own integrity. "History of all writings deserveth least 
taxation, as that which holdeth least of the author, an i most of the 
things themselves. 11 It was a withdrawal of the philosophic historian
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so that history could contribute to the deliberations of the 
philosopher. That history ia moat useful which is its own "voice 15 
and pleader, ia a concept confirmed by ^aaden. ^ojnaientary upon 
policy flows from the evidence itself by direct quotation, research, 
paraphrase* '^'he work must be impersonal and devoid of passion* -^his 
is the historical writing which contains the most powerful form of 
political argument* iiobbeo asserted that Thucydides avoided that 
kind of historical writing which commends "the knowledge of the 
Writer, but not the History it selfe." 70 ^
As a practising historian Bacon selected the reign of Henry VII 
because it waa the first, in recent history, in which policy, subtle 
changes, close craft, matters of state, po*er struggles with secular 
and religious factions figured more prominently than all other 
features. He was the first kin?; to become "absolute in sovereignty". 
Though Henry's reign *as a "peacetime" one it was nevertheless 
threatened by rebellion, foreign wars and 'extraordinary kind of 
confederacies with subjects." England entered a period of international 
power politics. In choosing his area, Bacon chose an opportunity to 
write history which revealed political axioms and structures of 
policy. *or Bacon all these affairs along with the Intrigues in
court and legislation itaae it the one period "of all former times
105 
of this nation (the fittest} to be registered ."
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VII
One of the most confused results of the new historiography was 
the speculation upon the significance of past historical events as 
patterns for the future. It is a topic too complex to enter into at 
any length* let in the second chapter, t»ejanus was described as an 
action which represented a complete cycle of political manipulation 
from Sejanus 1 rise to his replacement bj another agent, horeover, 
&tjanus 1 appearance mariteu the beginning of "erne's decline in a much 
larger cycle of events which .included the gradual change from 
republican to monarchical forma. In the la^t chapter I will be 
concerned with stoicism as a mode of conduct in a society caught by a 
process of change which lead to corruption and decay, ^imilar patterns 
emerge as axiomatic propositions from the historical writings of 
Jonson's contemporaries* ihere was much interest in the "plot'' of 
past history as an indication of the future. It was not a new idea, 
but new innovative permutations appeared *ith the new historical 
methods. r or medieval men history progressed, essentially, in a 
straight line from the creation to the last judgement. The incarnation
was the center of history, liae was divided into six ages corresponding
106 to the six days of creation, a tradition traceable to St. Augustine.
Orosiua perpetuated the concept of the four empires, Babylon,
Macedon, Carth&ge and ^ome, which all ro&e anu fel^, each according
107 to <*od's plan for rewarding the good and punishing the wicked.
The idea of the world's gradual decline was not defunct oy the 
sixteenth century. Bacon's entire philosophy of progress wa& an 
effort to demonstrate that the world wa^ not irreparably doo&ed, 
that there WAS no scientific proof of man's increasing moral and
intellectual decay or of a state of decay in nature. The iiec of 
progress defied the hold Providence had had on history. But Jonson 
was only partially on that side. "I cannot thin* Nature is so spent, 
and decay'd that she can bring forth nothing worth her former yeares. 
£he is alwayes the same, like her sylfe: And when she collects her 
strength, is abler still* Hen are decay'd, and studies: Shee is 
not." Jonson speaxs only of human decadence in oejanua. Ken's 
accumulating sins do not spell doom fur nature; rather in a strictly 
causal sense, they spell doom for a society. There is a relationship 
between moral stability and constitutional and national stability 
which is a thesis crucial to the play.
Sabinua. But these our tines 
Are not the same, Arruntius.
Arruntius.
Times? * be men,
The men are not the same! 'Tiu we are base, 
Poor, and degenerate from th* exalted strain 
Of our great fathers. (I. 85-89)-
The idea of progress meant that men were free of the past. They were 
no longer condemned by nature and their place in history to endure 
moral corruption. Rather corruption emanated from man himself; 
political and social decline were the results of individual acts of 
will and judgement. history was no longer condemned to repeat itself
by necessity* That it repeated itself In fact, wan a demonstration of
109 human folly. In such a way Jonson turned from a sense of fatedness
to satiric attack, Uis inclination was to interpret all change 
pessimistically because of facts rather than premonitions or 
temperament. It was through the complete rejection of the prescribed 
medieval cyclic views that Jonson could place the onus for political 
decline expressly upon individual men as political creatures. 1'hat 
history did seem to repeat itself was proof that men were barely
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capable of learning by their own mistakes. Upon this foundation 
Jonaon intimates a different concept of the cyclic view of history r 
one which is also clearly formulated in the work of Samuel Daniel*
Daniel was concerned, not with the cycles of eon; but of 
nations, caused not by prescribed laws of the universe, but by
cycles in social behaviour. The cause for change was sensuality which
110 haa political rather than personal ratifications. It arises at
the height of a state's po*er and happiness. Decadence and hedonism 
send the state into decline.
#e shall finde still the aaae correspondencies 
to hold in the actions of men: Virtues and Vices the 
sane, though rising and failing, according to the worth 
or weatcnesse of Gouernors: the couses of the mines, and 
mutations of States to be alike; and the trayne of 
affayres carried by precedent, in a course of Succession 
vnder like dolours. 1 ' 1
Periods of history are alike, nation after nation, following the 
courses of their predecessors, i>uch history falls easily to the 
hand of the satirist. ^ preservation of affairs in a fixed stats 
was the apparent ideal for Daniel.
Ah no, the course of things requireth
change and alteration eueri 
That same continuance men desireth,
th 1 unconstant world yeeldeth neuer.
(Cleopatra, 1P15-1218) 112 
Polybius* theory of the cycles of government, rediscovered by such
early Renaissance writers as Marsilius of Padua, received & new
115 explication by tracing them to man's fickleness and iznperfectibility.
Change remains the law of history and aen are hardly improved by 
knowledge of the causes.
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These ancient representraents of times past 
Ttll us that men haue, doe, and aiwayes runne 
The self© sane line of action, and doe cast 
Their course alike, and nothing can be done, 
Whilst they, th^s^r ends, and nature are the same: 
But will be wrought upon the self* same frame.
(Philotas. "To the irince," 26-31)  
Technological advancement is no guarantee of the amelioration of 
human nature. Such a philosophy does not permit man to defy the gods 
because of the hopeless doom cast upon him. Yet there is a dire 
inevitability about the human political situation, all the same. 
In a world reduced to secondary and efficient causes the only 
remaining course is one of integrity for the individual and a 
personal philosophy in some way resembling stoicism which supply the 
inner resources required to withstand the vicissitudes of the political 
life. Seneca as a philosopher has a pronouncea place in ^aniei's 
works. The revised rendering of the concept of historical cycles 
is a sttp in the direction of the sense of the tragic which arises in 
Jonson's Sejanus, (a problem to be dealt with in the last chapter).
I have only hinted at the uxrections I mean for this discussion\ 
on the historical revolution to ta&e with regard to t e play, holding 
the specific applications till later in this chapter. But I do mean to 
have suggested in the preceding sections that oejanuc is not just 
generally related to the new history, but related to it in specific 
ways, that the play is, itself, political history and thus a part of 
the reaction against the old order and the earlier hlstoriographicai 
methods, that as history dramatized,it shows ho. dramatic techniques 
aay be taployed in the creation of accurate political history, i'here 
is also the need to describe the movement in order to explain the
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origins of Jonson's historical and political concerns as reflected in 
SeJanus, the concentration upon political causation, the autotel^JLc 
historical narrative and its relation to the inductive method and the 
idea of scientific historical writing. Likewise, the inherent difficul- 
ties in struvture, ambiguities of themes, the ease with which such 
works are misapplied, especially in the late ^aizabethan early Stuart 
context, and the defenses offered by their authors apply to Jonaon'a 
efforts as well. Moreover, I am contending that Sejanus contains a 
new politicalscope ranging from an intense analysis of policy to larger 
theories on political structure, the balance of power, party politics 
and a new view of the cyclic patterns of hi tory and the origins of 
political instability. Characteristic stylistic innovations also 
appeared with the new history, equally important to a consideration of 
the play. The next few sections will tate up the matter of history as 
rhetoric, the classical origins of the feigned speech and the concept 
of the character in political history and, as a bridge to the discussion 
of the play, an account of the tradition of the historical tragedy 
before Jonson; together with Jonson's own views on the purposes of the 
historian and a definition of the history play as a genre of its own*
VIII
The feigned and interpolated speeches which appeared as part of 
the stock-in-trade of the new historians had their precedent in 
classical writers; Thucydides, Livy, ^aliust and Tacitus (whose 
Annals derives much of its dramatic quality fror the abundance of 
speeches and reconstructed dialogue). It was a means of filling in the 
lacunae of history. Ilobbes "argued that thaepetch s of Thucydides were
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one means of handling problems of causation." Analysis could enter 
the work without interrupting the narrative, a distinct advantage. 
"Digressions for instructions cause, and other such open conueyances of 
Precepts (which is the Philosophers part) he CThucydidesJ neuer vseth, 
as hauing so cleerely set before teens eyes, the waves and euonts, 
of good and evill counsels, that the Narration it selfe doth secretly
instruct the leader, and more effectually then possibly can be done by
117 Precept. 11 ->uch speeches made history more vivid, more immediate.
The writer worsting backward from Known results created "reasonable" 
speeches to precede them. He relied for guidance upon other recorded 
words by that character, upon his own knowledge of the decorum and 
rhetoric suitable for given occasions and upon probability and an 
intuitive knowledge of human behaviour. Yet such a technique was, 
admittedly, a form ,f historical imagination which contained many of 
the faults of a more rhetorical approach save that the rhetoric was 
subdivided amongst the characters. (This was the factor which caused 
Hayward so much difficulty in defending his history against GoKe and 
PophajE in 1601)- Camden saw the dangers and refused to write any 
feigned speeches. Daniel defended the practice of "poetical licence" 
in speechaa&ing because history gained much by it. Though a violation 
of his own principles, "yet, seeing the> hold so iust a proportion, 
with the nature of men, and the course of affayres; they passe as the
part*a of the Actor (not the Writer) and are receiu'd with great
118approbation." Justification depended upon the proportion, natural- 
ness and credibility of the speeches. Moreover, the "truth" of such 
speech writing need not be doubted if the author bases his speeches 
upon a careful observation of the language and manner even of his
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contemporaries, "for, I see, Ambition, Faction, and Affections, 
apea*e euer one Language, AC ire like colours (though in seuerall
fashions) feed, and are fed with the same nutriments; and only vary
119 but in time.' 1 It is a problem worth consideration since drama is
based absolutely upon this technique. Jonson's entire activity as a 
dramatist-historian had to seek its defense in an argument like Daniel's 
and to claim the precedent of tne ancients in contradistinction to 
the more empirical limitations Camaen had urged. Jonson had Hayward, 
Bacon, Daniel and Lord Herbert of Cherbury on his side of the issue.
A new method of characterization emerged in seeping with the 
political purposes of the new history. Fussner believed that of all 
aspects of style, the Elizabethans equalled their master, Tacitus, in 
the creation of characters. nis were briefly drawn and sharply 
defined. The curt style lent itself to terse description, each 
detail justified by the bearing it would have upon that character's 
effect upon the political scene. It was as public actors that they 
were to be considered; irrelevant details about private life and 
affairs did not figure in the portrait. They were not humors 
characters or types. Yet they were drawn so that the politically 
operative traits came to stand for the whole man. Again, it is not a 
matter of excusing but explaining that, for the same reasons such 
characterization was required for the new history, Jonson required it 
for his political plaj  Ao say that Jonson could not create 
psychological characters, implying that he should have done so (as so 
 any of his nineteenth century critics have urged), is to miss the 
point. The more difficult problem is whether a prominent figure, 
drawn to these specifications, must also be the focal point of the 
play. The play, as a political action, &ay also be viewed as the
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"significant event" only ostensibly eet out as a moral biography. 
(This problem anticipates tot last chapter.) The character in the 
new history «as a man acting by will in a world of human systems and 
natural causes. It stands to reason that it was a factor which 
generated a new conceptualization of the political character in 
Jacobean tragedy and that the emphasis placed upon events complicated 
the handling of character for the political historian as dramatist*
History had been, traditionally, a part of the study of rhetoric, 
a branch of literature. Hhetoric was the art of persuasion and history 
provided the evidence; it was what Bacon meant by the "example" waiting 
upon the "discourse". The association between rhetoric and history has 
a long record leading bee* to the ancients* Tacitus began his career 
as an orator; rhetoric was a part of his equipment as an historian. 
But the old debate over which of the two contained the greatest 
truth and usefulness came into a new phase when history began to develop 
its own criteria and purposes independently.
It was a commonplace in Italian Renaissance criticism that 
tragedy should be true and based upon fact, a practice which gave it 
authority and weight. Yet, as J. A. Bryant Jr. argued, with regard 
to Scaliger's directives, "it was not truth itself that ocaliger 
wanted to preserve, but the illusion of truth.... " It was more 
important that neither the fable nor its representation upset the 
credulity of the audience. fierschel Baiter corroborates the point. 
There is no indication that the poets who spoke of the nee J for more 
historical veracity In historical poems ever thought of turning an
essentially literary piece into history "or even thought the terms
122 Convertible." This paradox characterized the association of the
two disciplines throughout the sixteenth century.
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Meanwhile, the standards for "truth of argument" among the new 
historians came to mean something far more rigorous than a feigned 
likeness. Truth of poetry and truth of history began to part ways. 
On the one hand it was believed that tragedy must be founded on 
history because they bear the same themes. That which is intrinsically 
tragic as an action is made doubly so if it is also true. On the 
other, history, itself, lacked moral rigor in the eyes of the poets, 
and several critics, both ^nglish and Italian, hastened the breakdown 
of the Renaissance ideal of the oneness of the purposes of history 
and art by praising the advantages of art over history. F. S. Fussner 
views the division between literature and history as central to the 
breakdown of the Renaissance outlook.
In the course of the seventeenth century the rift between 
the literary and the scholarly traditions widened until, 
in despair of truth many writers took part in the Purrhonist 
revolt which became part of the 'crisis of the European 
conscience*. 123
George Puttenham glided through the issue, favoring art, though 
commending historical poetry as Hof all other next the divine most 
honourable and worthy" because it is a mode of the "Oratorie craft" 
which is most persuasive and leads to virtue. Yet he complained 
that " ..  these historical men neuerthelesse vsed not the matter 
so precisely to wish that al they wrote should be accounted true, 
for that was not needefull nor expedient to the purpose, namely to
 
be vsed either for example or for pleasure: ... " For this reason 
he opts for the advantage of fiction over history, "considering that 
 any times it is seene a faigned matter or altogether fabulous, 
besides that it maketh more mirth than any other, works no lease good 
conclusions for example then the most true and veritable."
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Because Sidney was a humanist and concerned with the arts which 
were the most useful in guiding men in the active life, history received 
a high priority. But poetry, nevertheless, surpassed history because 
it combined uoth precept and example. The new history, as it became 
more bound to facts, fell ever shorter of oidney's ideals: " ... the 
historian, wanting the precept, is so tied, not to what should be 
but to what is, to the particular truths of things and not to the
general reason of things, that his example draweth no necessary
125 
consequence, and therefore a less fruitful doctrine. M for ^idney
history lacked the vision of poetry; the historian wao a mere hack, 
"loaden with old mouse-eaten records, authorizing himself (for the 
most part) upon other histories, whose greatest authorities are built
upon the notable foundation of hearsay ... curious for antiquities and
iPfe inquisitive of novelties .. <" Sidney was inviting an improvement
in historical research and methods, but a scientific methodology would 
not have satisfied his basic reservations. When the discipline of 
history began to establish Its own ends in truth to fact, objectives 
opposite to Sidney's emerged* History became useful in ways unlike 
literature, in working from events to axioms. The historians began, 
theaselves, to encourage the breech, to eliminate as far as possible, 
the rhetorical and didactic qualities, for the moralist, the
historian was limited as a teacher, chained to fact and verity. For
fi\ the politic, historian, it was the strength of his claim. It was due
to this separation of disciplines, in part, that the history play
127 
veritably disappeared from Jacobean drama. A survey of The Annals
of English Drama shows how the genre dwindled almost to nil after 
1603.
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In the Italian tradition 'feigning' was regarded a* essential to 
the finest forms of art. Any writer who restricted himself to the 
truth was not a true poet but a mere historian. Jonson, himself, 
subscribed to this view and sail that it was feigning which made the 
poet. The poet's art is the "Art of imitation, or fainingi expressing 
the life of a man in fit measure, numbers, and harmony, according to
*t oft
Aristotle: From the word Trci.e-fV, wnich signifies to make, or fayne." 
For TaftBO, fact had a stigma attached to it. It was a dilemma for 
him if the material a poet chose also happened to be true, ^uch 
material may be related in the poem only " ... if his narrative is 
political, and he doe.? not despoil himself of the person of the poet 
to put on that of the historian, for at times it can happen that one 
man as poet, another as historian may deal with the same matter,
though they will loo*, at it differently, for the historian narrates it
129 
as true, the poet imitates it like the truth .... " Tasso agrees
with Giraldi Cinthio that the historian is inferior to the poet because,
bound to truth, he is "obliged to write of th* vices no less than the
130 
virtues of men; hence he injures them as much .*a he benefits them."
Castelvetro carries the censure a step further: "Now the c*att*r of 
poetry should be like the matter of history and resemble it, but it 
ought not to be the same, for, if it were the same, it would not be 
like it or resemble it, and if it were not like it or did not resemble 
it, the poet in dealing with such material would not have laboured at 
all, and would not have showed keenness of intellect in finding it; ..." 
Mot only is such work less worthy, it is "wicx-ed and deceptive". 
Castelvetro provides a list of writer: whose names should be dropped 
from the "ranks of the poets     because they hav. in their writings 
dealt with matters already treated by historians."
Illusion of truth based on historical themes and historical 
truth were in full confrontation even before the rise of the new 
historiography, but the real challenge did not arise until history 
 ade ita own demands* Jonaon, it would appear, attempted to fulfil 
all the criteria of tragedy while writing as an historian. The 
difference was marked in his work by contemporary playwrights who did 
not approve of the results. John Marston in ''To the General leader 1 ' 
preceding his Sophoniaba took a shot at Jonaon'a manner of handling 
history. "Know that I have not laboured in this poem to tie myself 
to relate anything as an historian, but to enlarge everything as a 
poet. To transcribe authors, quote authorities, and translate Latin
prose orations into ^ngxish blank verse, hath, in this subject, been
15^ the least aim of my studies." Dekker in his Lectori on The ft'hore
of Babylon likewise pronounced the difference between art and history:
"know, that I write as a Poet, not as an Historian, an i that these
134 two doe not liue vnder one law." Dek*er insisted that the poet
and historian looked »ith different eyes at the same event and that 
the results were incompatible. On the other side Bacon too*, up the 
cf>.?e for history because it was true. In the very same terms as the 
earlier critics he praised the qualities of poetry, but its feigning 
was an activity of a different order.
Because the acts or events of true history have not that 
magnitude which satisfieth the mind of man, poesy feigneth 
acts and events greater and more heroical; because true 
history propoundeth the successes and issues of actions 
not so agreeable to the merits of virtue and vice, therefore 
poesy feigns them just in retribution, and more according to 
revealed providence; because true history representeth 
actions and events more ordinary and less interchanged, 
therefore poesy endueth them with more rareness, and 
more unexpected and alternative variations, ^o as it appeareth 
that poesy serveth and conferreth to magnanimity, morality, 
and to delectation. And therefore it was ever thought to 
have some participation of divineness, because it doth raise 
and erect the mind, by submitting the shews of things to 
the desires of the mind; whereas reason doth buckle and 
bow the mind unto the nature of things
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Poetry was a form of wish fulfillment, tne complttion of the ideal by 
the imagination, but ^acon recognised the value in bowing the mind to 
tht nature of things as well. That is the way to facts inductive!/ 
discovered. The necessity of following facts was QJ longer looked 
upon as the historian's misfortune.
It is difficult to decide the extent to which Sejanus should 
be viewed as an effort to reform the drama and correct the flaws of 
historiography, aa they were pointed out by Sidney and Puttenham,
through the creation of a wont of historical art, or as the preparation
aV 
of politic,history in the fora of drama. There is evidence that Jonson
believed, in the tragic Siiatorical poem. In "To the Reader" he asserts 
that he preserved enough of the formulae for tragedy to make 3eJanus a 
true tragic poem. He appears to have derived his ideas of the tragic 
poem from the Italian commentators on Aristotle, it may have been 
Jonson*s vision to re-establish in his play the renaissance ideals 
about the oneness of tragedy and history even though the separation 
of the disciplines would seem to predoom the effort. let, at the same 
time, it is in political history itself, its themes and issues, that 
Jonson finds the tragic implications of the political life. Though 
Jonson defines the poet as a feigner, invention is a fault in the 
historian. Jonson departs from the Italian critics. The question 
concerns the reconciliation of truth in art which, for Jonson, had 
to be the sane as truth in history.
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Jonson doea not abandon the idea that a poetic form can promote 
and reveal the themes of political history or that political history 
can, itself, be set out to advantage as art. Nevertheless, the 
grounds upon which the amalgamation is made are altered. The role 
of art in Jonson's history can be explained almost entirely in the 
terms of the historinn rather than in the terms of the poet* In 
Jonson's case the historian*s principles are so binding that the 
techniques of the drama become the handmaiden to his historiography. 
In this way he, once again, makes history and tragedy convertible 
terms in contrast to those who never took historical veracity in art 
seriously. But Bacon, also, contrasted the two studies. There was 
the more crucial separation of disciplines. Though facts had priority, 
Jonson had to find a magnitude which satisfied, derive a system of 
virtues and vices from the events themselves without feigning a just 
retribution, and entertain even while bowing "the mind unto the 
nature of things". It is the kind of synthesis which could be held 
together only by sheer scholarly bravado and technical virtuosity. 
For Jonson it was not a matter of abandoning art forms to write 
history but of revising or abandoning the earlier molds so that 
political history would get a plenary hearing. It meant not re- 
exploiting any of the present forms of poesyi revenge motifs, morality 
play structures or De casibus morals, those feignings which were "just 
in retribution, and more according to revealed providence." Jonson 
was concerned with defining a new dramatic genre which would accommodate 
the "ordinary" of political history and show an "order" based upon the 
political events of "modern" states. It was a matter of innovation in 
form and design making political history a new form of art; it simply 
had its own principles of composition.
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Aristotle*s observation that though a poet should take a theme 
from actual history "he ia not the worse poet for that" remains valid, 
"for nothing forbids some of the things that actually have happened to
be such as are likely to happen; when they are so considered, he who
1 ^5fe 
writes of them is a pott." But if the terms are reversed, the
relationships show precisely the innovations in attitude toward the 
historical drama which Jonson offers. If an historian finds an 
action resemuling a poetic one, it is no less historical, since nothing 
forbids some of the actions treated by poets from also happening in 
reality* He who writes of them, even in the form of art, is no less 
an historian for that. The goal of the historian is to make history 
live in the mind's eye of the readsr. To that extent he must be an 
artist and on that basis the vividness and correctness of dramatic 
presentation may be Justified. The actions and words of men should 
be veritably brought to life before the beholder. The emphasis should 
be, not upon physical features, but upon characteristic relationships 
which reveal the situations of political exchange. The drama then
becomes a way of achieving the desire to "carry the mind in writing
1*7 
back into the past, and bring it into sympathy with antiquity .... "
Among historians of this kind, Bacon ranked Machiavelli (III. **JK» and
1^8 
Tacitus (III. 538) as the finest. ^ It was more likely to be true of
those historians who searched into secret causes. So said Montaigne 
in his £ssajs (Bk. 3» Chap. VIII). 139 Bacon desired history to go 
straight to the inner workings of human affairs and to reveal them 
in detail. Style was the art of exposing intricacies of political 
causation. "For even as in the business of life a man's disposition 
and the secret workings of his mind and affections are better 
discovered whsn he is in trouble than at other times; so likewise the
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secrets of nature reveal themselves more readily under the vexations
1^0 of art than when they go their own way." Art was the means for
quickening the re-creation of the past and carrying it in lively 
fashion to the reader* Likewise, art aided in the ordering of the 
intricacies of political causation, in speeches, in character sketches, 
in grouping of events, in subtlety of detail. Jonson'r. dramatic 
techniques, like Tacitus' own dramatic style, serve to illumine the 
past in this way. Bacon stated that "Dramatic Poeay is as History made
visible; for it represents actions as if the^ were present, whereas
141 History represents then: as past. 14 A fair sense of the antiquity of
the event is preserved even while an illusion of time present is created. 
It is essential that time paat be preserved since the historical state- 
ment must have its own integrity as history, 'i'he contemporaneity of 
history is also important in order to link up the interest which men 
have in the present and future with the past, not by application but by 
the automatic process of movement from the familiar to the less familiar. 
Croce remarked, "and if contemporary hi 3 tor., springs directly from 
life, equally directly from life rises that history which is 
custo&arily called non-contemporary, because it is evident that only 
an interest in this present life can move us to inve: tignte a fact of 
the
Because the historian is concerned with the present, he writes 
history, even though he writes a history which is faithful only to 
past records and to itself as a verifiable historical record. 
H. G. Collingwood believes that such history can be recreated 
dramatically as an interior play. The historian must animate his 
material. "Thought can never be mere object. xo know someone else's 
activity of thinking is possible only on the assumption that this same 
activity can be re-enacted in one's o»«n mind. In that sense, to know
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' hat someone is thinking' (or 'has thought') involves thinking it
1*t3 for oneself." Yet, the idea of re-creation and rediscovery must be
emphasized. Such work meutes demands upon the viewer or reader. He 
must assimilate and judge for himself the significance, the "thought" 
of *hat has been re-create-i. Thus, to enter into the past is to 
extend the present, and to create it dramatically is to give it the 
illusion of immediacy. In such a way historical drama may be both 
history and an imaginative re-creation. The two attitudes must 
constantly check one another, each searching for their special effects 
without denying the other.
Jonson's illumination of history through art amounts to a 
redefinition of the history play which is a genre apart from tragedy, 
though the two may sometimes be combined. A true history play should 
be defined as a work which seeks to achieve the purposes of history as 
they are understood by the historian, At is my thesis that any 
alteration in the purposes of history as understood by the historian 
must also be reflected in historical drama. 1'his is to raise the same 
problems of adaptation in the context of literary genre. Jonson's 
ideas on historiography appear to have been influenced by the wor^ of 
his contemporaries. History plays before 1603 drew their materials 
and historical theories from the Tudor chronicles (which were 
essentially medieval in char cter). It was generally the purpose 
of these writers to support ?udor patriotism, the sanctity of kingship, 
the great chain of social structure, the necessity of civil peace and 
non-rebellion and the idea of divine providence in human affairs. 
These were the goals of history as they were understood in the 
sixteenth century. ^arly in the seventeenth century the goals 
shifted in emphasis following the more "scientific" analysis of political
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institutions, balances of power, political bargaining and realpolitik. 
The history play had no future ae such, all natters of truth, feigning 
and imitation aside, unless it produced the characteristic problems 
and themes of history. Irving Ribner claimed that the "uramatist 
who aight best have kept the history play alive in the seventeenth 
century was not William Shakespeare, but Ben Jonson, and it is 
unfortunate that of his activities in the field of historical drama
ve have only the evidence of his two Koman Tragedies, Sejanus and
iMt Catiline .... " Given the definition above Jonson was virtually
the only dramatist who attempted to keep the history play alive, in 
keeping it up to date with the historical revolution.
^hakespeare*s history plays were not only true history plays at 
the time they were written because they expressed the purposes of 
sixteenth-century history, but because they were also largely
political in interest. Shakespeare was concerned with the rise of
145 
a nation. The relationships between characters were political
and the effects of their actions were measured upon a society. 
Alfred Harbage understands this difference in the character of 
King Hichard III. He "is the incarnation of political misrule rather 
than of moral error, and must perish because he injurea England rather 
than this princeling or that." These same characters may 
experience private griefs, may grapple with death and immortality, 
may participate in domestic scenes, but these are secondary matters. 
SeJanus' death is political. It does not follow from an encounter 
with blind forces or from divine retribution; he does not embody
the fear of death, mutability and waste felt for the tragic hero.
1V? £ejanua is no more tragic than Julius Caesar. And Julius Caeaar
is perhaps Shaitespeare's moat concentrated political play.
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It is a natter of conjecture whether Jonson was much influenced 
by Juliua Caesar. Perhaps envious of that play's success, he made it 
his goal to write another such political-historical play refining, to 
an even greater extent, the style and soope of his wor* in order to 
offer a purer political and historical statement. That is, however, 
the narrowest interpretation of Sejanua* genesis. In a larger sense, 
Julius Caesar reflects a more "modern** view of the purposes of history 
in keeping with the "tradition" of the Roman play (which revealed a 
period of history through which men could look at the more ominous 
aspects of their own state systems). Sejanus, I would contend, belong! 
to that "school" and brings it to its culmination before the history 
play dies out of the English theaters altogether.
Jonson's "An Epistle to Master John Selden" appeared in 
prefixing Selden 1 s Titles of Honour. Through his commendations, 
Jonson's own standards and goals as an historian are made apparent* 
Jonson remarked Selden'a keen insight into men and manners entailing 
a close comparison between records of the past and of present practices. 
Description of the past became a dialogue with the present (33-3*O» 
It was impossible to decide which deserved most praise: Selden'a
relation of events, his "faith in things'*, the desire to instruct
tk«. 
or his painstaking effort* exerted in antiquarian research and gathering
of materials (35-38). The outcome of these efforts combined was a 
statement which challenged fables, exposed impostors, lectured 
magistrates, corrected errors in scholarship and judgement, offered
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reform for the present age, searched for the source and cause of things, 
concerning itself always with the "beginnings, and decayed1 of human 
affairs (39-^6). Contained within .vere stories which were "weav'd in 
to instruct." History never lost its didactic goals* It had to prove 
useful in the creation of a world politically aafe and free. Yet 
truth of more than a philosophical or moral kind was urged - truth 
baoed u:on rooearch. It was impossible for Jonson to praise one over 
the other because they were parts of a single achievement. Jonaon 
implied almost as though, given the age, iconoclastic statements, 
innovations, dangerous criticisms would automatically follow from such 
historical writing ; Jonson saw no discrepancy between factual history, 
antiquarian research and the didactic properties of history. Side by 
side he placed the ideals of political history and an enlargment of 
the narrative in order to delight and instruct. Finally Jonaon 
praised Selien's st^Le #hich aas seasoned, manly, not worked up into 
"rough" horror or laden with wit and levity. In all ways Selden made 
the style.* fit the subject according to Jonson'a ideals of decorum. 
Again the paradoxes are present; "sharpnesse of all Search, wisdorae 
of Choice,/Newness*? of oense, Antiquity of vo^ce." - all stand equally 
in the work, deserving of praise. New, old, researched, edited, the
work was properly made. 14 w trore succinct summary could be given of
«V the multiple trends in politic, history. These amount to morethan
"truth of argument" though that quality is foremost. These are the
*\ 
stylistic, them-tic and didactic qualities of politic^ history which
Kust be in accord.
Courage and refusal to flatter were najor temperamental
149 prerequisites. Joneon praised Henry Savile for his possession of
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150 these qualities. ^ Savile was a man who understood the "severall
graoea/Of historic" and how to amalgamate them (1. 28). It is a 
matter of decorum, of writing in a etjle suited to the subject. Jonson 
then cites the subject of political history, ".'.e need a man, can 
 peake of the intents,/The councells, actions, orders, and events/Of 
state, and censure them" (11. 31-33)t and above all, such a historian 
must be willing to write all truth which he discovers. To reveal the 
mysteries of state was the historians' obligation. The writer was 
compelled to explain what he Knew for the general good and cause of 
liberty. It is in these two poems, primarily, that Jonson's sense of 
history and its purposes are conveyed. It would seem logical that
these characteristics of history Jonson would have admired in general
151 
and would have practised in his own historical writing. General
as they are, they support his intentions as historian in ^ejanus.
Jonson's complaints against past history would appear to coincide 
with Bacon's. Because of the state of scholarship any effort to 
practise a more perfect form must result in a compounding of accuracy 
and instruction, narrative and analysis. Bacon complained that civil 
history was,
beset on all sides with faults; some (and these are the 
greater pytrt) write only barren and commonplace narratives, a 
very reproach to history; others hastily and disorderly string 
together a few particular relations and trifling memoirs; 
others merely run over the heads of events: others, on the 
contrary, go into all the minutest particularities, and such 
as have no relation to the main action; some indulge their 
imaginations in bold inventions; while others impress on 
their works the im -*&   not so much of their minds as of their 
passions, ever thinking of their party, but no good witnesses 
as to facts; some are always inculcating their favourite 
political doctrines, and idly interrupting the narrative by 
going out of the way to display them; others are injudiciously 
prolix in reporting orations anj harangues, and even in 
relating the actions themselves; eo that, among all the 
writings of man, there is nothing rarer than a true and 
perfect Civil history.152
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The goals of history implied here may, and I believe should be 
understood to correspond with those which Jonson cited in the two 
commendatory poems to Selden and oavile. Proper history remained a 
matter of decorum, but it was fact rather than rhetoric which directed 
the writing. History must be more than a skeleton, a catalogue of 
facts and figures, yet it must not £row prolix in its narration* It 
must have substance and weight, that iu, it must deal with significant 
materials, the "councells, uctions, orders, ana events/Of state". 
These must re ain always the focal point ana establish the criteria 
of selection. Irrelevant materials are those which have no causal 
bearing upon the chosen political event or relation. Through such 
concentration, history achieves implicit themes which argue for 
general truths, freeaom and tolerance, rather than for partisan 
causes. Partisanship was a gre*t threat to history. Savile, because
he made no bids for political cower, was better prepared to write
1l>3 political history. He had no cause thereby to fear posterity.
This is a sufficient suirmary of the historical revolution as it
reached Jonson. Bacon states the new mood which had arisen out of
a break with the medieval concepts of history which began in the 158o«.
XI
So much of the evidence which could be offered here in 
demonstration of Jonson*a intentions as a ''new" historiographer in 
Sejanu-3 haa been stated in other places. Io describe- the action of 
the play is to discover Jonaon'o relentless preoccupation with 
politics. Jonson'a tre tnsent of his ^ourccis and hio copious marginal 
references printed in the 1605 Quarto testify to his concern with
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fact* and accuracy of scholarship. ?o advance this evidence again 
would be redundant. I be absence of the sixteenth-century cosmology 
and the obscuring of, or the ambiguous uv* of, conventional icoral 
structuring io evidence as substantial as any of the "difference 1* 
in Jonson's history. More difficult to prove is that Jocson also 
proceeded "scientifically" in finding axioms which emerge automatically 
froa. the rtuation of events. rihis whole problem ie tied up with 
Jonson'e ability to achieve narrative and commentary, or its 
equivalent, through arama. Through his oK.ec.tica! reservations and 
his determination to pursue the evidence of history to its innate 
conclusions, he aiscovered the irreparable breasdjwn between morality 
and political ethics on one hand and the irreconcilably contradictory 
constitutional principles on the other. 1 would argue that Jonson 1 a 
inability to arrive at political solutions is the proof, perhaps, the 
only binding proof, of his participation in the principles and goals 
of the new historiography. Jonson does not dwell primarily upon the 
practical lessons Bacon desired for statesmen for purposes of building 
a more efficient government. (Jonson identifies and exposes political 
practices through examples, asides, commentary but as often with the 
intent to satirize and expose - to reveal and catalogue.) The play 
goes auch farther in the direction of axioms about the essence of the 
political life, discoveries which are characteristically "modern", which 
suggest cogent penetration to the more basic principles of political 
causation both in terms of systems and human nature, ohakespeare's 
Coriolanua is one other play of the period possessing equivalent 
insights, since it is not only ^oriolanus* pride and aabition but the 
insoluble contest between the "oaan aristocracy ana th? voice of the
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plebians which stands as "cause" and "inevitability" in the play. In \
 aoh case* th« whole play serves as an exempium which demonstrates at 
tht same time, on a political level, principles of constitutional 
imperfections and on another, man*a tragic destiny as a political 
being. Only by a reservation of judgement which waita on a political 
analysis of history could Jonson have arrived at the implied conclusions 
of his play. Otherwise, the exempium would have waited upon the 
discourse and therefore have been shaped according to it. The 
integrity of Jonson*s history can not only be demonstrated by his 
careful scholarship, it can also be measured by the originality and 
insight of his conclusions in the light of that contemporary political 
thought which might be called the "new politics".
The difference between a history contrived to reveal an author's 
private aims and absolutely objective history is not a matter of 
opposite^, nor is it even a useful Kind of distinction. It is not at 
all certain that objective history would be desirable even if it were 
possible. History without shape and interpretative organisation is 
relatively useless. The historian exists in history, i'hat writer
achieves "objectivity" who penetrates most profoundly the interaction
154 between facts and values. .«ilbur Sanders states: "There is not
interpretative history and factual history. There is only history -
which consists in the proper interrelation and interaction between the
155 two." f But for the "new" historiographers it did make a difference
where ttyey placed themselves in relation to the materials they were
/ 
dealing with. In order to be on the right side of affairs, interpretation
/ 
had to follow, in fact emerge from, the literal relation of events.
History "scientifically" prepared, revealed itu own thesesj, that is,
i,
produced axioms based upon true political relations.
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This is, perhaps, to beg the question merely by removing the 
point at which errors in aeleotiv^ty an i in Judgement are commit tea. 
But it ia the first 3 top in compensating for man'o limitations as an 
observer, oy^ateias *»rs not to ue e^cLewed, but the./ must be derived 
from an historical .account rather than i. posed in dvanoe. bacon spoke 
of a. ne'A critics history "ita iiuvi^hts psychological, the method
inductive, wnich must replace conventional moral philosophy in the
156 instauration of learning   " Of course, the materials of history can
be preprogram ed tu certain enda, even subconsciously, but the f *ct is 
that new discoveries concerning the nature of policy which were based 
upon a description of "what is" as opposed to "what ought to be" did 
arise through the new methodology. These observations depenuea upon 
a greater interest in human piv c he-log^ , in natural causation and in 
power us the principle of politics. i>y making a study of political 
dealings, historians hoped to come to a new understanding of the 
principles, the axioms of political behaviour in order to turn it to 
utilitarian ends in the service of government, "ror most of the 
characteristic t inkers of the ^euaissance the cry for the return to
the sources wa~ accompanied by the conviction that the sources when
1 57 
recovered would be relevant to present concerns." li.con'o theory of
the purposes of history serves for Jonaon as well, though Jonaon, 
because of his own brand of skepticism, arrived at conclusions about 
history peculiarly his own. 
Bacon stated that,
" ... the poets and writers of histories are the best doctors 
of tr.ifi knowledge; where we may find painted forth with great 
life, how affections are kindled and incited; and now pacified 
and refrained} and how &£,ain contained from act and further 
decree; how they disclose themselves, ho., they ftorn, how they 
vary, how they gather ana fortify, ho>< they are inwrapj. ed one 
within another, an i how they do fight ana encounter one with 
another, and other the like particularities: amongst the which
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this laat is of special use in moral and civil matters; bow 
(I say) to set affection against affection, ana to master one 
by another; ... upon which foundation 13 erected that 
excellent use of praemiuci and poena, whereby civil states 
consist; employing the predominant affections of fear and hope, 
for the suppressing and bridling the rest, 'or as in the 
government of states it is sometimes necessary to bridle ..a 
one faction with another, so it is in the government within."
Jonson's "objectivity" is a special "made" posture in the play* A 
close, analytic reading of history revealed theu.es which Jonson both 
withheld from the play as history, yet included from the outset in the 
form of irony. In history as art there is a new economy, a 
simultaneity of fact an; interpretation. Bacon envisioned an analysis 
of human affections and ambitions which would teach men the best forms 
of government by which the passions could be controlled. Jonson, no 
less attentive to the basic urges which move political man, finds it 
axiomatic that the urges which motivate politically are fixed in 
human nature and that they will invariably confound man's attempts 
to curb them either by constitutional leverage or personal example. 
The world which Bacon studies in search of axioms Jonson embodies as
\
a symbol of itself and thereby comes to insights into the political 
life which are paradoxical rather than utilitarian, -vhich are matters 
for contemplation rather than action. Yet Jonson proceeds according to 
the manner set out above by Bacon. There are the axioms of human 
nature of which poets are "the best doctors" and of political 
negotiation which historians are best able to observe in the course 
of events.
Sejanus feigned love to u_ivia, wife to iJrusus, I'ibenus 1 son and 
heir. An agent was required to poison ^rusus, thus clearing the way 
for their love and 3eJanus' own ascent to the throne.
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Drusus* cupbearer was chosen* It vuas ^ejanus* assumption that every 
man had a price, that hygdus could be bought either through power or 
wealth or sexual delights, x.ygdua was neither ambitious nor covetous, 
b-.-t he was "wanton, *i,-j.ht" (II. 22). "Sana him to me, I'll wor* him 11 
(II. 24), and ^ejanui: prevailed with him as a matter of course. The 
period of history, the men and the events Joneon was concerned with 
abundantly revealed the ominous truth of ^eJanus' insights into human 
motivation. The promise of an office moved ^udeaua (I. 351). Others 
*>ejanus could lure to his party because he had offices within his 
power to sell (I. 1&1-83)* It was this same craving for power which 
made men obsequious parasites who hung about great men (I. ^-11). 
£zamples of ambition as the foundation for political behavior abound 
in the plaj leading- up to the portrait of Macro ft ho was all opportunism 
and no conscience, ana to the final scene in the oen^te when the 
senators followed oejanus with their hails ana greetings Knowing that 
"flow he will have . ower/rtore to regard than ever" (V. 490-91)* It was 
covetousness which motivated such men as Afer and Varro to prosecute 
the members of the nob-tiltv while it was Sejanus* own ambitions which 
prompted them to it. Li via, like i.ygdus was motivated largely by lust. 
Her fortune was her beauty which she intended to use "with reverence" 
(II. 136). Jorison combined this with her longing for power in such a 
way that the two are fused into a single mood. ->ejanua wooed her by 
promising that the "scarce seen" Tiberius would borrow "all/His tittle 
light from us, whose folded arms/Shall make one perfect orb (II. '+3 
Mutual political power was to be gained in their embrace; yet, by her 
present political advantages ehe was able to bestow that embrace. 
Macro, by an act of equivalent unnaturalness, g-ve his wife to 
Caligula as a mistress in return for support. Caligula, too, like
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Tiberius hin&elf, was a wanton man who had po«er to sell in exchange 
for pleasure (IV. 5l4-5?3). Here waa the firat level of factors 
concerning political motivation, the srina ry stuly in causation 
leadirc to axiomatic knowledge about politico.
 i-o this list of motives which prjfi^ure political transactions 
must b« added the ncotivea of private passion, revenge, envy and a 
quest for immortality. These are more difficult to treut in ;> moral 
sense because they belong as much to the noble ae to the base. 
Sejanue nr.ade Drusua* sl«p grounds for a personal revenue which he 
erployed as a rationalization for his "practice" (I. 576-581). On the 
other sice /vrippine swore that she rutt have vengeance for the death 
of her husban :i and the oppression of her family and party (IV. 2-7)  
Her patience wae a forro of stoic an i noble endurance. oe 0 anus' patience 
waa a natter of policy. Tiberius' envy of the reputation of his fore- 
bears was a basic motive nehind hi.-: treatment of the Senate and his 
hatred for ^ordus. It is the historian who exooses the ill and 
perpetuates the «e»aory of the good (II. 312-31?; III. 455-460). The 
explanation for ^iberiua 1 anger was that in ovsraha iowinr. his reputation 
with praise of his ancestors, Cordup taxed the present state of Home, 
ind that, moreover, thij »as done for politically ulterior motives - 
the restoration of the republic. Finally it was a desire for 
immortality which motivated -Tiberius as it did ^ordus (I. )99-502; 
III. 460). Only their i:ean« for seeding it were different.  'ejanuo, 
likewise, had statues erected in his honor throughout the city (V. ?68- 
776). ^uch envy of others ano the gre-t drive for a Ic-stinf name can 
motivate in leau obvious but no lee:-; devastating v.-ays. Tiberius labored 
in the shado.v of Augustus ana the t>chiever,<jnt of the \ a>: ^oraana. He 
could not aic^ept the f ct that AUj-ustus* fai-e ooulu not DG duplicated.
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By policy he attempted to achieve what he could not achieve openly, 
deeper motivea existed behind the surface ones.
Jonson did not overlap one final category: fear. It was fear 
of Agrippina and fear of the Senate which made ^'ioerius angry (II. 
163-^67)* Macro entered in the fourth act, unexpectedly, to unburden 
his mind on the dangers to himself which Sejanus* return to Tiberius* 
favor would hold. *>ince he had begun an action against Sejanus it 
was necessary that he finish it quickly or risk losing all. It was a 
matter of taking the advantage while he had it (IV. 89-92), which he 
pronounced in words echoing -ejanua 1 own to Tiberius: ";>tay till they 
strike at Caesar. Then their crime/Kill be enough, but late, and out 
of time/For him to punish" (II. 202-204). ~ejanus advised Tiberius, 
"Whoa hatred frights,/i-et him not dream on sov*reignty" (II. 1?4). 
Here is a doctrine ^ejanua himself could believe in. i*ear the end 
Macro's appearance in Aome caused o«janus great apprehension. He 
began to sense a plot against himself and called up a larger guard. 
Tet when Macro appeared in person bearing good news Sejanus, through 
sudden relief and wishful thinking, turned too gullible. f ull uf new 
hope he scorned his fear inviting fire to strike him if «ver he should 
be fearful again since, "<ho fears, is worthy of calamity" (V. 399)* 
In these ana many like instances Joneon revealed the causes of political 
behaviour in terms of human affections, how they grew and were expressed- 
obliquely by -Tiberius, impulsively by Agrippina, deliberately by 
Sejanus. Jonson did not look outside of the scope of such political 
motivations but piled example upon example until the habits of the 
political mind became clear.
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Bacon approved such studies by both poets and historians because 
between them they possessed special insights into human nature and the 
 kills for research. The findings of such inquiries should form the 
knowledge-basis for a system of rewards and punishments upon which 
governments are founded. It is the responsibility of government to 
advance a system of coercive measures whereby men are controlled 
through their hopes and fears. Bacon adopted balance of power measures 
between contending parties as a workable solution. &ut for Jonson, the 
analysis of private motive came to more than the facts upon which laws 
must be based. It came to the vision of a world in which all political 
actions could be reduced to the level of greed, pride, ambition Mhich, 
once turned loose, would destroy urbane life. ^he aar^ laments 
accumulate as the play progresses.
0 Jovei
Anat will become of ua v or of the times, 
When to be high or noble are made crimes? 
*hen land and treasure are moat dangerous faults? IV. 127-130.
/ The special irony here ia that those words are employed by a man in
deceit to lure a good w <rthy man to spean treason and ao remova his
, \
and confiscate hi a goods. "hen it comes to an analysxci of political
measures such as \the balance of powers Jonaon is no more optimistic.
I \ 
Jonson discovers a situation where mixed government is only
ostensibly pr«o«nt. In uo«e one power faction was helpless oecau^e
r'l S-'lj '
/• ;'l
decadent, the other tyrafin-.ua because corrupt ana ambitious. The
remaining forces contending for pow«r were not equal. i'iberiua held
the trump curd and used i olicy for hie ov;n ends by raising M^cro
t<
against oeJanus. "Th€ proof we'll give,/That, while tv.o poisons
wrestle, we raay live" (III. 653-654). Kacro it "le^c apt for trust*'
f ( 
than any one else yet "need doth allow/What choice would not" (III.
650-651). Therefore, Tiberius adopts a policj which Bacon condone^ as 
needful to government, as needful as it w s to a roan in Keeping his 
passiqns on an equilibrium.
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Jonson is d«ft in his assessment of policy and in making it emerge 
from a narration of given historical situations and through dramatic 
development. He introduces speculations upon policy preceding the 
actual practices in order to keep the audience informed. Tiberius' 
letter follows Lepidus* fourth-act predictions. By mingling honours 
with punishments ^'iberius makes the general opulace nervous with 
regard to Sejanus (IV. 423-^25)  The reason for such delay, such 
devious measures is that Tiberius needed to keep oejanua in his service 
for a period of time sufficient for him to devour the senatorial party* 
Meanwhile, <Jt~janus had amassed a formidable entourage of supporters* 
They were saying of him before the last senate meeting."Caesar is but
the rector of an isle,/He of the eapire" (V. 489-^0). But the great\
"staggering rout11 Tiberiuu could still control, "nd once they were 
insecure or angry, they were capable of destroying in the same day the 
man they would h^ve proclaimed their emperor (V. 800-80**). 3ejanus 
fell by the same technique of policy which he had earlier taught to 
Tiberius for purposes of dispatching Agrippina.
The course must be to let 'em still awell up,
Hiot and surfeit on blind Fortune's cup;
tiive 'em more place, more dignities, more style;
Call 'em to court, to senate: in the while,
Take from their strength some one or twain or more
Of the main fautors   it will fright the store -
And by some by-occasion. Thus, with sleight
You shall disarm them first, and they, in night
Of their ambition, not perceive the train.
Till in the engine they are caught and slain." (II. 260-269).
Tiberius hired Macro to lure SeJanus' guards away while catering to 
his ego. It worked perfectly, oejanua went do*n as a traitor, that 
cafch-all term, jUot as he had trapped others* There is irony but 
there is no real justice. The crowds art? ever the same "staggering 
rout". Jonson reveals the psychology of the nob succinctly. >fter 
they tear Sejanus apart, the> turn dull and stupid, even claim o 
is innocent and wish him alive again (V. 883-88?)  Meanwhile, the
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very senators who rallied around oejanus, swing immediately to Macro's 
party shouting ".Liberty, liberty, liberty! Lead on I/And praise to 
Macro, that hath saved rfomel" (V. 7^7-749). ^or Jonson, history, as 
he found it, never ceased pointing out its own ironies.
Choice of a period, the assessment of causes, the axioms of 
history produced not a theory of government but a vision of political 
 an which incorporated systems and reduced all to intrigue and lawlessness*
Agrippina experienced a world where,
No innocence is safe,
When power contests. Nor can they trespass more, 
Whose only being was all crime before. (IV.
Bacon speaks of a system of rewards and punishments but such systems in 
existence do not necessarily mean justice* oilius as*ed rhetorically 
whether the Senate thought he *a. unaware that "This boast of law, and 
law, is but a form, /A net of Vulcan's filing, a mere engine/To take that 
life by a pretext of justice/Which you pursue in malice?" (III. 244-247). 
The suggestion was made early that some form of protest be mounted 
(I. 425-429), but no course lay open which did not entail death. 
It is then that the concept of fortune applies, not ao cause, but as 
a metaphor f^r the uncertainty which comes from the "whirl of men's 
affections'* (V. 702-704). A certain irrationality uroods over all 
which Jonson has explained in causal terms both personal and political. 
Apicata, bereft of her innocent children, intones the final gloom, not 
that Sejanua had been slain, but that ^ivia, Lygdus, ^udemua and the 
rest of the parasites and informers lived to seek new advantageous 
connections (V. 873-875)* Kacro survived to be the "prodigy" of the 
next age, the same #ho gave the young girl to the hangman to be raped 
before she was slain (V. 851-854). The imagery of that final 
narration is of deformity and chaos. let Jonson does not play upon
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 motion* which thrill and forget* The presence of evil is calculated 
for the nind to grasp.
XII
Jonson's analysis of political history wa.-s carried out at the 
constitutional level as well. Two important priaoiples familiar to 
sixteenth-century politioal writers form the constitutional frame of 
reference in the play. xo give all power to the monarch without any 
checks and balances is to invite a tyrant to rule. Mo man with absolute 
power will retrain uncorrupted by it. In wartime, according to Sir 
Thomas ^mith, it nay be necessary to grant auch unlimited authority 
butt "in time of peace* the same is verie daungerous, as«ell to him 
that doth use it, and much more to the people upon whom it is used: 
whereof the cause is the frailtie of mans nature, which (as Plato
saith) cannot abide or beare Ion, that absolute and uncontrowled
159 authoritie, without spelling into too much pride and insolencie".
x-liaabethana were not unaware of the dangers of tyranny and knew, too, 
that kings had more power to ravage their own countries than any other 
threat. "They have the name of authority, the shadow of laws, the pens
and tongues of infinite at the.r comniandement. ^hey may print or
1^0 
publish what they like, suppress what they list." Moreover, it
was understood that there was a causal connection between the public 
performance and the private life of a monarch.' "One thing only is 
impossible, and that is, to dissociate the reactions of the sovereign's
private xife from that of his subjects, or fail to recognize the
161 influence exercised thereby on Anguish history." Tyranny was ever
a threat where no efficient powers held the ruler in check, oilius 
knew that it was tyrannous consent which allowed his f ircical trial
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to proceed (III. 230-232)* A tyrannous exercise of power had stripped 
the Senate of its legal functions. Tiberius had no hindrances to his 
attac/v upon the leading families of Rome whom he envied, ana nothing 
to prevent him from leaving Hone in the hands of an upstart while he 
pursued his lusts at Caprae (IV. 403-409)  A tyrant meant oppression 
and disaster for the entire state and such tyranny was possible because 
men *,o once held power - the gentry, consuls, praetors and senators - 
found it easier to capitulate before Tiberius' requests, flatter and 
turn servile than to resist (I. 42-53)   ' hese were the men "that 
within these fourscore years were born/Free, equal lords of the 
triumphed world,/And Knew no masters but affections;'1 (I. 59-61)- 
The second principle waa equally binding upon the political 
consciousness. It was the d ty of all subjects to obey their princes 
and magistrates even if they were tyrants. "Let every soul submit 
himself unto the authority of the higher powers. There is no power but
of God: the powers that be are ordained of (*od. "hosoever therefore
162 
resisteth the power, r^aisteth the ordinance of God." From a icore
political point of view it was argued that a tyrant was better than mob 
rule. A King in any form was better than no Kin, . Political 
leaders and divines inveighed incessantly against rebellion. 
Archbishop whitgift preached such a sermon at St. Pauls on Nov. the 
1?» 158>t "Being the Anniversary Day of Queen ^liaabeth'a Coming to
the Crown," in which he taught "that obedience is of necessity; and
16^ that all Christians ought to obey." * Admonitions like this one can
be found in tracts and treatises throughout the Tudor period. Under 
no circumstances could action be taken against a king. To topple him 
was to invite mob rule or a worse tyrant in his place. Sabinus
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demonstrated his loyalty when Latiaris the spy baited him with 
suggestions of rebellion.
*Twere better stay
In lasting darkness and despair of day. 
No ill should force the subject undertake 
Against the sovereign, more than hell should make 
The gods do wrong. A good man should and must 
flit rather down with loss than rise unjust. (IV. 161-166)
Arruntius hoped that Tiberius would remain in office even though he 
had "foregone/The dignity and power" (I. 2Mf-246), rather than that 
Sejanus should come to rule. The Tudore had no acceptable constitutional 
remedies for this conflict in interests and political doctrines. The 
same conflict can be found in all theories of mixed government 
(including the Koman diarchy). dhere citizens are placed at the 
mercy of the princeps, his will becomes their fate. Jonaon does not 
refute or amend* The conflict is fixed in the play as a fact of history 
and of political theory* '^hese are the doctrines which men must hold 
in a perpetual state of contradiction, though their lives and destinies 
are attached to them. In the condition of the ^oman constitution 
Jonson found both a cause and a symptom of the decline of Homan liberty.
^he fault was both in the corruption of the morals of the 
nobility and in the conditions of the contract the people of ^ome had 
made with their rulers. Jonson established the impasse in the terms 
of the pacturn subJectionis, a pact "whereby various social units 
yielded up their power to a chosen authority." Sir Thomas Smith,
speaking of this topic, said that it was the error of the Homan people
165 to "conferre their power and authority unto Caesar wholly."
According to the contractualists any fault in the system was due to 
the shortsightedness of the original contractors. Once powers were 
given away, human greed could ta^e advantage of the agreement and
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abuse the weaker parties. Xet the irrevocable contract had to be 
defended, ±he people gave up their rights in exchange for promised 
protection and the administration of law by "cession or graunt: for 
ao the rtomans by the law of royaltie , oelded all their authoritie in
government to the Prince ... /Neither is he agnine at pleasure to be
166 
admitted to that, which once bee did thinke fit to renounce."
Tet there were forces which compelled the *omans to this course. 
"Tacitus reporteth that certaine wise men discoursing of the life of 
Augustus after his death, affirmed rightly, that ther was no other 
meane to appease the discordes of the state, but by reducing it under
1^*7
the governeaent of one." These disorders of state Jonson placed at 
the core of his exposition. All the citizens of uome were bound to the 
conditions of that contract, though its corruption had not oeen antici- 
pated*
... when the tomans first did yield themselves
To one man's power, they did not mean their lives,
Their fortunes, and their liberties should be
absolute .spoil, as purchased by the sword. (IV. 167-170)
£>abinus Knew the irrevocable conditions of that contract and submitted 
to them.
The imperfections of the Homan constitution were of great 
importance to the Jonsonian draft of the Woman political world, 
imperfections endemic to all constitutional or ostensibly constitutional 
monarchies. "here men find themselves committed to constitutional 
courses upon which they mu-t stake their lives and reputations, systems 
themselves become the inevitabilities upon which tragic plots may be 
based. Here was an example of history providing a crisis incapable 
of being reduced to axioms for purposes of adjusting the laws of reward 
and punishment. In short, Jonson saw in the habitual practices of greed 
and ambition, combined with constitutional imbalances, the substance not
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only of political analysis but of a tragic vision. Ihe important 
factor is that Jonson proceeded to hia view of the central constitutional 
conflict through the act ho da of historical research, icon's methods 
pertain to Jonaon'a conceptualization of the historical narrative. As 
a poet he dealt with those compound human energies which determine 
political action. As an historian he structured hia plot in such a 
way that political conflict was revealed in the context of constitutional 
principles. The satiric effect of political history is dependent upon 
the fact that the social and political principles which govern man 
contain ironic dimensions. Secondly, the effect depends upon a standard 
of judgement outside the logic of the events themselves by which the 
action can be assessed. When ^e Janus urges, for ulterior motives, that 
the "State is enough to make th» act just, them guilty" (II. 173), we 
are chilled by so brutal a form of logic. *et reconsideration is 
required when, for the good of the commonwealth, oejanus 1 dersise is 
determined by the same principle. I'he differences between satiric 
ridicule and legitimate reasons of state logic are not always easy to 
determine.
It is not impossible to back up from this play and read Tiberius' 
actions and decisions with regard to *grippina, "ejanus, Macro as 
shrewd, precalculated tactics necessitated by a concern for hia own 
safety and the good of th« state. Injustices done to such as °ilius 
are a matter of nisfortunate waste. When Tiberius says,
Princes have still their grounds reared with themselves,
Above the poor law flats of common men,
And who will search the reasons of their acts
Must stand on equal bases. (I.
he is within his rights as ruler. Such a principle was a Tudor 
commonplace. God placed kings in the seat of rule, "And in that 
place he hath sat prices, who as represttntours of his image unto men,
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be would haue to bt reputed in the auprtm & moat high rourae, fe to
excel among al other humane creatures ... and that the sane princes
168 
reign e by his authoritie. " Tet no statement ia absolute. £ven
this doctrine depends upon a context, for where a ruler is but 
merely "lip-good" he then may employ the soundest truths in the most 
hypocritical manner. This discrepancy gives rise to satiric response. 
After this statement by ^iberius, Arruntius could not keep his peace; 
only his frxends held him bao&. Thus, the mo*t literal statements of 
humility and service are at the same time the moat deliberate forma 
of policy (at best) or hypocrisy.
Tiberius. Heturn the lords this voice: we are their creature, 
And it is fit a good and honest prince, 
Ahom they, out of their bounty, have instructed 
Kith so dilate and absolute a power, 
 Should owe the office of it to their service, 
go^d of all and tver^ citizen. (I. 4j,9
This is Jjnson's subtlest form of satire. Tiberius mentions that 
very contract by which he hcid been granted absolute power, reminding 
the fenute that he meant to employ it to their benefit* It is a 
model display of cunning, masquerading in the form of a reaf firmation 
of constitutional order, ~ilius has already warned, "If this man/^ad 
but a mind allied unto his words, /How blest a fate were it to us, and 
Rome I" (1. 400-^02). Satire is the re/suit of this perspective.
The theory in defense of the satiric in "objective" history is 
the sat-.e as the theory which explains how axioms emerge from fact. 
Thin i ft extreme, things deceitful, things cruel expose themselves 
automatically. It is in the writer* s interest to enhance, as he can, 
those inherent implications after the fact. £o often for Jonson it 
was a matter of emphasising the apparent gaps between statement and 
deed, between constitutional description and actuality. u na. Eliis- 
Termor romanced that in The Prince "there are passages ... set forth 
in all good faith, that re^d li*e Swift at the height of his irony
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there ia something shocking in the power, the calmness and tht 
unapologetic simplicity of their aetting-forth". ^ Machiavelli did 
not intend this ambivalent reading, but in ^ejanua the accurate 
historiography was a controlled factor which Jonson used for his 
purposes as an artist. This same deliberate factual "setting forth" of 
the new historiography was the most suitable method for Jonson*s satiric 
purposes. let the satiric method was also a technique whereby the 
purposes of political history cou^d be revealed. The relationship is 
complex. In Jonson's case, "truth of argument" meant not only mechanical 
accuracy in the reporting of facts, but good judgement in reporting the 
innate axioms to be drawn from facts* Satire was both a means of 
indicating the many ways in which men do not join their deeds to 
their words and a form of implied judgement based upon a vision of 
perfection which the imperfections of the revealed political world 
uuggest. *his was a significant cementing of the concerns and 
techniques of the two disciplines.
Moreover, where Jonson found satire he also found a tragic vision
and for the same reasons. Bacon, following Bodin^argued for the
170 
utility of political history. Montaigne commended Tacitus because
his workvws a Hnursery of ethical and political dissertations, for the
benefit and improvement of those who hold a place in the management of
171 the world." Jonson would not deny this goal for history, but the
artist in him saw a dimension of the tragic because of the non- 
 tliorable aspects of the political existence both in terms of human 
nature and in terms of systems, truths as empirically verifiable as 
any other in terms of historical evidence. An "essay 1 * on the 
inevitable iaperfectibility of political man is inherent in the 
structure of the play. Jonson's Home was essentially the same as 
Tacitus* t the grand state which had been plunged into a power struggle
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and witch hunt from which it would never recover, tteJanus' struggle 
for the throne wae caat against a decadent society whose "epic" 
decline was causally linked with Sejanus' predatory manoeuvres. A 
self-contained account, it yet pointed to all sirilarly guilty ages. 
It was not Koire in the clutches of fate or providence but in the 
clutches of itc own moral excesses. All the individual acts of greed 
and treachery culminated in a tableau of national deterioration. It 
was, therefore, n:tural for Terentius to conclude from all that had 
happened:
0 you whose Binds are good,
And have not forced all mankind from your breasts, 
That yet have so much etock of virtue left 
To pity guilty states, when they are wretched; 
Lend your soft ears to hear, and eyes to weep 
Deeds done by men, beyond the acts of furies. V. 753-758.
Tp include with political analysis tragic lament, and to make the whole 
state the object of that reflection is not out of keeping with the 
purposes of history aa they were conceived by the Romans. Tacitus I 
have discussed at length for his gloom, his tragic propensities. For 
him, politics and misfortune go together. By definition as a political 
being, man is destined for conflict and struggle. It is in the nature 
of power itself to lead to corruption. "One learns from Tacitus how
to conduct oneself under a tyranny, 'i'he only way to transcend the
172 historical situation is to try to understand ho* it has come to be."
The study of history is a study of causes and in understanding 
cornea the possibility of transcendence. But here the thinker must 
choose between practical courses, a political meliorism in the manner 
of B&con or a pessimistic philosophical retreat in the manner of 
Tacitus. Thus, another of the potential lessons taught by history must 
be patience. Jonson cannot suggest that policy should be beaten by 
policy. In certain situations it is neither honorable nor to any
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avail* In Agrippina'a case political frustration prefigurta the tragic
Or shall we do some action like offense,
To mock their studies, that would make us faulty,
And frustrate practice by preventing it?
The danger's like, for what they can contrive
They will make good. (IV.
Or again when *rruntiua asks Lepidus by what arts he had avoided 
persecution, he replies,
Arts, Arruntius?
None but the plain and passive fortitude 
To suffer and be silent; (IV. 293-295)
Because fortune still plays her part in history no matter how
carefully studied, men must seek refuge through integrity and patience.
173&ven Montaigne believed that fortune was a binding principle. In
Guicciardini there is an "atmosphere of resignation". Fortune is no 
causal agent, but she remains an apt metaphor for what transpires in a 
world of policy and deceit. Polybius states the two attitudes toward 
the political life side by side and does not seek to choose one above 
the other. History is the best area of study for practical affairs 
"since there is no more ready corrective of conduct than knowledge of
the past." Tet the "only method of learning how to bear bravely the
175 
vicissitudes of fortune, is to recall the calamities of others. 0
The one is a statement leading to reforms, the other to endurance. 
Because history possessed these dual purposes Jonson remained 
within the sphere of "practical" political history even in going beyond 
utilitarian aims to history as contemplation and consolation. It was not 
in his interests to deny the validity of practical meliorism. But 
where forces came to a deadlock the "poet" began to see and formulate 
the ironies. It is at this juncture that the patterns of history and 
of art begin to overlap. It is the same skepticism which makes a man 
a good historian that also prevents him from accepting too readily, 
optimistic visisns of progress and the meliorability of man.
Not many writers formulated theories of history which 
encompassed this s^nse of the tragic in political system, but there 
were contemporary writers *ho provided descriptions of the violation 
of human liberties because of injustices built into th* political 
structure. (It ia at this range of concern that the play can be moat 
readily felt as a political statementj it is also a response which can 
bring the writer into the greatest trouble. -h t is generally lamented 
in the nature of things, revealed through specific examples, is easily 
interpreted as a direct attach upon a specific contemporary ill.)
Hooker, the writer who in ^OOA VIII of hio Of the IJLWB of 
Ecclesiastical rolit.y found no solutions to the constitutional 
question, asserted that,
Almost the only complaint in ail men's mouths and not 
without great c&u&e, is, "There i« no Justice." The 
cure of which evil, because all men do even give only 
in utter despair that ever any remedy can be devised to 
help a sore so far gone; seeing there is no hope that 
men will ceasv to offer it resiaineth, that we 
study with patience how to suffer wrongs and injuries 
being offered.1?6
Hooker also argued his way bacx. to those insoluble contradictions 
which, contested or unccnte&ted, meant suffering. . ojA.er defended 
Christian consolation &s a peace-keeping means where there was no 
help. ?et he saw patience as a necessity where such political 
circumstances were tit cause. Other sixteenth-century writers could 
represent the conditions of their own times in terms iaentical to 
Arruntius.'
hay I think,
And not be racked? fthat danger is't to dream, 
Talk in one's sleep, or cough? #ho &no*s the law? 
May'1 shake mj head v.itrout a comment? ~<ay 
it rains, or it hoi at, up, and not be thrown 
Upon the Gtaonies? (IV. 304-309)
Biahop i-oynet employed similar rhetorical figures to ex t reos his 
pliglit as a man of religious convictions not tolerated in England.
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If a man kepe bis houae, and meddle in nothing, 
than aball it he sayed, that he fretteth at the state. 
If he cote abrodo and speajte to any other,/further'with it 
is taken for a iuate oonspioacie faic}. If he aaye nothing, 
and shewe a aery countenaunce, it is a token, that he despiceth 
the gouernement. If he lolce sorowfully, than he laaenteth 
the state of his countreye, how many so euer befor any cause 
committed to prison, are not only asked, but be racked also to 
shewe whether he be pryuia to their doingea. If he departe, 
bioause he wold lyue quietly, than is he proclaimed an open 
enemye. A'o be shorte, ther is no doing, no gesture, no 
behaueour, no place can preserue or defende innocency against 
suche a gouernours crueltie .... 1 ?7
Ail further identifications, all further aspects of history as
*V 
allegory, the politic^historian is compelled to deny, i.'e does not
need to aim his history. It speaks for itself and speaks of political 
oppression, loss of freedom, the threats of monarchy, the very necessity 
of denying oneoeli' as a thinking, .intelligent individual as a measure 
of self-preservation. Jonoon deals with civil liberties as a general 
issue seeing both the necessity far rage and silence, seeing it in the 
terms of an historical situation in an advanced state. Latiaris, the 
bounty-hunter, states the issue most succinctly while baiting fcabinus 
to his death. To try for true liberty is treason of the first order. 
Joneon never tired of the irony.
Latiaris* Rethinks the genius of the ^ornan race
Should not be so extinct, but that bright flame
Of liberty might be revived again -
<vhich no good man but with his life should lose -
And we not sit like spent and patient fools,
otill puffing in the dark at one poor coal,
Held on by hope, till the last spark, is out. (IV. 1*t2-48)
Here is the eternal question because Jonson sau in these words a 
noble course and the rhetoric of rebellion. Jonson sought no platforms; 
the play is, in its careful structuring, rather, a work of poise, 
context and qualification which reveals tha tragedy of helplessness 
through a necessary reservation of judgement.
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XIII
There is yet one further dimension which goes beyond either 
satiric diatribe or tragic experience. The play offers not only the 
tragedy of a state but a more pervasive recognition that the idea of 
state is the first cause in all political activity. This is the 
primary axiomatic principle of the life of "modern" nations. It is 
a concept inherent in the new history and its interests. Again 
Mac hi a ire Hi was the Kenaissance formulator of the idea. It was 
understood that states have their o <n courses and principles of 
development and that it was the duty of every governor and citizen to 
serve the interests of that state. A free life for a state meant that 
it ifluttt follow the dictates of its own raison d'etat. Jonson's
themes, both in his satiric and tragic elements would appear to be 
traiditional defenses of the ethics, law, and justice without which 
a state cannot offer a civilized and urbane existence. But raison 
d'etat also implies that the state which is an impersonal entelechy, 
a higher good than any of its parts, must sometimes overrule moral 
scruples in men and rulers for the sa*e of preserving the power 
necessary for its own preservation. The .separation between the ethics 
of personal behaviour and of the state became a central issue in 
renaissance political theory. Friedrich Meinecke ha« called the two 
principles, "Kratos" and "Ethos 0 and has found both present in and 
essential to the life of all complex states. It *.^s the duty of the 
historian not to reduce the problematical aspects involved, but to
describe the preponderance of one principle over the other in every
178 
society under consideration. The idea of state produced an
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awareness that "what is good in the world of politics is entirely 
unrelated to and generally the opposite of uhut makes for goodness in 
the moral life". 179
The moralist could point out that raison d'e'tat w,.e merely a 
guise under uhich anbitious con sought power, an idea suited only to 
exploitation by the corrupt* This was the substance of the complaint 
against Machiavelli by Qentillct. It was the political science of 
Florer.ce which w;~3 biased for the brutal tactics of Catherine d*Medici 
of France and the St. Bartholomew Day Massacre of 1372. Rule for the 
sane of preserving the powers of the etate as an unchecked principle 
appeared intolerable, ^ccause men are by n ture ever subject to 
temptation, po>,er itself becoinos a riak and ** cur..e. But froc an 
equally basic r cint of view, tha evil io not fixed in men alone but 
in the state system itself. It is the eternal paradox that "the State 
must do e/il. Certainly, moral feeling has rebelled against this 
anomaly time and time again - but witiout any historical consequence. 
It is the uoat frightful and staggering fwct of world history, that
therm ia no hope of aaicing raJU sally moral the human community
181 itself which encloses and comprehends all other communities.-... "
Joason's play sceias to waver between these two points of view. 
Jonson recognised the incontrovertible fact of state causes and 
conceived of is duty, as an historian, to preserve that truth without 
pursuing false resolutions, without reconstructing the world in a 
more ideal state* aist^rioal reconstruction was a form of pure 
contemplation, its morality guaranteed not by its censure but by 
its accuracy, ^eyoni tragedy and satire there w,s the political 
historian in control of the recognition that the idea of state as
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primary cause tbrusta ideological impasse, corruptio^ into the life of 
state* Meinecke clained that historical writing which to&es raiaon d'etat 
into consideration can have no ir. tended aorals, but that if such a
history is achieved without didacticism "there will oe no lack of
182 
resulting effects of a moral kind."
Jonson, as an historian, left this iseue in a suspended state 
within the play as the basic axiom of t:;e political life. On one 
side it was believed that the man who had mastered himself and Christian 
morality would make the greatest prince. Arruntiua stated that 
Tiberius' debaucheries made him "An emp'ror only in his lusts" (IV. 376). 
On the other it was believed that the man who had gained complete control 
over his moral scruples in order to better defend the utate would make 
the better prince. When Sejanus asked Tiberius, "Do policy and state
forbid it?" he answered "iMo" (II. 171), though it meant the murder or
\
exile of relatives; Jonson revealed how essential that contest was to 
ttoman political j-ife and to the ,tud, of all political history. 
That state is happiest where the will to power for the ruling 
magistrates coincides with the interests of the state. The 
difficulty of distinguishing juat from ambitious motives in the 
context of the state fs one of Jonson's principal concerns.
The remarkable achievement in Jonson*s play is that reasons of 
state are not automatically identified with the ambitions of corrupt 
men. The state is recognized aa the given principle of government, 
as a legitimate cause surmounting all other rival definitions of
society. This premise leads to those ambiguities from which both
«QZ 
political analysis and dramatic conflict are drawn. ^ The power
drive may be for the good of the greatest number yet may, in the 
process, deprive a significant portion 01 the population of their
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freedoms. The very men who *r« oppressed will be guided in their 
Actions by an equivalent sense of duty to the state, th<*t greater 
replacing religious objectives through which men hope to gain 
immortality. The concepts of good and evil accrue but in a new 
scheme of values which are at all times relative to the ever changing 
condition of the state. Jjnaon reveals how those values snift with 
each new circumstance, where at one oint "rruntiua must call Tiberius 
a "monster" because he is "forfeited to vice" (lv. 37,;), yet at another 
mu t praise hia f r his deceptiveneeo; "i than* hitt., there 1 looked 
for *t. A good foxl" (V. 566). 'ortune becomes the "ciestiny" which 
raieon d'etat dictates according to its own principles, *et, it is a 
world based upon cause anJ effect which i > i&ysterious only while wills 
remain unexpressed or undiscloBed. in this context Jonson discovers 
new "laws" of history, that power blindly exercised will not always 
destroy itself and that elemental power impulses can be curbed only 
by greater po*er or by making those impulses coincide with the west 
interests of the state. It is the nature of states to exist outside 
of the realm of pure ju tice. Power will always corrupt. Yet the 
alteration of systems will not invariably overcome this difficulty* 
Thus, statesmen who recognize the principles of state will submit to 
the maladies of the statue quo. The results of this understanding 
are represented in two waya in the play, ^here is an inclination 
toward tragic recognition, but inextricably fused with it is a 
renewed philosophy of personal conduct resembling atoician, which 
is an adjustment to the raison d'etat concept of politics.
The difference marked by Jonson f s historiography was that he 
allowed the idea of utate as first cause, an idea demonstrable in the
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practices of state under Tiberius* iHute beo,xrae the idea, the f ,rc« 
and the politic*! reality which caused all historical change. UJL! 
states have in c -ramon raison d'etat principles and paradoxes in so 
far as each state see&a its own best good. Thir> is the universal 
dimension in political history which altered the rrethods of 
historiography. It is the universal aspect of Jonson'a play, a 
discovery far more important than an individual application of history 
or an identification of an Elizabethan Sejanus in the bar! of i-eaex. 
HIt is the easence and the principal tas£ of the modern Historic!etc to 
grasp the individual pattern of historical humanity, but yet at the 
sane tine tj apprehend its timeless core, the general e-ersent in its 
vital laws, the universal element present in its connections. I 
have borrowed heavily from friedrich Meinecke's thesis to illustrate 
the extent to which Jonr,on f view of historical events penetrates to 
the core of political causation in ten./ of the idea of state. It is 
this aided dissension of understanding which accounts for its political 
interests, its intentional suspension of judgement, the ethical outlook 
of the entire work.. It provides a theoretical account of the origins 
of the tragic, satiric and stoic elements rising out of the 
circumstances of history. Haieon d'etat ia an explanation of the 
value system pertaining to states which renaissance thinkers, 
following Machiavelli^ began to recognise as a systerr apart from 
conventional ethics ^nd cosmology. Jonson'o play ii> tne drama of 
th/«t ne* model of reality which reveals the tragic implications 
inherent in political ayate^a even while regaining a true and 
"objective" history of first century Home.
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XIV
"All historical writing waa unaerstojj to ue to some extent 
Allegorical, even when the subject was Persia, "ome or ancient Britain, 
and since the historian's avowed purpose was t- .net rue t hi., own aj,e,
he could not be aurpriaeu if people aonetiir.ea made identifications
18s 
that he would have preferred then to avoid". It was the new
historiographer's intention to remove himself beyond the range of 
this kind of attacn. Jonson could claim, even for his totally f active 
comedies, that he pointed at no individuals in the c.*.u^ that no "Kirror 
of Magistrates is meant by the Justice" no "Lady by the Pi gf;e- woman"
or "conceal *d States-man, by the Seller of Mouse -trap pea, ;nd so of
186 the rest"in his Bartholomew Fay re. Jonson had to guard against
the "polltique ricKlocke of the Scene" even more so in 3e Janus. It 
was by following t> critical, scholarly method that he rae ,nt to s.: ve 
himself from "those common torturers that bring all wit to the rac&; 
who^e noses are ever like swine spoiling and rooting up the muses' 
gardens ... " ("To the Kea.ier*?", 11. 26-28) There was danger in 
specificity as there was in vagueness. ~ut the careful historian 
had the integrity of his scholarship ae aefense against accusations 
of biting the present age. ^he techniques of the new historiography 
introduced virtually unassailable oceans through which the critic could 
deal with those oolitical issues which earlier defied treatment.
The major challenge to the playwright as in adopting his 
medium to the treatment of political history. A. F. bollard, 
speaking as an historiographer, claims that it can not be done, or 
at least that it was not ccompiished by the English Renaissance 
dramatists: "Mo period of English literature has less to io with
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politic* than that during which English letters reached their zenith; 
and no English writer'a attitude towards the questions, with which 
alone political history is concerned, is more obscure or leas
j
important than *hakeapeare*B." Pollard then proceeds to 
definitions. Authentic history "deals with societ>?t*. and includes
such matter as constitutional and economic development and the growth
188 
of ideas, which cannot be represented on the stage." Moreover,
"politics in fact are seldom successful on the stupe, because 
dramatic action must be prompt and individual, while movement of
political forces, like the ebb and flow of the ocean, is determined
189 by inert and voiceless masses." Of course, there are men on the
other side such as Christopher Marrie who contend that political 
science itself was in such early stages in the Renaissance that poets 
and essayists were among the le<*Jers who established the political 
ideals of the a*e. 19° But Pollard's thesis remains valid. The Tudor 
Monarchy wao so strong that few ever challenged it. There was hardly 
any acceptable medium for discuasing it. Self government and related 
ideas were alien concepts; "public opinion seeaas to have been as 
indifferent to parliamentary questions of privilege and prerogative
as it was susceptible to the aiterary and dramatic impulse of the
191 
age." Theories of political and social structure were rare and
even less frequently descriptive, 5tron*t patriotic urges held the 
commonweal by its singular spirit and the dramatists were inclined to 
exploit that mood and little more. The new historiography had themes 
of its own by dint of the very techniques it employed. It tended to 
favor parliamentary and republican systems because it challenged the 
cosmology upon which monarchy was based and because it poasessed the 
means for assessing tyranny as well as treason. Jonson's rendering of
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history conctrned itself with constitutional conflicts ami the larger 
cycles of government which were the matters of true political history* 
Such studies were multi-faceted and had to be studied from as many 
angles as possible before judgement could be introduced, *<«w 
analytic and narrative techniques were required merely to approach 
that body of knowledge.
The difficulties which Jonjon overcame in investing his play with 
the advantages of pro^e narrative I which "say double bac^ upon and 
interrupt itself fur pur uw«s of analysis) display his remarkable 
inventive skills yet result in proving the* truth of Pollard* j words
that "Politics ... art- seldom successful on the stage because dramatic
192 
action rcust be prompt and individual. 41 He is able to suggest the
widest range of coffifl>eatt>r.> by having actions related before they happen 
in the form of speculation, or by announcing the oUiUiti.s oT a character 
in advance of his appearance. &« introduces conversation between 
half-choric senators on the condition of Home before the emperors 
and upon Tioeriue 1 mysterious policy, .tith a remarkable de&re« of 
aptness and cogency. More of the material needed to cucnpi«te the 
essay on political activity, he incorporates in the form of "ilius 1 
self-defense, Latiaria* baiting of Sabinus, Arruntius 1 outraged attacK 
upon Tiberius, combining dramatic actions with political content. 
But there is BO much of a narrative nature iro^ such a variety of 
parties in the form of invective, debate, prediction, nostalgic 
memory and sheer soliloquy, that true dramatic action ie rare: a 
slap, a o_sonint in r re aration, the aove.:.ent^ of various parties
t
across the stage, a fe* spying ecenes, a secret meeting in a garden, 
a pair of c-urt trials, a rel^e.iy^t> ai-ectacie in the fifth act and a 
final congregation of the Senate. Sejanus is far closer at times to
a "dramatic poem" than J on eon may have intended. ->here history is 
conceived as a progression of events in tine, drama is suited to relate 
such actions. *here is ia a "Multiple situation furever on the move," 
drama is leas useful. The problem is that analysis "the more it
succeeda in accommodating the multiple, has to help itself by Ignoring
193 the fact of motion." It is not a problem unique to the dramatic
historian but pertains to the writing of all analytic history. 
"Historical research .itself has for a long time been engaged in 
enlarging the known area of the past, finding new topics, subtler 
problems, ramifying roada to understanding, all of which have at the 
very least been complicating the received picture of historical
happenings beyond the point where, it seems, they can be incorporated
19^f into a proper narrative." The degree of Jonaon'a success in
achieving an analytic history is proportional to its failure as 
dramatic spectacle. Coleridge, quoted above, could reduce his 
expectations in order to enjoy these advantages. Few others h:.v« 
been willing to do so.
On the matter of political content Bacon is well aware of the 
hindrances to the new learning. Advancement has a fitful course 
ahead of it in the face of conservatism and fixed ideas. "The human
understanding ia of its own nature prone to suppose the existence of
195 
more order and regularity in the world than it finds." But
skepticism, which ia the precursor to all progress, initiates those 
inquiries which sometimes dislodge old orders and comfortable 
doctrines. Men live by "Idols", false gods in the fore of common- 
places and national myths which fulfil wishes rather than support 
facts. For such reasons men are politically gullible and subject to
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exploitation. Men are more "moved and exoited by affirmatives than by 
negatives" yet th* true student hoi do both a-, ike, in fact t favours the
negative because it ia often the more a*ceptical ana critical of the
196 propositions.
The revolution in historiography *aa based up -./a a o/wepticism which 
left little of the medieval world xntajt. iienry .thouius ouo.-je argued 
that it was only througn such an endeavor th.-t d<fopoti3it aui inequality 
ooula be rooted out. (To argue that poetical tiraea and conditions 
had altered aneaa of beliefs ±na. chut aew political styles played 
upon the ignorance oi ttiose who *still lived envexopcd by tha old 
order ia to say the same toiug in another way*) oitepticism vras the 
only guard against tyranny. "In a .*ord, it is this «hich had remedied 
the three fundamental errors of the olden tin*: error ^ Aaich ,aade the
people, in politics too confiding; ia science too cr«Juuouta; i fi
19? 
religion too intolerant.' 1 This statement corroborates what
A. *. Pollard (citea aoove) said of the Tudor^, and it points out 
the advances in political argument which are suggested J> such a 
WOTK as Se janus. The play is concerned with the moacrit in the 
development of a at ate when u.ibe^t.y ia tlir«;tenad oy extinction 
(IV. 142-1^8). It is a ..or^ which ignores favoured concepts of rule 
and order and exposes the i;mer causes of state .vnxca Tudor 
propagandists had attempted to aeal-ofi* as uutoucaablc. ^uch 
skepticxcm "JLS an abomination co the ignorant; because it disturbs
their lazy coapiaoeut .:indo; because it trouo^e^ their cherished
198 superstitions) because it imposes on theui the Tuti^u* of inquiry."
* or the play this is merely an explanation, not an
history is imbued by siLepticxiiiA ana its range of xutere. <ts and
concentration upon causes eutails trie ''fatigue of in-^uiry" both for the
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vriter and the reader. Skeptical historians produced an imitation 
 ore closely approximating the actual practices of the political 
The results were 30 much the Rore removed from the body of received 
ideas* It need not necessarily have been Jonson'a iabore i scholarship 
which exasperate! his first audience and subsequent readers. It could 
also have been the findings of his history; at the heart of the political 
life he discovered a vicious *nd unresolved contest for power which 
gyrates through endleas revolving cycles of history leaving no exits 
for loan as a political being. H. A. Foakes does argue that Joneon's 
fir^t audience reacted unfavourably to "the revolutionary nature of the
play," because it "pursues the logic of its these to a savage
199 
coACluaian .... " It is at this point that one becoir.es aware of
the significance of the ; 1;.;. as history, for in this regard, it is a 
slice ta.rf.en from the decline of a civilization. It matters little 
that the reader Knows what actually does precede or follow Sejanus* 
adventure. But it is important that the viewer is aware that 
"something" follows and that the play indicates no prospects of justice 
or compensation. The conditions which make oejanus 1 rise possible remain 
at the end: fear, flattery, fickleness, lawlessness, the survival of 
Macro. Both Jonson's skepticism as an historian and his cynicism as 
an observer of the political life made Sejanus a "revolutionary" work, 
ffith regard to its accessibility in the theater, its qualities of 
immediate appeal, Sejanus d.;«s not allow its audience a complete degree 
of familiarity. Jonson's antiquarian exactitude and his rhetorical 
imitations have been cited as grounds for the complaint. Tet there 
are reasons which may be traced to the purposes of the new 
historiography* history must be assimilated in order to be understood, 
yet if it ie too easily assimilated it is taken for part of the self
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and nothing more. Such history has no liberating qualities; it lacks 
the surprises and distance which provoke dialogue and reflection. 
The difficulty with most Elizabeth plays, including the "exotic" 
Homan plays is that they are too Elizabethan in terms of the 
conceptualization of ideas and contexts, feejanus, through the 
methods of research and archaeological reconstruction, achieves a 
distance which exercises the mina and forces it to transpose and 
weigh. T. S. Eliot stated that it is the "laz> readers' fatuity" 
which has caused the play to be slighted. But this is to place 
only in a slightly less favourable light what men from Leonard Digges* 
time to our own have said about the play. *<iiot is right, but, of 
course, audiences have seldom wanted to labour that hard in their 
studies, much less in the theater.
XV
Janus does not exist in a vacuum, inhere art plays before it 
which display a self-conscious internet in politics and the society. 
Marlowe's Tamburlaine plays are still in the heroic tradition, studies 
of a dynamic protagonist engaged in conquest. His Edward II is, by 
comparison, in a new key. The hero cult is aeemphasized in favour of 
the study of intrigue during peace time and the relationship between
 onarchial power and the COIL.;unity, ^here is a disillusionment with
\l 
power and a continual awareness of its corrupting influence.
Machiavellian vertu is a less attainable quality. "ill-power is
i
insufficient to beat fortune. Men are less genuine, perfect leaders
a pointless idealism. Men are too unavoidably shaped by the events
'! • 
and nature \of the times. Moreover, while Marlowe deals with political
failure in fcd»ard II "he is abie to offer no real formula for political
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success." It is this lack of belief in the existence of political
solutions which beco*es the central principle in £ejanua. In 
Marlowe there ia a large degree of skepticism and a use of the 
dramatic form to set out a total political transaction as well as the 
life of a single king. But Marlowe's play is one of the few dramatic
 ones in this vein worth mention. The &oman play tradition, as a 
tradition, is too snatchy and varied to be worth describing for its 
cotcmon properties as political drama. Thomas Kore's History of
*ichard III (c. 1513)« is a work more to the point. More wao inspired 
by the classics, fle used the invented-speech techniques of the 
ancients. The work is skilfully written, full of controlled ironiea, 
fine character sketches and possesses discreet skepticism concerning 
political matters. There ia that same sense of fatednese in More's 
overall assessment of political negotiations and their effects upon 
society which one finds in Jonson. A pointedly factual, yet s&ilfully 
ironic style conceals More*a direct criticism of government. 
N. M. Reese describes the work as a "companion piece to Utopia, in 
being a witty, imaginative, deadly serious condemnation of Renaissance
statecraft, an "'anti-Maehiavel* written before Machiavelli's name
203 
was known." More concentrated aa much upon tyranny as upon
rebellion. That in itself, is of major significance. Dudley's
Tree of ^oaaonwealth (1509-10), was written as a plea for consideration
after having been charged with treason. Tet it contains a list of the
2Q4 
abuses a non-rebellious people must endure under a tyrant. Dudley
hardly dared to level accusations, clear headed as he must have been 
on matters of despotism. These works were two exceptions* In other 
earlier works, set narrative patterns intercepted facts and preshaped 
political thought. Terminology dealing with policy was limited.
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Biographical histories invariably emerged as moral exempla illustrating 
the pride of Ban and the influence of providence. Chronicles were too 
diffuse and lacked causal assessment, political history in literary 
works awaited a fuller development of the techniques of irony and satire.
Conditions were never right during the early seventeenth century 
for the development of a tradition of historical tragedy in the manner 
°f So.leJius. Shakespeare's Coriolanus is, in my opinion, Sejanus* 
worthiest successor* Leicester Bradner said that "Shakespeare's 
Coriolanus is nearer to Jonaon's ScJanus than to his own other Roman 
plays." Both works deal with political corruption, both are "intensely 
real" and are intended to discomfort the viewer. Coriolanus is a work
P"1 S
in the secular tradition of history and the drama. Webster was 
interested, to a certain extent, in getting his facts right in The 
Duoheaa of Halfi and The white ttevil. but, perhaps, ford's Parkin 
iarbeck is the only play commonly read which is distinctly in the 
tradition of Jonson's Homan plays. The source was Bacon's Historig of the 
reigne of King Henry the Seventh. Ford had to find an event already 
half plotted and half tragic in the source in order to refrain from 
falsifying the materials. To the extent that tragedy had to l~sz 
upon the idea of fallen greatness and wasted potential, Jonson's 
choice of a subject was the less happy of the two; Scjanus was too 
parently wicked. But such a choice also freed Jonson from 
conventional moral patterns, allowed him to decentralize the hero 
and concentrate more upon the broader spectrum of political events, 
nevertheless, Perkin Iarbeck is a political play. The fortunes of the 
state ridt upon the careers of men. Irviag Hibner contends that Ford 
had specific political goals in mind, an expose of the fallacies of 
divine right and the abuses of Charles 1 in particular. The play
It
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embodies a philosophy of history which ia not far removed from that
206 of our own day." Drama aa verifiable history existed as an ideal,
but the ideal did not inopire many dramatists in the seventeenth 
century. History became too distinct a discipline of its own which, 
the nore it was refined, the more it differed from the goals of the 
imaginative artist.
F. Smith Fussner claims that "if the scholarly tradition in 
historiography failed to maintain contact with literary tradition, it 
was not because scholars lacked imagination. Rather, it was because
there were increasingly difficult, technical problems to be solved,
207 and scholars were turning more and more toward specialised research. 1*
It was the result of a greater interest in records, language, 
philological evidence, chronological accuracy and the classical 
models, especially the political writers, Poiybiua, Tacitus and, 
later, Thucydidea. The study of the state grew up with the rise of 
the secular state, -there, emphasis was placed upon political and 
human causes rather than upon divine purposes and design. Hen began 
to study history in earnest in order to manage contemporary affairs 
more efficiently. The scientific method had a profound effect upon 
historiography despite its limitations. Hen e»uch as Bacon, fully 
aware of the surprises an, abundance of detail in history, yet 
sought from the welter, general laws of political behaviour. These 
historians not only scrutinised facts but themselves, asking about their 
own limitations as observers, their prejudices, as well as about 
problems of truth, style, relevance and interpretation. Limits were 
set on conjecture and the imagination, ^iography, economics, and 
philosophy were consciously entertained aa related disciplines
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leading to new concepts of organisation. rtorks baaed upon themes, short 
time spans and single political transaction, joined with or absorbed 
biography and replaced the older annulistic method. Moreover, the 
revolution in historiography was not separate from the social economic 
and political changes of the period. Jonson found a direct route to 
a satiric exposure of public vices based on the premise that the study 
of history is the only basis for the study of politics. That Jonson 
was writing with the standards of the new historiography la mind it 
demonstrated both by his scholarship, his use of Tacitus, the 
absence of earlier historical commonplaces and, above all, by the 
political implications of the whole which follow from a close 
assessment of policy and its causes. The play is an experimental 
work, based on the premise that historical drama had no future unless 
it adapted itself to the purposes of history. The wor.i also proved 
that those purposes ana the new methodology were less tractable and 
thus less amenable to the drama than Jonson expected. The new trends 
in historiography made it increasingly difficult for the artist to 
join the historical with the tragic in a single statement.
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Chapter Four 
Sejanus and the Forme of Historical Tragedy
is, in ' 'e janus, a acnec of restraint, learning, reflection, 
an eschewing of the spectacular and the rselo drama tic. I'hese qualities 
have repeatedly been associated with art baaed upon classical ideals. 
JoDtton was not alone in hia regard for then- ^he academic literary 
tradition of the sixteenth century, though its influence had waned 
by the 1290s generally, had, nevertheless, established principles 
which were not abandoned in certain literary circles, perhaps best 
characterised by the group of dramatists associated with Mary Sidney, 
**ountess of Pembroke. The closet drama in England was an outgrowth 
of the efforts of those literary reformers who sought to establish 
and purify ^nglish poetry> among then Gabriel Harvey, ^daund **penser. 
Philip Sidney, and tfyer. They nourished a desire to develop JSnglish 
letters along lines established by continental writers and thereby
4
join the greater community of <«estern *uropean literature* Writers 
for the popular theatar shared their ideals only ostensibly. At its 
worst their work looked like the efforts of sensationalist hacks 
catering to the ignorant, ^he achievements of that native popular 
drajia eclipsed, almost totally, the academic tradition and the 
reforms it sought. Yet the principles of academic reform were never 
invalidated in the eyts of the intellectual literatti including those 
few who tried to effect them fully in plays designed for the public 
stage. It is a thesis in itself to show the currents of the academic
tradition alive in England in the 1590s and later. Kurd's strange 
decision to write a Cornelie after The Spanish 1'ragedie is a o >se in 
point. That the writer of the play wnich Jonson hau virtually converted 
into the touchstone of excessive f opular Jraoia ("~e Everyman in nis 
Humour, I. iv. where the ridiculous **obodill reads from Kyd and 
exposes both himself anu Kyd to ridicule) should turn to closet drama 
is a special example of the vitality of th« tradition. "Instances 
like this sound a warning against depreciation of the academic a ram a. 
It is very likely that the subterranean influence of this superficially 
trivial ana detached species was much more potent than now appears. "
Philip ^idney discussed, in An ^polog^ for Poetry, the failings of 
English drama. The points wore superficial ones for the moot part - the 
mixture of genres and the failure to preserve the unities - but they 
were indicative. ±he Countess of Pembroke, perhaps only in sentimental 
memory of her brother, attempted to keep his precepts alive. She 
attractea a following of intelligent writers, including Fulke Oreviile
V,
and Samuel Janiel, who aid not rhearae nere formulas in their WOTKJS, 
but consciously developed an academic drama apart from the main 
strear: of the popular theater. Intentionally or not, their worn. 
signified an abandonment of th« theater to its own excesses.
The members of the Countess of Pembroke's group held little 
hope for the reformation of the English theater. They a,d not try to 
meet the audience half way* This separates Jonson's tragedy from
theirs. But the similarities between the political playu of Daniel,
4 Qreville ana Jonson, for example, are marked. It could be argued
represents an effort to bridge the gap between the
academic tradition and the popular by eliminating the stuffy formal 
irrelevanciea of the former and by checking the sensational exce ses
of the latter and that *>e Janus is, therefore, a culminating effort in 
the tradition of the academic play.
*ny textbook introduction to the drama of the period will 
explain that ^Dglish renaissance drama developed simultaneously
ut of the native and the classical traditions, the one complementing 
the other, "ut for some renaissance writers, classical orJer was 
never sufficiently imposed upon the sprawling native urama. One finds 
such complaints early. Aschaoi itnew of only two plays which followed 
the rules of Aristotle. George Ahetsone in "The Epistle Dedicatorie" 
to Promos and Cassandra complained of the lac*, of unities, the ausurd 
conventions of stage plays, the buffoaery in the action. More serious 
yet was the lac* of appropriate decorum, the use of one type of speech 
for all characters, the failure to provide clear moral instruction and 
the mixture of the grave with the comic. ^idney offered similar 
criticisms, giving a further example of the ludicrousness of failing
to imitate a reasonable span of time within the two hours of the
7 play. He spoke of usint messengers to tell of non-representable
actions and lamented the mixture ol comic and tragic, ^uch principles 
as these seem to have become fairly fxxed an i frequently rehearsed in 
an effort to curb the popular stage. Tet the popular stage refused to 
bo* to neo-classical disciplines, ouch .ideals continued to motivate 
attempted reforms including Jonson'a oe.Janus. But it was in the 
closet drama that writers *ere least forced to compromise; there the 
academic tradition u/as most clearly represented.
* play written to be re u enjoys certain advantages. It need 
present no dramatic spectacle or rely upon dramatic encounters. It is
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essentially a narrative form which is based upon a multiple point 
of view divided among the speaking characters, ^uch drama lends itself 
to the more "classical" Sensoan practices, the reflective chorus at 
one remove from the action with its philosophical and often highly 
formalized verse, ^eneca's general abundance of rhetoric and sentence. 
Closet dramatists did not have to mix genres to please their audiences.
could venture didactic statements and moral reflections more 
readily. ±'heir plays were characterized by "a greater restraint"
Q
and a "chaster diction", attitudes which Jonson would have admired.
explored serious themes aa themes in dramatic language which was 
compressed ana politically orientated. «*t«ge villains and popular hero 
types disappeared. Narrative, itself, b«ca< e action, *hese were 
reasons, in the interests of academic purity, for the perpetuation of 
the closet drama.
The principal thematic advantage to be gained was a greater 
freedom to deal in matters political. Perhaps the most explicit 
apology for the closet drsasa is to be found in Fulke Oreville's life 
of Sidney. He spoke for Jonson and for ^aniel as he described his
Q
outlook as a writer of political tragedies.' Ue wrote for men 
current in affairs of state, men who understood the tvpes, political 
situations, principles of law, signs of ambition and corruption he 
wished to deal with. No common audience would be edified by his 
plays; mysteries of state were not for the^. £uch dramatic "narrative" 
was not designed for visual delight but an intellectual reconstruction 
for the mind, virtually an admission that the stage would have been in 
the way. ?he bac&drop for the action was the state itself and the 
perceptive viewer, seeing the action in this context, could also see 
"beyond the Authors intention, or application, the vices of former
Ages being so like to these of this <<£«» as ifc will be eaaie to find 
out some affinity, or resemblance between them, which whosoever readeth
with this apprehension, will not perchance thinke the Scene too large,
10 
at least the matter not to be exceeded in account of words."
Greville'a characters also represented political positions and concepts. 
Situations uecarae veritably symbols of themselves, advancing the 
general in the particular,  ' here was a continual concern with ambition
and political power, counsellors, succession, foundations of stats,
11 the image of evil rulers* Qrevilie was a conscious maker. in the
Life of Sir t hilip Sidney he explained that his tragedie. aealt with
"the high waits of ambitious Governours" and with how audacity lei to
12 destruction. tie was not concerned *ith men lodging complaints against
Providence as the ancients *ere, or with showing God's revenge upon 
individual sins and sinners. Greville was free from ancient and 
contemporary in devising a ne.v subject matter dealing with states and 
political crises. Moreover, he dealt with the intricate causation behind 
political events and so built his plot rather than follow a bare
classical skeleton of events or engage in popular intrigue plottings
13 full of Italianate surprises and reversals.
Jonson selected a subject and a manner of treating it dramatically 
which resembled Greville*s. ^oth Mustapha and Alaham have to do with 
the dangers of royalty and with plot,, upon the lives of rulers. 
Qrevilie's characters are even more calculated than Jonson's to serve 
the political problems under analysis. while he docs not follow 
history as closely as Jonson, his treatment of issues still shows an 
understanding of th- problems of power and political crises. Greville's 
work is also imbued with the spirit of ^eneca the philosopher; his 
oppressed characters axspla^ a stoic integrity. Ihey follow
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philosophical and rational approaches to political affairs. Political 
probltma related to obedience and rebellion ;>rise as matters of debate. 
Greville offers a multiple point of view, revealing hia political 
vorld from many aidea at once. M. *. Croll believes that because of 
Greville 1 s philosophical orientation, his inclination to build plays
around thought and argument, a new category of criticis is required
1^f 
for them. It is the drama of politics in which popular Seneca is
exchanged for the philosophical Seneca. £he classical rules of 
composition are not indefensible in such a work, fiere they do contribute 
to right proportion and a concise treatment of the subject under 
consideration. At is a s a fora of political drama with its use of 
the classical modes of composition, its rhetorical texture, its semi- 
abstract characterisation, its orientation toward problem solving and 
thought that these play** have importance in the history of the drama. 
If Jonson did not learn from these plays individually, he at least 
sympathised with the principles which generated them.
Samuel Daniel's closet dramas deserve consideration because 
Daniel employed,more than any in his group, the more flexib le 
techniques of staged plays in an effort to Illustrate his themes. 
Daniel was less bound to the rigid aspects of strict classical 
composition. i»e was willing to employ crowds on the stage. He 
multiplied the action, kept monologues to a minimum, used the 
messenger less for reporting'action, and developed a more compelling 
sense of conflict in a theatrical senae. It was possible to rewrite 
Philotas in such a way that it became viable on the stage. * Daniel 
was, as a closet dramatist, the closest to the stage, indicating from
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his point of practice bow the two forma night be Joined, while Jonson, 
as a writer for the theater, inclined almost as far toward the academic 
cloaet tradition.
Daniel*a Philotaa ia not easy to characterise in a paragraph. It 
lenda itaeif to diverse categorizations depending upon the vantage 
point of the critic. The play has little action, the speeches remain 
long, there ia a chorus at the end of each of the first three acts, 
the catastrophe ia related by a messenger. As in Sejanus the 
principal scene is a trial scene, necessarily rhetorical. .Daniel 
alao tries to prevent sympathetic attachments with any of his characters.
He ia more concerned with the logistics of situation, principles of
16 law, Justice, tyranny* Be is alert to duplicity, to private ambition
disguised as public good. Alexander ia studied both as rightful ruler 
and tyrant, Philotas as the great man who yet conspired against his 
king. Daniel does not r ce toward easy political didacticisms. There
ia a atrong atoic bent. Choral admiration for Philotas ia based on his
17 
ability to suffer nobly. Jonson allows ^ejanue a similar nobility in
18 his death, a man no more innocent, but never reduced to a villain.
The point is that once freed of academic rigidity this drama showed 
promise of becoming a new form of art concentrating on the tragedies 
of states. ?he renaissance attempted to produce, more than once, an 
art fitted to the emergence of modern states. It was the tyranny of 
popular favor or government suppression which baulked /.hat was a kind 
of natural tendency. »hen Jonson lamented both false applications, the 
work of "common torturers'1 , and the undeveloped tastee of the theater 
crowds, (the good of the development of drama apart) he knew precisely 
why that form of drama he was concerned with would gain so slim a 
hearing.
History as tragedy *»o a central element in Philotas. "I thought
the representing so true a liiotory, in the ancient force of a Tragedy,
19 
could not but have had an unreproveabie passage with the time . ..."
His delight was in history carefully represented " ithout interlacing
*3 ' '
otner invention ... " history pursued as art, entails a copiousness 
of character and incident which, though vensimular, is often t^o 
unwieldy for the dratua. Classical form is a kin a of imposed 
restriction to Keep this barrage of material in order. «<hen events 
are converted into p^ot, the pl^j io threatened by over-complication
Jrama begins to feel its limits. -The danger is obscurity, a greater 
danger to the life of art than intellectual fatuity, even though it is 
a sin of genius, ^aniel and J on son worked toward solving the problems 
of presenting a multiplicity of historical materials in a unified work.
Political conflicts are often paradoxical. Yet such paradoxes can-
21
not oe ignored by intelligent observers of the political life. Basic
conflicts in the definition of political society forced these political 
dramatists into uaing compromised literary forms oecause the set 
conventional forms were too rigid and inflexible, too tied to an 
anti ;uatea woriu order. ^>-niel clung to certain convenient patterns, 
especially the De casibus one, yet there is the GreeK eiegaic mood in 
the choruses of Philotas and a sense of waste as the essence of his 
tragedy. Philotas promotes a sense of complexity to the extent that 
the audience must sympathise yet must sit in judgement* Jonson shows 
an even greater capacity to oring hie play to a close on a dissonant 
chora, one which invites thought rather than emotional satisfaction. 
ihe villain not qui e a villain is toppled; the tyrant not quite a 
tyrant holds the field; the victims, not quite helpless, are dismayed 
yet resolved to endure. The agent of juscice is yet another monster.
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Tht state ia visibly unaltered yet damaged beyond reclaim; the mobs art 
pacified but unpunished; the coastitutional conflict prevails, the 
successors are still in banishment. Sone of the comforts of C-major 
fiction ptrtain. Judgement could never be simple because the
ambiguity for Jonson, aa for Daniel, grew out of the separate
22 
moralities which direct the social and the political life. Ahua,
the techniques and issues of the closet drama indicate not a reactionary 
classical and formal drama but a new medium suitable for dealing with 
political issues and for devising a related form of tragedy.
The satiric or bitterly critical element enters when the writer 
becomes so immersed in the problems he treats that there is a sense 
of being overwhelmed by corruption* The condition of art and the 
condition of society may be correlated, -"-here are traces, throughout
the late Elizabethan and early Jacobean periods,of a nostalgia for the
23
earlier, simpler Tudor order. Daniel felt this rather strongly. In
the dedication of ihilotas "To the Prince0 he lamented the bad 
reception of the play by wishing it had been written earlier when it
would have been appreciated. "But yeeres hath done this wrong,/To
24 
mate me write too much, <*nd live too long." A similar kind of
nostalgia ia suggested by the republican senators in Sejanus who look 
back to Cato and Germanicua. Ihis was a form of political criticism, 
not a denial of or retreat from harsh existing conditions. ?he dream 
of an age of order was linked to the promotion of moral art. For 
Jonson, literature was degraded by tumult; history was a form of 
literature. Political injusticesuipressed that discipline. Art must 
then turn upon those factors in society causing its decline and, with 
its diluted grace, censure the txmes by exposure, description, ridicule. 
What is discovered, meanwhile, ia the fixed principle of political
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unrest where ambition and corruption reign. The strength of the cur* 
explains the danger of the disease. The golden ge was never to come. 
Art moved from idealism to realism and finally to a a tar it gaping into 
the abyss of corruption*
Daniel alao defines the plight of the political victim. The 
chorua in Cleopatra serves as the body oolitic, the v ice of the 
Multitude lamenting injustice.
(Chor) *ut ia it Justice that all we 
The innocent poore multitude, 
for great mens faults should punisbt be, 
And to destruction thus pursude?"2^
Jonson, too, is concerned with those vho are caught in the web of 
statecraft and wasted, paradoxically, by what nay be called the 
necessities of state, ^here is no sentimentali&ation, but Jonson 
generates a fair portion of his dramatic emotion out of a consideration 
of their fates. There is confusion in "aniel's choruses because they 
are sometimes the mob, so&etimes a moral v&ntage point. Jonson 
overcomes that perplexity by introducing choric characters into the 
play as men subject to the limitations of any character, capable of 
only limited understanding. It allows for a variety of responses to 
arise from a single observer as circumstances change. let Jonson so 
characterizes such men as *rruntius and Sabinus that we trust their 
moral choices. L. C. Knights said "The 'good* characters are choric and 
denunciatory merely, representing no positive values." It ia true 
that they offer the criticisms Jonson HJO t condonea, but these same 
men offer such criticisms in response to the attac*. which is made 
upon their party and themselves personally. i'hey uphold positive values 
as republicans and stoics and bear the brunt of ^ejanua* designs. If 
they are choric it is with the difference that they are fully
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participants as well, with everything at ataxe including their lives. 
They represent a political position and the principles of freedom from 
tyranny. They offer the only chance of resistance to sheer ambition and 
die in that course, ^t is for this reason that £>ejanus may be described 
as a tragedy of the victim* It could also be described ae the tragedy 
of the chorus*
Daniel began with history, in which case he had to find a story
yj
which was half-way plot already. ^o that he might add moral reflec- 
tions, condense and adapt the material to mold it into a play, provide 
speeches for men according to the occasion and thus illuminate the 
original action. **ut Oaniel was attracted to moral forms which were 
virtually a habit of mind and so compromised hia historiography, where 
the familiar De oaaibus pattern and rhetoric suggested themselves, 
Daniel enhanced and enforced them. The study of law, the portraits 
of counsellor*, the trial scenes are subordinated to the moral 
contained in the accounts of the ambitious lifted up and brought low. 
Jonson, in following history more closely, freed himself the more from 
this pattern.
Sejanus belongs to the tradition of the cloaet drama because it is 
a rhetorical play based upon ^oman themes treated with classical 
restraint. Jonson considered hia worit a tragic poem and developed it 
as an essay upon politics* £here is a vestigial chorus and a concern 
for achieving the dignity and eloquence which comes from imitating 
formal and heightened speech, *ut the similarity is not so much in the 
details of composition as in the disposition of the work, its scope of 
interests, moral concerns and concentration upon thought rather than 
action.
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Jonson need not have been directly influenced by the closet 
dramatists, and if we can take Sejanue aa a sample of Jotieon'u critical 
preferences, Jonson would also have had his complaints again t the 
Pembroke circle. Often their worn was crabutd, pedantic, stiff in its 
conception of problems and character-. Jonson, writing for the 
theater, does not create a mechanical fable full of balanced portions, 
followed by &et speeches and canned reflections. He unfolds his 
problems through the action, the relation of persons, through 
encounter and competition. tie goes out of his way neither to create
additional spectacle nor to avoid what there is of a spectacular
  
nature in his sources which can be included on the stage. The death
of 3ilius is portrayed. The collapse of the cave at Speclunca is 
not. The capturing of Sabinua is shown. *he dismemberment of ^ejanus 
is related by messenger. There are no sot elegies, no formal uamenta, 
no long dispassionate disquisitions on statecraft; the frightful 
symmetry ia not there. Characters genuinely encounter characters and 
language is flexibly employed, sometimes approaching the colloquial. 
let few words are spent which do not shape events and alter fates. 
Thus, Jonson'» play is more remarkable than any of the closet plays 
because it is not cut off from techniques of the theater. Jonson was 
confident enough to preserve what he thought was food from both traditions. 
There are more textures of thought in Sejanus because emphases change; 
sometimes the satiric is uppermost, then intrigue, then political 
logic and sometimes there is a complex intermingling. The 
differentiating factor for H. B. Charlton ia Jonson 1 a "realism". 
Unlike the French Senecans who went to rioman history for an allegory 
of political principles, Jonson see&s there "the antiquarian detail
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which ia the source of his realism of incident and setting; he seeks
in it, too, the well-authenticated figures who provide thereby literal
28 truth of character." This realism curbs the Senecan extravagances,
the lyric effusion and ia the heart of Jonaon'** theatrical art. 
Jonson's characters are not the impersonal deca aimers of Gamier.
In this way Jonson had a ch&nce of reforming the "people's oeneca
29 
without destroying his popularity-"
I have not set up the closet dramatists merely to be knocked 
down by the comparison. They were the creators of a true political 
drama in English and kept alive the proportions and techniques of 
Senecac drama controlled and refined by the French practitioners from 
whom they learned their craft. Witherspoon is still essentially right 
in saying that "there was, without doubt, a much greater respect for 
the academic drama, which they fostered, a ong the members of the 
literary and dramatic profession of their day than is evident to us 
three centuries after them. Many who wrote openly for the popular 
stage were in t< eir hearts attached to the principles of the classical 
drama."^ As adherents to classical rules they are lesa relevant to a 
study of Jonson than aa originators of a political tragedy which is in 
turn dependent upon the or*, a as a read rather than an acted medium. 
So similar are the techniques Jonson employed that Jonas A. B rish in 
his Introduction to the Tale edition of the play suggests that "bejanua 
His Fall belongs to that sasall band of plays destined to survive mainly
as 'closet' drama, yet paradoxically owing their survival to the fact
31 
of having been conceived lor the stage," ' It is useful, critically,
to think of Jejanus as a closet drairsa altered to work on the stage,
let, at the some time, Sejanus should be considered as a reformed
version of the popular "oaan history play. A play such as Julius
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Caesar could have been an equally important modal, a type of play 
which Jonaon deeired to develop and bring to a state of greater
political and structural perfection in terms of ita own ideal
32 proportions and purposes.
II
There had been a tradition of ^oman plays in the popular theater 
which included Shakespeare's Julius Caesar (c. 1399)* '?  J- B. Spencer 
has pointed out that the *oman play showed evidence of a great 
antiquarian interest. Shakespeare revealed a keen respect for 
historical verity in his -vocan plays, especially in Coriolanus. It 
was a scholarly effort, for which ^rjden, Pope ana Tate praised him. 
There were distinct properties and attitudes which these critics 
expected of all **oman plays. They had to be serious and scholarly,
accurate in their description of **oine, works in which a learned man
34 
could delight. Because of the re-creation of the rtoraan milieu, these
plays tended to break away more readily from ideas of providential history 
and to create a wholly secular view of the ttate ana of power as an 
amoral force. Homan history lent itself to a consideration of general 
iasues: freedom, power, individual will in relation to the state
 »c
eyetens. The *oman play was seeking a uoman state: ent inherent in 
its own materials, but in seeKing such a fulfillment it looked toward 
its own death as a popular art form no matter how perfectly its issues 
reflected present circumstances. £h« distance through which it gained 
political perspective also made it alien to the *ngliah audiences.
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Patience with political rhetoric and aententiae apparently grew 
shorter. Yet the "oman play was the natural "sub-category" of the 
history play through which political history and tragedy might be 
dereloped independently of the medieval chronicler's world.
The characteristic political themes of the Homan play were 
originally informed by the humanistic tradition of the sixteenth 
century. Political plays repeatedly dwelt upon the notion that 
tyranny was its o*n punishment and that ambition was the greatest 
vice in a prince or counsellor* 1'he essay was always balanced with 
reminders that to rebel against one's prince, under any circumstances, 
was the greatest breach of the peace and that such rebels never escaped 
justice. A variety of interpretative forms emerged simultaneously 
which became traditional though not suited for the advancement of purely 
xioman issues. ore often, political actions were interpreted as the 
punishment of corrupt magistrates by God, suggesting a principle of 
retribution in the order of things.
There was, in Jonson's England, a restraint placed upon all who 
criticized the power of the monarchy, a theme endemic to the "oman 
play. Of the political themes, Professor Spencer has cited the main 
one. "The problem of the difference between a benevolent monarchy and 
an odious tyranny, and the gradations by which the one may merge into 
the other - that was the real interest; and Imperial J*ome was the true 
material for that." Jonson made those gradations a part of his 
political study and built a plot out of the encounter between those 
who feared tyranny and those who feared treason and out of the decline 
of an empire. It was the natural thematic course for the i<oman pj.ay 
to take and Jjnson, working clearly in that tradition, brought it to a 
conclusion. It was, of course, a dangerous tendency to folio* because 
of censorship. From a structural point of view there wer« further
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difficultly because Jonson's insights into the manner in which 
freedom slipped into oppression by gradations, into a society doomed 
by its o«n blindness due to apathy and decadence, were themes too 
complex to be conveyed in the theater. In following the implications 
of this political tendency in the "oman play Jonuon had to offer a 
gloomy and pessimistic political outlook. History, tragedy and satire 
joined in the creation of a world view which men did not want to 
contemplate. Sejanus may be considered as a further exploration of 
the potential of the *oman play, a form which was dying out in the 
theaters by the time *ejanus appeared.
Ill
&eneca, as an influence upon the English drama, is usually 
discussed in terms of the formal ingredients in his plays: the 
rhetoric, the characters, ghosts, choruses, messengers, the maxima 
and revenge asotifs. Seneca the thinker, the political victim, the 
stoic, the preceptor to Nero barely emerges in his plays/ possibly 
because he did bis own work badly. One uan only wonder that oeneca 
did not concentrate more upon Neronian conditions in his drama, but 
his plays do not get in touch with those terrible times in which he 
lived. The absence of a play writing and acting tradition in Home 
was a severe disadvantage. Moreover, Seneca was not strong enough 
to escape the influence of the Greeks and write a truly *oaan drama.
The Greek forms he employed were insufficiently adapted to fit
38 
*oman conditions. Seneca's was a draaa which had not reached its
fullest potential. Subsequent classicists had to reform and perfect 
even their "master".
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*uripides was, to °«ntca'a eye, the most progressive ami useful 
of the Greek tragedians, ^t was he who most auvanced themes oi 
revenge, sexual interests, prologue ghosts, the wordy nuntius, the 
philosophical chorus separated from the plot, the stycuomythic dialogue, 
fl. B. Charlton has discussed the liturgical ana ritualistic aspects of
the Greeks. Their plays were like oratorios, like a "ninetic
39 celebration". Seneca's plays lack such full orchestration. In
*fO 
copying the Greeks he supplied only the libretti. In order to
make sense of the Greek elements Seneca assigned new functions to them. 
The chorus was re-employed as a philosophical point of view virtually 
detached from the action. It lost the religiaus dimensions. The 
unities, essential to the Greeks, uecame an academic exercise. The
messenger was used to fill in the n rratj.ve with passages of description,
41 to relate events awkward or too bulky to dramatize. Rhetoric and the
moral aims of the plays were joined together. Seneca added sentences
k2 in the form of proverbs, aaxiam and summarizei wisdom. That which
could be called the "terrible" in "reek tragedy became the "horrible' 1 
in Seneca, inure was always a sense of the spectacular, the bizarre,
the monstrous, a melodramatic version of what was once awesome and
43 
wonderful. In the place of divine justice and retribution as a
central action, oeneca built upon plots of revenue and the fear which 
man realizes as a helpless victim to that malign fortune which is more 
than "crass casualty". It was a circuitous kind of proposition. The 
proof of fortune's more than indifferent cruelty was to be found in the 
tales of men stricken down mercilessly. Yet that same force must be 
ported in advance as the cause of the^r falls. Meanwhile, purpose 
and justice in the spiritual world were lost and the sense of causation
which explained human failure in terms of the systems and mores by 
which aen lived were imperfectly explored.
Seneca was almost singly responsible for the hero-centric concept
of plotting* he chose the most spectacular individuals froze the aemi-
kk history of myth and placed them in a context charged by rhetoric.
His characters sham profundity, though it is poaoibl* to discover 
something like the psychological by peering through their declamations:
«sr
the Ban "striving against fate". *here action is sparse, even self- 
analytic statements serve to reveal dimension^ of character uhich, 
though they give the appearance of the psychological, are often 
contrivances for gaining an elementary sympathetic effect.
The influence of oeneca went three ways in the development of 
European drama in the 16th century, i'he French exaggerated the 
artificiality, the strict forms and developed a highly rigid, academic 
drama. The Italians built upon Seneca's horrets ana exploited all the 
melodramatic effects. The English borrowed both aspects and infused 
them into a native tradition. The French tradition has been described, 
indirectly, in terms of its influence upon -tn^liah closet drama. 
Charlton argues that because the French Senecans in *»n f land did not
write for the stage they could not have influenced the English drama
45 prior to 1610. Popular Seneca in England waa augmented by the use
which the Italians had made of hiuu Cinthio, who explained his
/ 
principles of art in a letter to Guilio Ponzo Fonzoni published in
1554 as the Diacorso .  » intorno al comparre delle cotaedie e delle
tragedie, produced something like tragi-comedy by advising * horror
"' l 
'* .'
tale which moved through a maze of pasudo-tr&gic turns before arriving
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at a happy ending. Cintbio is to be associated with Tasso, Guarini 
and Fletcher; ht does not represent the Jonaonian direction t all. 
lie invented wild intrigue plots and indulged the audience in their 
desire for thrills and happy resolutions. In short the audience was 
everything to Cinthio; success U'on the stage was his primary goal. 
Tet Cinthio followed £>eneca in virtually everything: j. lotting, 
character types, tragic gravity, a #oman Uoe of the chorus adapted to 
his own theatrical ends, by exciting the surface emotions Cinthio 
found a way of giving oeneca a popular appeal, ^oraan history was
"too fixed in detail and too urbane in atmosphere to admit of extensive
*+.? 
exploitation for effect'1 in ^inthio. His subjects were lesser known,
more brutal and barbaric ones, ^here was none of the discipline of
48 history in his plays. History, for Jonson, took precedence over
pseudo-historical wonders with the result that not even Tiberius' 
world could produce men flayed alive and children served to their 
parents for supper by their enemies.
The formless native dra a of -*ngland required discipline. Seneca 
was the standard model for a regularized external form. Senecan 
elements, easily traced, are the blood revenge motifs, the 
inevitability of fate's decrees, the mounting of horrors, the tragic 
machinery, ghosts, choruses, foreboding dreams. In the -nglish 
tradition there was a superimposition of the native vice upon the 
Roman villain*, the De casibua moral tradition upon the working of 
fate, the proverbs of the people upon the classical sententiae. 
^enecan ghosts were ever fused with medieval superstititons. ->j the 
popular draxa emerged. G. K. Hunter argues that "the Gothic willingnes 
to juxtapose things historically distinct, preferring flat anachronism 
to the perspective of history, made such assimilation^ both inevitable 
and easy."'*9
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The *<oman Jra.e suggested certain psychological techniques, the rhetoric 
of rage, self-pity, eulog.,, elegy, th« ant,ry tvrant. oeneca's plays 
included romance, sex intrigue, oriental suraptuoueness and spienior and 
passionate crimes* Seneca showed ways of arranging materials and 
introduced the dumb shou ui?.-;e allowing for a combination of native and 
classical ideas, dative techniques manage^ to assert themselves 
by incorporating all the classical machinery while remaining eaaentially 
unhampered by the unities, small casts, and the conventional state 
decencies of the rigid classicists. More psychologically developed 
characters replaced the chorus. Again theatrical success *as the measure.
The feeling grew that insofar as the native tradition had been 
taj&en over by Seneca it had to be purified from Seneca himself.
Complaints against the popular and Italianate Seneca had been v
\ 
continuously present with the rxse 01 the drama. Ahomas has;, '^o^ted
S- " "N
that because "Seneca, let blood line by line and page by page, at 
length must nee-des die to our Stage .... " **ombast had crept in 
through inflated imitations. Nash lashed out at poetasters who wrote 
such fustian in the ^oman manner, following "vain-glorious tragedians" 
who tried to outwrite the great poets with mere exaggeration of effect. 
The complaint fx^.ed itself in man./ critical minds. The paradox is that 
Nash was urging a kind of neo-classical restraint to be exercised over 
the effects produced by following one of the most influencial classical 
writers.
It ia my thesis that Jonson was ont of these ref jrmer;-, and that 
Seneca had little influence upon him as a dramatist directly or in his 
Italianate fore. (The ethical Seneca will be treated Inter.) oeneca 
was a playwright of spectacular effects. He chose sensational theses
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and devised plots merely to illustrate the sensational, &ut the
tragedy of horror does not produce the worthiest of emotions*
J. W. ^unliffe states that he drives on the sense of the horrible till
it becomes "disgusting", ue exaggerates pasjion till it becomes
51
"ridiculous". Likewise, ^enecan fora became too much the point for
its own sake. Despite the prologue "To the Header", Jonoon shows no 
inclination to follow conventionalized Senecan forms. It is not a 
play laden with intrigue plots, revenge motifs and ghosts. Other 
Senecan elements omitted may be briefly listed: dreams foretelling 
disasters, set laments, abundant ornamental reference, cryptic artificial 
dialogue, horrible crimes for the sake of the bi£arre. ihere is none 
of the formally balanced characterisation, the good counsellor and the 
bad as in Oorboduct the struggle is a political one and no simple 
battle between good and evil.
To see the difference one may compare Sejanus with Marston's 
Sophoaiaba, a scholarly work done for the popular stage. Haraton did 
not intend to miss and made fun of Jcnso.n's scholarship. The way to 
success was still Seneca. The play is political but full of rhetoric 
in the sophistic style. It is formalised in structure with parallel 
speeches and foil characters, full of action. The subject is Homan 
but it is not historically treated. The play employs the dumb show,\
\ t
messengers, a ghost, a witch, a fury, a tyrant, a pathetic heroine and
  *  < '> 
the familiar themes of sexuaa intrigue and familiar political conflicts
and formulations worked out of the historical setting. It is full of 
sententiae and the style is enlarged to appear fully Senecan. It has 
home-made gravity. There is a background study in tyranny and the 
political life. But for going in so many directions at once - sensational, 
political, rhetorical, stoical - it is a hodge-podge of effects. It is
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lacking in the unity of effect Jonson gained by following the facts 
and spirit of history*
It may be added here that SeJanus implies, by all that is 
oaitted from it, a critique of the native elements in the drama. -There 
art no troops of singing boys, no dances or courtly festivities, no 
clowns to accompany Tiberius or court jesters to give him witty advice. 
SeJanus has uo confidants who can work him for the ironies* sake. 
there are no fops and dandies about court, no wits in fine clothes, 
no joustings or duels, no weddings, banquets at Agrippina's house to 
show a "before" of happiness, no embassies, no indication of a procession 
at Tiberius' entrance to show off the Globe Theater'^ wardrobe, no 
masques or other fantastic or symbolic spectacles. They did not 
belong to the play or its world, ^onson was guided by a clear sense 
of what belonged to political tragedy. The popular drama seemed to 
dissipate its powers by being indiscriminately inclusive. (In 
eliminating all these "distractions," of course, Jonson deprived him 
audience of its cherished delights.) The significant thing is that 
Jonson, so much in touch with the tradition, worked independently as a 
dramatist. It is because the ae* history required its own dramatic 
forms and therefore historians, especially Ttcitus, gave more useful 
directives on style. The point to u« proved is how independent of the 
popular draitia and of the Aristotelian rule-setters Jonaon really was. 
If Jonaon was a "neo-classical" writer, he was so in a still 
different sense.
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IV
Perhaps the moat misleading critical statement on the play is 
Jonson's own "To the Headers", not that Jonson has given any falue or 
irrelevant information about the play, but because his terms, "a 
proper chorus", "dramatic poems" and "Horace his Art of Poetry", 
suggest a widening ring of references and associations in the wrong 
pool. Jonson abandoned the chorus and the unities, not because he 
did not thin*, them proper to tragedy but because he did not thin* his 
play would have a chance in the theater if he ice t them. He then went 
on to state the four "rules" essential to the office of a tragic writer, 
making sure that none could accuse him of ignorance for omitting elements 
expected in a classical tragedy. i"«o "true poem" had been written since 
the ancients. It had not been achieved even by those who employed as 
many of the "rules" of dramatic composition as possible (11* 8-10). 
Nevertheless, Jonson appeared to hold these classical ideals in high 
regard, lamenting the compromises necessary for the "preservation of 
any popular delight" (11. 14-15). Therefore, it is tempting to 
pursue all the ratifications of the four essential rules which
Jonson offered, to define his classical attach merits in these terms
  <s
and to trace their origins in the works and commentaries of the ancients. 
The difficulty is that in reducing the tragic rules to these four: 
"truth of argument, dignity of persons, gravity and height of
elocution, fullness and frequency of sentence", (11. 18-19) Jonson
/ 52 left little more than cliches. These injuctions are neither specific
nor enlightening and they relate only to style. A he first one, "truth 
of argument", suggests something potentially significant, but Jonson's 
histor ography goes far beyond the implications of this phrase which, 
after all, may be traced back to the Italian critics as
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One cannot dispute the other principles, as far as they go. 
Tragedy demands a decorum fitted to its own themes and purposes* A 
marked concern with suffering and misery can have no effect without a 
weighted and 6ober style. *here is such an undiluted seriousness in 
SeJanus. perhaps nsore sustained than in other political tragedies, 
but less exalted in passages dealing with grief, outrage, injustice 
and spiritual speculation. Kicoll's statement holds true for Jonson, 
that tragedy "will never rise above purely sordid levels" unless it 
show? a "grandeur of spirit and of character, the universality of the
emotions, the rich rhythm of the verse, and the sense of noble purpose
54 
and lofty morality " The danger is in tracing that decorum, that
tragic dignity, back to the "rules" rather than to the historical 
subject mattar which generated it. Raymond "illiama stated that "the 
neo-classical rules for tragedy, while assuming that tragic themes 
must be historical because they mu^t concern great natters of state,
tended to argue from the necessary dignity of tragedy rather than from
55 its general and representative quality." dignity then became a
«
matter of following rhetorical conventions; the artist of "rules" 
tended to concentrate upon matters of style, ornaments of sound and 
sense. The whole matter of hi tory was taken for granted and thus 
undeveloped. That body of scholarship, the wont of Aristotelian 
ezplioators and formal critics is, perhaps, the least fruitful source 
for discovering the classical elements of Jonson*s style in SeJanus*
Neo-classicism suggests further connotations which do not fit 
Jonson. He was not bound to any set authority. Jonson himself 
cautioned against slavish use of the ancients, ^e urged that they be 
used "as Guides, not Commanders'. Moreover, John ^ryden saw no 
reason why Jonson should be criticised for the use he made of his 
reading since "he invades authors like a monarch and what would be
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57 thtft in other poets is only victory in him." f That Jonson invaded
Mlike a monarch" is a type of proof of hio freedom as a ti.iak.or. There
can be little doubt that Jonaon was grounded upon the classics, but
58 he is "just as deeply imbuei with the spirit of ^aeon's Novua Or^anum."
He borrowed, transformed, worked free from the tyranny of any authority - 
He was in touch with many traditions at once. George 3teiner believed
\
that Jonaon'a erudition was the essential marA of his neo-classical
fervor and that in trying to impress his audience Aith his learning
59 he flawed the play. J. A. °ymonds made a similar complaint that a
determination to be exhaustive belonged to "some essentially scientific
quality of Jonson's mind." Even in the eighteenth century tedious
61 
scholarship was Jonaon*s earmark. "The famous Ben Jonsoni/Dry ... **
But while Jonson placed a great emphasis upon scholarship ana perhaps 
meant to use the weight of hie erudition in order to command the 
respect if not the attention of his audience, it was only a part of 
his neo-classical mentality.
The term neo-classical && it applies to Jonson, may either be 
dispensed with or employed to describe those attitudes peculiar to 
Jonson, which he held with regard to the structural and moral 
integrity of art, historical truth, right moral axioms and the integrity 
of the artist himself. For Jonson, aeo-classicism is a spirit of 
skepticism in matters of politics and history and of restraint in 
matters of dramatic style, ^ontroi, the "made" work of art, well 
atulied with nothing left to impression or inspiration, characterize 
his attitudes toward composition. *>ut moat important, neo-olassicism 
implies a connection with the tradition on the level of ideas which 
makes Jonson "classical in the best sense, in that his standards are
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those of the central current of the humane tradition, continuous though 
frequently submerged; and have the^r sanction not merely in the theories
of certain classical writers and the practices of others, but in
62 permanent values which are simultaneously moral and aesthetic."
It ia an appealing statement and I believe true in suggesting Jonson's 
detachment from particular schools of art and thought called "neo- 
classical". Skepticism, reservation, proportion, veriflability are 
slightly more accurate in stating Jonson's approach to history and 
composition. N«o-classicism with regard to JeJanus amounts more 
particularly to the standards of composition Jonson employed in 
creating a dramatized political history and is the exact counterpart
to his skepticism in the treatment of historical materials. 
\
Restraint must often be demonstrated by what is omitted from the
work. Thus, the list above of all the elements in the drama both 
native and classical in origin which Jonson did not include for the 
sake of following formulae. It was his subject which determined the 
level of decorum in the play. There are certain passages hinting of 
inappropriate levels which Jonson was tempted to treat but resisted. 
Ridicule, especi ily as it is conveyer through the foolishness which 
exposes the fool to others, was one of Jonson's major occupations in 
the comedies. "hen we have Sejanus* followers described as men who 
"Laugh when their patron laughs; sweat when he sweats;/Be hot and cold 
with him; change every nood,/Uaoit and garb, as often as he varies;/ 
Observe him, as his *atch observes his cloc*.;" (I. 33-36} one can
% <ir> at*i<a't'i J- <J
envision^counterpart which could barely escape the ridiculous. How 
easily Satrius and Watta could be made to display just this kind of 
obsequious fawning, praise »»ejanus for trivial things, notice his new
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toga, remark his every word, perform menial services for him. Aut 
Jonson does not convert ^ilius' acrid hyperbole into a comic subplot. 
It would have been good drama but bad history. More significant was 
Jonson'a observation that in politics there is a public demeanor which 
disguises the hardened ambition of men. &ven ^atriue and Natta had to 
remain serious figures and men to be reckoned with* Jonson preserved 
this "level" of style because a serious narrative on the affairs of the 
*oman state and the gravity of the issues required it. On the other 
side, Jonson did not allow men to surfeit in "tragic" rhetoric which 
is uncharacteristic. *>uch would have been an equal distraction from 
the issues of state. whar^cters are highly differentiated, Agrippina 
fro; Cordus, ""rruntiuo from Lepidus. **ut Agrip ina's essential anger 
remains in proportion to her role and Cordus' essentisJL rationality 
seeks its proportionate place in the larger debate over integrity 
in the public life.
Despite the fact that Jonson relied upon i' -citue for the facts 
about Silius, he nevertheless designed the character through the 
speeches he created for him. History only demanded that Jonson begin 
at point A - the accusation against him for treason - and finish with 
point B - his suicide.
<*ome, do not hunt
^nd labor so about for circumstance, 
To mauie him guilty whom you have foredoomed. 
Take shorter vays; I'll meet your purposes. 
The words were mine, and more I now will say: 
Since I have done thee great service, Caesar, 
Thou still hast fe*red me, and in place of grace 
Returned me hatred, oo soon all best turns, 
*ith douotful princea, turn deep injuries 
In estimation, when they greater rise 
Than can be answered. III. 295-305*
Jonson "created" uilius out of short, pointed, unqualified statements. 
In the language there is strength, a power of reuuKe, ana preparation
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for a calm death. The opening lines have a colloquial vigor which is 
yet formal and economical. "Take ahorter ways; 1*11 meet your purposes", 
is a confident statement as well as a statement about confidence. His 
povers of reason do not escape him in this crisis. He is able to 
point out the implications of his service to Caesar as well as the fact 
of it. There is no metaphor, no imagery, no rhetorici&ing in the ways 
expected of "onans Making death speeches.
This is Jonaon at the height of his style in creating ^ilius at 
the height of his style* Silius conn-nan da yet is not haughty. The 
strength of his point is in the integrity of his character. His 
suicide is the proof of his statement. The ooint is simply yet 
skillfully made: when men deserve rewards greater than princes can 
pay, their deeds are read as injuries. It is a tyrant's jealous will 
which demands Silius' death. The statement comes almost as "sentence" 
yet is woven naturally into the speech, *he language fits the man, 
yet it also establishes the sense of decorum for the whole play. 
Jonson*s classical style is "contained" in the men and the situations 
he chose to write about. His sense of the tragic is one with his sense 
of what is tragic in history, ^he "made" speeches are refined and 
oontrolled - never prolix and redundant} they do not thrill with 
classroom rhetoric. ^he control has left non<t of the tinsel which 
usually galas notice and passes for excellence in the style of others. 
The world of the play seems smaller because there are no references and 
allusions in the verbiage; Silius does not call upon the gods or 
threaten the vaults of heaven. But Jonson'a characters arc for that 
no less real. Jonaon's classicism is manifested essentially in him 
style, the cues fur which he takes from history itself guided by his 
own sense of restraint an d proportion.
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StJanus is fully dramatic insofar as Jonson truats dialogue 
alont to express the issues arising from history, giving up two of the 
most common means for providing additional vantage points upon the 
action: the chorus and an abundant use of soliloquy. He exploits 
rather than resists his mediua for achieving a complex action. 
Classicism for Joneon is in employing the variables of theater without 
introducing strained conventions, "here is a unity o." style, a 
sustained concentration of action following history toward a climax, 
a siagleru *& of tone throughout, a complete sense in which all parts of 
the play "belong" to the same work* "hat the play is "naive", too 
studied and full of patch-work, scholarship are common criticisms, 
but that it lacks "homogeneity of style and material" ie a surprising 
assessment, ^o say that Jonson fuses the chattiness of "'uetonius
with Tacitus* "gloomily penetrating and disillusioned comments on
63men" would be difficult to demonstrate from the play. Jonson's
use of -Suetonius is limited, the play is never chatty, nor does the 
gloom enter the texture of the verse. It erters through the logic of 
the situation in its totality. Sejanua is, from passage to passage, 
remarkably busines »liK«. Men are baited, accused, defend themselves 
with the language of workaday politics: "Let him grow awhile;/His 
fate is not yet ripe, -e must not pluck/At all tog ther, lest we 
catch ourselves./And there's Arruntius too, he only talks." (II. 296-99) 
This is the height of 3eJanus' plot against the senatorial opposition. 
Let him sell this to Tiberius and he is set. Two politicians calmly 
discuss strategy. No line could be more common than the last, but 
behind it is a sinister design against civil liberties and life 
through a shrewd insight into Machiavellian political manipulation. 
*hen o«Janus feigns ohattinea* he is at hia darkest; tnis is not the 
gossipy stuff of ..uetoniuo. Meanwhile, even 'i'ibariua* letter to the
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~«nat« is read out with business-like deliberation. The whole 
has symbolic and the atic proportions which are controlled by Jonson's 
sense of dramatic architectonic. Tacite^n gloom emerges only after 
political confrontation and scheming are compounded into a vision of 
corruption and ruin in the mind of the viewer. Thus, £11ot can say, 
and rightly, the "emotional tone is not in the single verse, but in 
the design of the whole."
The secularism of the play its, perhaps, its most pronounced neo- 
classical distinction. *nglish ^enaiaaance dram* was secular only 
rarely, if ever. *irat, the pagan qualities of "oaan life suggested a 
sobriety which discouraged any blending of comedy and tragedy. Secondly, 
and .ore important, the ^oman milieu challenged the artist to find a 
moral fraune of reference devised out of vaxuea lacking transcendental 
dimensions. The essence of morality in the secular plajy had to be 
found in the society under examination. fcore difficult to solve was
the creation of a moral form in the play, itself. Jonson was not
A 
totally successful because vestiges of ^hristlan plotting survived.
\
*ut the weight of the play is upon the morality of the struggle of
\
men relying upon their own strength to withstand overwhelming corruption. 
Moreover, such moral order is reflected in the style, the posture of 
the historian, and the accuracy of his reporting of political causes. 
Sejanus carried the responsibility of seeking a moral order in a 
world where traditional values had broken down. Tragedy grew out of 
the loss of those values which alone raised men to tragic significance.
i
Nothing could be more tragic than a world in which man made institutions 
alone gave man dignity and secured his rights when it is discovered 
that inperfectiuility is the nature of those institutions.
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Jonaoa refrained from overusing literary forms as ends in 
themselves; his classicism was in his comprehension of the historical. 
fhe classical style was not a natter of imitation, but an ideal of 
cosposition based on the "closed" style, characterizing a wont clearly 
reasoned, self-contained, unifed in tone and character with a clear 
moral intent. The Greeks and *om«ns practised such an art first, but 
the classical spirit has been a recurrent principle in almost all ages 
since. "hether or not one can subscribe to the degree to which Jonson 
deaired to reform the English drsaa, yet his vision of the restrained, 
scholarly, well-Made rational play may be admired as one of the great 
ideals of art.
"  .. Seneca's effect was chiefly upon dramatic technique, hardly 
at all upon language, and only a ittle nore upon ideas." That is 
his geaerai relationship to £ngliah Renaissance drama, ^hat Seneca 
had so little influence as a thinker is due either to the fact that
his Bind was only thinly represented in his plays or that his
67philosophy was of little interest to his imitators. This, however,
is not the case for Jonson. In ^ejanus he designed an action which 
refused to conform to "poetic justic '. let there waa a metaphysical 
undercurrent accompanying insoluble dilemma and waste which was related 
to the philosophical writings of Seneca. ?he larger question concerns 
the values Baking Sejanus a tragic world (leading to a consideration 
of the concept of tragedy, itself, in relation to neo-classical and 
political-historical drawA) which may be traced bac*. to *oBan philosophy
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Sejanua contains an "argument" which is historical and political. 
I would also contend that it is philosophical to the extent that a sense 
of moral order must emerge out of the action of the play as a frame of 
reference by which the significance of the events can be measured in 
human terras. 1 have already put forward T-citua MB a thinker as ell 
as historian. Ahrougn his style T citua created a perspective upon 
his material which pointed in the direction of the tragic. Seneca 
lived in like times and promulgated a philosophy of stoicism as a 
means of preserving one's integrity in adversity, tiis stoicism 
appeared in the form of sententiae, but ^eneca did not devise a 
thorough stoic tragedy, ^ia philosophy d d not pervade and inform the
structure of his plays. It thus becomes necessary to &peak of the
68 dramatist and the philosopher*
The seventeenth century began to favor the philosopher, perhaps 
because the times were right for his firm-minded stoicism. The
Jacobeans were more pensive and apprehensive, at least in literary
69 poses if not in fact. It was then that Seneca was reformed in the
theater by an infusion of his own ethical thought. Moreover, such 
tragedy turned naturally toward politics for its subjects, the 
injustices of the political life for its theses, the struggle between 
tyranny and the £ .rivate citizen for plot, and, f .r catharsis, 
concentrated more upon intellectual recognition and the suffering of 
victim* without indulging in . ity and without encouraging fe*r except 
in a larger intellectual sense. -'his was also in response to the 
times. It had a subtle appeal. It .lacked the grand purgings of the 
strongest emotions, but it waa not untragic. In a different context 
willard Farnhaa said that "when Elizabethan tragedy reveals that the 
 ame mankind which has capacity for spiritual nobility must live
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die in a physical world productive of groasnees and horror, it ia able 
to raise in ua a tragic qualm auoh as Seneca, with his shower of
horrors upon Ben and women intrinsically ignoble, can never make us
70 feel*" The stoic hero has an integrity which does not arise in
cardboard tyrants. Jonson was not concerned with giving men a 
spiritual nobility which made their suffering the gateway to salvation 
and paradise, nor was he concerned with connic outrage and defe t. In 
the political world good men a e lost and treacherous men some times 
prevail* *hen a world of such political 'Yro'snes and horror" exists, 
a substantial fact of civilized states, the tragic awareness emerges 
because that world is a?ain our own.
Critics are not at all agreed about Seneca's reputation as a 
philosopher in Elizabethan England. Theodore Spencer's statement above 
that Seneca little influenced the drama as a thinker remains true, on 
the whole, though Seneca was known to a few scholars as a thinker in 
the sixteenth century. It is -difficult to reconcile two such basically 
contrasting statements as Spencer's and the following: "Indeed,
throughout the Renaissance, Seneca the moral sage is aiuch more widely
71 
acclaimed than Seneca the tragic exemplar."' The debate is partially
resolved if it is recognized that Seneca* o stoicism was not much 
understood by his sixteenth-century readers. His philosophy was 
almost universally read in Juxtaposition with, if not entirely fused 
with, Christian ideas of virtue, humility and the contecptua aundi. 
Seaeoa, the pa^an stoic, was barely perceived. Henry Peachaei'u The
Complete Gentleman (163^) is a fair example of the way in which
72 
^eneca was Christianized. ^toicisa was, in its Roman form,
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incomprehensible to the sixteen th^century mind, according to Theodore 
Spencer. Heligious tmotiona always intervened. Men could not conceive 
of facing a world which seemed nothing but a hollow place, with only 
their o«n reaources. They turned habitually to Christianity and 
consolation, Such reversals occur in the writings of ^tubba, Qosson,
n»
, Green* Mar a ton, Dekker and 
Stoicism for the "omane was a matter of political conduct. 
Clarence Men dell describes it in its original context, the one which 
Jonson rediscovered in his treatment of Homan affairs, -^toicism 
appealed only to an intellectual class which could accept political 
realities. It rejected an afterlife which detracted from the importance 
of this world. It  tsphasi&ed the views most in Keeping with the "oman
character. It became the basis for moral reform in Home, thus it was
74 the philosophy which perpetuated the beat of the ^oman heritage.'
Stoicism was joined to the republican ideals, politically held in 
balance with a patriotic acceptance of the Imperium. It became the 
philosophy of men in political and constitutional crises, it was 
this &enecu which was ripe for rediscovery in the seventeenth century. 
Halph Palmer argues for a growing interest in oeaeca's i.orsl
ideals in the period from 1595-1600. At that time there was a revival
75 
of Senecan thought which lasted for 25 years. It replaced the hold
76 
which Cicero had over the sixteenth century. The renaissance of the
ethical Seneca depended on the currency of his philosophy *ith more than 
a few classical scholars. Professor Hunter points out in his prefac« 
to Antonio's fievenge that the De Beneficiis was especially well known
and that John Maraton relied heavily upon ^enecan thought in this and
77 
other plays, especially The Malcontent* ' Male vole is partly the
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long-suffering victim, the utoical, persevering nan and partly the 
Senecan hero who by patience and humility regains his throne. Senecan 
virtue becomes a fora of policy, 'i'his means of virtuous watching,
employed with some intelligence, pays off in political dividends and
78 the restoration of right. It is not quite a "pure" moral pattern
since opposing traditions crowd in. i*ut the "wise man" of Seneca 
struggling against the vicissitudes of the world is clearly represented. 
Something which may be called the Senecan man or the -^enecan hero begins 
to appe&r in drama, a figure inspired by his philosophy rather than 
his playe. ?«t in K&rston one finds still ar* effort to develop Senecan 
thought through Senecan dramatic techniques.'"
A comparison between The Malcontent and oejanus showo how ouch 
Jonson had escaped the dra-ca of Italian intrigue. The position of the 
stoic is a serious one in Marston, yet at th<* same time a theatrical 
device llfce the ghost and the conventional disguise (stoicism is 
Malvole*s disguise), thus losing half its philosophical cogency. The 
pose is not fully explored because the political world is not fully 
real. Marston can adopt, without reflection, the i.ea that legal 
rights and self-integrity are enough to justify self-sacrifice. Tacitus 
had to consider the position more seriously because suicide was a real 
occupational hazard in first century ^ome and Jonson tooK. this 
reservation seriously* Stoicism in ^o.laaua is not a theatrical device, 
but an alternative aron^ codes of conduct where the system and those in 
power threaten honorable men.
Jonson 1 s stoic senators are tried in a world of realpolitic, 
in situations more "real" because less altered to fit a plot in which 
good is destined to win out over evil. Harston'e The Malcontent is a
e 
comedy ultimately, not only because right io restored and halvole is
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allowed to act the part of the good magistrate in punishing tht 
offenders, but because th« "tragic'1 threat to that ordtr is developed 
in cauaal terms with regird to plot only and not in the political fhcts 
related to history* "alph Graham Palmer credits Marston for his use of
Seneca, but not as a secular philosopher. Marston employed Seneca only
80 
 here he conformed to Maraton's own Christian views. Seneca had not
vet escaped the usual Christian interpretation.
This ia even more true of Chapman's plays and the classic case is
O M
Cato's sermonizing on stoic death in Caesar and Pompej. It is strange 
to hear Cato defending the immortality of the soul* ^hapman does not 
manage to create a statement on stoicism free from his own Christian 
biases, iiia characters, like Mars ton's, adopt the stoic position in 
order to teat the world and their own inner resources* i'he contest is 
rather too eagerly sought by such as £ussy, who defy the world's 
limitations in order to assert their egoes. ~>toieiam is sometimes a 
will to power in Chapman even though ^hapnan stands by the "Christian
ideal of Maple piety* a naked heart* and, most important, a 'humble
82 
spirit."1 Cato's death ia viewed as a triumph over Caesar and the
only means of escaping his tyranny. It is to assume for Caeaar a 
conscience bound to regard such a death. Political activity follows 
principles of its o*n which are asoral rather than immoral. ^o 
abandon the political life is not necessarily a certain good; men 
have responsibilities to the body politic. ?«t political participation
O-z
was a basic evil for Chapman. Chapman related stoiciam to neo- 
platoniam and thus made it part of his own philosophical retreat, while
for Jonson, as for the "omana, stoiciam was a preparation for entering
84 into the political life.
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Stjanua was not only influenced by stoicism but by a stoicism 
free of ^hristi&n over-ton«u, one which could stand ao a foundation for 
a moral order baaed upon human conduct determined by political action 
in an a it oral context. That was Jonaon*s contribution. It is not a 
thesis to be proved by identifying Senecan phraseology in the play, 
or by giving a history of the increasing number of translations of 
Seneca's works. At is the product of a reading of Seneca in conjunction
with a consideration of Tncitus* *onan world and a keen assessment of
^ 
trends in contemporary politics together with » strong concern for
human conduct guided by a style of integrity. eneca was "the poet
of the extreme situation; the projector of the terrible aoineat when the
8s haaiaer-blowa of tyrannical force bring man to the edge of endurance."
Jonaon builds this moment out of hi tory. Seneca, the stoic, provides 
the philosophy for that moment.
The stoicism in *»ejanus is to be found In the actions of 
characters and their general demeanor. Because Siliua is prepared to 
die, he is able to state the truth about Xiberiua* tyranny in the Senate. 
Circumstances bring him to the choice of silence or death, though in 
the end the choice is taken from Him because he had been marked by 
3ejanua for elimination, "is death speech contains the largest part 
of the v.toic thought -hich is actually uttered in the play, though it 
is implied that his ideals are endorsed by the others. Arruntius 
approves his d?ed. "An honorable handi" (III. 3^0). In fact, so natural 
it? *ilius f stateaont for *rruntius, that his pleasure la seeing so fine 
an ex&ucpie of virtue proven in death overshadows bis sense of pity. 
Siliua 1 speech is nipple enough, yet it has strength and point.
Stay,
Stay, most officious Senate, I shall straight 
Delude thy fury, oilius hath not placed 
Hi* t uarde within hie, against fortune's apite, 
So weakly but he can escape your gripe 
That are hut hanas of Fortune. She herself, 
When Tirtue doth oppose, must lose her threats* 
All that can hap£ ec in humanity, 
The frown of Caeear, proud Sejanua* hatred, 
Base Varro's spleen, and Afer'a bloodying tongue, 
The Senate's servile flattery, and these 
Mustered to kill I*an> fortified against, 
And can look down upon; they are beneath me. 
It is not life whereof I stand enamored, 
Nor shall my end make me accuse wy fate. 
The coward and the valiant man oiuat fall; 
Only the cause and manner how, discerns them, 
fthich then are gladdest when they cost us dearest. 
Romans, if any here be in this Senate, 
Would know to aook Tiberius' tyranny, 
Look upon ^iliue<, and 30 learn to die. (III. 320-339)*
\ 
expounds his philosophy of inner po*er whereby fortune is
86 defeated. Re offers it both as a censure to evil, as a charge to
the other members of his group, as a brilliant rationalization yet with 
a touch of stoic pride because he "can look down upon" those whose 
lives a: e less in their control and whose wicked deeds are ineffectual. 
It is a complex mood, but also a complete one. ?he study Silius makes 
is how to die. In death man's life is finished; in suicide it is
finished as a work of art and as a final assertion of the will again t
87 ths sinister creeping of fortune. It is the testimony of a man
self-made. There is no proof that Lepidua, ia a similar circumstance, 
would not have done the same. But he was not a marked man as Silius 
was. Arruntius, forecasting his own death, asked how Lepiduo had been 
both a "good patriot" yet had escaped the "hooK". Arruntius thought he 
must have special arts. Lepidus answered that they were,
None but the plain and passive fortitude
To suffer and be silent; never stretch
Ihese arms against the torrent ; live at home,
With my own thoughts and innocence ab.ut me,
hot tempting the wolf's jawsi these are my a*ts. (IV, ?94-298).
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This, too, is a Kind of etoic philosophy which ie not to be construed
as retreat, Hthout life there ie no hope of contributing to
88 improvement* The art of stoic living,* short of euici^e, ie to
preserve oneself until opportunities for service do occur, ^ome men 
art given no choice to live 'by a "plain and passive fortitude". The 
tactice of Sabinua* captors are cunning &n- deceitful. rruntiua, in 
protect, suggests that even coughs or dreams could be grounds for 
death in such a state as n .-me. The threats upon ^gnppina's safety 
indicate the extremities of danger. Her speeches, opening *ct IV, 
are full of fe?r as she reflects upon the removal of her friends ont 
bv one. There ia no escape, yet she is firm in telling her aons,
'Tie princsly when a tyrant doth oppose,
And is a fortune sent to exerciae
Tour virtue, as the wind doth try strong trees,
Who by vexation grow more sound and firm.
#hat we do know will come, we should not fear. (IV. 67-70, 76). 
This, too, is part of the stoic posture, not unrelated to Chapman's 
stoic heroes who nean to test their strength -gainst fortune. let, 
it is no willed exploit but a necessity. It is preparation for an 
inevitable misfortune.
Agrippina thinks that Callus, when he begins to offer a means of 
safety (IV. 15), can offer only a fora of inconstancy, can suggest 
only a compromising of her inner standards. There is no point in 
offering schemes or plans.
"Or shall we do some action like offence,
To oc& their fcitu~oes, that woulu make us faulty,
And frustr te practice by preventing it? (IV. 36-38).
It «ould be to no avail since their doom is already fixed. Yet the 
alternative to constancy is Machiavelli's doctrine of expediency. 
Through flexibility and adaptability, alone, can the prince survive.
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Policy, rather than fortitude, is the way to oppose fortune   ibis is 
the doctrine of both oejanus and Tiberius. It is the opposite of 
stoic perseverance. In Chapman the dichotomy between policy and 
stoicism is as clear as good anu evil. One is passive, the other 
active, t ,e former is good, the latter always evil* In oejanua the 
lines are never so clearly drawn. Political activity is a fact. 
d'etat io a fact and it haa been argued that ^ejanus is an
go illustration of reasons of state logic. 7 The play fixes the debate
*
within a complex political action, a matter of being of two minds 
grounded in the logic of both attitudes, working out the antinomies 
in terms of historical practice. -here policy is vicious it is a 
fault; where stoicism is proud, wasteful or useless it is likewise 
faulty.
VI
Stoicism and tragedy in a conventional sanse do not lie easily 
together,  ' he stoic hero is almost a contradiction in terms* Yet the 
tra^eij of situation, the struggle of the resolved citizen with an 
oppressive regime, may result in a configuration which coula be called 
"stoic tragedy". J ,nson studies the position of an intellectual elite 
in a society which denies them reasonable freedoms. It is a study in 
political loyalty under corrupt administrations, a study in the 
struggle between protest an I silence. Jonson isolate^ the crisis in 
first-century ^ome and converts it into a symbol of the political life. 
There is escape only into apathy or into humiliation and guilt. The 
alternative is reasoned protect and death. A man is forced to become
titbtr a aelf-willed dupe or a victim. As a potential victim a calm
reckoning with death becomes unavoidable. The audience must be made to
90 feel and understand the nature of that choice. Stoic tragedy
largely a matter of intellectual recognition. The death of the s 
is to be pitted because of the waate, because the circumstances which 
force that death are uncontrollable. (These men are tragic, not 
because they desire toj much but because they desire only what is 
reasonable and are unable to obtain it.) But such death raises other 
"meanings" at the same time; it crystallizes the anatomization of 
political society. It- is a form of tragedy which divides the concern 
between individuals and the collective, a double perspective; the one 
concrete, the other abstract. The re oral substance of the play is a 
philosophy of endurance which arises out of the nature of the political 
life itself. -That is Jonson's way to a tragic experience.
The spirit which prompted <^ilius would regain an alien brand of 
courage to Joason 1 : au axe rices. Elizabethans were used to seeing Romans 
who were more like tbenselves. ^ thorough-going stoicism is a direct 
contradiction to tr.ediev-l ethics. Suicicte is offered in the play not 
only as an historical fact but as a noble form of withdrawal from an 
oppressed life. Jon^on does not intrude with comments to the contrary 
nor cushion its purport with theories of the hereafter. xheoiore Spencer
has provided a full account of the horrible sin of suicide ae it was
91 conceived by the medievals; basically it was n-j*h«re allowed. Yet
the atoicpreoccupations in ^ejanue suggest the timer, causes and 
circumstances when such an act iii permissible and almost necessary. 
Political freedom has to be of primary importance.92 The ultimate 
measure of a man's life is understood to ,e $ not his own soul but the
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well-being of the state. !&io is jet one zaore result of Jon^on's 
historiography ^nJ of his secularization of tr; f.eciy. in so far as 
political circumstances were changing in ^n^l^nd and atoic philosophy 
was gaining in import -ce t one could ar;;ue that J^nson'n Hoznan world 
was a projection of his own tiae&. Moreover, opinion*? on t/.e concept
of suicide were also changing. John i>onne, in 1638, published a work
93praising suicide. JJonne was concerned with martyrdom, a ieath
justified for the Kingdom 1 B saite, but these were rot the received 
views. J?he Elizabethans could, perha, a, a.irirc such convictions in a
Cato* "^uicide wu~, indeed, one of the beet ways of riving a
94 
atmosphere to a play. aut they probably could never imagine
themselves in similar cir juicst; ncee. The accur cv of oejanus is, 
ironically, then one of the reasons it appeared so unreal. Suicide as 
the coKplet.i.on of an exemplary political life wa-: only of historical 
interest to the -iizabethana. Nevertheless, it was in this f^rn. that 
the implications of Senecan stoicism were a-xvxnced in the play. A 
tragic potential based in the political life eneryed thr .ju^h the 
Roman ethos.
As a writer for the stage Jj>nson was in sores trouble. ^uch an 
approach to death is powerful through its relation to political 
circumstances anj human self-deteraination, but reservation anu 
philosophical calns areita chief chr-ip^ctferistics. Stoic death is short 
on dramatic spectacl-* creover, Jon^on did not corrjcunJ such deaths, 
not because of stage decencies, but bec^uae one , sc sui fioitct to 
complete the eseaj. The play, with all its political treachery, is 
not raOA with slaughter. Death is seldora discuas«d in the abstract. 
Jonson's tone i- sj-are an i austere an i many have felt a -cficit;ncy 
there as well. iheodore opencer lamented that Jonaon had no feelings
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about death, that his plays lack in general "common feelings about
95 
common facts which ar« part of the Elizabethan dramatic background."
Itt Jonoon, through history, added something entirely ne« to the 
dramatic experience not based upon established theatrical conventions. 
Death became a political action rather than a private or heroic act, 
because death can be conceived and executed in political terms.
VII
It was the sophistication of political thought which altered the 
design of political tragedy. The play had to record the amoiguitiss 
of the machinery of state. One keeps coming back to this theme. *he 
degree to which the state server as protagonist in the play, to that 
extent power and dramatic attention are roc-bed from the hero. **n 
intrusion of Machiavellian elements could have been employed in the 
 taking of a villain-hero, but here too, the Machiavellian elements 
belong to the whole internal operation of the state. The contest is 
not only between one man and society but between several men ana 
several parties. The Machiavellian elements which characters are 
equipped with are merely explications of historically established 
practices, ^oneon interpreted actions in terms of the policy they 
contained but he did not build characters and personalities out of tke. 
devices of the Machiavel bogy-man.
I cannot see that Jonson adjusts his characters, ever, to fit the 
categories of the »rlatotelian hero. The Aristotelian hero is 
"not pre-eminently virtuous and just, and yet it is through no badness 
or villainy of his own that he falls into the misfortune, but rather 
through SOBC flaw in him, he being one of those who are in high 
station and good fortune, like Oedipus and Thyjbjejtes and tht. famous
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96 
men of such fami 11  a ad those. 11 *or the beat relations between
character and action, Aristotle approved of a ueed committed In 
ignorance where intentions *ere for the good. Ir. the beat tr^
there is an intention "to do some irremediable action in ignorance
97 
and to discover the truth before doing it." It is more difficult to
stage a good man committing a odsfortunate deed in full Knowledge of 
the facts, but it is not an impossibility. *ristotle favored it leant. 
"The action may happen in the way in which the old dramatists made their
characters act - consciously and Knowing the f- eta, as Aurtpiles also
98 
made his hedea kill her children." 7 ror wicked men to aim at other
wicked men is no tragedy, for a wicked man to aim against his ruler
99 or against his society is a cjncept altogether outaide Aristotle.
In political tragedy this is not the case. Robert Ornstein argues 
that 6eJanus' characterization "looks baCK to the Machiavellian 
hero-villains of the &li*s,bethan stage" and the intrigue pu.ot to the 
"archetypal plotting of The Spanish Tragedy". it is the search for 
parallels *ithin existing traditions which has been unfavorable for 
Sedanus critically. In Jonaon'a closely reasoned political context 
the wicked nan is not derived from the old vice figure as villain, the 
character motivate a only by "motiveless malignity". Jonson accepted 
Sejanue' political ambition as a norm for the world he inhabited and 
as the basic nv« in the eivic life,  ' his factor became the first 
principle in the creation of the "hero", a carry-over from Jonson'a
satiric *orld; yet where ambition led to groat; crimes it entered a
101 highly serious reulm. The costs were death and the decline of the
state. Ira edy hau to find n«w rules for the creation of the 
protagonist for that context. -Tistotle did not pertain*
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Tragedy is generally conceived in sone sense as a struggle of 
tbt individual toward power who, in h« proceaa^ discovers or reveala 
through bia actions, the uense of the ego in all its -nrr.ensiona and the 
nature of the limitations ^laced upon human endeavors by nature, by 
society an ; by limitations within that person, ±he essence of the 
tragic conflict may also be explained in terms of the *sychomachia 
and the morality tradition. *he basic struggle revolves around a 
choice whether to do the good or the evil, in that c.^:.e actions are 
invariably accompanied by knowledge. Later dramatists in this 
tradition concern themselves ,vith the anxieties of choice, the inner 
struggle which, if lost leads to ruin and death. Passion is destruction, 
reason the goide to safety. If Sejanus is forced into this mold his 
choice is made oefore the play opens; the rtst is a progress toward 
unexpected death. It does not fit. Patently lacking in oejanua 1 
character is self-discovery. i-ven in the final moments of his life 
oejanus never weakens. A stoic facade is part of his preparation for 
entering politics even as an opportunist-manipulator. Ihere are no 
signs of remorse, and «ten all have turned against him, like oiliua 
who says little once he is taken, oejanus repines only, "Aa I called?" 
(V. 668) and concludes with an ooservation upon Macro's insolence. 
This is contrary to what many critics have come to demandCfollowing 
Aristotle) of the tragic hero: M ... the tragic hero must gain some 
perception of the ae&ningfulness of his action before he dies, or else 
we feel that his stature is unsatisfactorily limited by the dramatist 
and that he is not fit (sic) hero at all." 1
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oejanua was aware of the nature of his deeds from the outset 
boasted of them.
Adultery? It ie the lightest ill
I will commit. A race of wicked acts
Shall flow out of my an^sr, ana o'erspread
The world's wide face, *hich no posterity
.Shall e'er approve, nor yet Keep silent - things
That for their cunning, close an i cruel mark,
Thy father would wish his, and shall, perhaps,
Carry the empty name, but we the prise. (II. 150-157)
He was angry, for hire a rare muod. More often he wonted deliberately
and persistently toward his e -da. -« could be patient, ile was not
at
deceived about the nature of good and evil. In the politic, sense, 
Sejanus realised his toal, a struggle for total power, and the skills 
required to attain it. He is characterised by a fixed will, a 
singleness of interest, a lac*, of conscience, an altogether cynical 
outlook. lie lived by careful choices and perished, a victim of 
superior cunning. He never brooded over possible disaster, nor did he 
view his life a<a a paradox or a burden, ^t Janus is not made grand in 
his ambition, tie is unrelated to Bussy or Coriolanus or Antony because 
he lactts the greatness of the warrior or deceived man of principle, 
the man who pushes beyond the moral limits of society and so perishes, 
the figure fiugene ftaith has called the Herculean hero who is so noble 
that soofsjjty itself is condemned for condemning him. Sejanue is
not to be identified with a King Lear, but an £dgar. The latter was
10^f the new consciousless man of politics. Hegard for history prevented
Jonson from turning -ejanua into a character of humours, a malcontent, 
a villain monster. It is a study of the political man. i-'or all of 
5e Janus' lac*, of humanity , he is the real character rather than the 
caricature.
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The credibility of character may not be based on a description 
of character alone but upon character within the context of the 
action* The word "hero" suggests more than what Tiberius or oejanus 
or oiiiua are to the play* The hero-centric drama is a meana of 
ordering the plot by relating all eve; ta to the life, interests and 
passions of a single man. Jonaon was not able to abandon that structuring 
principle entirely ±a creating frejanua. Thus, the difficulty in making 
a oritioal assessment.
The problem is centered in ho* those De caeibus traces should be 
read. As a character -ejanuo' intransigent brazenness presents a 
difficulty* tie is a man of position possessed by a ruinous desire for 
power *hicu leads to a pinnacle of success whicu is least secure when 
it appears roost sure, **e taen faals to a violent death* History 
introduced' the pattern. It wan moral intent which reduced this pattern 
to convention, it became the single most important the:;e in medieval 
history. T. o. ^liot pointed out that it was not Jonson's classical
predisposition which prevented him from perfecting *ae janus, but his
105 unwillingness to abandon tuie De casibus pattern of the medievals.
£liot is right, but only to the extent that Jonaon imposed the form 
upon history for purposes of urging its morals to the exclusion of 
other and contradictory theaas implicit in the historical material 
itself. Thi*» Jon&on has >ot done, especially in his recognition of 
raiaon d'etat logic. Rather, to a large extent conventional patterns 
have bound the critic and iruch which is allegedly discovered in the 
work merely pre-exists in the Bund of the reader. H^.ymond Williams 
asserto that the idea of the aspiring hero has fixed itself in our 
minds anu that we read it into elj. art: "it is now bc-c^-in?, ciear (at 
a tine, significantly, when our own governing structure of feeling is
beginning to disintegrate) that the Greek tragic action was not
rooted in individuals, or in individual psychology, in any of our
i(\(i 
senses. It was rooted in history.... " It is not an "individual
action generalized" but a "general action specified" that should be
107 
emphasised. Individuals do not always stand for themselves alone,
but for the parties and ideas they represent in the political organism.
Out of the relationship between parts comes the "situation" which 
fixes itself as fate for all the characters which it includes. That 
fate is nothing mysterious, but th« temperament and mood of the body 
politic, The new "figures" to emerge are Tiberius the god of the 
machine, Sejanus the ostensible god of the machine and the victims of 
the machine. In a causal study, the blame is loaded upon the men who 
comprise the system - through self-exposure, through satire. Men in 
this system are not victimized bj, isolation or inner guilt, but by 
other men and the state ayatea. It is a tragedy of the political 
victim which takes the place of the tragedy of the hero.
It is as though Jonaon sets up expectations which cluster around 
the hero, then demonstrates to our discomfort that the tragic action 
happens through rather than to hias. 'I'he tendency has been to narrow 
the world of the play to a concern for only one man. It is one of the 
"fixed" principles in the audience's relationship to the plaj. ><ith 
whom is the viewer asked to "identify" himself? By playing against 
this Jonson pounds perspective into the spectator. All those Victorian
critics who re**d to find the comfort of regeneration even in the death
1Ofi 
of the protagoniot are frustrated. In creating the delineations
of the hero play without writing one he uses form in parody to 
emphasise his bitter point that nothing ie It^rneu b^ death, that
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regeneration refuses to cone about. £ejanu&' last statement concerns 
the insolence of Macro which ia greater than hie own (V. 673)* It 
galla him that such a one as Maceo should overtop him, though he 
recognises his superiority. What a strane e comment for a man 
finishing a career like his. "Is Macro here? Oh, thou art lost, 
Stjanus.*1 (V. 659). ±he significance of this comment is for the 
future of the state. Macro is the ^ortinbr&s of the play. 3?he 
abandonment of the hero, in fact, acids cunningly to the satiric blow.
11 A1th the passing away of the Elizabethan streas on character, ... 
thers has been a tendency toward dramas lacking any apparent hero or 
heroes, where the tragic action and the tragic atmosphere spring rather
from the conflict of diverse characters, none of which is a central
109 figure, or from the social forces surrounding those characters."
Allardyce Nicoil describes a new type of plaj which ia the "tragedy
of a system" built upon the interplay of social conventions, "abstract
110 forces which move over and around the dramatis personae." It was
the result of the desire to treat broader social ana political problems 
on the stage, class, socialization and the group, a tendency which 
never really established itself firmly in the theater until after the 
Frencu Revolution. A necessary prerequisite was the subordination of
the personality character to the matters of history and the body
111 politic. Sejanus is concerned with the survival of men representing
a class, an attempt to deal wit;, abstract and collective principles on 
atags. According to Meoil this is a technique almost never employed 
by Shakespeare. Again the uses of history made the difference between 
these two conceptions of the tragic fable and the protagonist.
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VIII
History, undigested, ia hardly art because it lacke the sense 
of design, the coherence in the fable which ia essential. A plot 
implies fore-knowledge, a aenae of direction and purpose in the 
author's mind. Plot froot history ia a matter of adjust ent of the 
materials in retrospect, though the truth of history need not be 
violated in the procea**. It is, however, almost invariably weighted 
and interpreted. Jonaon found in Tiberius and Sejanus many figurea 
at oncei rightful ruler and corrupt counsellor, tyrant and minion, a 
contest between knaves equally matched in a power struggle which made 
oppreaaion its waste-product* History suggested not one but several 
patterns of action and morality, some possessing more conventionalized 
developments than others. A valid historical assessment required that 
the balance between political patterns, such a« they existed in relation 
to one another in history, had to be preserved. Therefore, the dividing 
line between the inspiration of historical events toward the rediscovery 
of dramatic forms and the inspiration of traditional literary patterns 
ia difficult to define. A he relationship between the two has always 
been confeased. *here history revealed a will to revenge, conventional 
forms with corresponding morals stood ready-made into which the 
particular facts could be cast. Jonson reverifiea the usefulness of 
those forms in an historical context by preserving the relationships 
between "kinds" of political acta, thereby revitalizing the links 
between hiatory and dramatic conventions. The integrity of history 
cauaed the roles of conventionalized plot structures to be 
de-euphaaized.
The pivotal point in the plot, as in history, is Tiberius' 
decision to atop Sejanua 1 advancement, a natter of politic timing.
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Aa plot, this reversal receives special attention. ±wo Ion* interviews, 
the first with £ejanus in Aot II aiia the second with Macro in *ct IV, 
are the significant momenta. Jonson weight* them J ramu tic ally   In 
the first, Tiberius effects his , ill to rid himself of ;. ( rip t ina'8 
followers through oejanua ani in the second, *>ejanus through Macro. 
All else follows from these two meetings. Jonaon supplies, here, the 
origins af that concentrate! scheming which are implied in the events 
narrated by Tacitus. These interviews are calculatea for inspection 
rather than for emotional effect or bids for the audience to ta*.e sides. 
Intensity of plot is baaed upon Tiberius 1 calculated but mysterious 
delay*. *ven "rruntiua is finally baffled. Only Lepidua senses the 
plan while the others think "one is virtually lost (IV. Mf6-V?3}. 
Ahua, what ia really a matter of policy, appears as a suspense-winning 
dramatic technique- From a political point of view, Aibenus had to 
wait until -^eJanus finished the wor* he desired but could not do 
himself, ^hen, because ^ejanua had built so much popular support. 
Tiberius could risK no open confrontation, «<j had to use indirect 
means to build a case against him in the eyas of the j&ob. They would 
complete his work, for him and ta&a the blame. Arruntiue could not 
believe Tiberiua had such a scheme because in his own simple forthright 
mind he assumea that Tiberiua would *orx more directly, tafce "a nearer 
way", come bac* to *ome and "cut his throat by law" (IV. V?6-77)» 
Hberiua was afraid. -*-o return would be to ris& showing that fear. 
We observe as Macro prepares the end. Ihoae in the play watch as 
oejaaua' power mounts. Sometime later when the final meeting of the 
Senate is called, "rruntiua observes bitterly that t:ey had better be 
careful to praise oejanus who was allegedly to be honored with the
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"tribunicial dignity",
Now, Hareus Lepidue, 
You atill believe your former augury? 
^ejanua must go downward? You perceive 
Hla wane approaching faat?
Lepidus- Believe me, Luciua 
I wonder at this rising. (V. **36
At last all are deceived by Tiberius 1 brilliant tlun. As a plot, the
t political contest continues long beyond the oint that the audience
thinka it mist breaiL. At °pelunca, by that lucky opportunity
-  janus has to protect ^iberius from the falling rocks, he gains a 
stay of execution without knowing it. "grippina observes that an 
accident with t:osc results has the power to fall on them "And bury 
whole posterities beneath then." (IV. 62). &o firmly did ^ejanua 
appear to hold the power that the audience is amaeed by the ease with 
which Tiberius turned the entire populace against hia; yet in rescrutiniz- 
ing the transaction, the account Jonson has provided is credible at 
every turn. A parallel is to be drawn «ith Jonson 1 s conic plots in 
whieh he delaya reversals long after the audience is certain that 
disguises must break down, at* in Jfcpiooene. Meanwhile Y with every new 
device, (Valpone's first escape froa the law or Faces brilliant 
Manipulations), Jonson dazzles his audience with technical bravado. 
Jo&don finds a sioilar kind of dramatic order in the polities whieh 
xiberius follows for his survival, ae is the master craftsman as he 
waa in history; his passive role is at the heart of his cunning, a 
difficult color to oast in a bright hue. ^hus, in the historical 
encounter and calculated delays of history Jonson finds a plut which is 
both historical yet possesses a unity and coherence of its own. Jonson
 anagea to make history appear like art without major revisions. 
Policy itself, becomes plot.
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IX
J or Minturno, to spoa* of ideas is to apeak of sentence. To speak 
of ideas ia to spean of that "part which is concerned entirely with 
speech." These must be cle-,r, yet ornamented, and w«a^ fitted to what 
is narrated. Sentence i3 not anything which is thought, but a statement
specifically prepared, gr.vely uttered by an authority directing sen
113 generally toward wise courses of behavior, ^entencee form part of
an argument, usually its beginning or its conclusion, submarining its 
essence in a small space. Traditionally such savings are appropriate 
for the aged and if a revered aenex can be introduced, the better for 
the presentation of thea on stage. Sentences are a shortcut to
characterization. They show the "disposition and tendency of the
IT** 
mind, and the qualities and appetite of the man who speaks .... "
It is alaost a dramatic rule that good men spea*. good advice, bad men 
evil, unless irony is intended in order to reveal cunning and deceit, 
as the case is with Tiberius. Tragedy is the genre for which sentences 
are moat suited. It is the art of reprehension, blame and admonishment* 
oenece., a chief practitioner of this kind of art, sprinKled his texts 
with maxims ana proverbs introduced both as reflections upon the moment 
and as general instruction. But Seneca was often too much the writer 
of moral aententiae. Action was separated from whole sections of 
independent commentary. In making general statements Seneca went too 
far and lost sight of tne individual. 5 such material was yet to be 
encompassed by the dramatic action.
Jonson also subscribes to the theory that "fullness and frequency 
of sentence" is central to the office of a tragic writer. A drama of 
sentence, however, is not easily reconciled to & drama of history.
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Thought in Jonaon arises from a contemplation of the total situation.
la that I think Jfeiliot is right and that Jonson achxeveu this perhaps
116 better than he knew. J. A. Cunliffe remarked that Jonson "made his
reflections arise naturally froc the situation or the cii r .ctcr of the
117 
speaker." Almost never do we suspect that Jonson has manipulated a
situation or specially devi ed opportunities to introduce tid-bitt* from 
hi as toe*, of reading into the play. Jeld^m do the^e sentences stand 
out on the page as though Jonson were saying, "this is what the play 
is about." Sentence is a technique of satire with Jonson rather than 
a straight forward didactic measure. Almost everytnin : is processed 
through irony.
Sentences in Jonson'a play are included in the political speeches 
which are themselves imitations of political rhetoric simultaneously 
indicative of a person*a character and intentions. The rhetoric of 
political encounter seldom ceases. Moat of the uummary wisdoos appears 
so buried in the speeches that it is difficult to identify it as such. 
Macro is a figure unaiAely to provide moral adaonitions. In a soliloquy 
following his commission to ta&e Sejanus down, he reflects upon his 
amaaing good fortune.
1 will not as* why Caesar bids do this,
But joy that he biua oe. It is the bliss
Of courts to be employe a, no matter how.
A prince's power reaves all hi a actions virtue.
We, whom he wor^-i by, are dumb instruments,
To do, out not enquire. His great intents
Are to be served, tiot starched. Tet, as that bow
Is moat in hand whoae o«nctr be^t doth know
T*affect his aias, so let that stateman hope
Most use, most price, can hit his prince's scope-
Nor rust he loon at what or whom to strike,
But lojsc at all; each mark must -e alike. (III. ?1*t-?23).
It is an extraordinary construction. Heading it is like viewing a 
mobile sculpture. ^he figure on the paper turns according to the 
perspective emphasized L>y thesye. Macro's words folio* in clear
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discursive sequence, yet each statenent, taut an in isolation may b« 
rtad as a perverse maxim of state. The speech continues in the same 
manner for some 2^ lines more. Macro is full of aivice to himself. 
"*he way to rise is to obey and please.'* (III. 735). In this sens* 
the play is indeed, full of sentence* let there is no sense in which 
Jonson intends the audience to mark Macro's words ae literal moral 
guidance. These are the rationalizations of a complete opportunist. 
Macro's extremes make this clear. He would "remove a wife" from his
f .-
"warn side, as loved as is the air" (III. 725-29), ruin hia parents or 
his kiu in order to rise. The satire cannot foe missed. It is even 
bolder than Valpone'a celebration of hia gold, as the "best of things!
and far traneeending/All stile of ioy, in children, parents, friendo/Or
118 
any other waking dreame on earth.'* (I. i. 16-18).
8eJanus' use of concealed eaxircs in his conversations with 
Tiberius are similar, lie uses eomaaon proverbs, "thunder speaks not 
till it hit" (II. 203) for rhetorical effect, but the ones he seeoia to 
improvise on the spot are more deadly. "The prince who shames a 
tyrant's name to bear,/Shall never dare do anything but fear." 
(II. 178*179)* Arruntius, on the other hand, uses them far lese than 
we think he should. Arruntius' speech is more impulsive. He still 
carries Jonson*s satirxc invective in its most heated form and his 
wisdom, though seldom profound, is compelling- Arruntius is totally 
Jonson's oreation. In speaking of Drusus, Arru. tius observes: "A 
riotous youth,/There's little hope of him." (I. 106-107). Taken 
alone it nearly forms a maxim, but this is to urge a case. I think 
Jonson is careful to ksep Arruntius from making too many pre-formulated 
and deadly accurate observations. A sermon is not his intention but an
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action concerned with the Ambiguities of the political life in which 
Arruntius, the alleged chorus leader, ia himself involved, threatened 
and baffled* In euch a way sentence serves the play of situation, 
contributes to the satire, and to the logical structuring of the 
speeches. It is not didactic or ornamental in Jonson; again an old 
convention is employed for Joeson's o.n dramatic purposes. Sentence, 
as Minturno used the word, barely applies.
The complexities of government cannot be revealed in sentences. 
Ihej lack tht necessary powers of qualification, ^uch tragedy must 
take up patterns of universalized political actions which reveal the 
paradoxes of po*er, the morality of power, law, rebellion and loyalty, 
realpolitik. freedom and censorship. These shape the rhythms of the 
play and together make up the total statement. It is bv thematic 
plotting that Jonson ia able to build into the work what Teats has
called "the emotion of the multitude" without resorting to rhetoric,
119 sub-plot or chorus. In Shakespeare, sub-plots parallel the main
as shadows to « figure. One learns by comparison, deduction. Jonson, 
following Tacitus, heaps up like events and creates an understanding 
bj» supplying the necessary materials for induction: compound abuses of 
the law, breaches o: truet, examples of cunning diplomacy, a sequence 
of ambitious practitioners illustrating how the total society is 
affected by oeJanus' power quest. Jonson had to condense Tacitus' 
weighted, narrative sequences into representative episodes.
John Palmer said that "Jonson had so great a reverence for
historic truth that it blinded hie to the fact that truth of history
1PO 
and the truth of dramatic art are not coincident." A politician
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on the stage was a rare figure. He was either a king or warrior or 
else a burlesqued and oversimplified caricature* The negotiations, 
orders and counter-orders of the bureaucrat are more dramatically 
demanding. Jonson looked for the foundations of the tragic in hia 
own culture and found it in the general political order driven by 
ambitious men and their petty followers. History and tragedy can be 
joined when the directions of Civilization and the directions of the 
human spirit are still associated as part of a sin, le order. As the 
strain increases between then, a sense of the tragic continues to arise. 
Tragedy becomes a response to social disorder seeing the movements of 
the organization in relation to qualities of aind and spirit. Such 
art inclines toward the art of revolution because the failures of 
society become the theme; yet SeJanus is not a revolutionary play 
because it excites no group protest. x ts respectability as art 
depends upon this balance* Though incensed by the ambition which 
corrupts societies, Jonson 1 a republicans ao not advocate an attack 
upon the system. They see from ..any sides <*t once and recognize that 
anarchy is no alternative to tyranny. Jonson, in the total design of 
the action, never suggests it. &e does not hint of a republican 
conspiracy (Agrippina is open to interpretation) or of other means of 
escaping responsibility, *t is this well-argued lack of alternatives 
which mates the play tragic, "here there is recourse in rebellion, 
the sane frustration in knowledge does not occur.
^unning through this thesis is the theory that the Jacobean period 
advanced a new mood differing significantly from the Elizabethan. TO 
be sure, for every statement of this Kind there is a counter-statement 
supporting a continuity between them. -he seventeenth century be 
evidence of a society still founded upon medieval ideals. But ,*t
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least one could argue tnat new iaeais and new conditions forced them- 
selves upon the consciousness of the intelligentsia an i that England 
under the Stuarts entered a new political A.hase, that economic 
activity resulted in u bustling city life *nich orou^ht with it the 
corruptions of affluence. i\ P. *»ilson characterizes the age as one 
generally concerned with moral ana political questions. A t was 
interested in the "mysteries and perturbations of the human rind. 
ftext t- the moralists of the Jiiver Age - and especially Seneca, 
Tacitus, and Plutarch - the writers whose works vvore nost con. enial 
to the new age were men like Machiavelii, ^rancesco Guicciar mi,
U- 
 ] "'"I
Bodin, aarte, Cardan, lipsiu^ Hontaigne, Chari on . . . ." '' ±;^ list
is nearly a review 01 naaae^ mentioned in e^r-tier chapters. These 
were the leading stoics, skeptics, rationalist^, naturalists an^i 
political historians oi the age. Se janus, as history, reflects the 
spirit of the intellectual tradition which ^iluon calls "Jacobean". 
 ' he play, 1 would contend, »as an attempt to update dra&a not only 
theatrically but intellectually. x'he test for the tragedian *as in 
building a tragic sense of life out of the new ske^tici:*^. Ihe 
switch from optiiuisai to a more pessimistic outlook may be due to 
growing ttireuts of a strong central government, corruption in the 
civil service, literary phenofiiena such as tne melanchoii -» movement, 
threatu of religious echisoi, the new science's challenge to the old 
order, the reaction againut s«ntineutalisK; and nostalgia, the growth 
of aatire, the growth of censorahip ana the feupcreseion of certain 
writings ana j.i^>s, a general sense of fear in the government itself 
which led to a 0urpree»siu>, 01 political activities, the nucleuo of a 
class of , olitlcal vxctiir.s, or perhaps to the peculiar genius which 
belonged to a few oen. -h^tever the cause, oejaoua turns upon 
political and moral questions with a hi^h degree of e^rnei-tness.
Jonaon thus abandons lawless, exuoerant splendid heroes for realistic 
ambitious, political non-heroes, men more closely related to the 
practice of social ambition aad greed in Jacobean tiroes* The drama 
of ritual turns to one of satire. The spirit of the Jacobean is
"Jonson anatomising the humours of men and the deformity of the
122 tines with constant courage and contempt of fear ...."
"The spoken word is the strongest element in ^onson's
123 
stagecraft  " It is a fact regretted by many of his critics. But
>.iven Jonson' a subject there was no alternative. The satire is 
couched in the lan^a^e; the explication of policy depenus on the 
relationship between words and actions. Language becomes a total 
environment. The cajor issues are given .;ut by men in confrontation 
with one another. The final rtversal for Sejanus is brought about by 
a long and cunningly woraed letter. ihe con est between ^ejanus and 
Tiberius is largely a contest of verbal management. *or duplicity, 
Tiberius is the master, confidently giving away those powers which 
he *nuws will be restored to him by "papular'4 acclaim, thus increasing 
the appearance that he ruled by universal consent. Cordus, too, is a 
legalist and knows hoA to turn the law and the rhetoric ,i advantages 
it covers to advantage without enraging the opposition. £very speech 
is calculated to manipulate toward ends often against the listener's 
own will, ouch is the nature of political rhetoric. An inability 
to understand both the words and the motives they disguise, le.-ids to 
political defeat or death. Language and survival become closely 
connected* Of no play by Jonson may it be more truly said, 'Vt
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you were cone to hears, not sse a PIay./Though we his Actors must 
providt for those,/Who are our guests, here, in the way of shoves,/
The Baker hath not so; he'ld have you wise,/l,uch rather by your earee,
124 then by your eyes." Jonson «aa aware of the complaint but cade no
apologies. This use of language is an imit tion of political apesking. 
It is often a rhetoric of understatement not suited to bombast. uuch 
an imitation also prevents language from breaking, u; inco brilliant 
fragments. It moves with M concerted intensity froir, beginning; to end, 
following the uecoruin of tht forum. i'here* the lunguageof politics 
may be viewed as theme in the play. The closet drama again suggests 
itself here to some purpose since in tLe plays of Greville and i)aniel 
there wan a freedom frotn the creation of spectacle so that thit* 
language of political exchange could be WOPS fully developed* Policy 
through language and thus the politic use of language, itself, becomes 
theme in their pla^s a*§ in ^eJanus. It is not an excuse for or the 
replacement of action; it is the action and spectacle.
XII
Death separates crime froa. folly; it is the distinct mark of 
trageay and "of ail &g^ri«ncefc ae.th ha*s the highest emotional
125 potential." In Sejanus the protagonist diej. i or an au iience of
Justice-seeders this can only bo right. Ice the uaaner of hie death 
eomforts lie tie a^ punishment for his tr«ac Lssries. ^ejanua ehows no 
remorse, ^e faces duath with the samo stoic course to be found in 
Silius or oabinus. u« does not feel the sting of punishment. Certainly 
there is no eleg|s^jo mood; Arruntius cautions against pity (V. 89?). 
At the moment of .e Janus' crisis Jonson rrovec the focus* of the play to
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the mobs. References are made to the heavens, but that tht mob's 
perverse delight is "fortune", Jvuaon never fflistaui.es (V. 702-708). 
The play continues, even in the denouement, to concentrate upon public 
issues and public behavior. i.ven Apicata's lament is half directedat 
those who had joined in 3e Janus' crimes and went unpunished. Apicata 
is a -Roman, capable of furious gesture an<J rhetoric. The audience ia 
kept away. ^here ia no pathos or sentimentality, uyperbole beoomea 
intentional ornament in the mo^oenger's report of her (V. 86a-8?5)« 
The "justice" of the whole final scene is only a form, th« return to 
the atfctue quo an illusion. In following such a course, it woula aeem 
that Jonson has thrown away his best opportunities for developing a 
tragic sense of death, a sense of personal catastrophe and waste*
Death, in oejanua, is the dividing line between . ife as an 
opportunity to «hape one's immortality, and the fate of having to let 
one's reputation re&t upon that v.hich has already been achieved* The 
quest for ivuuortality is one of the atronge t motivations for political 
activity. Sejanua struggles not only for po*er but for fame. The 
manner of his aeath, hacked by the f icicle &obs, deprives him of all 
his reputation.
Gotta Let all the traitor's titles be defaced.
Prio , ^is images and atatuea be pulled down.
 
Hateriua . His chariot wheels be -ro^en (V. 697-99) 
^y contrast oiliua chooses a course of life which will, in death, 
guarantee his good reputation in the eyes of posterity.
Arruntiuc . ( Aside ) My thought did prompt him to it. farewell,
Be famous ever for thy great example. (III.
The original statement of this theme is offered by liberius.
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Only a long,
A lasting, high, and happy memory 
They should, without being satisfied, pursue, 
^ontempt of fame begets contempt of virtue (I.
In short, aen are motivated to the good bocau't their immortality is 
measured by the opinions of those who survive them. This statement 
offered by a 1'iberius is full of irony, ^e sought his own immortality 
by policy and by proauc.. n ; ; effects rather than true justice. His 
pique throughout life was that the tiaus were against his easy 
achievement of faste. It ia by no aeam> to be assumed that h« who 
condemns virtue loses f-£e. Jonaon pursues that irony* Politics and 
immortality become cloaaly related. In this muted tone the quality of 
life, measured by the circumstance* and ratifications of death, keeps 
the concept of death central to the play. Xhe satiric mode takes its 
effect. Death, contrary to the usual tragic pattern, is no guarantee 
of order to corae. ^istory does not follow the patterns of ritual* Heal 
death, in histor; , transpires at the level of political bargaining. 
Silius* death is the ult.rnate gesture of political protest. Heanwhile, 
Tiberius feigns disappointment that he has been aeprived of a chance to 
a bo >. leniency. ./nee dead, even a "traitor" deserves his praise (III. 
3*M-47). Tha "saJ accident" of death becomes brilliant irony in the 
play. Men, in t -. play, .-uat did with no more nor less significance 
than they did in history if th« irony is to stand.
Jonson is concerned with tua relationship between death and the 
political society an. not with its personal and spiritual dimensions. 
The primary and perhaps insoluble question is whether such a treatment 
of death can ever be tragic. £ome have insisted that it can never be
so and have even suggested that Jonson lacked the innate qualities
126 
of the tragedian. Because of the emphasis upon society and the
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collective, because of the close aense of political causation as 
opposed to the atars, because of the routed rhetoric controlled by 
realism and history, and the philosophy of calculated odds and 
resignation and because of the cunning unidsalised ambitions of all 
the parties, the individual losss stature. He manes the conditions of 
his own defeat and arrives there, not bk, chance, uut by a self-conscious 
gate of power seeding unaccompanied by high-minded self-rationalization 
and self-deception. Jonson's use of history and Jonson's satirical 
and moral intentions, his detached point of observation, his cool 
control of characterization and decorum, his sense of the political 
argument have given the play a wholly modern atmosphere* Death 
itself once the emotional center of tragedy, is reduced to political 
reality* Nevertheless, death is the fact which establishes the import 
of political conditions.
It is easy to paint out satiric elements in the play. Silius 
and Sabinus remark the corrupted natures of >->e Janus's followers who 
can rtlie,/Flatter, and swear, forswear, deprave, inform,/£mile, and 
betray; ota*e guilty men; then beg/The forfeit lives to get the 
livings;     " (I* 27-30)* *here are Arruutiua 1 complaints throughout, 
pointing to the excesses of his own class (I. 86-10**}, or to ths 
debaucheries of Tiberius (IV. 373-^09), or to Ssjanus* devious 
climbing (I. 212-216), or to the gullibility and doormat-like 
qualities of ths Senate (V. 506-511). ?he falsehoods and treacheries 
of flatterers and informers, the mobs, the Emperor, the Senate, are
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exposed through ir^ate comment or through ironic implications in words 
and deeds theaaelves. I'hese exposures culoinate in a picture of a 
society totally corrupt, spy-ridden, ii&bitioufi, proud, luetful, devious. 
Jonaon's political world ia a hardened version of the fair or the 
alcheraiat'a shop, "hen all this amounts to true and literal history, 
the irony is complete. Jonuon* went out of hia way to create these 
satiric thruete, though a& the play pro#ree£?e6 , hie tor/ is perfectly 
auited for establishing this effect* Thus, the revolution in 
historiography bears a cloea relationship to the rise of "s itiric"
Jonson*s pessimism emerges from a. narration of events ao they 
were". It is not a pre-arranged doom; there io no principle which 
holds that decay is the only force at work in the univer. e. Jonson 
ia not concerned with chaos in the spheres or the world out of joint 
as the preoises to hum an existence. This is too easily the product of 
rhetorical posing, ^'naoa emerge* from the vxciousness of hu.nan nature 
aad the imperfections of political and constitutional s^ste&G. hen 
are thereby held reapoasiblc for thoir own political and moral 
failures.
Plat as history posseaaes inevitability to th« extent that events 
folio* naturally from their causes and causes are baac;d upon the nature 
of political systems, husan ambition and the established principles of 
social an i political aorality. Xhe plot is "possible" because it is 
historical. ~ut where tr^se principles of c*use and inevitability are 
universalized, whole social oysteaje ana all of human nature sre 
implicated. Tlu aorally symbolic plot maa.ee v.hat has happened a 
description of «hat will happen. Society in Jonson, rezaote and
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archaeological, is jet more familiar and immediate in terms of ita 
thematic implications. That Jonson ham doomed society, for satire's 
sake,to suffer by dint of its own paradoxes and contradictions is 
his final bid for moral instruction and a first bid for an imitation 
of reality that reveals an "absurd" situation. Uppermost in the value 
system of the play is the sense of waste, injustice, frustration, the 
prevalence of Macro, the maintenance only of a status quo, the lack of
 scape for the innocent and of punishment for the guilty, the 
predominance of policy both as a force for good as for evil (in so
far as evil roots out evil in the play) and the temporary befuddlwment
127 
of even the best minds. ' These are more than local carpings. i'hey
form a consistent mood, & vision which, if it is not tragic, replaces 
it with something equally serious for which Jonson had no other term* 
It is serious enough that man is trapped by his own political institutions 
allowing neither freedom in life nor heroism in death. One is asked to 
contemplate not death alone, but the relationship between regimes,
 ysteosa, and death in a political context. A new seriousness emerges 
from a closer scrutiny of death in relation to Kodcvn society pointing 
outward to a consideration of cyclic patterns of history, governmental 
instability, the unavoidability of tyranny, the role of the patriot 
under persecution. ?he satiric sequences which l«ad to an "inverted1* 
world order are the same which produce this awareness of the tragic. 
Tragedy "may not give definitive answers; both final pespimisa,
and final optimism, contradict the nature of tragedy as an imitation
1 ?fl 
of life.' Jonson went too far in hie logistics of causation to
preserve that balance. 1 t was spleen which led to the loss of the 
tragic; Jonson cared too much about the causes which le.a to death.
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In emphasizing causes he evaded a aense of release, of resolution, 
reaffirmation which balance hope and dread. Karl J-.pere haa said,
"these tragic visions and perspectives contain a hidden philosophy,
129 for they lena meaning to an otherwise meaningless doom." It ia
this "meaningless doom" which Jonson could not abandon by asserting a 
final stance of justice in injustice or of reconciliation even in 
death. Jonson pays no service to "poetic justice", provided no clear 
case of crime and punishment, virtue and reward. The symbol of chaos 
remains complete in itself yet terrifies because it is true history. 
3uch is the mood, rooted in history, which makes 3eJanus a tragedy of 
the "absurd" situation.
In 'Jroilua and Creasida t "as we watch these passions, ideas, and• •^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^•^•^••^^^••••^^••••^^•^••^••••••w*^*
achievements annihilate each other with no promise of compensation or 
solution, we fall more and more into agreement with Thersites, the 
showman who is ever at hand to point the futility, the progressive 
cancelling out to negation." Shakespeare is concerned with a
protagonist who looses into a world come to its end, where "emotional;
1 50 intellectual, ana moral values resolve alike into futility." This
play approaches Jonson'a in terms of a pessimistic negation fixed in the 
logic of its plot. To make those implications complete, Thersites* the 
acrid observer, stands by to draw the proper conclusions. Arruntiua 
serves <Sejanua in a similar way. It is the comprehensiveness of the 
attack that h«s outrun critical comprehension. iullia-Fermor argues 
that Troilus and Grea.sidc* depicta total disintegration and disruption,
a theme »hich our age ahould be able to comprehend more clearly than
131 any since •Shakespeare's own. ^hakeapaare's method of universalizing
doom is to carry it into nature so that social corruption is related
to corruption in nature. Thia technique is still based upon the 
medieval cosmology. (Lear's grief is projected into the vaults of 
heaven which should crac*. in sympathy.) Jonson woncs toward similar 
effects but in terms of a comprehensive view of society itself 
enclosed in its own imperfect systems, ^oth piaya intimate that this 
sense of doom should te extended to the world at large. Both plays, 
in their separate ways, are concerned with societies defeated, helplessly 
corrupt, without seeds of amelioration, ^oth have the effect of 
discomfiting man in relation to his cosmic or political environment* 
The concept of death returns once more. "Under the 'absurd* regime, 
the search for happiness of innocent men does not lead to a spiritual
victory in &pite of suffering or death, out to death 'without hope or
1 ^ 52 consolation*." That is the note of "modernity" which characterizes
1 33 oejanus.
XIV
Jonson has been evaluated according to the so called "rules" of 
the classical tragedy. It has been thought that Jonson enslaved himself 
to them even if he half rewrote them to his own ends. Such a system of 
formal regulations is one way of defining genre. liven Jonson intimates 
that to follow certain rules is the «ay to write a true dramatic poem.
Tragedy may also be defined by the characteristic "trs, ic action 1^ 
the tragic situation - those experiences which include suffereing and 
death, the fall from prosperity to adversity, together with all the 
attendant cycle* of disorder and order, ignorance and learning which 
can be varied in a myriad ways, oejanus has been evaluated as 
De casibus drawa and as Italianate intrigue drama. 1 * Nevertheless,
many of the conventional element* have been found wanting. This 
approach to the definition of tragedy is useful only if the definition 
of the characteristic tragic situation ia broadened. ±'he tragic action 
for Jonaon ia founded upon the struggle between ^navish ambition and 
oivil liberties. Jonson does not speculate upon the causes of an 
impulsive and deeo»aeated greed for po*er. He accepts such ambition 
as a fact of human nature. His study is th« effect of that greed upon 
the society ana how it waxes or wanes; depending upon the ability of 
the due processes of law to function with it or against it. It is a 
tragic action because of the injustices done to the innocent. A new 
definition of the tragic arises, simultaneously, which might be called 
the "characteristic tragic theme". Sejanua is more than a diatribe 
against individual acts of policy or malice. The tragic theme resides 
ia the comprehensive vision of a state doomed to suffer repeatedly the 
corruptions of its own systems, ^t is not a problem to be solved but 
a f^ct to be recognized, from which implications Jonson derives something 
litte a "tragic sense 01 life". Nothing more ia required as a definition 
of the tragic t^ the extent that Jonson*s conceptualization of the 
impasse reached between political forces and constitutional definitions 
is felt to be true ana convincing. ->o much of the tragic depends upon 
that recognition, intellectually received, historically founded.
Jonaon, because the victim was the measure of tue outrage and 
injustice, had to show a care that he did not turn the play into desperate 
propaganda by submitting to pathoa and sentimentality over the innocent 
slain. Jonson was spare on ei jtional commitments either to the hero 
or his victims. *et Jonson was not oblivious to the effects included 
in a fourth definition of tragedy, the tragic emotion. Again Aristotle 
h s led the *&y with his terms, *V-ity ana fear". Jonson dealt in other
emotions. Th« play is not a static portrayal of a single mood but a 
sequence of reactions ranging from anger to resignation all of which 
must be displayed as part of a dedicate and poised response to the maze 
of political deceits. *«o single posture will serve, i-ven Arruntius, 
resolved in his pur ose to do gooi for the state, alternates between 
rage and tiae-aerving, between certainty and ignorance, protest and 
silence, desperation and resignation. This progression of responses 
exercises the political Judgement of the viewer, reflecting upon the 
historical situation. The tragic experience is created by an effort
in rational assessment in the mind of the viewer contemplating necessity
4! without alternatives, corruption without escape, failure to experience
these tragic emotions is a failure of the viewer to perceive the 
inevitable in the situation ana the measure of its verisimilitude. 
There is a sense in which Jonson is challenging the capacities of his 
audience, even defying them, ouch a work condemns the auuience because 
in so far as that worn is solidly based upon human realities it points 
out the deficiencies in those who have failed to recognize them. It 
is a satiric play which manes failure a part of its own devastating 
satirxc logic. Jonson was determined that none should escape it. ?he 
risA is ever that the audience may condemn the play, but Jonson 
scorned the critical powers of those same mobs in his theater which, 
in "tome, would have crowned oejanus. "The commendation of good things 
•ay fall within a many, their approbation but in a few; for the moat 
commend out of affection, »elfe tickling, an tasinesse, or imitation: 
but men iudge only out of Knowledge, ihat is the trying faculty." ^ 
In the theater the majority may prevail, but majority has seldom to do 
with quality.
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Joneon has shown an almost unique concern for the victim of 
political activity, o«Janus' power climb has tragic results because 
each gain is at another's cost. £ejanus mounts through a system 
whose imperfactions he can manipulate to his own ends. *or those 
unable to oppose him, such oppression becomes fate. It is not an 
irregular breach of the peace but a society of successive Machiavellian 
manipulators. Attention turns to the victim who must find a means of 
co-existing with the ubiquity of such power seekers. Xhe general theme 
concerns survival under tyrants. This is to turn from heroic,, to a 
modern political dilemma, iiaroes, theft/selves, become part of a 
larger power structure which catches them up in its ov*n forces, both 
as instigators ani dupes. The victim arises, the by-product of the 
corrupt secular world. °ince God or the gods are no longer ultimate 
defenders of justice, even in mysterious ways, tragedy becomes a 
study of the victim left to his own devices, ouch men can turn only 
to themselves for the necessary resources. They die heroic deaths in 
a context which deprives them of heroism or purpose except in the eyes 
of the-i-r fellows and sympathizers and in the eyes of posterity (who, 
after all, need not necessarily be more ju t than those who observed 
such aeeas in life). Integrity of life style is the only meaningful 
course in a meaningless society surrounded by cowardice and 
indifference. This, too, ia part of the tragic mood of Joneon'a 
play, based u;on a spirit of life more precisely defined in one of 
his uncollectej poems.
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I nade «y lyfe my monument, & yours: 
A'U <*hich there's no aateriall that endures: 
Nor yet inscription liite it: *rite but that; 
And teach your nephewes it to aeomlate: 
It will be matter loud inoughe to tell 
Not when I died but how 1 livd. farewell.
("Charles Cavendish to hia Poateritie," 7-12)
This was the one bare belief that Jonson could never doubt. It is at 
the foundation of all that is tragic, for a nan deprived of hla 
integrity is a nan forced to comproma.ee hi a owe identity* self-respect, 
sense of honor, justice, worth* There ia the challenge to the man in 
the political minority who ia yet the defender of right. ihis crisis 
b*»th personally and politically has been described earlier. I return 
to it here to list it us central to the tragic effect of the play as 
veil. Jonson assumes that all good men must sh^re such & desire and 
must feel powerfully for the defeat of the political victim and for 
himself.
XVI
Central to Jonson 1 a purpose as tragedian ia his depiction of state, 
its values Jid concerns. It is too much to say that the body politic 
is, itself, the protagonist, yet what men do affects the co^ixa interest 
and the state suffers corporately from the deeds of individuals. 
Concepts of mob rule, abuse of the laws, tyranny and treason, corrupt 
counsellors, constitutional principles are more than background materials. 
^ejanus as a commentary upon state from a political point of view, 
has already been discussed. Sejanus may also be described as a
"tragedy of state" where the destiny of a whole political community
137 is under consideration. Jonson 1 s tragic action is located in time.
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He studies, aa Tacitus had dune, the moment when the history of the 
Hpman state took a significant turn for the worae. Sejanus instituted 
a series of events and political trends from *hich ^ome never recovered. 
The play is a miniature epic history during which freedom is gradually 
exchanged for bondage and the struggle of a few goad men from an 
older tradition is veritably quashed.
Jonson takes into consideration the confused principles of 
expediency and morality w^ich ore the rationales behind deeds for the 
B«uu, of the state. This is the ''thought-level" of the play, -There are 
no moral absolutes in Jonson because the paradoxes of history, well 
perct-j-ved, have never supported them, i.ven questions of xuirder, 
treacheries of all Kinds for the sake of the state cannot be condemned 
in blanket fashion* Yet it IB part of Jonson 1 6 artistic and human 
purpose never to •uccu.rb strictly to state reasonings. The private 
man and the principles of humanitarian concern are never forgotten. 
There is a stoutly conventional moral doctrine simultaneously advanced, 
especially by auch ;*B ^rruntius, so that neither self-righteous moral 
outrage ror reasons of state prevail.
Tragedy arises, not only from the wasting of the political victim, 
but from the oainous foreboding for the future of constitutional 
rulerehip in tvome and for all states which bear any resemblance to 
her. Joneon's vision takes in the patterns of historical rise and 
fall as they are related to individual deeds of rulers and conniving 
opportunists. It takes in the political apathy and decadence *hich 
allows a counter-structure of private greed to prey upon state 
interests in the name of the state until itj best traditions are xost. 
Tragedy emerges fror, the fact that constitutional balances, inherently 
unstable, are ever in danger of ureaking down where one party usurps
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more than its just powers at the cost of the other£
From a more detached point of view even the cycles of hiutory, 
themselves, may be perceived, cycles which have been described as 
"inevitable". If, indeed, they are so, Jonson place a the causes in 
human nature which is ever greedy for power rather than in some 
abstract system of power changes. 1'hus, through his synthesis of art 
and history, he relates the deeds of the individual to the whole 
movement of government* aad i to place in the oroadtst historical 
perspe»4jHMr. In this way Sejanus ia about the tragedy of a state, an 
action which »a;y be called characteristically tragic since to illustrate 
this in one instance is to illustrate not how history must mechanically
repeat itself, but ho*, ;ueat for power and corruption, the same from
A
age to age, will effect any commonweal*
The play of state decline is related to the satiric on a broader
* Jv0
level. A passage from Sallust's Bellum Catilina*>statea the mood 
perfectly* Hence the lu-t for money first, then for power, grew upon 
them; these were, 1 nay say, the root of all evils* *or avarice 
destroyed honour, integrit., , and all other noble qualities; taught in 
their place insolence, cruelty, to neglect the gods, to set a price 
on everything. ... At first these vices i rew slowly, from time to time 
they were punished} finally, when the disease had spread like a deadly
plague, the state was c ranged and a government second to none in equity
»» 13$ 
and excellence became cruel and intolerable. The tragic decline is
attached to moral decline, I'o explicate the play at length in theae 
terms is to flog an obvious point. The complaints against moral 
decadence and its ramifications for the state abound. It was a 
Homan theme attached to a tragic sense, insofar as moral decay and 
national decline are causally related. "hen the enemies of *ome were
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conquered,*ome turned to luxury and became an enemy to herself •
Jonson presented this theme in essay fora in the first chorus of
139 Catiline. " It was a "law" in its own right. Mixury led to Tice and
ambition. As Home experienced the change from republican to imperial 
forms of government, the individual participants were disoriented in 
terms of the traditions upon which Roman society was based. That 
older, time-tried milieu was exchanged for a system in which the courses 
of state became the courses to personal ambition* Patriotism and 
s«lf-sacrificing love for the country gave place to private enterprise. 
Community identity wo? lost, "the courtier ... the nouveau riche, the
Cynic preacher and the fipicurian dilettante" were the new types to be
1^fO ft 
found. At this jueture, the tragic and satiric are nearly
indistinguishable.
A iLl
The gods were the embodiment of the Korean virtues. The 
point in Jonson•s use of religion is not to revive the old business of 
the gx>ds v fate and the fall of the hero, but to point out the relationship 
between religious reverence and the values of the society. "ithout 
reverence for the gods there is no reverence for the state. The same 
rationale which disposes of the power of the gods disposes with the 
sanctity of the commonweal. **uch a man depersonalizes society and thus 
has no conscience concerning her and no quibbles about preying upon 
her. 3ejanus is such a blasphemer (V. 7-9, 19-23)- It is significant 
that much of the fifth act is devoted to a religious rite. »-hen the 
gods fail to honor ^ejanus* projects, he overturns their statues and 
altars and in the words of an advanced cynicx calls them "superstitious 
lights" and "coining ceremonies." (V. 199-200). ^ociety could not 
follow Sejanus to the degree to which he waa willing to dismiss the
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old order for the aa&e of private aggrandisement, his blasphemy 
repreaerita a disregard for the common good, the birth of a rampant 
individualism. Not blindly but with a confident sense of the rightness 
in their cause, thoae few opposing senators attempted to keep the old 
order of ^oae alive, especial-y in preserving the memories of Germanicus 
and Ccito and by chiding themselves *nd the other senators fur failing 
to preserve the old values and ideals.
The conflict in oejanua is fixed between two generations; tragedy 
is in the ideational crisis caused by the changing of the social 
milieu. Here Jonson's classicism and conservatism show moat clearly, 
for he adopts the side opposing change. Government begins in community 
interest; its ideals perish in times of private enterprise. He read 
history and perhaps Shakespeare*s Julius Caesar in this way.
Or where the constant Brutus, that, being proof
Against all ch<*ni; of benefits, diu strike
So brave a blo% into the monster's heart
That sought unkindly to captive nis country?" (I. 9j>-9&).
Jonson la not taKen in by l-!arc ^ntony'a rhetoric which incited the
mobs to rebellion. Brutus' principles pr-vail with him, though Jonson
g holds firmly to the doctrine of non-rebellion and therin fixes the
tragic dilexmna for his own senators - score in keeping with Elizabethan 
doctrJunes. Brutus' virtues for Joaaon are in his constancy and his 
refusal to wont for personal interests (unlike Cicero, as he is 
characterized in Catiline). Respect for the gods ia only one dimension 
of that total respect for society which keeps men from ruining it for 
the sake of tneir own greed. Thus, behinu the play action is an essay 
upon the tragic sense which emerges when respect for the old order 
becomes the very itar* by *hich the preservers of Home's traiitiona 
could be identified and convicted.
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XVII
Karl Jaspers claimed that tragedy was a "code of privilege" a
philosophy which "becomes arrogant and unloving; it gives us comfort
1^2 by pandering to our self-esteem." w jnventional forms of tragedy
are unreal because the basis of the tragic mood is a form of momentary 
self-indulgence in a fantasised «orld of grief which is out of 
proportion. There grief is ennobled. Nothing of the mundane in 
sickness, victimisation, death is ever confessed. Tragedy is the 
creation of men unable to view themselves as little and insignificant, 
of men who caanot believe that there are no transcendents! powers who 
must see if only to ignore their sufferings. Tragedy becomes a 
spectacular sort of lie which ma^es every participant godlike in his 
significance and bolsters his deflated ego. F. L. Lucas, on the other
hand, caae to the conclusion that tragedy may "be simply the consolation
Ikj of the sheer integrity which faces life as it is". He opposed that
conce ticn of traced., which Jaspers claims conceals from men "the
144 terrifying abysses of reality." In Jonson the skeptic and atirist
saved the tragedian from making this error. Through history Jonson 
attempted to ameliorate the inadequacies of that concept of the
T
tragic. It was a matter of finding the unanswerable questions which 
pertained to man in political society. Tragic knowledge Jonson then 
made the responsibility of the audience. He provided few substitute 
experiences or diversions. It was a relation,firmly fixed in history 
and aoci-1 observetion,prepared to advance understanding. Such 
knowledge does not le <d to a cloudy-eyed sweep into realms of grand
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waste and desolation in which a single experience carries the whole 
world into chaos with it. J»hia is to throw all things out of proportion. 
It is to confuse the part for the whole, to awaken sensibilities instead 
of the reason and to forget society in the course.
A t is this infusion of political and historical perspective in 
the play which complicates the act of critical judgement. i'here are 
two approaches. Uae is to cite them as non-dramatic elements which 
have caused Jonson to lose control over his concept of tragedy, caused 
him to deceive himself by thinking that history is also sometimes art. 
The other is to search for the principles by which Jonson woriced out 
his synthesis between art and history showing a greater openness to 
experimentation and to accept the play, itself, as a definition of its 
own form, Ht the ristt of overexhauating a single play I have pursued 
this exercise in criticism in >rd«r to tracic down all the possible 
causes and ramifications of that experimentation and to credit Jonson*s 
mind with all the subtleties of thought and composition which may be 
proposed upon the evidence of the play.
^rama is a particular mode of writing which contains in its forms 
its own limitations. i'o force from a work of art dimensions greater 
than it can bear is to deny the usefulness of the form, itself, as it 
has been set out by practice and by definition. let the dividing line 
between a work of art which fails by overshooting the limits and a work
which practices on a broader baae or reaches forbore profound effects
1^5 and thereby expands the genre into something greater, is very narrow.
The beat authors have recognized the material appropriate to their 
adopted forms, efforts to broaden the drama by broadening the content 
have usually been aoomed to various degrees of failure. "hat materials 
pertain to the stage? *hich to the dramatic poem? The closet drama
haa been discussed because it offers a characteristic subject matter, 
characteristically treated. Sejanus, more than any otber play intended 
for tbe popular stage, resembles the plays of Greville and ^arnuel Daniel 
in term** of their themes and treatment.
The epic, not created formally as an influencing genre is, never­ 
theless, a general concept which comes to bear on the play because in 
dealing with the decline of a society, oejanua also suggests epic 
proportions, implying in a single incident all that Tacitus meant in 
a long history. Jonson did not extract materials for his o.vn dramatic 
enda only, but desxred to show has sources in their own context, reveal 
the acope, themes and moods of Tacitus. &e desired his play not to be 
enslaved to Taoitua, but to be as grand in its own way through a 
recreation of Tacitus' epic relations and themea. Jonson*8 employment 
of every dramatic variable at his disposal to/ convey that epic scope 
was a matter of control and a matter of stretching an audience's 
comprehension.
It has been demonstrated that history had its own la*s and 
principles which prevented Jonson from reducing history completely 
to the forms of conventionalized art. The lines of the play are, 
perhaps, too filled out with non-dramatic "stuff" no matter how great 
a care Jonson showed to theatrical vitality and interest. Moreover, 
no matter how cleverly Jonson made episodes appear whole and complete, 
yet it is in the nature of history that every event overlaps others 
and that causes and events never conform to neat units. It is 
significant that the effect of oejanua is based on an illusion of a 
complete action to be aesthetically admired, even while the political 
and moral point of the work, depends upon the fact that 3eJanus' 
death provides no resolution in an historical continuum. The moral
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of history is centered in its capacity to IOOK. backwards and forwards 
without artificial Boundaries. x t is ever a possibility that drama is 
the wrong genre for expressing what Jonson had to say, that the content 
»as too immense and intractable. There is a remarkable degree of 
concentration in oejanus and a pervasive unit,, of tone. The play
never breads from its single mood, while the thought seems to overwhelm
1**6 the action. Yet it is the dramatist's task to image forth that
thought. It is a challenge almost too successfully met because Jonson 
wastes nothing in the play toward achieving: that end. -ven though 
Jonson avoids over-philosophizing, matched set-speeches, laborious 
philosophical soliloquies and standby choruses through which lesser 
wrxters even failed to contribute a substantial body of thought, he 
•ay have detrimentally overextended the speculative ran^e of his play.
If Jonson is to be appreciated, I. o. cliot's recommendation that
1/*7 an "intelligent saturation in his -or*, as a whole'* is essential.
It is, then, easy to add that t,.ia asks for too much from all but the 
scholar. The point in Jonson*s defense is that art, if it is to be of 
any use to man, must speak of real conflicts and conditions. In that 
sense reality dictates the development of forme adequate to the 
treatment of them, oerious drama had ever concerned itself with 
instructing in the political life. As political dealings became 
more complex, rhetoric more devious, pc <er more subtly wielded, men 
more cunningly corrupt, Kovernment itself more stratified, art itself 
had to expand in order to deal with it in its own terms or else lose 
its primacy as the legislator an l governor of human affairs. 
fillis-Fermor said of Iboen's Jjarperor and Galilean that it was a 
monumental work, full of the grandeur of the human destiny, a noble 
effort, yet a failure as drama because his interpretation "of the 
nature of man's experience and destiny is so finely articulated and so
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complex that he cannot use the clear, firm lines in .vhich dramatic
148 form normally images underlying thought." One sees this kind of
complexity and inability to subordinate thought to form in all but 
Chapman's best plays, lie, too, was perhaps too comprehensive u 
thinker to be a great dramatist, ±'here is finally the fact that the 
author may have requested the audience to respond to thoughts alien to 
their o*n minds and that Jonson's care for history Mas the very reason 
hi-, audience looked upon the work as irrelevant archaeology.
let there is always the possibility that an author may 60 conduct 
his experiments with thought and form that he expands the definitions 
of his genre. Jonson chose to coarouni accounts of political treachery 
until he built a full statement of men in conflict, political forces 
in conflict, principles in conflict and a society at the brin*. of 
ruin. Jonson desired to show the relationships between the ruler 
anj the subject, men and the law, private will and public corruption, 
constitutions and historical change, and all the other themes which 
arise through a representative segment of history. ?hc play is a 
portrait of a society which is, thus, independent of all that follows 
from it in terms of thought, preserving in its fidelity to history, 
cogently presented, an integrity of its own. This effect, I would 
contend, was the product of conscious choices and that its place in 
the development of tragedy is largely a matter of a willingness or a 
predisposition toward admitting Jonson's kind of genius.
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and mystery in that world* Seneca eraphasiaed confusion, 
wonder and outrage with fortune. Jonson loo*ts steadily at 
the n tura of political causes with detached perspective. 
liven so, ''Seneca in his essays was a -Hole, and it is 
largely the tone of Stoic doctrine that ^xves to the plays a 
certain unity of atmosphere." (p. 13*3)- Hather than external 
forms, Jonson looks to the total coherance of the wor*t, 
penetrates to the essence of the play aau takes his inspiration 
from more comprehensive dimensions.
69* Halph Graham Palmer recognised that there was a different interest 
in Seneca. "Englishmen of tne early seventeenth century .*• were 
attracted by a moralist who possessed a finely-developed 
critical sense, who stood serene and aloof, who depended on 
himself against outer circumstance* " Seneca's i)e Hemediis 
?ortuitorum ana the ^uiaabethana (Chicago, 1953), pp*
70. The Medieval Heritage oi' Kliaab«than Tragedy (Oxford, 1956), 
p. 424.
71* 0. iC. Hunter, "Seneca and the ^liaabethans: A Case-study in 
'Influence', 11 Shakespeare Survey 20 « ed. Kenneth Muir 
(Cambridge, 1967)t P- 22.
72. Ed. G. o. Gordon (Oxford, 1906).
73. Theodore Spencer, p. 67*
74. Our Seneca (New Ilaven, Conn., 196B), pp. ^2-5>-
75. Seneca's "Dt Hemediis ^ortuitorum" and the iaiiaabethana. p. 1.
?6. "ith the reaction to Ciceronian style caae also a reaction to 
his brand of stoicism. Silver Age stoicism replaced it. 
Muretua began the movement in France, then Montaigne 
followed by Lipsius. Undoubtedly influential was the 
translation of the Pe Constant!* by John Stradiing in 1595 
aa Two Boa&es of Oonstancie (edT K. Kirk and C. Hall, flew 
Brunswi ok, 1939). Jjnson used the fle Hemediis *ortuitorum 
for a long passage in Cynthia'a Revels aa an account of the 
origins of evil in the world and how to withstand it. 
(Act III. iii). See W. u. Briggs, "Cynthia's revels and 
Seneca," FlUgel Memorial *olume (Stanford, 1916), pf, 59 ff- 
Other important writers preceding Jonson who used Seneca as 
a philosopher werei William Cornwallis, ^ssays (1600), ed. Don 
Cameron Alien, iussajs by Sir wllliam Cornwallis the Younger 
(Baltimore, 19^6); Joseph Hall t Heaven upon juarth.ed. H. 
Kirk (New Brvnswic*, 19*f8); "Guilaume Du Voir The Moral 
Philosophic of the Stoics* Preface, Thomas James, 1598. 
^his is the work which John "illiam *ieler claims to be the 
origin of ^hapman's stoicism, a work thoroughly Christian in 
mood and purpose. George Chapman; ihe Effect of^toiciaE upon 
his Tragedies (New Torn, 19^9)»It is vieler's thesis that 
stoicism was responsible largely for Chapman's failure as a 
dramatist (p. vii). ^specially in Hall the ^enecan mood was 
growing strong. The Seneoan influence upon Bacon's iussaja is 
great and a major subject in itself. But Jonson was capable 
of drawing upoh Seneca directly.
77• John Marston, Antonio's Revenge t ed. G. K. Hunter (London, 1965)1 
p. xiii.
?8. hoftard Baiter has identified, succintly, an "inreclaimable bag of 
paradoxes" in Seneca because he believes at once that the world 
is unpreaictabl leveled against great men, especially, and 
striM.es with a malign indifference, but also that withdrawal 
from the sphere of fortune's conirol, even in suicide, is a 
form of "stoic pride", a kind of self-isolation, and self- 
elevation over other men b> one's inner resources. in this 
Baiter discovers a perverse kind of ambition which, summarized, 
amounts to string out of fortune's «ay so that, disguised in 
humility, one may wxn out in the end. "Be passive, be lowly - 
and thus you will attain worldly power; be humble and rule 
others" was central to ^enecan thought* Induction to Tragedy> 
p. 182. This is how it stands in the abstract. In a political 
context it seldom results in rewards or favours but merely 
escape from the tricks of capricious and tyrannous rulers. 
Fortune, there, is the whim of a Tiberius or a Nero. It is 
neither an escapist philosophy nor a cunning form of self 
assertion, at least not in such a context as Tacitus' Home, 
iiut in The Malcontent it is both.
79. John Breton, Antonio's Revenge, ed. Q. K. Hunter, p. xiv.
80. Seneca's "De Hemediis Jortuitorum" and the Aliaabethana. p. 23.
81. The Plajys of George Chapman, ed. ^hornas tfarc P-rrott (Nu* York 
1961), II, 383-66, 39^-98.
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82. fcnnis Rses, The Tragedies of GeorKS ^ ha PCS an: Renaissance Ethics 
in Action (Cambridge, Mass., 19^), p. 12-
83* "^haprnan never forsook his belief in the essential evil of the 
active world of politic men." £nnis Hees, p.
"Chapman's stoical plays - if they can be so described - followed 
the death of the great £*ueen and probably reflect the play­ 
wright's insecurity in Stuart England. It seems likely that 
he had general and personal reasons fwr the austere isolation 
of his writing. " *illiam G. McCollom Tragedy (New lork, 
1957), P. 137-
85- J- *• Lever, The Tragedy of State (London, WO, P- 8.
86. £iliua' statement aay be compared with Kegario's answers to Lye us 
in Heroulas Furens. Ahen he threatens force against her life 
she replies, "£ho can be forced has not learned how to die." 
Seneca, Tragedies, trans. Frank Justus Miller (London, 19&0), 
X. 37* All further threats reveal a woman resolved and not 
afraid of death. *>he sees it, rather, as the culmination of 
her life, as well as a whip with whicu to beat Jbycua who is a 
king. But there is little of the thought of Pyrrhus in ^iltaus 4 
speech, for death is not an escape from pain. "The merciful 
will oft give death instead of life." Xroadea I, 149. *>ilius 
was not seeking a release from the rack of this life. *<or does 
Silius go to the other extreme and mate death an easy gesture: 
" ... ne'er is he wretched for whoa to die is easy." Chorus 
of Captive Oechalian Maidens in Company with lole. Hercules 
Oetaeus. II, 195-
87. Montaigne staten that "there is no evil in life for him who has
rightly understood that privation of life is no end." Montaigne, 
assay a , traas. ii. J. Trenchmann (Oxford, 1927) » I, 81. -the 
day of death for the stoic is not an eutry into the next life; 
it is the day on which a man is able to display strength and 
courage in the face of the ultimate moment of life. A noble 
death is the proof of the upright quality of life; it "is the 
master-day, the day that is judge of all the other days." 
(I. ?4). Montaigne makes an effort to adjust the teachings 
of the stoics to his o*n civilisation ,.ith a philosophy of 
consolation. To refuse to fear death makes j.ii'e, itself, less 
apprehend YC. The philosophy of Se.1anus is very much orientated 
toward a preparation for death. Only then is the life in 
politics uncomp realised by fear.
38. There are passages in Seneca urging the "mean," though not all
are lacking in the connotations of retreat as in Hercules Furens 
Chorus I there men are urged to stay at home and enjoy simple 
pleasures. Seneca's Tragedies, trans. F. J. Hiller (London, 
1960), I. 1V, 19- ?n« same sentiment is expressed in Medea. 
Chorus II, I, 257, 259.
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&9« * ease in point i« Daniel *oughner's chapter on Sejanus in Tht 
UvilU Disciple. Ben Jonson*s Debt to Machiavelli in which 
he accounts for tht entire direction of the play in terms of 
a "massive intrusion of r.achiavellian element a". (New York, 
1968), p. 89* He proceeds by relating every act of policy 
in tht: play to Machiavelli 1 s worfce assuming a causal 
relationship.
90. **pictetu6 illustrate* thia dilemma succintly in relating the story 
of iiteividius Prisoue. Vcspajian toll him tu stay away from the 
•-enate. Ii« answered, "It ia in your rower not to allow me to 
oe a member of the Senate, but a- 1 onfc &s I ar one I must attend 
its meetings." (I, 19) #y the same token he oiust apeak in 
the meeting and apeak what seeas right. "But if you speak I 
shall put you to death. 11 "Well, when did I ever tell you 
that - was immortal? xou will do your part and I mine. It 
is . ouro to put me to death, faint so die without a tremor; youra 
to banish, nine to leave without sorrow." *pictetus then dis- 
cuaoea the good which a single aian can do. ^he man can stand 
out conspicuously and be displayed as a good cxaxple. The 
aa rtei/orted by Arrian. The Manual and fragments, 
A. Oldfather, 2 Tola. C London, 196^1), I, 21.
91- Death ani ixift«b«than Tragedy « pp. 156-179*
92. £pict«tua celebrates those animals which refuse to live in
captivity in his essay on freedom. "That ia why we shall call 
free only thos* animals which do not aubrcit to captivity, but 
eucape by dying &a soon as they are captured. <So also Diogenes 
says aoae where; "The one ,.ure way to secure freedom is to die 
cheerfully." (II, 253)» ^ictetua s£euk& of the nobility of \ 
suici.de and ur^as it v.hen the act see^s natural to a man. 
Th« CHUSHS cited are olmoat always political.
93 • Bt^aiiatoai H Declfc.ratiQn i of that Paradoxe or Theais, that 
self -homicide ia not no naturally ainne, that it aajr never 
by other*ia«Tj iTi« argumerita include tht fact that the 
ocripturee never apeak out against it and that martyrdom is 
suicide f.^r a a<»us«. Jo h n flp n n e 6 e 1 e c t e C ! •' r o o t- 1 chosen by
(Oxford,
Theodore ^penc«r, p.
95. Theodore fencer » "... ^ejanus and Catiline are bloodless.
&y the tfJind of arti«tic self-consoiousness Jonson used, he cut 
hi'iiseir off front o^e» of the main emotional arteries of his 
age ... *" p. 21?»
96. Aristotle, ihe Poetioco Irans. W. Hasdlton Fyfe (London, 1955) 
p. ^7-
97. Aristotle. The Poetics, p. 53.
98. AristotlSj The i oetica, p. 51.
99* Antonio rtinturno says "we may widen the ran&« of subjects suitable 
to tragedy and define it in such a way that whoever suffers a 
raarvelous thing, if it is horrifying or cause a compassion, will 
not be outside the scope of tragedy, whether he be goo 1 or 
whether he be evil." "L'Arte ^oetica" in Literary Criticism: 
Plato to Drv den, ed. Allan ii. Albert (Detroit, 1962), p. 293« 
ouch academic definitions of trageaj may be found in which 
3ejanus may be included, but they can no longer explain anything 
discerning about the nature of the tragic experience. It was 
Cyril Aourneur who pronounced, that "Ahen the bad bleeds, then 
is the tragedy good." The Revenger* a Tragedy, III. v. 2Q5» 
ed. ft. *. 'oaxes (London, 1966), p. 78. I'. W. Craik believed 
him and offered it as a definition of tragedy which encompasses 
the Jew of Malta (London, 1966), p. xviii.
100. The Moral Vision of Jacobean Tragedy (Madison, %isc., 1965), p. 86.
101. Se janus* brand of individualism is measured by the effect it ha 3 
upon the society. Individual!^ 01 a reckless kind was 
emerging in Tudor *ngland. "Archbishop ftaitgift did his best 
to keep this spirit out of the social and political theory of 
the period." *illiam McJollom, Tragedy (New Yor*, 1937), 
p. 180. Puritans, recusants, courtiers, adventurers, capitalists* 
travellers and women began to assert themselves more and more in 
the national life. In the most noteworthy cases they threatened 
the stability of the society. The £arl of £ssex is a case in 
point, fthen such energy combines axth Machiavellian tactics, 
the society is in great straits* Here are the social 
foundations for the Jacobean "hero".
102. Charles Osborne McDonald, The Rhetoric of Tragedy * *orm in Stuart 
Drama (^mhurst, Mass., 1966), p. 184.
10.}. The Htrculean Hero (London, 1962).
10*t. This is a thesis advanced by John F. Danby in Sfaakeape are's 
Doctrine of Nature: A Study of King Ltar (Lonuon,
The Sacred "ood (London, 19^0), pp. 106 ff. 8o^«rt Knoll 
followed feliot in pointing out the imperfect joining of the 
native and classical traditions. Ben Jonson's Plays: an 
Introduction (Lincoln, Hebr. , 196^), p. 70.
106. Modern Tragedy (London, 1966), p. 8?« Howard iiaKer concurs A 
tuis position tajt«n on the Greeks. £hey did not desire only 
"the revelation of what the individual man hitr.aelf is •>.. they 
needed a fir& protagonist, one whose personal character would 
not distract attention from the larger matters." p. 168. 
The Greeks were more cone rned with the typical than with the 
individual.
10?. Raymond *illiams, p.
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108* The sympathetic character was essential for a host of critics 
who complained that Jonson* a tragic protagonists raised no 
emotional concern: Herford and ^impsoa, II. 127-128; owinburne, 
A Study of Ben Jonson (London, 1889), ed. by Howard B. Norland 
(Lincoln, Nebr. , 1969), p. 29 j Gregory SmiU , Ben Joneon 
(London, 1919)* P» 187 » *'• B. Briggs «d.; £e janus (Boston, 
1911 ), pp* ati-xii, xxxiii-xx*iv.
109» Allardyce Niooll, An Introduction to Dramatic Theory U-ondon, 
1923). P- 106.
110* p. 107* He cites, for example, John DrinJtwater*ti Mary Stuart 
in which Mary is an essentially modern character, a symbol 
of herself rather than a particularized person, representing 
a type of Hind, forces are symbolized through men in order 
to reveal problems of social force and class conflict. 
Galsworthy's Strife and Justice are two such plays* \
\
111. The community welfare is Jonson' a ataniard of judgement*
Cicero in Catiline comes under ridicule because of the way 
in which he serves himself while pretending to serve the 
state. Jonson is continually alert to that kind of hypocrisy. 
The irony in *->ejanus is built almost entirely upon it. Here 
is the center of interest rather than in th« hero divided 
against himself* The villain in Jonson is not the enemy to 
himself but to society. The duty of man is to serve the state; 
such duty alone constitutes a form of valor. Lovell offers a . 
description in The Hew Inne« IV. iv. 38-4?. The ideal is 
moderation. Valor goes between fear and confidence. It is 
not rash or greedy* It discerns good from evil, arises in 
the reason and strives always to be honest; "the scope/Is 
alwayes honour, and the publique goocU/It is no valour for a 
private cause." (11. 45-V?), *orks. VI, 469-^70.
112* Allardyce fticoll, p. 66.
Minturno "L'Arte Poetica," Literarj Criticism; Plato to 
pp.
Hinturno, p. 299-
115. J. *. Cunliffe, p.
116. x*liot believed that the meaning of ^ejanus was to be found in the 
total design. "The immediate appeal of Jonson is to the mind; 
his emotional tone is not in the single verse, but in the 
design of the wiole.-" The ~ icred Wood, pp. 105-106.
117. The Influence of oeneoa on ^liaabethan Tragedy, p. ^1.
118. *or*s. V, 25-
119. Jonson 1 '. moral order achieved through satiric techniques and the 
connotations of language is developed fully in L. C. Knights, 
"Tradition and £en JonsonJ1 Scrutiny VOI. iv, J»o. 2 (Sept., 
1935), 140-57-
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120. John Palmer, Ben Jonson (London, 193*O, p.
121. ^lisabethan and Jacobean (Oxford, 19^) t p. 20.
122. F. K Ailson, p. 26.
123* *iliiaxa A. Armstrong, "Ben Jonson and Jacobean oca;ecraft," 
Jacobean Theatre, eds. J. #• Brown and Bernard .arris 
(London, 1960), p. 60.
12**. *orka. "Staple of Newes," VI, 282 (Prologue for The Stage, 2-6). 
125» T. K. Henn, The Harvest of Tragedy (London, 1956), p. 257.
126* Gregory -oaith claimed that "Jonson lacked the qualifications 
required of a writer of great tragedy ... ". Ben Jonson 
(London, 1919). P- 186.
12?. ^he mob, for axa&ple, is no instrument of Justice, no machine 
to topple the villain, ^he play ia no simple morality play, 
nor is the rcoo simply the willful, impulsive many -headed 
monster. It ia a tool of ^iberius' o .n bid for safety and 
immortality. It ia, itself, a dupe to political tactics. 
Sejanus is one of the necessary occasional scapegoats 
required to placate their frustrations. His death was & 
political calculation.
128. T. R. aenn, p. 287.
129. 1'rased.y is not i.nouKh (Archon Books, 1969) « p» 2?.
130. Una ^llis-Fermor, Jhe irontiera of l>rama (London, 1964), pp. 5?,
1*1. Una ^j-liB-i'ermor, p. 57 •
132. Oscar Mandel, A .Definition of Tra^ed^(Ne» York, 1961), p. 113-
133. Jonson' s motivation f c reshaping the tragic vision was to find 
a more muscular and threatening form of comedy, audiences 
had not been attentive to the Poetaster and a society which 
will not be "instructed by comedy is in danger of tragic 
corruption." C. G. Thajrer. Ben Jonaon; studies in the rla^s 
(Norman, Okla. , 1963)* P* 120. If an audience will not 
laugh itself out of its follies then it must be ma.ie to see 
them in complete sobriety.
Madeleine ^oran places Se Janus vith the "rise and fall tragedy 
of ambition" as opposed to the "Italianate tragedy of intrigue" 
of wnich the ^panish Tragedy is the most famous example. Thus 
Jonson' s play should be related to Thyestes rather than to 
Medea, Agamemnon or rhaedra. *he Endeavors of Art, p. 131-
135. "To the Header ~»i Ordinairie," "Catiline his ^onopiracie,"
ftor&s, V. ^32. In the same address he disclaims any interest 
in the wishes or judgements of the many. "And, now, 30 secure 
an Interpreter I ai- of my chance, that neither praise, nor 
dispraise from you can affect mee."
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136- ben Jonson, The Complete Poetry of Ben Jonson, ed. tfilliaa fi. 
Hunter, Jr. (New York, 1963), p. 370.
137* Thia thesis has at last received full and cogent treatment in 
terms of the English ^enaissance drama in a book called The 
Iragedj of State by J. *. Lever (London, 1971) which appeared 
while this dissertation was only half finished. I am much 
indebted to his study and have, at the same time, curtailed 
my own treatme t of the play in this area.
138. Salluat. Bellua Catiliaarium, trans. J. w. Rolfe (London, 1y65), 
Chap. X.
139* A theme set out directly in Catiline ia that states when they 
are most prosperous tend to decaj internally. It is almost a 
principle of history because it happens ao regularly* Luxury 
and corruption go together. Thus, the fall of states and 
satire are natural associates and were ao in the work of 
Homan historians and essayists as well. Here is a distinctly 
classical mode re-a ivanced by Jonson. ne desired to reveal 
those connections between loss of char cter, loss of freedom 
and national decline by studying history and causation. 
The question is,
Can nothing great, and at the height
rfemaine so long? but it's owne weight
Aill ruine it? (Catiline I. ;31-33)«
This is true for states as f~>r raen. It is not a matter of 
fate or chance. 
As a state
doth ioy
much in plentie, wealth, and ease,
no 'A th' excesae is her disease (I. 5^8-50).
Jonson *s characters are political characters and in such a way 
reveal these relationships.
Clarence w. Wendell, Our Seneca, p. 28.
Religion was "actively satisfactory so long a& the state was the 
end of all things for all men." Clarence ft. Kendell, p. 29.
Tragedy ia I^ot gnouKh (Archon Books, 19^9) » p« 99-
TraKedv; Serious JJTag.a in ^elation to ^r^atotle's Poetics 
(London, 196^; first pub. 1927), p. 78.
Karl Jaspers, p. 100.
This is the thesis of Una Jblli* Feraor's The .JTron tiers of
(London, 1964, first pub. 19^5). I aa. indebted to her book 
for this final concept.
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ihia criticism has been frequently offered. Robert Knoll said 
that the play was a "triumph of logic over theatre 11 (p. 70). 
That, one can accept with reservations, but that "its plot is 
an excuse for a moral essay" (p. ?Q), is not a useful 
observation unless it is understood that the moral essay is 
not a didactic excressance, a pejorative tiling, but that the 
action is symbolic, leading to a recognition about the condition 
of political man and thus about the essence of political life. 
Then theme and action are perfectly joined.
The Sacred »ood. p. 106. 
148. Una Ulis-Fermor, The frontiers of Drama, p. 9-
Chapter Five
Conclusion
In the late sixteenth century a new "romantic" drama emerged 
which was auitec. to the English mind. Not only did it provide nore 
satisfying theatrical experiences, but generated in its wa&e, new 
aesthetic tastes, new habits of literary thought corresponding, perhaps, 
to a whoierevolution in sensibilities, ^his is to overstate the case 
and to pretend ignorance of the continuity in the development of the 
drama in the sixteenth century* let theater appetites and tolerances 
altered in favor of a drama which George oteiner has called the "open" 
form as opposed to the tightly structured, artificial, neo-classical drama 
based on the ancients. Moreover, "our own experience of the dramatic is 
so largely conditioned by the open, Shakespearean fora, that it is 
difficult for us even to imagine the validity of an alternative 
tradition." The breach between critical theories, Scaliger's, 
Cestelvetro's and even Sydney's and actual practices in the Renaissance 
theater is a commonplace. What remains fascinating ie the unwillingness 
on the part of many of the best literary minds to abandon Hellenic 
standards. "'Learned' poets, such as Ben Jonson and Chapman, sought in 
vain to educate their public to more lofty pleasures. tf It is ironic that 
the degree to which they dared maintain their standards, to that degree 
they squandered their chances for theatrical success. Jonson and 
Chap&an were not alone in this endeavor. They have been followed by 
Dry den, Kilton, Goethe, Htflderlin, Cocteau, T.3. iiliot; the Hellenic 
has continued to maintain its hold. Sejanus is a play in the "closed- 
form", in worit epitomizing, in its way, the "alternative tradition". As a 
bid for popularity it was a miscalculation of trends; as the fulfilment of 
a literary iaeal, it has a distinguished company of successors. But this 
ia not a complete explanation. Though Sejanus represents the ideals of 
the classical in its style, structure and concerns, yet these properties 
arc not the results of * neo-classical credo alone. Jonson found 
another way to the "Hellenic".
(for Steiner, "It is a great and mysterious stroke of fortune that 
Shakespeare escaped the fascination of the Hellenic." / Th«re is 
much more which Jonson owes, not to the neo-classical doctrines, but 
to the techniques of Baconian empiricism and the social sciences. 
That pas Jonson 1 e added dimension. Such techniques and issues called 
for their own style.
Jonson told William Drummond during their conversations that
''Tacitus ... wrott the secrets of the Councill and Senate, as Suetonius
2t 
did those of the Cabinet and Gourte." By choosing Tacitus for his
authority, Jonson followed a man who was a recognized authority on the 
practices of politicians* Tacitus' subject was not boudoir pranks or 
courtly manners, but the corruption of **oman government by the vices 
which resulted in both tyranny and senatorial apathy, ^he men and 
affairs set out in his pages were singularly corrupt, ^here was a 
brutal courage in that historian who could pursue them.year after 
year, seeking the causes for the course of the empire which, during 
the reign of Tiberius, had taken such a marked turn for the worse. In 
all but a few men Tacitus discovered an ambition which overwhelmed all 
moral scruples and concern for the commonwealth. The Emperor, insecure 
on the throne and subject to fits of fear, was persuaded in due course, 
that a conspiracy was afoot which sought to unseat him. Tiberius, at 
first slow to r.ct, nevertheless took precautions which were thorough 
and devastating. The empire was victimized by a four way struggle 
between the republican senators, the prince, his bureaucrats and the 
household of Germanicus. Systems of power and repression were 
established which fell into fixed cycles. Tacitus established from the 
events themselves, the patterns of behavior and political intrigue 
which explained the past and forecast the future, ^ome was caught in 
a power contest which it could neither escape nor endure. In the
nature of Roman political history itself, there was a crisis which 
could be called tragic in so far as the price to be paid for an 
absolute ruler was the loss of personal liberties and the slaughter of 
a class of men distinguished for their virtues, courage, loyalty and 
integrity. Tacitus wrote not only to record facts but to suggest the 
forces vhich are at work in the matting of history*
From the Annals Jonson dre» the major portion of his materials 
for the play. Herford and oiipajn point out many of the variants in 
Jonson 1 s handling of facts which suggest to them that he desired to 
make a plot *hich suited his o*n purposes - the rise and fall of a 
more patently villain-like hero in the popular play tradition. £he 
tendency has been to rescue the play from its sources by arguing for 
contemporaneity of design and theme. I believe the case for Tacitus* 
influence upon Jonson as a political thinker has been understated. 
Sejanua is a drama of situation, calculated to reveal in its plot- 
designs those same political patterns which Tacitus developed in the 
Annals. Jonson*s play is not only based on; but is an interpretation 
of history in the Tacitean mode, clarifying those political "truths" 
which are evident in the source. It is my contention that Tacitus 
and Jonson were kindred spirits, sharing a common view of political 
affairs. Both were concerned with the relationship between morality 
and politics. They »ere skeptical, advanced no easy solutions, fell 
prey to no alluring political visions. The effect may indicate an 
artificial austerity which looks like the aesire to turn history into 
a "chiller", ^ut there is an integrity in both Tacitus and Jonson 
which reflects a seriousness of purpose. Jonson was intent upon
describing the affairs of state and upon exposing the misconceptions 
which resulted from cliched and irresponsible popular thinking (See 
Epigram XCII). If their cynicism gave them a darker view of human 
nature than reason should allow, there are the facts which appear in 
testimony to the reliability of both as historical scholars. Tacitus, 
likewise, was an artist employing the skills of the orator in revealing 
the rhetorical crafts of politicians and dissemblers. In his dramatic 
portraits and feigned speeches he worked toward the concentration of 
drama and,in his sense of political doom,toward the vision of the 
tragedian. Techniques of characterization develop from the creation 
of men as political beings and from Homan psychology. The tragic 
arises from the events themselves. History generates the artistic 
processes and genre required for its cogent presentation. Wot only 
is it conceivable that Jonson developed Roman themes in the course of 
explaining absolutism and its dangers to his own age, but his art 
itself was derived from the solutions developed by the *<oman£
Attempts could be offered to explain, from the troubled events 
of Jonson'3 early life, his religious convictions, his scrapes with the 
authorities, the sober concern he shows for law and magisterial power 
in the play. Jonson lived through the times uhich experienced the 
£ssex Rebellion, the Jesuit tracts, the treason trials of various 
kinds engineered by Bancroft and wfhitgift. It was a period of debate 
over parliamentary powers especially under the direction of Peter 
Vtfentworth. But Elizabethan England was no first century Home. The 
making of direct parallels between past historical events and the 
present has been the bane of dramatist-historians. It is not with 
individuals and specific events, but with the nature of authority 
that Jonson is concerned. That Northampton charged Jonson with 
popery and treason is not only proof that he recognized the potential,
links between autocratic abuses in the past and possible slurs against 
the present monarch, but also that he failed to understand the play 
altogether, sticking at small-minded applications without heeding the 
overview of politics which condemns his very action* In pressing 
charges he mattes of himself an ambitious flatterer eager to please at 
the expense of a member of the Jacobean intelligentsia (small consolation 
to Jonson in knowing that Northumberland had been magnificently 
squashed by a play politically unassailable if understood, when that 
play itself was generally ignored, yet the cause of his ensuing 
misfortune).
flhat matters nore basically is the "oman power structure which 
allowed ambitious men to rise and prey upon the old -^ornan aristocracy 
and the few "new men 0 who had joined with them. The Tudor Constitution 
did not preclude such activities from happening in -^nglish society. To 
be sure Jonson, like Tacitus, could not make direct references to 
constitutional principles in the same way that Shakespeare could 
describe the chain of being in which the king found his rightful place. 
Such conventional forms of thought raised no hostilities. But 
loyalty with qualifications was no mood to broach during the succession 
crisis which rankled ^n^lish nerves, increasingly, until 1603. Even a 
description of the political status quo, the ideal balance between 
Queen and parliament was a risky undertaking. Catholics and Puritans 
had placed the government on the defensive. No Sir Thomas Smiths wrote 
in 1600 of the virtues of mixed government. Conditions were changing 
and Sejanus was calculated to cast light on the developing trenas of 
absolutism. Jonson 1 s play arrives not at a celebratory statement of 
monarchy as the finest of all forms of government which the earlier 
Tudor political thinkers were inclined to promulgate, but that while
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kings werehardly Justified in their tyrannous practices and moral 
decadence, jet monarchy was the best peace-xte^pxii^ government in lieu 
of anj better alternatives.
The foot-dragging loyalty of oaoinus staces one case perfectly. 
Jonson tests the old Tudor doctrines of loyalty and obedience in the 
light of the ne* politics of modern secular status anu i'^nds them valid 
and necessarv. *>ut government «/ as no longer the precis of the people;
it u/as a necessary and sometimes dangerous evii. The fc:Iow was gone; 
Jonson could not help hinself. uooker left the proi»j.era of tyranny 
unsettled in ite. Viil, Of the .uaws of ^ccleaa-Laotical *oiit.y. Fear 
of rebellion was the Tudor therae. i'ear of tyrants was the theme of 
the seventeenth century. -here oppression threatened^ the process, 
equivalent to republicanism, fou^d new justification. Jonson was a 
monarchist, but he was also a re^uD-iicau. It was the paradox in 
Brutus' career which the prosecutors of Cordus refused to consider. 
Brutus was a tyrannicide . He was also the epitome of ^oman virtue 
struggling for republican freedoms, ^o advocate of revolution, 
Jordus was a critic of tyranny in light of the best standards of the 
past* woleridge also missed thepolnt. commenting on ^rruntius* speech, 
"The name Tiberius,/! hope, will keep, howe'er he hath foregone/The 
dignity and power." (I. 244-46) he stated, "The anachronic mixture in 
this Arruntius of the ^oman republican, to whom Tiberius must have 
appeared as much a tyrant us -aejanus with his Ja^c:_-ana-Charle,.,-the- 
*irat zeal for legitimacy of descent in thi* paasa&e 4. a aiau&ing. Of 
our gre-t names, ilton was, 1 tnimv, tne xirst *uo cou^d properly be 
called a republican. 14 Coleridge thought that Arrurito.ua wae Jonson* s 
spokesman misapplied because Jonson was no republican, that Jonson 
had to adopt one partisan view or the other. Barish in attempting to
cone to Jonson'a rescue also missed the point claiming that Jonson 
probably was politically inconsistent because he "is not, in fact, a 
sophisticated political the-orist or, indeed, a political theorist at 
all." It is the intellectual consistency of the critic which insists 
that Jonson should have chosen, should huve falsified the constitutional
a
and temperamental iapasse which maices this playA remarkable statement 
about men and politic^ and the ideological contradictions which lead 
to frustration and destruction. Jonson urt es these paradoxes throughout: 
in oabinus' speech where he states that "A good man should and must/Sit 
rather down with loss than rise unjust" (IV. 165-66) and in *>iliua' 
statement: "If this man [TiberiusV^ad but * mind allied unto his words,/ 
..ox blest a fate *ere it to us, and Mome !/"Ve could not thin*, that state 
for which to change,/Although the aim were our old liberty." (I. ^00-4). 
oiliua could die for republican ideals, he could att cK the monarch for
his violations, but he too waa a monarchist. A he severe the mtn who
e* 
support^ the house of Germanicus, the source for the next emperor to
the throne. £he paradox is in history and the nature of constitutions,
not in Jonson*s political naivte. I would argue that SeJanus is a
\
precociously astute assessment of the cycles of political power and 
the frustrations of divided allegiance. This, above all other themes, 
the play advances, for which reasons the ±udor Constitution has been 
outlined as the cause in f ct which made the political analysis in 
3ejanus important.
Jonson made a reputation for himself, at least among his fellow 
dramatists, aa a historian as soon as Sejanua war, published. Karston 
feigned genuine concern that Jonson had done so much damage to the 
name of historical drama with his literal-mindedness that a wor& such 
as his own Spphonisba might be pursued with "prepared dislike".
Jonson's many footnotes were an offering to scholars; he meant only to 
show his "integrity in the story" ("To the Headers/* 25). Instead, he 
created a lingering suspicion in the minds of his readers down to the 
present that he was crabbed and pedantic, that history as a science 
does not readily accommodate itself to art, that he should have made up 
his mind between the two* Jonson's subject matter was extraordinary* 
De Villiers* complaint that the "extreme deterioration carries no
conviction" proves how justified Jonson was in stressing the accuracy
7 and authority of his material* It was not only a matter of following
the advice of the Italian Renaissance critics- that comedy should be 
an action feigned while tragedy should be based on actual events. It 
was a matter of credibility as well; Jonson needed proof of authenticity 
where his themes might be doubted.
There had been in the English dramatic tradition an interest in 
history, but invariably it was subdued by the stock of ready-made plots 
and by the forms of literary imitation. The Elizabethan dramatists 
ultimately were not historians; it is perhaps their good fortune. 
for them, generally, history was a form of patriotism, a celebration 
of past heroes, a moral counsellor, a record of past events, a means 
of immortality. Critical accuracy wa.; not of the utmost importance. 
Yet, in the later years of Elizabeth a new school of historiography 
grew up which had its effect upon the writing of historical drama. 
The names connected with it were Hay ward, B .con, Caxoden, Savile, 
Selden; Jonson was at one time close to them all. A concentration 
upon "truth of argument", the close perusal of all available sources, 
the research into causes, the "actions., orders and events of states" are 
all abundantly evident in Jonson's treatment of "oman history. This
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sense of the empirical method, the n€ticulousness of the scholar was 
a part of the new "academic" trend which accompanied the rise of the 
modern state. Tht "historical revolution 1' is undoubtedly a part of the 
inspiration behind the uses of history in the play, and Sejanus, as 
dramatized history, is an attempt to address new political conditions 
in their own terms.
"If he alters little in his historical materials, it is partly 
because history in some important points played as it were into his 
hands, providing both a kind of action anJ a prevailing quality of
Q
character singularly suited to his genius and to his art." Jonson 
desired to reveal rather than translate history. He found there what 
he wished to express dramatically, half-made by the historians' own 
conceptions of the themes and order of history. I am doubtful that 
Jonson allowed a moral reading of history to overwhelm the implications 
of the sources. Jonson did not yield himself up to the theory that 
good must win out over evil forces. Almost unique in his age, Jonson 
preserved a hard line on the nature of political corruption and the 
sublunary disorder of history. let what he found he illuminated as 
Bryant has it "with the penumbra of that light the broad movement, the 
larger action, from which the chosen segment Cof history.] should draw 
its full significance. And in both of Jonson's Roman plays that
larger action turns out to be a tragic action, with the state itself
9 taking the role of the tragic protagonist."' Jonson had certain
conventions to overcome. It is, I believe, a reasonably safe 
generalization to assume that the variables of political behavior 
together with their cosmic implications were fixed in the English minds 
in a set of commonplace notions. Ahen the Elizabethans read history,
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they saw a repetition of moral patterns. They believed that insofar 
as situations were analogous, men might fear like effects from like 
causes. But the political conventions lacked sophistication; they 
were always somewhat true yet badly out of date: that -enrj V was a 
glorious Christian prince and that Hichard III was an evil villain. 
Renaissance tragedies and histories established themselves on these 
doctrines. A scientific history was a reexamination at the fount, a 
rescrutinizing of history to see if the old conventions could be 
confirmed. In the reexamination (of an admittedly carefully chosen 
historian) Jonson found new associations more in harmony with the 
•eventeenth~century milieu. "*or Shakespeare, history was only a 
means to an end, a source of material from which he could fashion a 
fable to reveal something of that true substance which is only faulty 
and imperfectly reflected in mundane affairs. *or Jonson, history
was an end in itself; it was man's best source of truth outside the
10 realm of supernatural revelation."
The play is called Sejanus Hie Fall in the 1605 Quarto. In the 
section entitled "The Argument" Jonson outlines the action. It follows 
the career ofone man beginning with his rise to favor, his act of 
revenge on Drusus, his ambition for the throne, his projects against 
the Qermanicans, revealing the itinerary of an essentially evil power 
seeker who overreaches himself in seeking to marry into the royal 
family. The Emperor, made suspicious, raises up a new monster to rid 
himself of the old* In its overall delineation, such a story with its 
peculiar variants, satisfies the requirements for a De casibus morality 
illustrating the dangers and pitfalls of ambition, Jonson 1 s own 
contribution to the tradition of the Mirror for Magistrates. There
are implication* of a a oral order at work, the patience of the gods 
followed by swift, fell retribution. At the beginning of Act V 
Se janus is in a surge of elation, "Jwell, swell, my joys." nours 
later he is not only dead but torn apart by the mob, bits of his body 
buried under piles of dust all over the city of **ome. That is justice 
with a vengeance. T. S. £liot thought the imposition of this pattern 
a fault, but he did not deny that Jonson intended it. Bolton noted that 
the play was not only about Fortune and the fall of princes, but that 
Fortune rules the play. Herford and ^impson would agree that what 
Jonson "felt to be tragic in the story of Sejanus was in part that which 
the whole medieval world understood by tragedy, and the authors of the
Mirror for Magistrates still exemplified in their tragic tales, - the
12 sudden passage from prosperity to adversity." To the portrait of the
villain Jonson added arrogance, beefing up his character, though only 
in dimensions which evoke no pity. Se janus, as an historical portrait, 
is put aside, condensed ana abbreviated into a stage villain. Se janus 
fails to satisfy as a tragic protagonist. As flamborough says, "failure
to obtain sympathy for the characters is a limitation in comedy; in
13 Tragedy it is crippling." This objection is apparent throughout the
criticism of Jonson in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 
Once convinced of the idea that Sejaaus is a medieval tragedy in 
renaissance trappings based on a historical source, these faultings 
are inevitable. Jonson could not evttn please those who were willing 
to entertain the idea of the evil protagonist* Sejanus is not great
\
tnough to be a truly tragic villain-hero. 'His Machiavellian character
is not complete: he is all fox and no lion." This is perhaps a
tU 
variant of the same tneme. A consideration of Be oasibus tradition is
difficult to avoid, yet in the light of Jonson 1 s historical and 
political interests it(4« altered into) a structural convenience. It
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ia not a causal agent which must figure in the interpretation of 
the play.
De caaibua tragedy implies justice, retribution, the concern of 
transcendental forces; -oman history casts all such concepts in doubt. 
Tiberius, a second villain, together .ith the new prodigy, Macro,
survive to defy those principles. There is no comfort to be taken
ti,e 
from the fall e4M villain. So much of Jonson's energy went into the
creation of other sources of dramatic experience: the study of political 
dissimulation, the moral corruption ana decline of a whole society, 
the struggle for civil liberties on the part of a small group of 
republican stoics. The shape of history and politics so cast the 
Pe casibua lines into the shade that they seem to represent merely a 
hint of order in a political world which denies it. ^ejanus at one 
remove, is proof th->t a new order of real politic was moving against the 
familiar and comfortable myths: the gods and their scourges, punishment 
for sin in the form of tyrants, or even that excessive ambition will 
necessarily overreach itself* i'here is the possibility that the only 
true 6 urce of "pattern" is ambition, that it may not always destroy 
itself, that causes arise from human wishes and opportunity and that 
civic life is a Darwinian struggle in which only the most fit, or the 
most cunning, survive, fortune is given her due at the end of the play, 
yet she is only the convenient personification of human confusion, 
-he is blamed for all the ills of ^ome (V. 891), as well as praised for 
her alleged concern that evil is punished, elsewhere (V. 798-800), 
fortune is equated with the fickle, random and injust activities of the 
mob. Ahere all activities may be attributed to her, it hardly matters 
that any are. In Sejanus, fortune is an explanation after the fact 
without causal function. In the structure of the play an argument 
between intimations of order anJ realpolitik is carried out. Policy,
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in the final analysis, rules all* urUy those deceived or swollen in 
pride or incapacitated by debauchery "surfeit on blind *ortune's cup." 
(II. 261). It is a world without transcendental qualities; Jonson's 
sense of the tragic can only rise >ut of the contradictions in human 
social and political institutions, never out of the malignancy of the 
stars.
That oejanua is a Kind of "satiric tragedy" is a notion which is 
recurrent and useful. Kiizabeth Woodbridge was perhaps the first to 
make note of the likenesses between the plots of Sejanus and olpone. 
Like Mosca and Volpone, Tiberius and Sejanus form a wicked entente 
against the ^onan state, foiled only by the breakdown in relations between 
them. It happens again in the Alchemist where the triumvirate, 
operating on a truce throughout the play, finally turn upon one another. 
j*'or Oscar ^ampbej.1 the patterns of satiric comedy dictate the forms of 
Jonson's tragedies as well. He reasons that Sejanus, lacking in tragic 
emotions, seeks the comic responses which he describes as "moral
repulsion, scorn and derision. And these are the emotions which
16 satire in both its tragic and comic modes seeits to arouse." ±'he
absence of conventional tragic formulas and sympathetic characters, 
the presence of abundant critical and satiric commentary, the obvious 
distaste with moral wickedness would indicate that Jonson carried on 
with the satiric themes dealing now with crimes rather than «dth follies.
The Jacobean tragedians turned the villain accomplice into a 
hero, a marked innovation which began with Marston. In the Tudor
tragedy of revenge accomplices remained 'tools who were disposed of
17 as soon as their usefulness had ended." One thinks of Fedringano
in the Spanish Tragedy or of Ithamore in the Jew of Malta. But this
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strictly functional character became more important in the form of the 
tyrant's agent in the more complex political regimes vhich the Jacobean* 
•ought to construct: Marston's hendoza in The Malcontent, Tourneur's 
Via dice, Chapman's JBusay, »ebater's Bosola. highly varied characters, 
yet all were agent-victims whose falls were significant to the action, 
oejanus *aa no prince but a commoner who W3S reminded o: hie origins 
when his ambitions waxed too keen* Yet he was responsible ior 
initiating the fcioman terrors under Tiberiue. The monarchy «';.s 
becoming a less personal force, officialdom more prominent. Sejanois 
was made complex by the fact that the old t^r^nt figure was still 
evident, sharing in the action and the dramatic interest. The 
accomplice as h«ro was a means of accommodating the nev* politics 
dramatically.
I believe the design arose through the urge both to present the 
tragic aspects of the political situation and to thrash the vices which 
lead to treachery and inhuman abuses. These are two aspects of the same 
issue and utust remain co-present so that anatomization of such matters 
as policy is not mistaken for instruction, i'he balance between the 
satiric and tragic is the result of the artistic development of the 
tragedy of political situation closely related to constitutional 
paradoxes. *>atj.ric invective contributes to the final effect, the 
emotion which follows intellectual discovery rather than sympathetic 
indulgence, which, if Sejanus is satiric tragedy, is the only itind of 
Aristotelian - like re.,, onse possible. "here the play world is 
sufficiently corrupt to maxe the satire biting it will be a world 
which becomes "absurd" when the stages of the action are life and 
death. Satiric tragedy ultimately is more than scornful and derisive; 
it is finally hopeless. That is tragedy with a vengeance. Steiner
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claims that "with the decline of hope which followed on the early 
renaissance - the darkening of spirit which separates the vision of
man in Marlowe from that of Pico della "irandola - the sense of the
18 tragie broadened." The difficulty is that Tacitean gloom, Jonsonian
gloom, will be rejected by an age still thriving at the popular level, 
upon a kind of historical myth of national election and the buoyancy 
of political stability and financial prosperity, ^oom prophets may 
arise at the firetmoment of decay; it is at that moment they are 
looked upon ae least useful* i'he theater w>>8 Jonson's medium, his 
ambition, to inform men Lbout the nature of political power* There is
f>o.(/e~
no reason why the Jonoonian tragic vision should not,satisfied 
Nevertheless, "when the new world picture of reason usurped the place
of the old tradition in the course of the seventeenth century, the
19Sn^lish theatre entered its long decline.'* Jonson's play was an
attempt to reform with the reforms. But theater belonged essentially 
to the old traditions. That was not Jonson's fault.
The Tudors made use of ^eneaa as a source of rhetoric, maxims, 
stage gagetry, ghosts, choruses, horror, blood revenge. In the next 
century it was his thought, the doctrine of the Stoics, the sense of 
political repression, the awareness of tyranny in his writings which 
compelled intere t. Jonson, as tragedian, was in the vanguard of 
tl^e rediscovery of ^eneca the politician and stoic philosopher, ^his, 
too, was a Jacobean quality which should h ve had a larger future in 
the theater than it did. It was an outlook upon affairs central to 
Jonson's tragic vision.
Jonson was a man of rules who, when he ignored them, thought it 
important to tell his readers so. He wrote as though to fulfill what 
was demanded of him as a respectable scholar-dramatist. The closet
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drama and the neo-classical theories were ways of thinking about the 
Kind of production SeJanus was in contrast to the so-called native 
traditions. ^ha question is whether Junson the dramatic-theorist 
could reconcile his views to the product which emerges as the drama of 
history. Ideally the neo-classical economy and singleness of purpose, 
concentration of plot and simplification of character, the consolidation 
of dramatic sequences, should prove to be the essential techniques for N 
revealing both the elements of serious satire and political tragedy \ 
which together ma*te up the play* **ut for Jonson it is more essentially \ 
in his consistency of mind, his concise and weignted style that he 
differs so essentially from other English Renaissance dramatists. 
Metaphor is a matterof logical clarification, almost never a technique 
for effusion or connotative enrichment. His tragedies are very much 
works of rhetoric, but they are imitations of the working oratory of 
court and Senate* Thereis no rant and ventriloquism left. There are 
no irrelevant factc or associations, nis entire play world is 
calculated. He works essentially like an essayist displaying both 
scenes and the logic of scenes *ith a rationalist's control. He uses 
language in order to evoke mental responses and judgements in the 
audience. * is s.tyle and temperament equip him to crive for hard 
and brilliant effects both satiric ana tragic. If his drama is 
experience, it is the experience of brute assessment*
The question is not whether tragedy should be founded upon a 
true source, but how close that source must be followed. At some 
nebulous point it is possible f r the artist to abandon his artistic 
criteria and turn historian, seeking by the methodology of the social 
scientist the truths of history, organized in vaguely literary patterns. 
Jonson moves very far in this direction. It is impossible for the 
historian to preserve fidelity to the unities of time and place. Jonson
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was compelled, for the oaKe of his art, to force characters out of 
their historical roles, to combine separate historical events, delete 
contradictory information, simplify characters. The^e were to be his 
secrets, ^ut there is reason to believe that Jonson meant at the same 
tiae, to preserve the basic truths and integrity of the sources and to 
illustrate them as dramatic truths, oejanus is the product of his 
labours and the marn of his otst capabilities as a synthesizer of 
literary forms in the tragic mode. ^he important factor is that he 
was convinced that a Tiner drama could be made by the marriage.
.Lord Falkland had much to say in praise of Jonson,
"Whoae Politicks no ler.se the minds direct
... nor witn less effect,
when hia Hajesticks Tragedies relate
All the disorders of a Tottering state,
All the distempers which on Kingdomes fall,
'Ahen ease t and wealth, and vice are generall,
And yet the minds against all fear assure,
And telling the disease, prescribe the cure:
<*here, as he tele what subtle wayes, what friends,
(seeking their vdcked and the^r v>isht-for ends)
Ambitious and luxurious Persons prove,
Whom vast desires, or : ighty w&nts doth move.
The generall frame, to sap and undermine,
In proud Sejanus, and bold Catiline;
So in his vigilant Prince and Consuls parts,
tie shewes the wiser and the noble Arts,
By which a state may be unhurt, uphtld,
And all those workes destroy 1 !, which hell woulu build.
(11. 121-13S) 20
The state falling and the st^te preserved - Falkland cites them both 
as part of the vision of Jonson 's tragedy. There can be no doubt that 
the preservation of the state is a good thing and that princes must 
exercise those art. of rule which will secure the futures of their 
commonwealths. 1 rince^- ^ust be the more cunning where ambitious 
Juniors cee . by the same tactics to undermine the foundations of 
society. Yet because of these diseased conditions, states appear to 
be tottering and crumbling; princes, themselves, are forced into evil
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practices in order to secure their thrones, A he tragedian and the 
satirist join. j^ase, wealth, decadence, these are the conditions which 
invite ambitious adventurers to try their fortunes in politics, 
^uxurious persona throw , onarchs back on their devices. A cycle of 
decadence, ambition, corruption, repression is established which holds 
the body politic in its grip, *he logic once entered upon is almost 
inescapable. It is material suited both for satiric ridicule and 
fearful apprehension, description of the disease is prescription 
for the cure. Jut human nature defies all prospect of remedy. This 
dilemma is an accurate representation of life; it arises from the facts 
of history and is reflected in the author's own times. The issues at 
stake are the security of commonwealths ana civil liberties; the 
consequences "tragic". That tragic emotion is to be aroused by 
personal sympathies with the characters is doubtful. Jonson insulated 
the action in such a way that temptations to experience simultaneously 
what the characters feel are held to a minimum. The tragic emotions 
evoked by the play are arrived at through intellectual perception of 
tht basic issues. Pity is overshadowed by the fear which comes in a 
recognition of the plausibility of events.
I do not think it is important that critical limits are set on 
the definition of tragedy. I do not think it is important to create 
for Jonson a set of principles which may be called "Jonsonian". The 
reputation of the play has suffered to the extent critics have assumed 
that Joneon's neo-classicism included rigid and perhaps reactionary 
concepts of tragic structuring, that his plots and characters were 
created out of the old Senecan "rules", and that the difference between 
them and the ideal was a matter of unfortunate compromise. Jonson 1 s 
"To the Headers" is an explanation of why he did not thin* it mattered
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that he dtpaittd from the rules. He was rot merely trying to please an 
audience, but to expand the u&es of the tragic mode through the 
suggestions of history, closely scrutinized. It .'.as his own 
reputation as a classical scholar which he feared. ^he established 
patterns were useful to him only as guides to organizing his materials. 
He borrowed from the De casibus conventions, the revenge tragedy, and 
his own satiric patterns where they were m-~et to express relationships 
which arose from the historical accounts.
The new tr gic dimensions which Jonson ''discover3d" are ^oman 
as A ell &£> Elizabethan. "Naturally Jonson wa^ aware chat l oman
historians and satirists found a link between individual and social
21 corruption • ••»" This corruption is Jonson*a theme - it ranges
throughout society from the emperor down through the i.obts. The 
tragedy is one of state, of falle: villains, the wanton wasting of 
good men 9 the conflict it* values between new auu old political orders, 
the tragedy of the changing social milieu, the tragedy of constitutional 
imperfection and inevitable political decay and the sense of defeat 
which prevails once tuis syndrome is discovered. Sejanuc suggests a 
number of ways in which the political tragedy sought expansion and 
redefinition. At the same time Jonson is determined, as a social 
critic, to make men live fully cognizant of their failures. A form of 
tragedy ie also created by the satiric artist who desires to make men 
miserable about themselves because thej have oo rtuch in common with 
those forebears whom any fair-rainded observer must confess confounded 
justice and injured the commonweal through their political ambition 
or apathy.
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Appendix A 
The Stage History of ^ejanus
In February 19<?8 Sejanua received a serious stage treatment, the 
first certain one since 1603. Poel interpreted the play in a rather 
biographically local way reading the £arl of £ssex for Sejanus and 
Ben Jonson for Arruntius. Poel'a goal was to find the original play, 
the one staged at the Globe, amidst all the alterations of the 1605 
text, tie was unwilling to add a word to the text, but he found it 
necessary to delete a great deal. The production was admired, "swift 
in movement and elaborate in design, (it} gave a rich satiric picture 
of Homan decadence." Percy Simpson, one of Joneon's Oxford editors 
saw the production and praised it for its "serene, effortless ana £:ure" 
beauty and for its "sense of quiet, spacious grandeur". Robert fioyes 
claims that "there is slight documentary evidence that ejanus was 
played after the Restoration." But the sentence is ambiguous and no 
further evidence is offered. In his list of performances at the end 
of the book for that period, none is riven for Sejanus. A. C. *ard 
was the first to mention that in the later seventeenth century the play 
was translated into German and performed at the court of the Elector 
Palatine Charles Lewis of Heidelberg between 1663 and 16?1. Lewis
was the son of ilizautsth of Bohemia and "had the true Stuart love
k for the theatre and its literature." Briggs is more speculative
about early performances ana even less informative «*bout hi& soucces. 
In a note he mentions Gerard Langbaine's brief description of tiie 
play in An Account oi the Anglian Dramatic Poets which appeared in 
1691. "Langbaine aaya that Sejanus 'is generally commended by all
lovers of poetry, 1 and it wao received and adapted for political 
purposes in the eighteenth century.-" Together »ith thio, Briggs 
asserts even more positively that "under Charles II it was iven at 
least one performance ... " But the paragraph by Langbaine contain* 
no mention of one and Briggs also fails to offer a source for the 
Restoration performance. Hobert £. Knoll states that "Sejanus His 
Fall was not produced again in Jonoon's lifetime; apparently the 
Restoration saw it but then it was not seen again until staged by 
tfiliiam Poel in 1928."*
Footnotes
1. Aobert Speaight, ^illiaa Poel and the Elizabethan Revival 
(London, 195^ )t pp. 2^7 -*»8.
2. ^peaight, p. 2^8.
3- Ben Jonson on the iiingliah Sta^e 1660-1776 (New York, 19J>5; 
reissued 1966), p. 302.
k* A History of JEnglish i/raajatic Literature, 3 vols (London, 1899 )« 
II,
3* Ben Jonson, Sejanus ed. -». D. Briggs (Boston, 1911)* P» xxii, n 
6. Ben Jonson's Plays (Lincoln, Nebraska, 196^), p. 69.
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Appendix B 
Pliny and Tacitus
Tacitus might best be known by the company he kept. i'resum&oly 
the friendship with Painy wan mutual, i'liny had the uuoct regard for 
Tacitus and said so. "There were at that time many celebrated geniuses 
in Hone; but you of all others (owin<- to a similarity in our 
dispositions) appeared to me the easiest and the rr.ost worthy object
of my invitation.'1 As orators the,/ were always mentioned together.
2 Pliny assures us that Tacitus was the finest of his age. Their
friendship embraces the reputations of both. Fliny was a ican of 
Sttlf-conscious integrity and real devotion to the public welfare, 
"bent on achieving fame through a good reputation."^ They identified 
themselves with a morality which wans proved noble but out of date. 
They wer committed to the service of the state and to the political 
uses of history and art as a means of reaching tyrants when politicians 
and senators could not.
Footnotes
1. Pliny, Letters, trans. William MeImoth (London 1963), II, 
pp. 53, 55 (Bk. VII, 20).
2. "oince therefore we are thus closely linked together by our
pursuits, manners, reputation, and even by those last instances
of hu/can judgement, should all this not tend to en flame us
mutually with the neoet ardent affection.'"' iuiny, letters, II, p. 55-
3. Clarence Mendell, Tacitus the Man and His Work (New Haven, 1^57). 
p. 12. Pliny was always doping, for example, that Tacitus would 
record his part in the trial against Massa Baeoius in his history 
"and thus ffiatte immortal hia example of old fashioner integrity.'' 
(Mendell, p. 12).
Apptndix C 
Tht Senate and Historical Writing
History was monopolized as a discipline by the senatorial 
class. This is cyme's thesis. If history was an extension of 
politics, it stands to reason that the senators were among those 
most experienced in public affairs, who knew most intimately the nature 
of oratory, and had the most direct uccess to the records. A senator 
may write as a gossip, a biographer, in an attempt to win fame out of 
spite for lack of success or preferment, or to expose corruption ih high 
places. Dudley claims, for example, that Tacitus had been humiliated 
by his enforced silence under ^omitian and that he decided to become 
an historian in order to reveal his treacheries to all posterity. 
A man*s career in government could end abruptly and early. The 
writing of history was one of the few reasonable things left to do. 
In short, history was a means of judging the emperors. It was one of 
the Senate's few remaining powers. Thus to write history was to fulfil 
a senatorial duty. It was this one "power" which Tiberius feared above 
all others, a fact which could account for much of his method of 
handling the Senate. The opinions of posterity alone, Tiberius could 
not control, though he tried by persecuting Cordus. Seneca's "To 
Marcia on Consolation" is proof of the point. Marcia was Cordus' 
daughter, one secreted her father's papers until after his death 
when the threats had passed. Seneca commends her. "You have done a 
very gre*t service to #oman scholarship, for a large part of his 
writings had been burned; a very great service to posterity, for 
history will come to them as an uncorrupted record whose honesty cost 
its author dear?" This power through history was a small compensation 
for the loss of senatorial powers. It was a final voice which could
not be recklessly abused or thrown away. Because of these circumstances, 
history, as a senatorial product, was bound to carry overtones 
resulting from their grievances, both political and moral. It is 
impossible for history not to reflect the experience of the men 
and their class where they had been embroiled in the very events 
they wrote about. Historical writing was a part of good government*
Footnotes
1. ^ir Ronald Sy»e, "The Senator as Historian, fl Ten Studies in 
Tacitus (Oxford, 1970), p. 2.
2. Donald 1C. I>udley, The *orld of Tacitus (London, 1968), p. 16,
3» Seneca, Moral &ssajf« trans. John *". B>sore, 3 vols (London, 
1958), II, 5 CBk. I, iii).
Appendix D 
Jonson*a Alterations to TacitUG* Characters
An analysis* of the alterations Jonson made to Tacitus' characters 
revealvi tnuob about his conception of the play. Such a. study entails a 
double istieesEent, however; one must first be fairly certain about 
what Tacitus intended. Ue seems, in certain cases, to have been willing 
to record rather random and varied qualities. Tet to the extent that 
a coherant portrait emerges an-i is the conscious work, of the writer, 
hia characters are singular, brilliantly drawn portraits.
Jonson hai to try for similar effects yet keep within the 
bounds of drama* Agripplnu can speak boldly,
What, my Gallua?
Be loud •Sejanua* 3trumpet? Or the bawd 
To Caes*r*a lusts, he no* is (tone to prcctice? (IV. 15-1?)
Jonson keeps themes alive by placing them constantly in the mouths of 
the characters who are outraged by Tiberius' act:?. Yet, Jonson's 
Agrippina is no ra«re chorus. She has manly eloquence, fortitude and 
and an excusably rash nature* °he gives sound advice to her sons 
(IV. 6l-7&)« She does not urge them on to revolution but teaches them 
ho* to preserve th*ir dignity uni^r tyrants and how to be worthy of 
their father's name* Her message is noble suffering* This may well 
be a transposition by Jonson froon Ceraanicus' parting advice to
Agrippina. that she should curb her arcbition and submit to fortune
2. though it be cruel. He had advised her to live peaceably with the
ecperoro, recognizing in her a certain hostility vbich could prove
fatal. This is not out of spirit with the record iathe Annals (II. 70-71;
Grant, p. 112-113)- Agrippina probably had •. reasonatly high annoyance
factor about her. Her followers arc accustomed to calling her "royal" 
in the play. Silius does; Gallua does (II. <f31; IV. 1). Virtue was 
always her &uide and she *as willingly outspoken on the subject. Yet 
Jonson has rather less to say about her revenge, her brooding and her 
pride. Boi-ssier claims that r-idtua presented 'grippina as an 
unscrupulous woraan who used her beauty in order to procure wealth 
and pursue ambition. She ruled lirc-a a n *n yet was a true woman,
ruining herself by her vanity, desiring superficial distinctions as 
much as real power. It is quite true that ;-;iie and her .jix children
were the center of an "opposition" party. It waj her oeut way to 
revenge. Her virtue w?-u» itaelf almost a .aatter .)f po.ti.cy. - 'ar 
beyond Jonson's rvxn&<i is the possibility that Sejanus a.nd Agrippina 
were v;;ing for the s.-irne power and that her lack of oubtlety was no 
excuse for her ambition. For him, ?>he was a v :oman wronged in the 
death of her huebttnd and in the treatment of her children who were 
the next legal heirs. "But what upc«t '-iberiuo meet was the popular 
enthusiasm for Hgiiupina. Th« c.iory of her country, the^ cabled her - 
the on-y true descendent of Au^ustut , the unmatched model of traditional 
behaviour. Gazing to he&ven, they prayed that her children might live 
to survive their enemies." (Annals, III. *f; ^rant, 12C-21). Sejanus 
did not wiss the opportunity to work this in his own favor by 
arroueing Tiberius 1 deepest suspicion against her. It is the delicacy 
of this position which Jonson dramatizes, the impossibility of honest 
opinion without danger The situation revealed ie compelling, but the 
complex nature of the person in the dilemma ie suppressed in order to 
gain tht. fullest impact. Her feud with Tiberius *as Uyn.?stic; Sejanus
was an upstart power aether. Historically Agrippina was no saint. 
Jonson deletes Tacitus* qualifications in order to heighten the themes 
of tyranny, victimization, the old virtue and satiric invective. She 
comes off somewhat better than she was.
Arruntiua was the character in the play most freely developed 
by Jonaon. He waa a Stoic whon Tiberius would have opposed in 
principle. For these virtues and philosophical ideas Jonson enlarged 
his role* As a member of the Senate, Arruntiua represented that style 
which refused to bow to corruption. His fate was his inability to keep 
silent, hia meana of eacape, the aheerly ironic quirk that he was 
preserved aa a token of the fnperor's tolerance of the outspoken 
opposition* He was more good alive as propaganda, than dead. Arruntiua 
was an Insignificant figure in the Annals» but Jonson required, for 
dramatic purposes, a character with hia qualifications who could serve 
as the determined and outspoken opponent to tyrants* Undoubtedly, 
Arruntiua was chosen because of the speech which he delivered against 
oppression at the time of his death. (Annals VI. *tb*; Grant, p* 225) 
^iberius had been terrible; the prospects of Caligula were too horrible 
to makelife worth while. No one had even given Arruntius a chance to 
die in heroic protest* tie had to create his own pretext. Jonson 
probably had less reservations about the* nobility of this action 
than Tacitus* Certainly it has the appeal of the tough-minded about 
it. But further motives for Arruntius' diegruntlenent, beuides his 
otoic ideals and hatred of tyranny and immorality, are not supplied* 
For Jonson 1 s satiric purposes he did not require them*
But there is a curious passage in the Annals (I. 13), which 
provides very different motives for Tiber,us' treatment of Arruntiua
which Tacitus claims were causally significant though he, hiaiself, 
fails later to develop ther. Toward Arruntiua and the offence he gave, 
Tiberius "had no longstanding hostility. But he waa suspicious of 
Arruntiue, whose wealth, ctivity, and talents were celebrated. 
Augustus, in one of hia last conversations, had gone over the names 
of men who would be fit and willing to become emperor; or unfit and 
unwilling, or fit but unwilling* He had described Marcus Aemilius 
Lepidus (IV) as suitable but disdainful, Qaius Asinius Oallus as 
eager but unsuitable, and Luciua Arruntius aa both fit and capable of 
aaking the adventure, if the chance arose." "All those mentioned, 
apart from Lepidus, were soon struck down on one charge or another, 
at the instigation of Tiberiua." (Annals I. 13; Grant pp. *fO-4l). 
Arruntius is characterised as an adventurer, a man capable of ambition. 
Augustus had doomed him in suggesting that he wa^ the most fit to become 
the next emperor. Those named were forced to instil in the new 
emperor a genuine sense of their friendship or else join the opposition 
and hope for happier political circumstances under the next prince. 
Lepidus, lifelong friend to Tiberius, remained inconspicuous, a
which was essential for survival. Caligula preserved his 
life by going to Caprae and remaining in the open where Tiberius could 
scrutinize his movements, thus dispelling all fears of plots and 
rebellions from his quarter. Gallu3 wavered between camps and eventually 
perished, though not during tne time covered in the play, while 
Arruntius engaged in a career of protest which lasted only because 
Tiberius feared him. It is reported in the Histories that Tiberius 
had not allowed Arruntius to tauxe up his residence in opain as governor
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"because he was afraid of him." That Arruntius had personal grounds 
for resentment or that Tiberius had concrete cause of fear is not part 
of Jonson*s conceptualization of his character, -ucn complications 
could add nothing to the political patterns under analysis.
Qallus was likewise employed to swell out the group of 
Agrippina's supporters, but his case in history is a rather special 
one. Jonson was forced to obscure his career entirely in order to 
use him for the play. Hie loyalty was constantly in question. £>ager 
for power though lacking in skills, he was suspected by Tiberius from 
the beginning of the reign. Callus was a rash, provocative and 
insidious orator, who exasperated Tiberius continually* Syne is under 
the impression that Callus belonged to Agrippina's party only because 
he hoped to marry her and thereby gain access to power (a marriage plot 
less sinister but not unlike 3ejanus' own hopes to marry into the
r:
Julian family). *hen both he and Agrippina were dead, Tiberius let 
loose a bar-age of "filtby slanders, accusing her of adultery with Gaius 
Asainius Qallus, and asserting that she had wearied of living when 
Asinius died.'1 (Annals B^. VI. xxv; Grant, p. 212)* The truth of the 
matter is dark. It may be that he was a supporter of the "right" 
ambitions. Jonson is not afraid to toy with the possibilities, but 
only a good memory or a close scrutiny of the play in one'a study 
reveals the paradoxes. Act IV. 15 «ay be read cynically. Gallus may 
be suggesting that Agrippina not make so much of her chastity, that well 
employed it could aid her in her cause; that is how Agrippina interprets 
his few words, cutting him off before he is allowed to finish. But 
Jonson also turns it into a rhetorical outcry against the debasement 
forced upon men by politics*
Gallua* career as a senator ia sketchy. Moat significant ia the 
fact that he ia not present in the final nesting where Tiberius' letter 
is read. There, a clear demonstration of his sympathise would have 
been unavoidable, and Jonson simply lacked the evidence for presenting 
them. In the earlier trial scenes, he responds aloud to the judgment 
rendered against Silius with a phrase, remarkable for its ambiguity, 
"Nothing is great enough for Siliua' merit." (III. 29*O meaning that 
oiliue deserved hie fate because he had obligated the fcmperor beyond 
his ability to pay, or that Siiius was truly deserving of the praise 
he received. Arruntius understood it in the former sense. ''Callus 
on that side too?" (III. 29*O- Arruntius' suspicion of his defection 
ia Aupported by the faci that Oallue goes beyond the requirements of 
the law in calling for &oaia's banishment and the confiscation of half 
of Silius* estate (III. 356-8), (It is Lepidus who wins milder term*, 
but he does so by debating againat a member presumably of his own 
party*) Gallus later joina in the chorus of those urging that Cordus* 
books be burnt (III. ^69). His appearance in ct IV as a friend to 
Agrippina ia therefore puzzling. (Agrippina honors him as a friend 
IV. 29-31.) Gallus is either a distinct type of vacillating opportunist 
which Jonson meant to illustrate (Laco is ouch a character whom Jonaon 
creates more fully) or else a supporting character whoee historical 
record was too ambiguous for Jonson to develop cogently*
Lepidus, the third of the three aen proposed by Augustus aa 
Candida tec for the throne, ia something of a rr.odei of virtue for 
Tacitus and certainly a man deserving admiration as Jonson renders 
him in the play. It ia worth repeating that Jonson never mentions 
their chances for the throne. lie wanted no grounds for associating 
th«se Qermanioan supporters with ulterior or treasonous motives.
Morality had to be th« cover for political complaint lest the latter 
be interpreted as conspiracy. Lepidus, above all, save Agricola, was 
Tacitus' example of the man whose personal style allowed hire to live 
and serve under tyranny. Jonson also develop* this point of view 
leaving the debate between stoicism, protest and quietism unresolved. 
It is not a question which admits of an easy ane,.er. Lepidus is the 
voice of the tempor izer.
Vx-
Cordua ia raised to prominence as a model of virtue on the 
testimonies of many who knew and admired him. *hen he had finished 
his oration in the chamber defending the powers of history and the 
freedom of speech he "walked out of the senate, and starved himself to 
death. The senate ordered his books to be burnt by the aediles* But 
they survived, first hidden and later republished. This makes one 
deride the stupidity of people who believe that today's authority can 
destroy tomorrow's memories. On the contrary, repressions of genius 
increase its prestige." (Annals IV* 31^» Grant, 175-) ^eneca accounts 
for the means whereby his works survived in a letter of comfort to 
Cordus' daughter, Marcia. It was she who bid them until the criaia 
passed. Seneca speaks of his works as an "uncorrupted record11 . His 
memory will remain esteemed "so long as it shall be worth while to 
learn,the facts of ^oman history - so long aj there shall be anyone 
who will wish to hark back to the deeds of our ancestors, so long as 
there shall be anyone who will wish to know what it ia to be a ^oman 
hero, what it ia to be unconquered when all necka are bowed and forced 
to bear the yoke of a ^ejanus, what it is to be free in thought, in 
purpose, c.nl in act*" Seneca provides valuable insights into what 
the ^omans considered the uses of history. In writing a true account 
of the past Cordus had aided in the preservation of freedom and eloquence 
Such men's names survive in good repute as long JAB their works are read.
Here is the consolation. But Jonoon neglects to mention the ooat of 
such free thought to ^ordus. In the play he is presented in narked 
contrast to Silius; he is calm, rational, a keen analytical mind. 
Historically he, too, was a Stoic and committed to the idea of a 
political death, ^iberius was unimpressed with his defense and 
according to Dudley "listened to the defense with a scowl on his
n
face." for the purposes of the play Jonson had a great deal o f 
interest in this speech. Jonson had found a spokesman for himself as 
an historian-dramatist. Cordus left the Senate alive, suggesting that 
his argument had prevailed with the fmperor, had a binding hold where 
Silius* impassioned rhetoric had failed. That Cordus should go out and 
starve himself would appear to be synonymous with failure. Therefore, 
Jonson did not ply his audience with that fact, though it is not one 
which Jonson could have missed in dealing with the source. (It follows 
hard upon the famous speech which Jonaon translated verbatim: "£gressus 
dein senatu vitam abstinentia finivit." Annals, IV. xxxv.) Again 
through deletions Jonson shaped the materials subtly to his own 
purpose, emphasizing the theme of the relationship between history and 
political liberty.
"here Tacitus fails to develop materials Jonson finds himself in 
some difficulty because the source does not provide him with a factual 
basis on which a genuine interpretation of action could be grounded. 
Tacitus* account of the death of ^rusus is one of the more puzzling 
underdevelopments in the Annals, considering its potential, talker 
has suggested that there was no need for him to cUell on it because it 
was a generally received opinion that he was poisoned by Sejanus. It 
was the leas certain cases which required historical research and 
documentation in order to swell the established record, increase the 
evidence for SeJanus' and Tiberius* treacheries by heaping case upon
case. It is a somewhat riaky argument because it tauwes T citua a long 
diatance out of his way. But "rusus* death ia rather suddenly passed 
over, perhaps because he was a reckless youth, uneven in his qualities 
and by no means a copy of Germanic us. It was better to allow the 
latter to stand as the model of goodness. This arcbiguity ia suggested 
in the play. Arruntius calls £rusus "A riotous youth,/There*a little 
hope of hii.i." (I. 103-6), though it is dispelled by every word and 
action which ^rusus offers. Nevertheless, Arruntius is allowed to 
continue, meanwhile, with his priase of Germanicue,
Oh that man!
If there were seeds of the old virtue left, 
They lived in him. (I. 118-20)
Jiven so, no dramatic production is made of the encounter between 
S«januc and Drusus. It is quickly over, a little obvious, wanting in 
debate and a precise explanation of aiotiv . Tacitus is more concerned 
with the sons of Germanicus becoming orphans for the second time, 
(Drusua was their protector). He diapells the rumors that Tiberius was 
involved in the murder, though Tiberius' lack of grief was conspicuous 
to all. Tacitus ia unreflective. "lie does not even trouble to stress 
the wickedness of 3ejanua, much less to give us ^ruaus' deathbed
Q
experiences." i>ruaus f death figures in the play with approximately 
the same detachment and distance. Jonson refuses to elaborate on his 
character, preserving only his opposition to ^ejanuts, his protection of 
the other heira and his signs of gallantry. Dramatically the acene ia 
weak ia Jonson, perhaps mishandled, but more curious is the dispassionate 
treatment which it receives in the Annals.
Terentius was one of the followers of Sejanuej of thit there can 
be little doubt. Yet he managed to win a certain re.pect for the 
loyalty which he showed to hie leader after Sejanus had fallen from
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favor. Tacitus recorda Turentius 1 speech to the ^enate (Annals VI. 6; 
Orant, p. 20*O, in which he refused to deny his friendship to the fallen 
minister. He argued that Tiberius had raised *>ejanus to power and gave 
the firat approval. Therefore, he should not be made guilty for holding 
a nan dear whom Tiberius once honored, lie so succinctly summarized 
everyone*s private thoughts that he was acquitted. Jonson makes no 
note of thia speech, yet he recognizes the individuality of the stand 
and cakes Terentius the final spokesman for human feelings and sympathies 
in the play. It is ironic that the source of his appeal should have 
been nurtured by his love for the villain. I cannot believe that it 
waa Jonson 1 s intention to strike up sympathy for thu fallen counsellor. 
Arruntius pronounces that when great villains fall they are broken 
permanently and that whoever lends pity to such is not wise (V. 895-7)• 
let it is a strange party of men who hold the stage at the end: 
Lepidus, *rruntius, ana Terentius, another man who is rewarded with 
life for hia honeaty, his willingness to confess the truth. It is aa 
though Jonson ia still seeking for some heart which is yet straight­ 
forward, even if it must emerge from the camp of the enemy. It is 
unlikely that any but the most learned of Jonson's audience would 
have recollected who Terentius was. The effect of the closing scene 
cannot have been based upon it. Purbapa he was simply a convenient 
character who happened to survive the melee. J*ut Jonson can not have 
ignored the possibility that a few members of the audience could 
research hie circumstances. This fact once known, makes the 
narration of ^ejanus' death not merely a dispassionate Nuntius' account, 
but the sympathetic account of a loyal friend who talks of "th 1 
unfortunate trunk'1 of his friend (V. 80?), the "froward Justice of the 
state'* (V. 809) the "several acts of malice 1" (V. 813) performed by 
the crowd and his "aau fall'1 (V. 816). He takes out his anger against
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th« fickle mob who turn in a trice against those to whoa they were 
once loyal. Lepidus explains it: "They follow fortune, and hate men
conde«aed,/auilty or not." V. 799*800), but for a man who himself
i 
alone reaainedloyal the attac& on the moi> has a special coloring of
i
its own. Terentius* theme is the guilt of states and he pleads to 
all "whose Binds are good,/And have not forced all mankind from your 
breaeta,/That yet have BO much stock of virtue left/To pity guilty 
states ... " (V. 753-56). It is a strangely unJonsonian mood. Finally 
it is Terentius who, alone, urges the JUe casibus pattern. Let all 
take notice of this "indolent man" who grew too proud, slighted and 
blasphemed the gods. "For whom the morning saw so great and high,/Tana 
low and little, 'fore the* even doth lie." (V. 902-3). There is a 
renewal of human warmth and feeling after a wasteland of policy and 
practice. The account of 3eJanus* death is given with tenderness 
bordering, in isolated phrases, upon pathos. Terentius is almost a 
part of another dramatic tradition. i'ter a hard and dazzling 
assessment of policy, the projection of a comfortable myth of cosmic 
order is gratuitous. Dut it is part of the transitional phase of 
discovery in which the new politics still received its final assessment 
in terms of the old morality. ?hat is true in part, at least, t ough 
Arruntius is firm; the dialogue is maintained and the conflict between 
politics and morality *hich Jonson never intended to solve is carried 
through to the very end.
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